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Important trends in
VALVE DESIGN
MULLARD TRIODE -OUTPUT PENTODE TYPE ECL80
The ECL80 comprises

a

triode RATINGS and CHARACTERISTICS In common with the other valves in

and an output pentode in one
envelope, the two sections having a
common cathode.

Vh
lh

It is primarily intended for television applications in which the
pentode section is the frame out-

Capacitances

put valve and the triode section is
the line oscillator. It may, however,

be employed for a wide variety of
other applications, among which
may be mentioned the following: -

1 Triode

as frame blocking
oscillator ; pentode as frame

output valve.

2 Triode as A.F. voltage amplifier ; pentode as sound output

the ECL80 has a heater rated at

6.3 V
0.3 A

0.3A and is, therefore, suitable for

use in equipment employing the

cgt-ap
cat-ap

0.07 1.14F

cgt-g1

0.1

cat-gl

0.1

Triode Section
cgt-k
ca -k

ca-gt

0.85 v.p.F
v.p.F

adequate performance at an H.T.

.2 µµF
0.3
0.8

transformerless technique for D.C.
A.C. operation. For the same reason,
also, the valve is designed for

11.1.1.F

voltage of 170V.

The addition of the triode in the

cin

5

p.:..LF

same envelope as the pentode, and
the low heater voltage rating (6.3V)
facilitates the design of receivers

tout

5

v.v.F

with a heater chain of less than

ca_gi

0.1

F

200V, including a limiting device to

cgt-h

< 0.05 tl.

Pentode Section

cgl-h

[I. 11.

<0.25 v.v.F

Characteristics

protect the heaters from excessive
surge currents.

Triode Section

valve.

Va

3 Triode as power grid detector;
pentode as sound output valve.

4 Triode as either frame or line
oscillator ; pentode as sync.

Vgt
la

gm
ra

1.4

12.5

mA/V

Kit

Pentode Section
V12
Vg3

5 Triode as frame interlace valve;
pentode as sync. separator.

VII

6 Triode as one half of a frame

Ig2
gm
ra

as

100 V

-2.3 V
4 mA
17.5

Va

separator.

multivibrator ; pentode
frame output valve.

the new Mullard television range,

H eater

la

111-g2

170 V
170 V
0

-6.7 V
1.5 mA
2.8 mA
3.4

mA/V

0.15 MO

Reprints of this article together with additional
data may be obtained free of charge from the
address below.
MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD.,
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT,
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Show ,Survey
IN the

following pages the technical staff of
Wireless World presents a broad survey of the
trend of design in radio equipment generally

as exemplified at the National Radio Exhibition,
held recently at Castle Bromwich. In reading this
report it should be borne in mind that, in many
fields, the Show was not fully representative.
True, as we said in our last issue, few aspects
were entirely unrepresented, but in some branches
very small cross-sections of the British industry's
productions were on view.
That, incidentally,
seems to us to be a pity ; there is a great deal to
be said in favour of a comprehensive exhibition
which serves as a focal point of the radio year in all
its aspects.
As was to be expected, television was the star
feature and clearly it appealed most to the majority
of visitors. It becomes more evident than ever
that the public insists, rightly or wrongly, on the
largest possible picture it can get for its money.
Wisely enough, the industry has done all it can to

meet this demand, both by producing large -tube
direct -viewing sets and projection models.
Further, some designers now make the maximum
possible use of the available area of existing tubes
by " cutting corners " in the mask ; this trick will
probably prove acceptable, as very little is generally lost by eliminating the corners of the picture.
As the television service is extended more widely
over the country, more attention is naturally given
to station selection. Though the fully tunable set
is still rare, there were several examples at the
exhibition. A more usual plan, which will probably satisfy the needs of most potential viewers, is
to provide interchangeable tuning units for the
various channels.
There is a growing tendency to cater for the
fringe areas, and special long -range television
receivers, sometimes with an extra r.f. stage, have
been produced. Many designers wisely face the
fact that some deterioration of picture quality must
WIRELESS WORLD, OCTOBER 1950

be expected where signal strength is low, and

various means -including the reduction of bandwidth -are adopted to give the most acceptable
picture under difficult conditions. High -gain
aerials for the fringe areas are being produced in
great variety. With regard to television aerials
generally, real progress seems to have been made
in improving both their mechanical and electrical
properties, particularly in the direction of better
weatherproofing. In the future we should see
fewer of the " lopsided H aerials " cited recently by
a contributor to our pages as responsible for some
of the wsthetic prejudice against television.
It was evident that visitors to the Castle Bromwich show greatly appreciated the facilities for
side -by -side comparisons of television receivers in
operation. Indeed, it is difficult to call to mind
any other exhibition where the public can make
similar comparative evaluations of performance of
the products of practically all competing manufacturers. The success of this section of the exhibition
makes us wonder whether the same kind of thing
could not be done for high -quality sound reproducing equipment. Unfortunately, the ear is
much less selective than the eye, but possibly the
difficulties might be overcome.
In one respect, however, the show was inferior
to some of those conducted by comparable industries. There were very few attempts to demonstrate to the lay visitor any technical points in
sound or vision receivers, and still fewer exhibits
designed to inculcate in him any intelligent interest
in the working of his set. Does the radio industry face with complacency a situation where
receivers are bought only on the " eye appeal " of
the cabinet? Admittedly it is not easy to explain
to the layman what is happening electrically inside
a radio receiver. But, by the help of mechanical
analogies and visual aids, it should be possible to
capture the interest of at least the younger generation.
34=

Radio Exhibition Review
Trends in Design

-

and Some Highlights

We present here reports from the Wireless World
Technical Staff on the things that most impressed
them at the recent 17th National Radio Exhibition at
Castle Bromwich.

'I'ELEVISION
THERE is still no evidence of any approach to

finality in television receiver design, either
externally or internally. Externally, the
most obvious tendency is towards the use of large
tubes. There were more i z-in models exhibited than
smaller ones and i5 -in sets were not at all uncommon.
The second notable feature is the number of sets
having a tinted protective cover plate for the tube.
The majority are clear but at least six firms showed
sets with tinted plates, ranging from the pale grey
of Ultra to the
near black " of Ferguson, Invicta
and Pye. The object is to improve the picture contrast when the set is used in a lighted room. The
blackest black that can be obtained is the colour of
the tube face and while this is a true black when
viewing in darkness, it is nearly white in daylight.
The tinted screen darkens the blacks because the
ambient light has to pass through it twice and the
picture only once. It requires, of course, an initially
brighter picture.
The third obvious trend is less general, but quite
a few sets are designed to provide a larger picture by
" cutting corners." The tube mask is provided
with nearly semi-circular, instead of straight, sides,
the top and bottom edges being straight. The picture
width is made nearly equal to the tube diameter
and so the corners of the picture are cut off. Little
if any of the useiul picture is lost. Mask shapes vary
between the two extremes of this nearly circular -side
type and the nearly rectangular. Probably the
majority exhibit a very slight curvature.
Table models are common now even for 12 -in
tubes, but very many console types were shown.
Combined television and broadcast sets are not nearly
as common although most firms had one model of
this type. Some ingenuity has been expended in
combining the two, for the arrangement of the
tuning scale of the broadcast set without unduly
increasing the size of the cabinet has its problems.
In the Masteradio T851 the scale is carried in a
projection at the top of the cabinet while in the
Cossor 920 the scale and control knobs are in a movable
flap which can be folded down flush with the top.
There is no more internal uniformity than there is
external.. There is definitely a trend towards the
use of higher voltages on the c.r. tube and 9 kV is
fairly common. Few sets use less than 6 kV. As a
result, scanning power requirements have increased.
At the same time the widespread adoption of the
`
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McMichael Model 512 television set with continuous
tuning.
Masteradio Model T851 table model with long_ and
medium-wave broadcast receiver.

Fig. 1. Feedback frame_
scan linearizing circuit
of the Ekco TC14o.

SAW -TOOTH

INPUT
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On the signal side there appears to be a definite
trend towards the superheterodyne. This is not
surprising in view of the way in which it simplifies
station selection. The straight set is not dead,
however. As it is almost impracticable to provide
for several channels in this type of set, the usual
procedure is to make the r.f. side a sub -chassis
which can be changed by the dealer as a unit to suit
the required station.
In the superheterodyne various methods of station
selection are adopted. In some a change of coil
1700 is one.
In their bigger sets, however, R.G.D. use an h.f. connections with re-trimming (Philips) is needed ;
oscillator supply and this course is also adopted by in others plug -in coils are used, and in still others only
Dynatron who obtain 8 kV in this way. English re- trimming is required.
Bush adopt continuous tuning in the TV22 (9 -in)
Electric, however, adopt the ringing choke method.
Low -inductance frame deflector coils are now almost and TV24 (12- in)with a composite dust-iron metal -slug
universal. Because it is impracticable to obtain a core. The oscillator has a knob control for user
high enough inductance in the coupling transformer adjustment while the two signal circuits are screwto maintain linearity, correction circuits are needed. driver controls. All three are accessible from the
There are two main types with many minor variations. rear. The McMichael Model 512 also has knobs
One involves negative feedback from the anode of moving close- fitting metal sleeves outside the coils.
For couplings in both superheterodyne and straight
the output valve and is used in various forms in the
sets stagger -tuned single circuits and coupled pairs
Ekco (see Fig. 1), H.M.V. and Marconiphone sets
to mention only three. The other does not depend on are widely used. In their straight set, however, Pye
feedback but consists in integrating the saw -tooth employ two sets of four coupled circuits arranged as
output of the scanning oscillator and adding a suitable shown in Fig. 3. On account of the greater selectivity
amplitude to the original wave. One system, used in obtainable only one sound -channel rejector is needed.
While most makers can provide a pre -amplifier
the R.G.D. 170o, has a double integrator and is shown
for fringe area reception, some firms offer special
in Fig. 2.
Blocking oscillators are widely used as saw -tooth models. In some cases these include an extra r.f.
generators but the thyratron is still employed by some stage, in others the long -range set is the normal model
designers. Single -valve self -oscillating current gen- with the circuits differently damped and aligned to
erators for the line scan are tending to increase, give higher gain with a smaller bandwidth. This
although they are hardly common as yet. Murphy reduction of bandwidth is not necessarily the disadadopt this sytem and Pye have one in which the con- vantage which it may at first appear, for it reduces
trol and screen grids of a pentode are used for the noise and under long-range conditions may well
oscillating action so that the anode is left free for provide a more acceptable picture.
The use of ignition -interference limiters is now
a more -or-less normal circuit. Tbis arrangement
was described in detail in the August Wireless World. general on both vision and sound channels. A simple

transformerless set to reduce size and weight hat,
increased the difficulties of scanning.
It has, therefore, become a very common practice
to use an economy circuit with a so- called " efficiency"
diode to provide h.t. boost. In practically all the
smaller sets the e.h.t. supply is taken from the line
fly -back. Usually a single rectifier valve is employed,
its filament being supplied by a winding on the
line -scan transformer. A few sets, however, have two
such valves in a voltage -doubling circuit-the R.G.D.

-

S.^W-TOOTH
INPU'

Double integrator used for linearizing the
frame scan in the R.G.D. Model 570o.
Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Pye four-stage wideband i.f. coupling network.

Cossor Model 920 with broadcast receiver having disappearing tuning scale.
WIRELESS WORLD, OCTOBER 1950
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series -diode limiter on sound is usual and no adjustment is provided. On vision there is more variety.
A shunt diode with a threshold adjustment is common.
A diode-controlled feedback circuit is also widely
used, however, and is sometimes made automatic.
This user simplicity is paid for, however, by some
effect on the picture quality since the circuit is likely
to operate on the picture highlights under conditions
of no interference.
The permanent magnet has nearly displaced the
electromagnet for focusing and picture centring is
nearly always accomplished by tilting the magnet.
An unusual feature of some of the G.F.C. models,
however, is the provision of electrical centring by
means of a subsidiary deflector-coil system.
Turning now to projection receivers, the differences
are quite small for the requirements of the projection
tube differ but little from those of the directly-viewed
variety. The scanning requirements are much the
same, the input signal needed is somewhat greater,
but not vastly so. The only major difference on the
receiver side is the provision of tube safety devices
to black out the tube in the event of a time -base
failure. The e.h.t. supply is invariably 25 kV taken
from a pulsed -choke supply through a voltage tripler.
The Schmidt optical system is employed and
practically all projection sets are based on the
Mullard tube and projection system. They differ,
however, in the kind of viewing screen employed.
Decca adopt a ground -glass screen but most firms
employ plastic with lenticular ruling to obtain a
controlled directional effect. The aim is to restrict
the viewing angle in the vertical direction considerably
and also horizontally to a lesser degree, in order to
increase the picture brightness within the restricted
viewing area.

TELEVISION ACCESSORIES
an aid to long- distance television reception
several 3- and 4- element aerial systems were
shown.
Comparatively close spacing of the
elements has to be adopted in order to keep the overall
linear dimensions reasonable and, as this has the effect
of greatly lowering the centre impedance, various
S

Two of the several methods used to ensure a weatherproof junction box for television aerials (left) Wolsey
:

and (right) Antiference.
944

Some examples of the new cable plugs and sockets
(a) Aerialite two-piece co -axial plug and the twin screened at (b). The Belling-Lee new twin plug and
socket is shown at (c) and the co-axial for semi-airspaced cables at (d).

methods of restoring it to a figure suitable for connecting a low-impedance feeder are being adopted.
Telerection use a ' T ' match on one of their 4element aerials and a line transformer on another.
The ' T ' match avoids the need for a centre insulator
in the main dipole and possibly leads to greater
strength at this point.
Other makers, such as Belling and Lee, Aerialite
and Wolsey, favour folded dipoles, which again
make for stronger centre elements, since one rod can
be continuous and securely clamped to the main
boom. Antiierence obtain their matching by using a
short stub.
Aerial development has not stopped at the 3- and
4- element systems but investigation is being made
into the possibilities 9f more elaborate arrays for the
extreme limit of range. For example, Wolsey have a
6- element system arranged as two side -by -side
assemblies of 3 elements, while Aerialite have introduced an 8- element system, arranged as two 4element sections side by side.
The centre insulation of most dipoles is a weak
point and accordingly has been receiving some attention recently. Fairly massive insulated mouldings
ensure adequate strength but moisture seeping in can
play havoc with the efficiency of an aerial. In fringe
areas semi air -spaced feeders are often used ann the
slightest trace of water in the air cells of the feeder
will completely change its characteristics.
Weather -proofing and sealing the essential openings, such as the channels in which the rods fit, the
fitting for the cross arm and the inspection cover
giving access to the dipole terminals for connecting
the feeder, have all come in for serious attention and
WTRELESS WORLD, OCTOBER 1950

rubber seals, rings and wash( rs are used quite lavishly
to keep the inside dry.
Plugs and sockets for aerial feeders have also come
in for some attention. Simplification of the loading
of the cable is the main aim and the new plugs in
co- axial, screened -twin and unscreened -twin types
made by Belling and Lee and by Aerialite exemplify
the work done in this field.

BROADCAST RECEIVERS
ALTHOUGH some consolidation in the ranges
of the more prolific manufacturers was evident,
the choice of types offered by the industry
as a whole was wider than -ever and a number of
out -of-the -way needs are catered for. As an example,
Eddystone make a yachtsman's receiver with a dial
calibrated for time signals, navigational aids, etc.,
and a battery- operated receiver with pressure -drive
horn loudspeaker for communal listening outdoors
under tropical conditions. Pye offer a battery
receiver (Model P47B) with bandspread tuning.
Numerically, the most significant growth since
last year has been in a.c. /d.c. /battery sets, with " alldry " battery portables and a.c. /d.c. transportables
close runners -up. Built -in frame aerials have in
general increased in size and efficiency, and separate
h.t. and l.t. batteries are now fitted in preference to
the combined block batteries of a few years ago.
The general tendency is to provide capacity for much
larger batteries.
An increase in the number of sets fitted with
" magic eye " tuning indicators was noted, and
many features, such as variable selectivity, which
were omitted during the immediate post -war austerity
period, are showing signs of returning in moderately
priced sets (e.g., Murphy A17o).
Circuit design in the r.f. and i.f. stages has, in
general, followed established practice, but a notable
exception is to be found in the H.M.V. Model 5213
(" European " version of the Model 1121) which
makes use of an earthed -grid r.f. amplifier before the
frequency changer. Designers seem to have found the
a.f. stages a more flexible medium for the exercise of
ingenuity variations of design are wider in feedback
and tone control circuits than in any other part of the
circuit. Fig. 4 shows the essentials of some typical
examples.
In the Ultra " Leader," negative feedback is

increased as the volume control is moved towards
minimum and the frequency response has been designed to give good balance as well as low non linearity distortion at medium and low volume levels.
This circuit also shows the tapped output transformer primary for hum neutralization in the h.t.
supply, an economical method of smoothing which
is also used in Kolster Brandes sets.
The Philco tone control gives a progressive top
cut and bass boost by virtue of the small series
.

Fig. 4. Examples of feedback and tone control circuits
in current broadcast receivers.
FROM

+H :T

RECTIFIER

t

ULTRA

DIODE

VOLUME
CONTROL

OUTPUT
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a
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PH/LCO
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;

TONE
CONTROL

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
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DIODE

s1.
VOLUME
CONTROL

Cutaway view of Murphy A144 portable.
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capacitance CI and the larger shunt capacitance C2,
the latter having the effect of reducing feedback at
low frequencies.
A balanced circuit providing both positive and
negative feedback from a separate tapped winding
on the output transformer is used in several of the
Kolster Brandes receivers. On weak stations feedback is slightly positive and gives a more favourable
a.c. /d.c. ratio in the diode load, as well as maximum
sensitivity. On strong stations negative feedback is
increased as volume is reduced, but a small bypass
condenser ensures less feedback at high frequencies
and a consequent top boost to offset i.f. sideband
cutting.
The influence of miniature valves in reducing the
size of small transportables was everywhere apparent
and the cutaway model Ar44 shown by Murphy
exemplified the kind of layout which is possible. In
some cases there was evidence of local modifications
to cabinet lines in the interest of ventilation, which
suggests that some designers have overlooked the
fact that the valve makers, for all their skill, have not
yet succeeded in miniaturizing the watt.
Among larger sets the interior layout of the Kolster
Brandes export model FR2oT is noteworthy. A large
drum tuning scale with eight bandspread ranges
occupies the middle of the cabinet, and the chassis is
divided into two sections with r.f. and frequency
changer on the left and i.f. and a.f. stages on the right.
In the H.M.V. Model 1121, four transparent horizontal
tuning scales are arranged as louvres to the loudspeaker grille, giving a good scale length without
increasing the frontal area of the cabinet.

Louvred tuning scales are mounted in the loudspeaker aperture of the H.M.V. Model 1121.
Division of chassis to accommodate tuning scale drum
in the K.B. export model FR2oT
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Radio -gramophones, with very few exceptions,
were fitted Nvith three -speed gramophone turntables,
to play long -playing as well as 78-r.p.m. standard
records. This development is discussed in more
detail under the heading of Sound Reproduction.
Special broadcast receivers shown included a
comprehensive range of schools equipment by Ekco.
A compact portable radio -gramophone for use in

rural schools has been added to this range and
weighs only 3o lbs., with dimensions of 161 X 14¡ X Io
inches.
Two new H.M.V. car radio receivers were shown
by S. Smith & Sons (Radiomobile), a basic five -valve
superhet (Model 4100) and an eight -valve (Model 4200)
with r.f. stage and push -pull output giving 5 -7 watts.
Both sets make use of permeability tuning with pushbutton mechanical pre -set tuning as well as con tinuously variable control.

SOUND REPRODUCTION
THE most important activity in this field centred
around the advent of long -playing records, and
the reaction of designers to the various methods
of reproduction available. Record changers with
speeds of 331, 45 and 78 r.p.m. are being fitted to
most radio -gramophones, and, to cope with the

different stylus sizes and needle pressures required
by standard and microgroove records, most manufacturers are fitting interchangeable plug -in pickup
heads. Turnover heads with a o.00i -inch radius
stylus on one side and 0.0025 -inch on the other are
available with magnetic or crystal movements, and
have been adopted by a few firms ; Ferguson, on the
other hand, have fitted a single fixed head with the
compromise stylus tip radius of 0.0017 inch.
Long- playing records have a pronounced rising
characteristic towards high frequencies compared
with standard shellac records, and a different
reproducing response curve is required in each case.
Most makers seem to have left this to the existing
tone controls in their sets and to the ear of the
customer, but there are one or two notable exceptions. Decca fit their pickup heads with three -pin
plugs, the connections of which are arranged to select
automatically the appropriate correction circuit in the
amplifier ; a similar arrangement is adopted in K.Bradio- gramophones. In their model A172R, Murphy,
who use a moving coil for 78 r.p.m. and a lightweight
moving -iron pickup with higher sensitivity for
331- r.p.m. records, have taken advantage of the
spindle extension on the speed- change control of the
Garrard RC72 record changer to switch-in appropriate
alternative correction ' networks via a Bowden wire
control.
The Show was not really representative of loudspeaker manufacturers, but the few new models
shown were of more than usual interest. Decca
have introduced a corner cabinet loudspeaker of
modest size and price with surprisingly good bass
response and spatial distribution of high frequencies.
An 8 -inch unit is mounted at the " back " of the
cabinet (Fig. 5) and the forward radiation is reflected
and scattered by the corner of two walls from which
the cabinet is spaced by a few inches. At the back
the diaphragm feeds a quarter -wavelength closed pipe
resonator and is introduced about I the length from
the closed end in order to excite the fundamental but
WIRELESS WORLD, OCTOBER 1950
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not the 3rd and other odd harmonics. The pipe is
tapered with the open end about twice the cross sectional area of the closed end this damps and
broadens the fundamental resonance by virtue of the
increased radiation resistance and at the sam,: time
increases the electo, -arin fiir efficiency. A smooth
:

response down to 5o c/s is obtained with very small
excursions of the speech coil, and the response is
largely independent of the diaphragm fundamental
resonance frequency. It is claimed that the overall
efficiency is further increased by the fact that the
general sound source from the corner of the room is
a solid angle of v/2 compared with 2a for a plane
baffle.

R.G.D. type RC5 professional mobile tape recorder.
Fig. 5. Illustrating the principie of the Decca corner
cabinet loudspeaker.

Whiteley Electrical have introduced a i2 -inch
version of their to-inch concentric duplex loudspeaker
with a new graded long-fibre pulp material for the
main diaphragm, and all-aluminium construction for
the h.f. horn drive unit. Both moving coils now
have an impedance of 15 ohms which simplifies the
design of the cross -over network. Loudspeakers of
this type with the h.f. horn passing through the
centre pole of the magnet system now have many
adherents, and Decca were showing sectional models
and response characteristics of the duo -centric unit
now fitted in the Decola radio- gramophone.
The new Goodmans concentric diffuser is a loudspeaker designed for 36o- degree distribution of sound
for public address, and consists of a flattened spherical
Helmholtz resonator to load the jo-inch moving -coil
unit down to 5o c /s, and a cone diffuser to spread the
higher frequencies in a horizontal plane.
A wide range of public address equipment was
shown by Trix, one of the most interesting of their
new products being a very compact portable 12 -watt
a.c. /d.c. amplifier (Type U86) using miniature valves,
with two 8 -inch speakers, moving -coil microphone
and stand, and measuring 14a x I I1 x 13f inches.
Magnetic recording equipment for both domestic
and professional use was shown by R.G.D. The new
type RC5 mobile tape recorder has a frequency
response of 4o- 10,000 c/s ± 2db and has provision
for a wide range of input and output conditions to
comply with current broadcasting and recording
requirements. Another new tape recorder shown was
the Scophony Baird " Home Recorder," a self contained portable for domestic use with built -in
6-inch loudspeaker.

TEST AND MEASURING GEAR
EQUIPMENT for testing television receivers in
the absence of an external signal was shown by
several firms this year. The test pattern provided takes the form of a series of broad bands which
can be switched to appear either vertical or horizontal

Pye
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for checking the linearity of the time bases. From
the width, spacing and general clarity of the bands
a very good indication of the performance of the
set can be deduced, but if a more detailed investigation is needed, test sets designed for use with an
external oscilloscope have to be employed.
A typical test set of this latter kind is the Pye
television pattern generator which has a built -in r.f.
oscillator covering 40 to 7o Mc /s, a sweep generator,
modulator providing 4 vertical bands or 8 horizontal
and a calibrated piston attenuator. The sweep
generator frequency-modulates the applied r.f. signal
and produces a visual indication of response of the
r.f. and i.f. circuits on a c.r. oscilloscope. Wide -band
and over -coupled circuits, and also rejectors, are
easily aligned by noting the effect of adjustments on
the response.
The Cossor " Telecheck " is intended for use in a
similar manner but it has a slightly wider frequency
coverage, namely 7 to 7o Mc /s and so takes in the
usual i.fs as well as the signal frequencies. Both can
be used without oscilloscopes as self- contained test
,.

sets.

Insulation testing at high voltage is not generally
practicable or safe, with simple equipment, but all
the attendant difficulties appear to have been surmounted in the new high- voltage insulation test set
developed by English Electric. It enables measurements to be carried out safely at voltages up to

10,000 d.c. by using the rectified output from an r.f.
oscillator the short-circuit current does not exceed
0.5 mA under any condition. The threshold voltage
of breakdown can be determined by utilizing the
ionization method, audible warning of impending
collapse being given by the built-in amplifier and
loudspeaker.
Developments in general -purpose test gear continue,
and Mullard have introduced a new valve bridge with
switching for valve- holder connections and voltage
selection actuated by inserting a perforated card in a
slot and pressing a lever. Cards covering comprehensive tests on some 600 valves are available.
The Avo contribution to this category is a new
universal bridge to extend the scope of their test gear,
while Taylor have two high -resistance, 20 -ku /V,
multi -range meters, the types 72A and 77A respectively. One covers 3 kV d.c.
;

OTHER EXHIBITS
THE continued popularity

of the germanium
crystal was evident from the fact that three
brand -new types were on view in an exhibition
which was not, on the whole, remarkable for new
components and accessories. The B.T.H. CG5 /M
and CG6 /M, shown by Ediswan, have been developed
mainly to replace thermionic diodes in television circuits, whilst the GEX66 is an addition to the GEX

Above

:

Mullard High -speed Valve Tester.

Above : Well laid -out chassis of the
Avo Universal Bridge.

ti .V IMáUtAfloN

TESTER

Above : Ediswan high -speed moving -coil multiple pen
recorder. Left : High -voltage insulation test set made
by English Electric.
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range shown by G.E.C. and is notable for a more
linear characteristic at the lower voltages. This
general tendency to oust thermionic diodes from
television receivers was further exemplified by
Westinghouse and S.T.C., who showed tubular rectifiers with high -voltage plates suitable for obtaining
e.h.t. from the line flyback. S.T.C. also had a new
miniature metal rectifier, the RM4, designed chiefly
for television- receiver h.t. supplies.
The modern criterion of smallness was noticeable
as a common factor in several different fields of
activity. For instance, the latest " Convette "
battery eliminator shown by Amplion measured only
2Iin x 34ín x 4 1in and weighed 14 lb, although their
model PR I was actually the smallest on the stand.
Turning to r.f. components, the same trend was well
illustrated by the new Eddystone range of miniature
tuning coils, giving a frequency coverage of 3 to
33 Mc / s, for these were obviously the result of a
straightforward reduction in size from the plug-in
ribbed -former pattern for which the firm is already
well known. The lower- frequency coils had been kept
within the same small dimensions by using dust -iron
cores to obtain the necessary greater inductance.
Exceptionally small mechanical movements and pressures also came into the picture with the new Bulgin
microswitch, which has an ingeniously simple s.p.d.t.
action. Models of this are available for currents from
5 to Io amps at 25o volts and for different degrees of
mechanical operation.
There were no outstanding new developments in
materials, but one or two well -known commodities
were being applied in different ways. For example
a new and simple method of insulation was put forward by Telcon, who pointed out that metal components can be given a coating of Telcothene simply by
heating them, plunging them into Telcothene powder
and then applying more heat until the adhering
powder melts into an even layer. Various coated
specimens were shown by way of illustration. Then
in another field, Multicore Solders revealed that there
is now a tendency in the industry to use finer gauges
of solder and that, as a result of the present high
price of tin, many firms are changing from 60 / 40
alloy to the cheaper 50/5o alloy.
Miniaturization and television were the twin keynotes of the valve displays this year. The Mullard
Noval-based valves for television are now well- known,
but Ediswan had two new efficiency diodes, U281

and U8o1, and a new e.h.t. rectifier U24. Subminiature valves for hearing-aids were shown by
Mullard and by Hivac, who had an interesting flat
sub -miniature beam tetrode, the XFY23, which has
been designed as an output valve for the modern
hearing -aids using only 15 -V h.t. batteries. Hivac
also had a sub-miniature electrometer valve, the XEz,
in which the grid connection was brought out at the
top of the silicone- treated bulb, thereby obtaining
the exceptionally high leakage resistance of Io" ohms
between it and the other electrodes.
Aluminization was a common feature of many of
the television picture tubes on show, although there
is still some disagreement on its merits and it has
certainly not been adopted to the exclusion of the
plain-backed picture tube. Amongst the oscilloscope
cathode -ray tubes shown by Cossor, the 89J was interesting for its new beam -trap device intended for
use between shots when photographing the screen.
This consists of a cup -shaped anode into which the
beam can be directed by the X -shift control so that
no stray electrons will accidentally irradiate the
screen and fog the film.
Much prominence was given to the problem of
interference and several aerial manufacturers gave
weight to the old adage that prevention is better
than cure by exhibiting interference suppressors along
with their anti -interference aerials. Of particular
interest was a handy type of mains suppressor by
Aerialite, consisting of an LC filter enclosed in a
standard three -pin 5 -amp plug socket.
Business radio was well represented by various
makes of mobile radiotelephones working on crystal controlled spot frequencies. Typical examples were
shown by Pye, who had a new 12 -15 watt equipment
with extra facilities for selective calling and loud hailing, and by Wolsey, who are distributing the
small Hudson 5 -watt mobile set which is all housed
in one unit so that it can easily, be fitted under the
dashboard of a car.
Working demonstrations of the few electronic
equipments on show made up, to some extent, for
their small number. An interesting high -speed pen
recorder with eight pens operated by moving coils
was shown by Ediswan, having a flat frequency
response ±5 per cent from zero to 90 c / s. Another
visual demonstration came from the A.T.M. regenerative repeater, which was shown in the process of
reconstituting distorted teleprinter signals.

Left : Hivac subminiature valves ; XFY23
beam tetrode on the left and XE2 electrometer valve on the right. Below : Bulgin
microswitch with the moulded case cut
away to show the s.p.d.t. action. Right :
Aerialite three -pin mains suppressor with
case removed, showing how the filter components are incorporated in the moulding.

DUST-COREO COILS
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SELECTIONS FROM A DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
By J. MeG. SOWERBY

Reducing Drift in D.C. Amplifiers
IN

the first part of this article (August issue) we
saw how drift arising from fluctuations in the
cathode emission of a valve could be balanced
out by the use of an extra valve to form a bridge
circuit. A double -valve circuit (Fig. 3) was then
described in which the effects of heater fluctuations
were reduced to negligible proportions even when a
single -ended output was taken-an advantage over
the simple bridge circuit. To continue from there,
similar results to those given by the circuit of Fig. 3
can be obtained by the use of a diode triode3 with a
genuinely common cathode. Such a valve is the
6Q7G, and the circuit is shown in Fig. 4. Here the
diode is arranged always to draw more current than
the peak current required by the triode. As before,
if e = v', then y merely adds to E2 to change the
current in Rk only by a very small percentage and
the common cathode potential by a similarly small
amount. Using a valve type with a genuinely common
cathode, a discrimination of 20 to I against heater
fluctuations can usually be obtained. If v and v' are
unequal it is as if a voltage of (e y') were applied
to the input. The amplification of the stage of Fig. 4
is reduced by the resistance in the cathode circuit,
and this is-when Rk is large-effectively the diode
anode resistance Rd. The amplification is given by
µRa
A=

-

:

(µ-I- I) Rd

and it has been stated3 that
Rd

=

oI

9
d

+ R. +

rd

approx.

where Id = diode anode current, when an oxide 3 " Vacuum Tube Amplifiers," Valley and Waltman,
1st Ed. McGraw-Hill, p. 458 et seq.

Fig. 4.

Diode compensation circuit

Series -Valve Circuits
The foregoing circuits depend for their operation
on equality between v and v' and no provision has
been made for their inequality. A circuit has been

devised, however, where such provision can be
made and is shown in Fig. 5. Here section (a) forms an
amplifier and (b) forms a control section which
maintains the anode current in (a) constant in the
absence of any input. The resistance R1 provides
bias for section (b) and R2 is adjusted so that constant
current is maintained in section (a) with slightly
varying heater supply voltage. It can be shown
analytically that if y = v', R3 = I /gmb for perfect
control, when gmb is the mutual conductance of the (b)
section. If v and v' are unequal R2 will have to be
slightly modified and this is best done by experiment.
The amplification of the stage is given by :
µHa
A

Rd

+

21'n

As this circuit has already been described in this
journal 14 we may pass on to another rather interesting arrangement.
The circuit of Fig. 6 5 is analogous to that of Fig. 2
inasmuch as it is a bridge in which the valves are
arranged in two adjacent arms. In this case the valves

are in series and for that reason it has the disadvantage
that a valve with a common cathode cannot be used.
A double triode with the valves in the same envelope
4

Wireless World, Vol. 48, p.555 (May 5942).
Artzt, M. U.S. Patent No. 2,310,342.

R, and R, provide the triode grid bias.

H

-2

coated cathode type is used at low currents of a
milliampere or so. At a diode current of SmA, Rd
will thus be about 90 ohms.

5

;

(Cinema -Television, Ltd.)

Fig. 5.

Cathode control circuit

T.

INPUT

Rk

E 2

NEGATIVE

L.

SUPPLY

R2

2

O
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to use wire -wound resistors for the best results, and
at the least high-stability carbons, much under -run),
grid emission due to deposition of cathodic material
on the grid in manufacture, expansion and shift of
parts of the valve structure with temperature and
mechanical shock, cooling due to draughts on the
valve envelope, and so on. From this incomplete
catalogue, it can be seen that the construction,
ventilation and arrangement of the components is
of paramount importance in d.c. amplifiers, and
considerable care is often necessary to obtain really
good results. In a good design the overall drift can
be reduced with care to as little as one mV /hour
equivalent input signal, and a figure of romV /hour
is not difficult to attain using the foregoing circuits.
In each case a " warm -up " period of at least io to
In medium -gain d.c.
15 minutes is assumed.
amplifiers a " constant -voltage " transformer in

can be used however, and if y = y' then the condition
for independence of heater - supply voltage is simply

Rkl = Rk2. Under these conditions the potential at
terminal r is half the h.t. supply potential, so that if
the h.t. supply is centre -tapped, as shown, zero p.d.
appears across i, 2 for zero input. The amplification
is found, on analysis, to be simply µ/2, where is the
amplification factor of one valve. If y is not equal to y'
adjustment of Rkl (or Rk2) can be made to achieve
the required independence of heater supply voltage,
but then the potential at I is not necessarily half the
h.t. potential. This circuit has been widely used in
the U.S.A. with success and forms the first stage of
the amplifier of a popular oscilloscope.
Apart from the impossibility of using a common cathode valve type, the main disadvantage of the
circuit is the relatively large input capacitance due
to the Miller effect. This disadvantage is shared by
the previous circuits except in the case of Fig. 3
when Rat = o, and Fig. 4 when a diode pentode can
be used. This difficulty can be overcome in the case
of Fig. 6 by the cascode° connection of Fig. 7. Here
V, is a double triode and the series connection is as
before except that another triode is interposed between
the two sections, as shown. As before, if the cattiode
behaviour of V1(a) and V1(b) are the same, Rk1 =
Rk2 for balance ; and, if not, then adjustment of one
cathode resistance or the other achieves the required
independence of heater supply fluctuations. The amplification is increased to approximately (the amplification factor of one section of V1) and if V2 is a type
similar to one section of V1, the input Miller effect
is very small, and the input capacitance is increased
from the static value only by the addition of Cao,
where Cao is the grid -anode capacitance of V1(a).

:

H.T. Fluctuations
Throughout these notes, drift has been referred to
as if it were solely a function of heater supply voltage.
This is unfortunately not so, and drift can also arise
from differential cathode ageing, changes in the
resistive components of the amplifier (it is essential
6

Electronic Circuitry,

1V.

Fig. 7.

W., Feb. 1949, P. 50.

Fig. 6. Series -balance circuit with
bias resistors Rk1 and Rk.,.

Cascode version of the series -balance circuit.

A simple d.c. amplifier.
and V4 are the Brimar 12AT7.

V1

Fig. 8.
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V.,
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conjunction with one of the foregoing circuits will
often be sufficient. In the best apparatus an electronic
stabilizer can be substituted for the " constant voltage " transformer.
Another point which should not be overlooked is
that the circuits of Fig. 2, Fig. 3 (push -pull connection), and Fig. 6 are also balanced to fluctuations of
h.t. potential, so that the performance of stabilizers
used here may justifiably be relaxed somewhat.
The circuit of Fig. 3 is particularly useful not only
as a first stage (where the drift is subject to the
maximum amplification) but as subsequent stages.
By way of example, Fig. 8 shows the circuit of Fig.
7 as an input-stage, and the circuit of Fig. 3 as -a push pull output stage for driving a cathode ray tube.

Using the new IzAT7 double triodes an amplification
of approximately I,000 is obtained. On an experimental model the h.t, supply was derived from a
conventional full -wave rectifier connected to the
a.c. mains, and the heaters were operated from a
transformer winding in the usual way, so that no
stabilization was introduced in the power pack.
It was found that on varying the mains supply ± ioV
about a nominal 23oV, the drift did not exceed an
equivalent input signal of about iomV-provided
violent surges in the mains supply were absent.
No doubt an improved result could be obtained by
the use of a " constant -voltage " transformer. When
connected to a typical six-inch c.r. tube the frequency
response was found to be 3db down at about 2okc ¡s.

SHORT -WAVE CONDITIONS
August in Retrospect : Forecast for October
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THE average day-time maximum usable frequencies for
these latitudes were about the same during August
as during the previous month, whilst those for night-time
were considerably lower.

Day -time working frequencies for long- distance communications were, on the average, rather low, and the
28 -Mc /s amateur band, for example, usually appeared
to be particularly " dead," both for long-distance and
medium- distance working.
Occasionally, however, it
was below the m.u.f. for north -south paths and was
reported as " opening up " on one occasion for communication to the U.S.A.
Frequencies of the order of
24 Mc /s were generally usable at the appropriate time
of day, and 15 Mc /s was often usable till after midnight.
Sporadic E remained very prevalent, and on one or two
occasions Continental stations on frequencies of the order
of 40 Mc /s were audible here, though, as has been said,
there seemed to he less medium -distance activity in the
28 -Mc /s band.
Sunspot activity was, on the average, somewhat higher
than during the previous month.
There were some very severe ionospheric disturbances
during the month, occurring during the periods 8th -r3th
and 19th -22nd, whilst minor disturbances took place from
1st -3rd and 29th -3oth.
During the first two periods
mentioned, widespread displays of aurora borealis were
seen in this country, whilst reports from New Zealand
show that the aurora australis was visible there. Interruptions to radio communication services were, in both
cases, severe. No Dellinger fadeouts have, as yet, been
reported for August.
Forecast. -There should be a very considerable increase
in the day -time m.u.fs during October, whilst the nighttime m.u.fs should continue to decrease.
Day -time working frequencies should, therefore, be
high, and may, in fact, reach their highest seasonal
values towards the end of the month. Frequencies as
high as 28 Mc /s should be regularly usable over north south paths at the appropriate times of day, and over
east -west paths this frequency should become almost
regularly usable. Due to the decrease in the hours of
daylight the lower short -wave frequencies will have to be
used for a greater proportion of the total time, and frequencies lower than 9 Mc /s will be necessary in order
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to maintain night -time communication over high -latitude
transmission paths.
It is unlikely that the E or F, layers will control
medium -distance transmission from this country at any
time of day, and over such distances the day-time m.u.fs
should be considerably higher than during September.
It is also unlikely that there will be much medium distance communication on high frequencies by way of
Sporadic E, for this phenomenon should not be very
much in evidence. Ionospheric storms are often prevalent during October and periods of bad conditions are,
therefore, to be expected.
The curves indicate the highest frequencies likely to be
usable over four long-distance circuits during the month..
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Television from France
Metre- and Centimetre -Wave Radio Links Between London and Calais
By M. J. L. PULLING,

M.A., M.I.E.E. (B.B.C. Television Service)

was not very long ago that the use of the
B.B.C.'s television O.B. units was limited to
an area within about 25 miles' radius of the
receiving point at Highgate, this being the limiting
range of the only two mobile vision transmitters then
available. These transmitters have a radiated power
of i kW and work on a frequency of about 65 Mc /s.
Their chief drawback is size and weight and the

IT

considerable demands which they make on manpower. More recently experimental work has been
undertaken with transmitters of much lighter weight
and lower power and working on much higher frequencies, with the object of using two or more in
tandem and so extending the outside broadcast
" catchment area." The particular frequencies used
have been in the neighbourhood of zoo Mc / s and in
bands near 5,000 Mc / s and 7,000 Mc / s. Some success was achieved earlier this year in the use of these
bands for outside broadcasts from more distant
points ; notably from Southend on May 26th and
29th, and from Trent Bridge, Nottingham, from July
loth to 25th.
It was decided to mark the centenary of the laying of the first cable across the Straits of Dover by
a television programme from French soil. Calais was
an obvious choice both from the point of view of a
programme as well as from its nearness to England,
and the date decided on for the programme was
August 27th. (A second programme was also taken
from Calais on August 3oth.) This project was clearly
more ambitious than any of the previous ones, and in
WIRELESS WORLD, OCTOBER 1950

practice it turned out that four radio links in tandem
were needed for the first programme, and a fifth was
added for the second programme. As the map indicates, the first link was from Calais to Swingate, on
the cliffs near Dover. At Calais, a microwave transmitter with its paraboloid was installed at the top
of the tower of the Hotel de Ville, operating on a
frequency of 4,7oo Mc / s. At the first relay point at
Swingate, the receiving paraboloid was set up on

THE FIRST RELAY. Paraboloid
for the microwave

transmitter
on the

mounted
upper platform of
one of the masts
at the R.A.F.
radar station near
Dover. The transmitter, working on
6,800 Mc/s, is
housed in the canister at the back
of the reflector.
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one of the masts of the R.A.F. radar station at a
height of 350 feet above sea level.
The output from this was fed in turn to another
microwave transmitter, immediately adjacent, working on 6,800 Mc /s. The second relay point was established at Warren Street, near Lenham, where the
receiving paraboloid was mounted on the top of a
water-tower. For the third link it had been intended
to use a transmitter working on 187 Mc /s, but trouble
developed on this link a day or two before the first

programme and at the last moment one of the higher
power 65 -Mc / s transmitters had to be sent down to
take over this particular link. This was a disappointment, because it had been hoped to demonstrate how
a range of this kind (Calais to London) could be
spanned by a series of lightweight transmitters and
receivers in tandem.
The third relay point was established at Harvel,
near Wrotham, and here again the top of a water tower proved a most convenient location for a receiving aerial and for the 4,750-Mc/ s transmitter which
was to cover the final link to London.
The receiving point in London was on the top of
the tower of the London University, Senate House,
in Bloomsbury. This receiving point had been used
for previous tests and had been found to be very
satisfactory : so it proved also on this occasion. At
this point the picture signals were fed to the G.P.O.
Museum Exchange, little more than half a mile away ;
a normal telephone circuit being used. At Museum
Exchange the signals were fed over the normal route
to Broadcasting House and thence to Alexandra
Palace. Over the whole of this part of the route a
I -in diameter coaxial cable is used.
The chief novelty and technical interest in these
two programmes lies in the linkage by which the
picture signals were transmitted from the mobile
control room in Calais to the central control room at
Alexandra Palace. The total distance is about loo
miles and, at various stages on their journey the
signals were conveyed by almost every means at present known in the television art-coaxial cable, a
normal telephone pair, a radio link using a frequency
near the television broadcast band, and, of course,
microwaves. To this already impressive list was
added a further local link in Calais for the second
programme on a frequency of 187 Mc / s.
A complete television O.B. unit and its staff were
sent over to Calais and good pictures were obtained
with Marconi camera equipment using image orthicon
pickup tubes. The television radio link equipment
was supplied by three British companies-Standard
Telephones and Cables, Marconi's, and Pye. The
communication transmitter-receivers, which are indispensable for maintaining communication between
adjacent stations, were supplied by Mullard Electronic Products. They were frequency modulated and
operated on 72 Mc /s. The sound signals were carried
by Post Office lines from Calais to London.
The success which attended this enterprise was in
large measure due to the quite remarkable degree of
help and co-operation which was received. In France,
the civic authorities in Calais, and officials of the
French P.T.T. and of the French Television Service
went out of their way to put at the B.B.C.'s disposal
every facility that was needed. On this side of the
Channel, the same can be said of the Post Office and
the radio industry, on many members of which abnormal demands were made, often at short notice.
.

.

Interior of the transmitting van used at Harvel, near
Wrothani. The technician is shown adjusting the
gear Associated with the S.T.C. microwave transmitter.
Unretouched end-of -tube picture taken during the
first television transmission from the Continent.
¿Courtesy

PUBLICATION DELAYS
We apologize to our readers for the delay in publication of recent issues, caused by a dispute in the

printing industry. It is now hoped that " Wireless
World" will in future appear regularly on the last
Thursday of each month.
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Variable Filter Tuning
- Comparison
1.

of Tuned Circuit and

Variable - Filter Response Characteristics
By A. B. SHONE, B.Ene., A.M.I.E.E.

A good argument can be made out for the use of filters, in certain cases,
in preference to the more conventional tuned circuits of a radio receiver.

This article, which discusses the alternative circuits available for obtaining
the required compromise between selectivity and quality, will be followed by design details for a receiver incorporating variable filter. tuning.

BEFORE comparing the response curves obtainable with tuned circuits, coupled tuned circuits,
staggered tuned circuits and filters in a high quality receiver, it is necessary to stipulate an optimum characteristic which can be used as a standard
of comparison.

For those fortunate listeners who happen to live
close enough to the wanted transmitter for adjacent station field strength to be innocuous, a straight
receiver with heavily- damped tuned circuits is the
ideal solution. For those of us who are less fortunate
a compromise must be made between quality and
interference.
As a basis we may start from a typical amplitudefrequency distribution of voltage for a typical programme. The curve given in Fig. i is taken from a
paper by L. J. Sivian, H. K. Dunn and S. D. White,*
and shows the average and peak distribution of
sound for an orchestra of 75 players. There is a big
difference at high frequencies between the mean
energy and the peak energy. Curves for piano,
organ, voice, etc., show a similar disparity between
mean and peak energy.
If one is aiming at removing all the adjacent- station
crosstalk, the curves of peak energy should be used,
but this would clearly so restrict the bandwidth as to
ruin completely the quality of the wanted station.
Alternatively, one can use the average curves, in
which case by far the greatest proportion of the
crosstalk is removed with the minimum deterioration
of the quality of the wanted station. Admittedly
there will still be some splash -over from the adjacent
stations, but the energy content is very low, occurs
only for short intervals of time and only causes annoyance if the volume of the wanted programme at such
instants is too low to camouflage it.
It is the nature of the problem that a compromise
must be accepted and the second alternative seems
the more rational compromise.
The curves of Fig. I would of course be modified
if high -frequency pre- emphasis were used by the
adjacent - station transmitters. As far as B.B.C.
transmitters are concerned there is no pre-emphasis
and programmes are radiated with a flat character-

istic. In the case of other European transmitters
the degree of high- frequency pre emphasis, if any,
is not known with sufficient accuracy for account to
be taken of it in the present calculations.
Nor is the use of automatic volume compression
likely to require any modification to the curves of
Fig. i. In the case of the B.B.C., automatic volume
compression is never used on domestic programmes
nor is it likely to be used by the European stations
that endeavour to provide high- quality programme
material. It is therefore perhaps fair to say that any
adjacent station that is using automatic volume
compression is unlikely to be radiating sidebands
much above 5 or 6 kc /s. In any case it can be argued
that even if automatic volume compression were used
by an adjacent station radiating sidebands up to
9 kc /s it still would not materially alter the shape
of Fig. I, as in general there is unlikely to be any very
great high- frequency energy above the top note of
the piano (say 3.5 kc /s) without considerably greater
energy at lower frequencies. It is therefore the lower
:

Fig. i. Peak and average energy /frequency distribution
for an orchestra of 75 players.

Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. January, i931.
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Average energy/frequency distribution of
adjacent station transmission. The cross -hatching
represents the carrier and sidebands of equal adjacent
station transmissions which it would be necessary to
filter out if a noise level of -5o db is to be obtained.
Fig. 3.

frequencies which tend to operate the compressor,
and presumably in so doing reduce the level of lowand high-frequency terms equally.
We can now establish the response characteristic
that will give us the best compromise between
adjacent- station crosstalk and programme quality
by replotting the curve of average energy in Fig. I
as in Fig. 2, which shows the distribution of carrier
and sidebands for the wanted channel and a similar
distribution on the two adjacent channels 9 kc /s
above and below. The latter are shown of equal magnitude to the wanted transmission, 20 db weaker and
40 db weaker. They are also shown 20 db stronger
though reception under such severe conditions is
hardly likely to be required.
If we further stipulate that crosstalk is to be kept
below
5o db we can now plot the desired characteristic as in Fig. 3, which will ensure that the carrier and
all sidebands of the adjacent stations are kept below
the 5o -db line. The full curve is the characteristic
required if the adjacent stations are of comparable
magnitude to the wanted transmission and is the
characteristic taken as the optimum in the following
paragraphs. The dotted curves are the alternative
characteristics which would be desirable if it were
possible to adjust the bandwidth of the receiver for
reception under various conditions ranging from the
adjacent transmission being 20 db above to 40 db
below the wanted transmission. The slight rounding
off of the curves shown in Fig. 3 is desirable, as too
sharp a cut -off is liable to produce unpleasant results
on the wanted transmission.
The stipulation of a crosstalk level of
5o db
is open to question, as this depends largely on the
type of interference and its position in the frequency
spectrum, but considering a receiver as one link in a
communication chain it seems reasonable to apply the
same standards as one would to noise on a music line.
Most engineers would regard a music line as good if
the noise were less than
6o db, but would reject it
if it were worse than about
45 db ; so
5o db
seemed a reasonable compromise figure to aim at.
In Figs. 4 to 8 the characteristics of tuned
circuits, coupled tuned circuits, staggered tuned
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circuits and filters are compared and in each case the
curves associated with the networks have been
plotted against a logarithmic scale expressing
frequency ratio in order that the tuned circuits shall
appear symmetrical. In each case the desired
characteristic of Fig. 3 has been superimposed in
order that a comparison may be made between the
various alternatives.
Fig. 4 gives the general shape of a single tuned
circuit for various values of " Q " (damping). It will
be seen that for no value of " Q " is it possible to
obtain a good approximation to the desired
characteristic.
Fig. 5 shows the effect of using coupled tuned
circuits. These circuits can give a variety of characteristics, but for simplicity the curves shown are
those for two identical resonant circuits with equal
damping. The various curves illustrate the effect of
increasing the mutual coupling. Fig. 6 shows the
characteristic when three and five pairs of coupled
circuits are used, from which it appears that we do
not approach the desired characteristic until several
pairs of coupled circuits are employed.
Fig. 7 illustrates the characteristics obtainable with
staggered tuned circuits. The resonant frequencies
and coefficients of damping being as set out in
Appendix I. It will again be seen that we do not
approach to the desired characteristic until several
tuned circuits are employed.
Fig. 8 gives the characteristics of a filter designed
to approximate to the desired characteristics. The
full -line curve is for a 3- section filter built in the form
of high- or low -pass filters (for reasons which will
appear later) while the dotted curve shows the effect
of adding a fourth section (prototype). The chain dotted curves show the alternative characteristics if
the cut -off frequencies of the high- and low -pass
sections of the filter are moved further apart or
closer together.
It will be seen from Figs. 6, 7 and 8 that characteristics approaching the desired characteristic can
be obtained with either 8 staggered tuned circuits,
or 4 pairs of mutually- coupled resonant circuits, or a
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4- section bandpass filter. In Fig. g the circuit
elements of these three alternatives are shown.
A comparison of the alternatives presented in
Fig. 9 shows that the actual number of condensers

and inductances required is about the same in each
of the three cases. Perhaps we might have anticipated
some such result as this, and no doubt the pure
mathematicians, had we only taken the problem to
them, could have told us straight away.
It therefore appears that for any given standard
of excellence there is no short cut to the solution,
and for the optimum characteristic we must be
prepared to face the fact that all the solutions require
careful design. However, though all the solutions
require approximately the same number of reactances
there are a few other practical differences which are
worth consideration.
In both the tuned - circuit cases there are ten
damping resistances to be adjusted which do not
appear in the filter. Further, in the tuned- circuit
cases, one (the staggered- tuned) require seven buffer
valves, while the other, (the mutual -coupled), requires
three buffer valves and four adjustable mutual
couplings -the latter being more difficult to adjust
than is often. supposed.
There is therefore a case for using filters in receiver
design if only because, for any given characteristic,
it requires slightly fewer components and adjustments. If, however, we add in the facts that in the
filter case the pass band is made very narrow before
the signal reaches the first valve with a consequent
very material reduction in receiver noise, and that
by adjusting the relative cut -off frequencies of the
high- and low -pass sections of the filter, we can
obtain bands of various widths (Fig. 8) comparing
very favourably with the desired variable widths
shown in Fig. 3, then the case for the use of filters
becomes quite strong.
The reduction in receiver noise obtained in the
filter case by restricting the band of frequencies
reaching the first valve is probably due to the elimination of two effects which give rise to noise in normal
superheterodyne receivers. First, the filter tends to
eliminate more effectively those r.f. noise terms which

would mix with the various harmonics of the local
oscillator to give noise terms in the i.f. band, and,
second, it greatly reduces the risk of a signal, other
than the wanted one, being of such a magnitude as
to drive the grid of the r.f. and mixer valves to nonlinear portions of their curves.
This reduction in noise is very apparent when such
a receiver is tuned to very weak signals, e.g., receiving
the Northern programme in London. On such signals
the i.f. bandwidth has to be reduced to a minimum
owing to adjacent channel interference, so that the
quality is no better than on any other normal communication receiver, but the improvement in noise
compared with a normal receiver is quite marked.
The signal reaching the first grid is not appreciably
less than in the tuned - circuit case, as at signal
frequency there is practically no loss in the filter
with a well- designed transformer between the filter
and the first grid it could possibly even be greater
than in the tuned -circuit case, which must have a
fairly loose coupling to obtain selectivity.
;

(To be concluded.)

APPENDIX I

Approximate case arithmetic symmetry
Band centre = fo ; overall bandwidth = B B /fo small.
2. Staggered -pair:
Two stages staggered at fo + o.35B of bandwidth o.71B.
3. Staggered -triple
Two stages staggered at fo ± o.43B of bandwidth o.5B.
One stage centred at fo of bandwidth B.
4. Staggered -quadruple:
Two stages staggered at fo ± o.46B of bandwidth o.38B.
Two stages staggered at fo
o.r9B of bandwidth o.92B.
5. Staggered- quintuple
Two stages staggered at fo ± o.48B of bandwidth o.3rB.
Two stages staggered at fo ± o.z9B of bandwidth o.8rB.
One stage centred at fo of bandwidth B.
6. Staggered -sextuple
Two stages staggered at fo ± o.48B of bandwidth o.26B.
Two stages staggered at fo
o.35B of bandwidth o.71B.
Two stages staggered at fo ± o.r3B of bandwidth o.97B.
7. Staggered -septuple:
Two stages staggered at fo
o.49B of bandwidth o.22B.
Two stages staggered at fo
o.39B of bandwidth o.62B.
Two stages staggered at fo ± o.22B of bandwidth o.9oB.
One stage centred at fo of bandwidth B.
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Comparison of the elements required by coupled tuned circuits, staggered tuned circuits and filters to
produce comparable characteristics.
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140111.0
Notes and News

:

Scottish Television
already stated in Wireless
World, the extension of the
television service to Scotland will
Although the
be by radio relay.
sites for the proposed seven unattended repeater stations have not
yet been finally decided upon by the
Post Office, whose responsibility it
is to provide the necessary links
between the television transmitters,
it has been announced by Standard
Telephones and Cables that they
have received the contract to
supply the necessary equipment.
The two-way radio link, which
will be over a distance of 245 miles,
will be from Manchester-through
which the coaxial cable linking
Sutton Coldfield and Holme Moss
passes
the Scottish station at
Kirk O'Shotts, which lies midway
between Edinburgh and Glasgow.
The proposed route is on the east
side of the Pennine Chain.
The equipment at each station
includes duplicate transmitters and
receivers and four paraboloid reflectors mounted on steel towers.
AS

-to

Television from Wrotham?
THE B.B.C. has issued a statement following the launching
of the campaign by the South Coast
Televiewers' Association for the
installation of a high -power television transmitter at Wrotham to
which reference was made in our
August issue. The statement reads
" The B.B.C. is aware that the site
of the experimental v.h.f. station at
Wrotham might prove suitable for
television transmissions, but extensive tests will be necessary before
a final decision can be made. It
is not possible to say when a television transmitter could be installed
at Wrotham, if the site proved
suitable, because the total amount
of money that the B.B.C. is
allowed to spend each year on
capital development is limited by
Government restrictions on capital
expenditure."

Of

Personalil if',

WIiIILSS
Industry

be placed at at,uut 2S 6d, although
in some cases there have actually
The
been reductions in price.
changes took effect on September
Ist, but will not affect stocks
already in the hands of traders.

" Wireless World " Diary
NOW in its 33rd year of publication, the 1951 edition of the
Diary will be available later this
month.
In addition to the usual
diary pages of a week to an opening, it includes an 80 -page reference section giving technical as well
as general information.
Copies
will be obtainable, price 5s 6d in
morocco leather or 3s 8d in Rexine
covers (including Purchase Tax),
from booksellers and stationers. As
supplies are limited orders should
be placed immediately.

IN

BRIEF

Broadcast Receiving Licences current in Great Britain and Northern
Ireland at the end of July totalled
12,260,600, including 423,550 television
licences.
V.O.R., the abbreviated title for
v.h.f. omnidirectional range equipment, has been installed at London
Airport and initially will be used ex-

Operating on a freperimentally.
quency of r13.1 Mc/ s, the call sign,
MVA, is transmitted approximately ten
times a minute.

THE British Radio Valve Manuhas
Association
facturers'
announced a general revision of
receiving valve prices to bring then
into line with current production
costs. Mainly this affects obsolete
and obsolescent types, which have
increased in price because
they are expensive to produce in
small numbers. From a very rough
survey, the average increase could
been
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evidenced in that icwcts using standard
monochrome sets received the programme satisfactorily.
Cable 85 Wireless are to send a wireless telegraph unit to Korea for
handling war correspondents' messages
and personal messages to and from
British Forces During the 1939-45 war
C. & R' operated mobile Telcom units,
as they were called, in various theatres
of war.
Telcon Celebrations. -To coincide
with the centenary of the laying of
the first submarine cable, mentioned
in our last issue, the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company
commemorated its own centenary with
a week's celebrations from August
28th. The old Gutta Percha Company, which made the first cable and
was the nucleus of the existing company, was actually formed in 1845, but
the celebrations could not be held at
the correct time in 1945 owing to unsettled conditions, so it was decided
to postpone them until this year as the
next most fitting occasion.
Training Facilities provided by the
British Thomson- Houston Co. are
described in the third edition of
" Engineering Training ,for the Craftsman and the Professional Engineer,"
issued by the company. This 68 -page
book is not for general circulation but
specific
dealing
with
pamphlets
courses, such as the graduate radar
course, available at the company's
various establishments, are obtainable
from Rugby by prospective trainees.
Pulse Technique. -Among the evening courses in specialized branches of
engineering arranged by the Manchester
and District Advisory Council for

Further Education is one, of 13 lectures, on the theory and application
of pulse technique. The course opens
at the Royal Technical College, Salford, on Oc +ober 5th and the fee is one
and a half gwneas.
Swedish Television.-A sum equivalent to £r57,000 has been requested by
the Swedish Telegraph Board to build
an experimental television station.
Generic Terms. -The R.C.A. announces that it has voluntarily surrendered its registration of the trade
names Iconoscope, Orthicon, Kinescope

:

New Valve Prices

Organizations

TELEVISION AT 800 MILES.
A correspondent sends this unretouched end -of -tube picture of

an Alexandra Palace transmission
received in Falconara, Italy, on á
home -built 23 -valve receiver.
Colour Television transmissions in
both the 70- and 500-Mc /s bands, after
the signals had been relayed from
Washington to New York -some 200
miles-by coaxial cable, were recently
demonstrated by R.C.A. The versatility of the colour scheme was

and Acorn which may, therefore, now
be employed as generic terms.
Radio Premiums. -The I.E.E. has
awarded nine premiums for papers
read before the Radio Section, or
accepted for publication, during the
1949-50 session. The Duddell premium
is awarded to Dr. F. E. Jones and
E. C. Cornford for their paper " The
Measurement of the Velocity of Propagation of Centimetre Radio Waves as
a Function of Height Above the
The Ambrose Fleming
Ground."
premium is awarded to Dr. L. G. H.
Huxley and J. A. Ratcliffe for their
paper ." A Survey of Ionospheric
Premiums have
Cross-Modulation."
also been awarded to the following for
the papers shown in parentheses:Dr. E. L. C. White and M. G. Harker
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(" The Désign of a Television Camera
Channel for Use With the C.P.S.
Emitron "); Dr. I. L. Pawsey (" Solar
Radio- Frequency Radiation "); B. Y.
Mills
(" A Million -Volt ResonantCavity X -Ray Tube "); W. T. Duerdoth (" Some Considerations in the
Design of Negative- Feedback Amplifiers "); J. E N. Hooper and A. A.
Kippax (" Radar Echoes from Precipitation "); S. de Walden and J. C.
Swallow (" The Relative Merits of
Presentation of Bearings by Aural Null and Twin -Channel C.R. DirectionFinders "); and G. Millington and
G. A. Isted (" Ground -Wave Propagation over an Inhomogeneous Smooth

Earth ").
Evening Courses at the South-East
London Technical College during the
coming session include one of twenty -

four lectures on communication networks, commencing on October 16th,
another of twelve lectures on modulation, commencing on November 14th,
as well as shorter courses on magnetic
amplifiers and servo mechanism.
Syllabi and enrolment forms are obtainable from the Electrical Engineering Department of the College,
Lewisham Way, London, S.E.4.

Exhibition Attendance. -During the
ten days of the 17th National Radio
Exhibition at Castle Bromwich the
attendance totalled 128,26o and included visitors from forty -eight overseas countries. The attendance at last
year's show at Olympia, London, was
395,465.

Belgium's Minister of Communication
has announced that the Government
has decided to adopt the 625 -line
standard for the country's television
service.
EARL Services, which provide a consulting service including the preparation of critical test reports and the
design of specialized electronic apparatus, have moved to King Street,
ExetP: (Tel.: 2132), and, having
acquired the stock and plant of R.T.S.
Electronics, Ltd., will also manufacture the R.T.S. transformer.
Peter Armstrong. -With reference
to the note in the last issue of
Wireless World regarding the supply
of Brans' " Vade Mecum " it is regretted that Peter Armstrong has since
died.
Communications should no
longer be sent to the address given.
E.I.B.A. -The annual ball organized
in aid of the funds of the Electrical
Industries Benevolent Association will
be held at Grosvenor House, Park
Lane, London, W.1, on November loth.
Filmstrips. -The two Tartan filmstrips on television, which, as stated in
the July issue, are produced by the
Mullard Co., are distributed by Diascopic Films, Ltd., of Newton House,
Twickenham Road, Teddington, Middx.

BUSINESS NOTES
Radiomobile, Ltd., the company
responsible for the manufacture and
distribution of H.M.V. car -radio, has
changed its name to S. Smith & Sons
(Radiomobile), Ltd., to overcome certain trade mark and company registration difficulties in overseas markets.
The company is jointly owned by the
Gramophone Co. and Smith's Motor
Accessories.

36o

Greek Telecommunications. -Equipment valued at £8o,000 has been
ordered by the Greek authorities from
Standard Telephones and Cables as
part of the reconstruction of the
country's telecommunication system.
The equipment, which will provide the
main overseas radio-telephone link, includes two 4-kW single side -band
transmitters for simultaneous working
to London and New York, with a
40-kW power amplifier for use when
transmitting conditions are poor, two
single side -band receivers and aerials,
power plant, etc.
Decca Marine Radar, Type 159, is to
be fitted in 25 vessels operated by the
Fred Olsen line of Oslo, Norway.
Caribbean Air Radio. -International
Aeradio, Ltd., has formed a separate
company, International Aeradio (Caribbean), Ltd., with headquarters in Port
of Spain, Trinidad, which will coordinate the aeronautical radio facilities
in Jamaica, Barbados and British
Guiana.
Murphy Radio, in collaboration with
its associated medical equipment companies, General Radiological and Solus
Schall, has produced an ultrasonic
generator for medical treatment.
It
produces mechanical vibrations at a
frequency around I,000 kc /s and these
are applied to the patient by means of
a
specially
designed
water- cooled

quartz crystal.
Southern Trade Services, Ltd., of
297, High Street, Croydon, have closed
down thcir transformer rewinding section in order to concentrate on the
production of transformers. Arrangements have been made that Dawsons,
of
Seamoor Road,
Bournemouth,
undertake the rewinding previously
handled by S.T.S.
Mullard's announce that C. L. G.
Fairfield, M.A., A.M.I.E.E., who joined
the company in 1948 as technical
assistant to the directors, has been
made a director of Mullard Equipment,
Ltd.
Antiference. -Norman S. Beebe has
resigned his directorship of Anti ference, Ltd., and is going to
Australia. He will be concerned with
promoting the sale of Antiference
products in the Commonwealth, but in
view of the time which will elapse
before television is introduced, he will
be glad to hear from those interested
in marketing their equipment in
Australia.
His address will be 8,
Pindari Road, Dover Heights, Sydney.
Avo Valve Data Manual.
was
erroneously stated in the advertisement
of the Automatic Coil Winder Co. on
page t of the September issue that this
15s book is supplied free with the Avo
Electronic Testmeter. It is, however,
supplied with the Valve Characteristic
1leter.
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MEETINGS
Institution of Electrical Engineers
Inaugural address of Sir Archibald
Gill, B.Sc. (Eng.), as President on October 5th.
Radio Section.-Address by C. F.

Booth, O.B.E., chairman, on October
r8th.
Discussion on " Projection- versus
Direct -viewing Television
in
the

Home " opened by W. T. Cocking on
October 3oth.
Informal Meeting.
Discussion on
" Radio Interference and the New
Wireless Telegraphy Act," opened by
the President on October 23rd.
The above meetings will be held at
5.30 at the I.E.F_., Savoy Place, Lon-

-

don, W.C.1.

-"

East Midland Centre.
The Operation and Maintenance of Television
O.B. Equipment," by T. H. Bridgewater at 6.3o on October r7th at Loughborough College.
Cambridge Radio Group. -Address
by F. H. Townsend, chairman, at 6.o,
on October 17th, at the Cambridgeshire
Technical College.
N.E. Radio Group. -Address by Prof.
J. C. Prescott, D.Eng., chairman, at
6.15, on October i6th, at King's College, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
N.W. Radio Group.
Address by
A. G. S. Smith, chairman, at 6.3o on
October 25th, at the Engineers' Club,
Albert Square, Manchester.
South Midland Radio Group."Economies in the Planning, Design
and Operation of a Sound Broadcasting
System," by R. T. B. Wynn, C.B.E.,
M.A., at 6.o on October znd, at the
James Watt Memorial Institute, Great
Charles Street, Birmingham.
Discussion on "Achievement of Reliability in Radio Equipment," opened
by G. W. Sutton, Ph.D., B.Sc., and
F. E. McGinnety M.Sc., at 6.o on October 23rd, at the James Watt Memorial
Institute, Birmingham, and at 7.0 on
October 24th, at the Warwick House
Restaurant, Malvern.
N. Staffordshire Sub-Centre.
Some
Electromagnetic Problems," by Prof.
G. W. O. Howe, D.Sc., LL.D., at 7.o
on October 27th, at the Crown Hotel,
Stone.
" Present ProOxford District.
blems in Television," by G. H. Watson,
at 7.0 on October 11th, at the Electricity Showrooms, 37, George Street,
Oxford.
London Students' Section.="Television-An Introduction to the Generation and Transmission of Television
Signals," by I. J. Shelley, chairman,
at 7.0 on October 9th, at the I.E.E.,
Savoy Place, London, W.C.2.
British Institution of Radio Engineers
London Section.
Signal Sources for
Television Testing," by D. W. Thomas son at 6.3o on October 18th, at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical
London,
Medicine, Gower Street,

-

-"

-

-"

W.C.1.
N. Eastern Section.

-"

High Fidelity
Reproduction," by H. J. Leak at 6.o,
on October nth, at Neville Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
N. Western Section.
Education in
Industry," by Dr. P. F. R. Venables
at 6.45 on October 5th at the College
of Technology, Manchester.
West Midland Section.
" Loudspeaker Design," by A. E. Falkus at
7.3o on October 25th, at the R.G.D.
Factory, Bridgnorth, Shropshire.
Hull Electronic Engineering Society
" Broadcasting Under Tropical Conditions," by A. Cross, M.Brit.I.R.E.
(Rediffusion), at 7.3o on October 13th
at the Y.E.B. Showrooms, Ferensway,

-"

-

Hull
British Sound Recording Association
" Elements of Photographic Sound
Recording," by Norman Leevers, B.Sc.,
at 7.0 on October 27th at the Royal
Society of Arts, John Adam Street,
London, W.C.z.
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The Coupling Condenser
Several Ways of Looking at It
By " CATHODE RAT "

OFTEN it seems that the best-known things are
the least understood. That is my apology
for devoting a whole article to the coupling
condenser -or capacitor. Many people who are
supposed to know how it works turn out to have
very curious ideas on the subject. And no wonder,
for books and teachers themselves are not always
as helpful as they might be. Some have been known
to explain the action in terms of charging and discharging, whereas in fact a coupling capacitor works
by virtue of not charging. In so far as it does become
charged by the signal, it is failing in its duty.
Another fact that may perhaps account for some
of the confusion is that several apparently different
explanations exist. This does not necessarily mean
that all but one are wrong ; there are various correct
ways of looking at the same thing. A workshop
drawing must generally show at least three different
views of an article to enable it to be manufactured
correctly and a thing like coupling capacitor action
is more likely to be understood after seeing it from
several points of view. But most necessary of all
is a knowledge of basic principles, and in this particular
case " The ' Ohm's Law ' of Electrostatics " (May,
19501 may refresh the memory.
:

Potential- divider Approach
In Fig. I, point A represents the output terminal
of one stage of a valve amplifier, and point B the
input of the next valve. The object of the coupling
capacitor C is, of course, to join A to B for signal

voltages while keeping them apart for steady supply
voltages. If A were simply connected to B by a wire
it would serve the first purpose perfectly, but would
not allow the anode of the first valve and the grid
of the second to be held at the different voltages
that are usually necessary for efficient operation.
The capacitor connected between A and B serves
this second purpose perfectly (assuming no leakage)
because it does not conduct its d.c. resistance is
practically infinite. That is easy enough to understand. The questions arise in connection with the
first purpose -how and to what extent it passes on
the signal voltage.
This is where we have to take account of R, the
" grid leak." Its purpose is to apply the appropriate
steady bias voltage to the grid of V2. Provided that
it does this, the higher its resistance the better. If
it is made too high-many megohms, say, with most
ordinary types of valve -there is a risk that the small
amount of grid current that flows even when the
grid is kept negative may cause an appreciable
voltage drop which would alter the intended bias
voltage. So the maker of the valve Vz specifies
the highest value of R with which he cares to guarantee a reasonable life for the valve. If, on the other
:

-
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hand, one were to choose an R well below this top
limit, it would probably reduce the signal voltage
seriously. To go to extremes, making R = o
would be ideal as regards grid bias, but would prevent
any signal voltage at all from being developed across
it. And, as we shall see, another reason for keeping
R as high as is allowable is to avoid having to make
the capacitance C any larger than necessary.
It may be as well to answer two beginners' ques
tions before going on. First it doesn't look as it
R were applying any grid bias ; it is just connected
to the common negative or " earth " wire, E. True,
but grid bias is reckoned relative to the cathode of
the valve, and is most often provided by the voltage drop in a resistor (not shown in Fig. r) connected
between cathode and this same earth wire. Second:
R is regarded (for signal currents) as being in parallel
with the coupling impedance (R1 in Fig. I), but it
doesn't look like it. Well, in the first place the B
end of R, is, or should be, as good as joined to the
A end of R by C. And the E end of R is joined to
the top end of R by a low. impedance battery or by a
large smoothing capacitance Cs. So R, and R
really are in parallel -to a.c.
Now we come to consider exactly how C passes
the signal voltages at A on to B and whether it does
the job properly. One way of looking at it, assuming
some knowledge of a.c. theory, is to regard C and R
as forming a potential divider across R,. (We have
already agreed to assume that the top end of R-,
is kept at a perfectly steady voltage by Ca or other
means, so as regards signals it is as good as connected to E.) Looking at it in this way, we see that the
signal voltage reaching B is bound to be less than
the signal voltage at A but the difference can be
made very small by making the impedance of C very
small compared with R. For example, if R were
1 megohm, making C one hundredth of I megohm
(= to k would result in more than 99% of the
:

,

;

Fig. i. The parts of an amplifier circuit needed for
discussing the action of the coupling capacitor C. R,
represents any sort of coupling impedance, tuned
or untuned.
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voltage at A reaching B. It is not quite as simple as
if C were a to-kSI resistance, because the voltage
across C is 9o° out of phase with that across R.
As a result, the voltage transfer is improved, but
there is a phase shift.
Fig. 2(a) shows the coupling part of Fig 1, with
V

denoting the r.m.s. signal voltage at the anode

of the first valve. This causes current (call it I)
to flow through C and R, and the separate voltages
across C and R, denoted by Vo and VR respectively,
are of course proportional to their impedances
But whereas V$ is in phase with I, Vo is 9o° behind
(" current in a capacitance leads the voltage by
9o° "), so the vector diagram is as in Fig. 2(b). V is

equal to VR added to Vo in the usual vectorial manner,
indicated by the dotted lines. It is easy to see that
even if Vo is quite a sizeable fraction of VR, Vs, is
still nearly as large as V. Suppose Vo is as much as
a quarter of Va. Then VR is barely 3% less than
V-for most purposes a negligible loss of signal.
If C had been a resistance of the same magnitude,
the loss would have been 20°,;).
The impedance of C is its reactance, z /2rrfC.
Obviously it is at its largest when the frequency,
f, is least. At zero frequency (d.c.) it is infinitely
large, completely cutting off B from A, as is required.
In choosing the capacitance of C to pass a signal
without more than a certain loss, it is clearly necessary to consider the lowest signal frequency. If
that is made negligible, the loss at all higher frequencies
will be even more negligible. Suppose, for example,
that 5o c/s is the lowest frequency to bother about,
and that 10% loss can be tolerated. Drawing a
vector diagram with VR 1o% shorter than V, one
finds that V, is 48.5% of R, so I /(2irx50 C) should
be 0.485 R, which works out to make C= o.00655 /R
so if R is s MO then C should be at least 0.00655
µF, say o.oi F. The phase shift, incidentally, is
nearly 26 °.
One thing to remember about this is that, although
a given loss at a particular frequency may be tolerable, the combined loss due to several couplings might
not be. A io% loss, for example, is the same thing
as a 9o% pass ; and the net effect of three such
couplings would be o.9 X o.9 x o.9 = 0.73 or 73%
pass. Even this might well be tolerable, but if the
amplifier has negative feedback, or is to be used for
television, there is the phase shift to think about.
If the combined effect of all the phase shifts in the
amplifier is sufficient to turn negative feedback into
positive feedback at any frequency at which the
amplifier amplifies-whether or not it is a frequency
that one wants
may cause oscillation or distortion. And in television a phase shift at low frequencies

-it

vR

(a)

(b)

V,

Fig. 2. (a) The coupling capacitor C and grid leak R
regarded as an a.c. potential divider across the output
of the first valve, and (b) the corresponding vector

diagram.
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causes visible distortion, even though there is no
audible distortion in sound amplification.
So far we have been taking it for granted that the
signal has a sine waveform in other words, that it
has only one frequency at a time. Mention of television reminds one that all sorts of waveforms have
to be amplified. How does a coupling capacitor cope
with a square wave, for example ? There are at least
two ways of tackling such a question. One way is
to make use of Fourier's famous principle that all
periodic waves, whatever their form, can be analysed
into sine waves of appropriate amplitudes, harmonic
frequencies, and phase relationship. These can be
treated as separate signals, each in the manner
already considered, and the results can then be put
together to give the complete signal at B. Unfortunately a perfect square wave consists of an infinitely
large number of harmonics, so in that case the job
is tedious, to say the least. But as the harmonics
become steadily smaller as their frequency rises,
there is no need to go beyond a certain point. Even
taking only the first few of them gives a pretty good
idea of what the full result would be ; as was shown
in a. Wireless World article some time ago (December
1945, p. 358). But at best it is a laborious method,
and it may be simpler to get right down to first
principles.
;

;

Charge and Discharge Aspect
That is the second approach to the coupling
capacitor problem. It looks at C as something that
becomes charged when current flows into it. The
guiding principle, which I tried to bring out in " The
' Ohm's Law ' of Electrostatics," is that the voltage
across the terminals of a capacitor is directly proportional to the charge and inversely proportional to
the capacitance or in symbols
;

VQ

where V is in volts, Q is the charge in coulombs, and
C is in farads. And of course this can be turned round
into Q = VC and C = Q /V.
In dealing with the coupling on this basis it is
actually much easier to assume a square -wave signal
than a sine wave. And to make it simpler still we
can for this purpose ignore the steady voltages
necessary for the valves to function, and assume

that at the start C is completely uncharged, the
voltages at A and B both being zero. No current

through R, so there is no voltage across it.
Next, suppose the square -wave signal begins, by
point A going instantaneously from zero volts to
loo volts, as represented by ab id Fig. 3. So we now
have zoo V existing between points A and E ; that
is to say, across C and R in series. The only way that
C can acquire a voltage is by its becoming charged,
and the only way it can become charged is for a
current to flow into it for a period of time (a coulomb
is really an ampere- second). At the point marked h
in Fig. 3 no time has elapsed since the signal voltage
was applied, so no charge can have entered C, and
so the voltage across it must still be zero. Therefore
(because at every instant the voltages across C and R
must add up to equal the applied voltage, which at
this moment is zoo) the voltage across R must be loo.
The fact that C has not charged means that it has passed
on the whole of the applied signal voltage instantaneously
to B. So far the coupling is doing very well -but
admittedly it isn't very far
is flowing

!
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Clearly the condition for maintaining this ideal
state of affairs is to prevent C from ever becoming
charged at all. Such an ideal is unattainable, for
the existence of ioo V across R means that current
must be flowing through it, and the only place such
current can go is into C. So during the period marked
bc, when the applied voltage is a steady ioo, C is
acquiring a charge, and a voltage across it is steadily
growing. Since the applied voltage continues to be
the same, the voltage across C can only be at the
expense of that across R, which must decline. But
this means that the current must decline too, so the
rate of charge must fall off in proportion. This is
shown in Fig. 4, where all three voltages are graphed.
Note how at all times vo
v$ = v.
(The small
letters mean instantaneous voltages, to distinguish
them from the r.m.S. voltages in Fig. 2.) Note, too,
that the waveform of vR is different from that of y,
so the coupling capacitor is causing distortion.
The curvature in the growth of vo (and in the
falling -off of va) complicates the calculation of the
distortion. The particular kind of curve is known
(for reasons it would take too long to explain just
now) as exponential ; but without going into the
mathematics of the thing there is one fact that is
useful to remember, namely that the period of time
required for vo to grow to about 37% of v is equal to
RC in ohm -farads -or more conveniently in megohmmicrofarads. And up to that point one will not go
wildly wrong in ignoring the curvature and assuming
a steady growth.
For example, let ús suppose that a to% fall in vR
is tolerable, and that the lowest frequency is again
5o c /s, or too half-cycles per sec. Then the period
of one half-cycle at that frequency is o.ot sec., so
if a to ;io fall occurs in that time a 37% fall will
(according to our approximation) take about 0.037 sec.
It will therefore be necessary to make RC = 0.037
megohm -microfarads so if R is r MD, then C must
be at least 0.037µF. So this io% requirement is a
,rather more exacting one than the ro% loss in

b

Fig. 3. The first
cycle of a loo -V
square -wave signal
at the anode of V1
in Fig. 1.

y

b

iooV

a

c
x

vc........

How the
Fig. 4.
voltage y in Fig. 3
divides between C
and R during the
first cycle.

a

d

Fig.

5.

v

Voltage

graph for a cycle
after the signal has
been running long
enough to settle
down into a symmetrical condition.

z

VR

vc

VR

v

v

;

50-c /s sine -wave signal, which suffered no waveform

Fig. 6. Same as
Fig. 5 except that
C x R is much smaller so that C receives
practically a full

distortion but only a phase shift. But of course the
average loss during this first half -cycle is only about
5%, and if we go on to consider subsequent events
we shall find that there will be, very little average
loss in amplitude, because the instantaneous voltage
rise and fall in a perfect square -wave input is always
passed on in full.
Consider what happens when V suddenly changes
200V negatively, from c to d. The starting point
for vR is not c, but x so on the negative swing it
actually becomes more negative than y (point y).
Current now flows through R in the opposite direction, so one may reckon that C is discharging. But
it is necessary to be careful here, not to talk at cross
purposes. Remember that neither terminal of C
is earthed, so that the voltage changes at terminal
B are quite different from those across C.
The fact that vR goes more negative than y
leads to a complication, because the current at the
start of the second half-cycle must be greater than
it was at the start of the first. Consequently C will
discharge rather more rapidly than it charged, with
the result that it charges slightly negative, as shown
at z in Fig. 4. This tends to even out the inequality
between the first and second half -cycles and after
a sufficient number of cycles for this tendency to have
its full effect the waveforms are symmetrical, as
shown in Fig. 5. Thus the effect of C on the signal
;

;
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charge during each
half- cycle.

to cause the flats of the waveform to become
slopes.
If we carry this effect to extremes, by making
RC small in relation to the time of a cycle or halfcycle, so that C charges practically fully every time,
we get the waveform shown in Fig. 6. Here the
peak value of the output voltage is actually twice
that of the input, but the average value is less.
It may be hard to believe that the same peaky waveform is obtained by analysing the square wave into
its component sine waves, calculating them all
separately as in Fig. 2 (b), and adding the results together but it is true, as demonstrated in the 1945
article previously mentioned. ;Although a coupling
capacitor cannot alter a sine waveform, the unequal
phase shifts and losses imposed on the component
sine waves of a composite signal have the effect of
altering the waveform of the composite signal
Either method of calculation leads to the conclu-

is mainly

;
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that tke larger the product RC the better, as
regards distortion, signal loss and phase shift. Given
a definite input signal, it would not matter whether,
say, o.oi megohm- microfarad were made up of
I M S2 and o.o i µF or 0.5 M S2 and 0.02 µF or o. i
MO and o.I µF or any other combination giving the
same product but it must be remembered that R
and C form a shunt across R1 and cause some loss
in that way too. So, as we saw at the start, it is
usually better (as well as cheaper !) to make R as
large as is allowable and then choose C to make
R x C right. The only limit to R mentioned so
far is determined by the valve biasing arrangements ; but if one wants to handle very high frequencies it is necessary to take into account the input
capacitance and conductance of the valve. That
is quite a subject in itself, however.
Instead of going off into that lengthy by-way,
let us end by considering the coupling from a still
more fundamental point of view. One reader, endeavouring to do so, reached some rather unorthodox conclusions. But he was right to make the
attempt, because although it is much harder to think
things out basically than to make a glib use of
memorized results, it is the only way to a thorough
understanding.
sion

;

Electrostatic Viewpoint
Since a square wave is much less difficult to handle
in this way than a sine wave, we start by assuming
that the A plate of C in Fig. I is suddenly made
positive. This does not mean that a large number
of electrons have to be suddenly removed from it.
If the other plate were to be made equally and simultaneously positive, the capacitor could not charge
at all, so no electrons would move off or on to either
plate. But since the .B plate is earthed, there will
certainly be a tendency for C to charge. A positive
charge cannot be established on the A plate, however

(by electrons moving away from it), unless an equal
number of electrons move on to the B plate and
such a movement of electrons is severely restricted
by the high resistance R. Their efforts to get
through at first absorb all the applied voltage ;
and only gradually, as electrons move away from
A and towards B, does any voltage build up across
C. The fact that one plate of C gives up electrons
while the other receives them does not mean that a
positive signal voltage at the anode results in a negative signal voltage on the grid. Until the electrons
have had time to move, no voltage at all can arise
actually across C ; and the voltage appearing at B
is of the same polarity and magnitude as that applied
at A, and is not due to the capacitor but to resistance
R. True, when C has had time to acquire a charge,
terminal B becomes negative relative to A ; but the
effect of that is merely to reduce to some extent the
positive voltage that B has relative to E (which
is what counts with the second valve). Even if
the positive half -cycle lasts long enough for C to
become fully charged, the most the negative voltage
of B relative to A can do is to offset the signal voltage
entirely, so that none appears across R. But except
for deliberately distorting the signal waveform,
as in Fig. 6, that is not a result that would be sought
;

practice.
There are still other ways of explaining the affair
for example, by taking account of the supply voltages
along with the signal voltages, in which case what
in

;
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I have referred to as charging might be called discharging, and so on. Personally I think it is much
less muddling to consider signal voltages and supply
voltages separately, and it is quite allowable to
do so as long as no non -linear items like rectifiers
are involved. Dressed up in more formal language,
that is what is called the Superposition Theorem.

DANISH EXIIIHITION
(From a Correspondent)
TO celebrate the twenty -fifth anniversary of
broadcasting in Denmark a Jubilee Radio Exhibition was held in August at the Forum
opposite the " Radiohus," the modern headquarters
of Denmark's State Radio Service, in central Copenhagen.
As in most radio exhibitions these days, the
emphasis was on television, although Denmark has
not a television service. An experimental low -power
(about 1 o watts) vision transmitter (Philips), with
f.m. sound, has been in operation for some months
at the Radiohus, the aerials being at the top of that
building. It was this 625 -line transmitter, working
in the region of 67 Mc / s, which provided the signal
for the dozen or so makes of receiver demonstrated
at the exhibition. The transmitter can, incidentally,
be rapidly switched from negative to positive
modulation.
To a British visitor, used to the comparatively
high standards of the B.B.C. television service, the
general impression was that most of the receivers
were not capable of responding to the transmitted
definition. The received definition was generally
well below that seen on the average English receiver.
It was admitted that, due to the temporary and experimental nature of the equipment, the transmission
characteristics were not of as high a standard as
desirable but nevertheless it appeared that most
deficiencies were in the receivers.
While the policy was not definitely settled, it
seemed, on enquiry of competent engineers, that Denmark is in favour of the 625 -line standard. On being
challenged that they were obtaining definition barely
as good as that provided by the British 405 -line
system, the answer given was that initially, achievement of the full possible definition of a 625 -line
system was not expected, but it was felt better to
commence with this higher standard rather than
change to it in five or ten years' time. On the question of modulation polarity there was a less decided
view.
There was a large selection of domestic receivers
and radiograms on the 65 stands and it was noted
that most of the receivers used the Philips " U "
series valves (B8A base). The radiograms largely
conformed to a style vaguely reminiscent of the roll top desk, with gramophone turntable, etc., side -byside with the radio section. General performance of
the sets was of 'a high standard.
Whilst no British -made domestic receivers were
seen, most of the well -known component manufacturers appeared to be well represented and there was
an interesting show of British communication
equipment.
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TEST
REPORT

Philips

Projection
Television
Table Model:
Front view ; from left to right the controls are
Brightness, Focus, Volume and Contrast.

:

IT

is obvious that the great merit of projection
television is the large size of the picture which is
obtainable from apparatus of relatively small
dimensions. Equally obviously, it has the advantage
over many directly-viewed systems of providing a
flat picture.

In the Philips Type 600 A the picture obtained
measures i3á} in by ro in. This is about the size
obtainable on a r6 -in tube but it appears on a flat
surface whereas the face of a r6 -in tube would almost
inevitably have a considerable curvature. As shown
in the photographs the
viewing screen is fixed to
the cabinet and the picture is projected on to its
back by an optical system. The tube is of some
21 in diameter and operates with a final -anode
supply of 25 kV.
The picture obtained is
bright enough for daylight viewing and, when
viewed on the centre line,
the screen is fairly evenly
illuminated. The screen
has directional characteristics in both planes in
order to increase the efficiency and this has the
inevitable result of restricting the viewing
angle. As one moves
c,
away from the centre
line not only does the

Philips Type 600 A
picture as a whole lose brightness but it becomes
unevenly illuminated and the parts of the screen
nearer to one are brighter than those farther away.
The effect is not marked for deviations up to
about ± 30° from the centre line and the viewing
angle is thus adequate for most purposes. It is,
however, undoubtedly smaller than with a directly
viewed tube and this does remove some of the advantage of the flat screen.
The minimum satisfactory viewing distance appears
to be relatively greater than with direct viewing.
400V

Fig. i. Circuit diagram
of 25 -kV e.h.t. supply.
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It

is, of course, very much a matter
of personal preference, but in some

1

SPHERICAL
tests most observers placed it at
MIRROR
CORRECTOR LENS
8-to ft-the optimum distance being
about 12 -15 ft. Since the picture
height is to in this makes the ratio
viewing - distance / picture - height
around I2:I, which is about double
that for direct viewing.
It is not easy to see why this preferred distance is greater. It is not
because the line structure is more
prominent ; in fact, the lines are
much less noticeable than one would
expect, even on close inspection. It
is not because of any lack of detail,
for careful examination reveals that
the detail is not inferior to that with
direct viewing.
It is probably connected with the
entirely different character of the picOBLIQUE PLANE MIRROR
ture which, in itself, is almost certainly due to the viewing screen.
Fig. 2. Layout of the optical unit which includes the tube and its
The picture quality may be likened
associated coils.
to that of a photographic print on
matt or rough paper whereas the quality with a. little different from normal because the
tube is reladirectly viewed tube is nearer that of a glossy print.
tively longer than its big brothers. A single pentode
Which is considered the better is a matter of perwith a " damping diode," providing h.t. boost, is
sonal preference and depends very much also upon
adequate for the line scan.
the subject matter of the picture.
The 25 -kV e.h.t. supply is obtained through a
The somewhat restricted viewing angle and the
voltage -tripler rectifier from a 9-kV damped sine wave
rather large optimum viewing distance limit the developed in
a ringing transformer which is condomestic application of the set to those possessing
nected in the anode circuit of a pentode. The circuit
large rooms. The size of the picture is undoubtedly
is shown in Fig. I, the ringing transformer being T,
too great for a small room."and the rectifiers V,,, V, and V.. A blocking oscilOn the electrical side the adoption of projection
lator V, with transformer T, develops a saw -tooth
has only a small effect on the design and the receiver
wave of repetition frequency 1 kc /s across C,. This
is in most respects conventional. It is a superheterois applied to the pentode V.. It is cut off on the
dyne and can be adapted for London or Birmingham
fly -back
reception by changing the r.f. and oscillator coils after butof the saw -tooth wave and for a period therebrought up gradually to full conduction
and certain resistors. In spite of the high operating during theisintervals
between successive fly - backs. It
voltage of the tube the scanning requirements are is the
sudden interruption of current on fly-back
which shock -excites T. to develop a damped sine
wave.
A winding on T. supplies a portion of the voltage
wave to the diode in V, which rectifies it and develops
a steady voltage across R,. This is applied as bias
to V. and acts rather like an a.g.c. system to reduce
the peak current in V. if the output voltage increases.
It tends, therefore, to maintain the output constant
and so provides a regulated e.h.t. supply.
The whole of the e.h.t, circuit, including the rectifiers, but not the other valves, is housed in a metal
container and is so adequately protected from
accidental contact.
Safeguards against time -base failure, which would
otherwise prove disastrous to the tube, are provided.
The tube is normally heavily over -biased. Diode circuits develop a counter -bias from the outputs of both
line and frame time bases and unless both are operating the tube remains blacked out.
There are four panel controls : Brightness, Contrast, Focus and Volume with which is combined the
on -off switch. At the rear there are controls for Line
and Frame Hold, Height and Interference Suppression. There is no width control.
The adjustment of the panel controls is more diffiRear view of the receiver showing the inclined mirror
cult than usual because it is not possible to get far
in the upper part.
enough from the screen to observe their effect accur-
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ately.
They would be
much easier to adjust if
they were fitted to a io-ft
flexible cable instead of on
the set itself.
The optical system is of
the Schmidt type and is
folded to occupy a minimum of space as shown in
Fig. 2. The tube faces a
spherical mirror B which
reflects the light on to an
inclined mirror A and
thence through a correct
ing plate C to a second inclined mirror mounted in
the back of the top part of
the cabinet. This mirror
passes the light to the
viewing screen and its
angle is adjustable for
positioning the picture in
the vertical direction. The
first mirror has a central
hole through which the
tube passes.
The tube -mounting with
its focus and deflector
Close -up of the receiver chassis with separating plate removed to show the optical
coils, the spherical mirror,
unit. The " porthole " is the corrector plate.
first plane mirror and corrector plate form a unit which can be removed as a
On test the receiver gave an excellent picture. The
whole. The tube base and the mechanical adjustlinearity was good and the synchronizing excellent.
ments are reached through a removable panel in
As already mentioned the picture detail was as good
the side of the cabinet. The receiver chassis can be as with a directly viewed tube but the quality of the
removed without disturbing the optical system. The picture was of a different character.
cabinet is of wood and measures 21 in wide by 221 in
In spite of the use of a regulated e.h.t. supply,
high by 181 in deep. The set is for a.c. operation
changes of picture size and focus with large changes
only and costs L88 14s 6d including purchase tax.
of picture brightness were noticed. The contrast and
A stand is available at 2 555 2d extra. The makers
brightness controls were rather fierce and it would
are Philips Electrical, Ltd., Century House, Shaftesbe better if the panel controls had a more restricted
bury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
rangy and were supplemented by pre-set controls.

COLOUR TELEVISION

IN

U.S.A.

New -type C.R. Tube
THE R.C.A. colour -television system' operated by a

sampling process.
The three -colour pictures are
broken up into a series of dots by sampling them at
appropriate intervals. They are then mixed and the
combined signal is a form of time -division pulse modulation. At the receiving end the three groups of pulses
are sorted out by gating circuits and so allocated to
three separate colour channels.
In the apparatus previously described the three signals
were applied to three separate c.r. tubes to produce pictures in the three colours, which were then superimposed
optically to give the full colour picture. This presents_
considerable difficulty and special single tubes are now
being developed.'
In the first of these there are three separate guns to
which the colour signals are applied, but a common
deflection system operates to deflect all three beams together. The screen is made up of a mosaic of fluorescent
material in the three colours, arranged as groups of three
dots -red, green and blue. At the back of this there is
'

Wireless World, November 1949. p 459
May 1950, p. 20

' Tek-Tech,
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a perforated disc with as many holes as there are groups
of three dots on the screen.

In order to reach the screen each electron beam must
pass through a hole and the disc and screen are so
aligned that each beam can land only on the dot of its
own beam. Thus, a blue -signal beam passes through a
hole to land on a blue dot. The red -signal beam will
pass through the same hole to land on the red dot
because it approaches at a different angle. Similarly,
with the green beam.
A second type of tube has a single gun only but the
same form of colour dot fluorescent screen and perforated
disc. Here it is not necessary to separate the colour
signals and the receiver output can be applied directly
to the tube to modulate its electron beam. The sorting
out process is done by so deflectin g the beam that, at
the appropriate times, it is directed on to the correctly
coloured dots of, the screen. This is done by a small
circular deflection of the beam additional to the normal
scanning deflection. This circular deflection produces
at the appropriate times a change in the angle by which
the beam approaches the perforated disc and so simulates
with one gun the effect obtained by three in the other.
367

Civil Aviation Radio
Neu Radar Aids and Multi- channel V.H.F. Radio Telephones
THE wide -coverage v.h.f. radio -telephone system

'

which, under the operation of the Ministry of
Civil Aviation, will soon be in operation for the
control of all civil aircraft in the U.K., is very likely
responsible for the large amount of v.h.f. equipment
shown at this year's display and exhibition held at
Farnborough by the Society of British Aircraft Constructors.
There can be as many as eight operating channels
in any one geographical area, and aircraft flying even
within the confines of the U.K. may need the use of
a dozen channels, or more if going abroad,.
The total number of channels in the civil aircraft
band of 118 to 132 Mc /s, with too kc is separation,

(Above) Console of S.T.C. Precision
Approach Radar, (right) dual- diversity receiver made by Plessey,
(below: Marconi 14o- channel v.h.f.
aircraft equipment.

is 14o and some makers of v.h.f.
allow the whole 14o and provide
selecting by remote control.
limited number of channels only
and make available a whole new

crystals.

aircraft equipment
for simple channel
Others provide a
for immediate use
series by changing

As all operating frequencies must be highly stabilized, crystal control of transmitters, and also of receiver oscillators, is now customary practice, but as
it would be hardly practicable to control 140 channels
by separate crystals, if for no other reason than that
the size of the equipment would preclude it, ways are
being evolved to give crystal control throughout, but
using a few crystals only. Marconi in their A115
transmitter- receiver use two crystal oscillators and
mix the outputs in such a way as to provide selection
of the-final working frequency in loo-kc /s steps. The
remote control unit has two frequency -selecting
switches, one giving a change in 1 -Mc /s and the other
in o.1 Mc / s steps.
About 20 crystals are used in the Standard Telephones STRI2C 14o- channel set which was also
shown as a 7o-channel set with wo kc /s spacing. It
has a motorized form of channel selection for both
transmitter and receiver. Another 14o- channel set,
using very few crystals. was shown by, Murphy, and
this firm included also a 23- channel model (MR8o)
having separate crystals for every channel and Ekco
had an 11- channel set (CE4o) with provision for
changing to a whole new set of channels in the air.
Communications equipment did not stop with
v.h.f. sets, for Plessey was showing a completely new
series of miniature units for h.f. operation designed
to fit the modern type of aircraft- racking, also a
diversity receiver for ground stations.
Several interesting radar devices were seen this
In addition to the Ekco
year.
Cloud and Collision Warning set,
which operates on 3 cm and gives
warning of heavy cloud formations
and potential storm centres up to
3o or 4o miles, there was a new
Precision Approach Radar, also
operating on 3 cm, shown by
Standard Telephones. It has, two
c.r. tubes for elevation and azimuth
display respectively and provision
for using remote viewing consoles
in the airport control tower.

"Talk- down"
" blind "

also.

facilities for

landing

are

available

Much development work has
gone into the Rebecca- Eureka type

of responder beacons ; Ferranti has
developed one for the 1,000 -Mc /s band (Distance
Measuring Equipment) while the Murphy beacon is
for 19o- to 240-Mc /s operation and is coded for
identifying individual ground beacons.
Other new equipment included high power ground
transmitters made by Redifon and a Marconi v.h.f.
direction finder.
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Design for a Wobbulator
for

Frequency i1Joclttlated Oscillator
By M. C.

SCROCGIE,

B.Sc., M.LE.E..

the "Simple

Voltage -variable Reactance
There are various says in which voltage can be
made to control frequency. The one generally
accepted for wobbulating purposes is the so- called
reactance valve, in which a phase shift is introduced
between anode current and anode voltage, so that
the valve behaves as a reactance which can be
varied by means of the grid voltage. This voltage varied reactance can be connected in parallel with
the tuned circuit of a suitable oscillator, and is
effective on all frequency ranges. Although the
extent of the frequency modulation is very limited,
it is usually sufficient to cover the interesting part
of the response of a receiver designed for sound
reception.
Another system, described by K. C. Johnson u3

CI

Oscilloscope-

.

SINCE the publication in the March 195o issue of
a design for an inexpensive cathode -ray oscilloscope there have been requests for a
"wobbulator " to go with it. The term "wobbulator"
does not appear in BS.2o4 (British Standard Glossary
of Terms used in Telecommunication) so for the benefit
of any who do not associate with the lower strata of
technical society it may be defined as a frequency modulated r.f. generator designed to enable receiver
amplitude /frequency response curves to be displayed
on an oscilloscope in order to facilitate the alignment
of the i.f. transformers. Although hardly a beautiful
word, wobbulator has something to be said for it on
the ground of brevity.
Fig. i is a simple functional diagram showing how a
wobbulator fits into the scheme of things. If the
time -base generator and its connections are ignored,
the oscilloscope can be regarded as a d.c. voltmeter
for measuring the rectified output at the detector
resulting from an unmodulated r.f. signal. If the
frequency control knob of the r.f. generator 'is
_turned steadily, the vertical deflection of the spot on
the c.r. tube increases as the frequency approaches
that to which the receiver is tuned, and then
decreases when resonance is past. It would be
possible by this means to trace out amplitude/
frequency or resonance curves point by point. But
a great deal of time and trouble can be saved by
continuously sweeping over the range of frequency
containing the resonance, in synchronism with
horizontal deflection of the spot. In this way the
response curve as a whole is displayed on the oscilloscope, and the results of adjustments made on the
receiver can be seen instantaneously. Assuming
that one has a suitable oscilloscope, the additional
apparatus required is a r.f. generator designed so
that over a sufficient range the frequency is proportional to a voltage in brief, a wobbulator.
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C.R.

the April and May, 1949. issues has the advantages of
giving up to 3o per cent f.m.- sufficient for vision
receivers -and of not necessitating a valve additional
to the oscillator. On the other hand, it is inconvenient for working over more than one frequency
band. In superhet receivers the response is controlled
almost entirely by the i.f. tuning, so it is usually
sufficient to see the curve at any one frequency.
This being so, the Johnson system was adopted for
the wobbulator to be described. It has been developed
largely from information supplied in the articles
referred to, These should be read in order to understand the principle on which the system works, for
it is not easily explained in a few words. For one
thing, the type of oscillator circuit employed is
rather out of the usual. Instead of the customary
parallel tuned circuit, L and C are in series with one
another and the valve, as in Fig. z. In order to
maintain oscillation it is necessary to have a voltage
at the grid proportional to the oscillatory current
and in phase opposition to that at the anode. It is

o-o

RECEIVER

C.R.T

R.F. GENERATORI

A

.

OUTPUT'

IMP UT

DETECTOR

Y

OUTPUT

E

FREQUENCY

I

MODUL AT ION

TIME -BASE
GENERATOR

Fig. I. Method of using .
r.f. generator with provision
for frequency modulation la
wobbulator) in conjunction
with an oscilloscope in order
to observe the frequency
response curves of a receiver.

Fig. 2. Series -tuned oscillator
circuit on which wobbulator
here described is based. The
coil between anode and grid
is a phase- inverting transformer for providing current
controlled positive feedback
-
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provided by the auto -transformer shown; which is
very flatly tuned so as to cover the whole of the
operating band of frequency.
Applying negative bias to the suppressor grid has
little effect on the total space current, but it diverts
current from anode to second grid. If the anode
current is made to pass through a coil tightly coupled
to L, then the mutual inductance will either increase
or decrease the effective inductance in series with the
valve. The amount of such increase or decrease
dnd hence the frequency of oscillation -will depend
on the proportion of space current flowing via the
anode, which is controlled by the suppressor -grid
voltage.
Johnson recommends that this frequency-modulating voltage be derived from the 5o c/s supply, which
is simultaneously used as the time -base source. If
no sawtooth generator is available this scheme

-

o-

6.3V

VALVE
HEATERS

A.C.

6.5V

E

obviously has a strong economic advantage. A
minor disadvantage is that the slowest and therefore
brightest parts of the trace are just those that are
not used -the ends. And in testing highly selective
circuits the rate of change of frequency at resonance
may be sufficient to distort the resonance curve.
It is true that wärning of the existence of such
distortion is given by a difference between the backward and forward traces ; but if a variable- frequency
time -base generator is available it might as well be
used, and then the frequency can be reduced until
further reduction causes no change in the form of the
trace.

Connecting the Wobbulator
The oscilloscope to which this is the sequel does
contain a sawtooth generator, and before going into
the details of the wobbulator circuit it will be as
well to recall the features of that oscilloscope so as
to see how the wobbulator can be most economically
adapted to it. (There should be little difficulty,
however, in modifying the wobbulator to suit other
types of oscilloscope.) The full circuit of the oscilloscope is on page 83 of the March 195o issue
it
comprises a VCR138 or similar c.r. tube with its
power supplies, adjustments, shifts, etc. ; a gas
triode sawtooth generator
and a single-stage
deflection amplifier. Any ordinary receiver transformer, as recommended for supplying the power to
all these circuits, would have ample reserve fot
providing the wobbulator with its low and high
voltage a.c. The only other interconnection required
is to the X plate, for the sawtooth modulating
voltage. Fig. 3 shows the relevant parts of the
oscilloscope circuit, with the connections to the
wobbulator in dotted line.
Fig. 4 is the full circuit of the wobbulator. L1
and C6 constitute the series tuned circuit, carrying
both anode and second -grid oscillatory current via
the cathode. L2, closely coupled, carries the anode
part of the current only, so its eff et depends on the
third -grid voltage. L3 is the phase-inverting transformer, tuned by C3 to the centre of the working
;

t2 MR

;

350V

F

M.

o

X

/

SHIFT

700 V

-

/

aV

FROM

SSOV
A.C.

SAWTOOTH
GENERATOR

/

C.R.T.

/

HEATER

/

o

D

Fig. 3. Four connections, shown here in dotted line,
are required to be made between wobbulator and
oscilloscope.
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Fig. 4. Complete circuit dia gram of the wobbulator. The
dotted line indicates the internal screen for con5n ng the
r.f. output to the controlled
channel.

o 6'3V
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frequency band, and heavily damped by R3 (via
Cl, R2 and C2) so as to be nearly flat over the whole
of that band. A small fraction of the r.f. voltage
set up across this circuit is tapped off by R1, which
is a low- impedance output control. The initial or
centre frequency is adjustable by means of R6, which
controls the bias voltage for the third grid. In
series with it is the sawtooth voltage, a controllable
amount of which is obtained from R6.
Outside the screen is a simple rectifier and smoother
system. The Westinghouse 16HT28 rectifier is rated
for a maximum open- circuit r.m.s. input voltage of
420, so allows a safety margin with a nominal 35o -V
supply. The maximum current rating (temperate
climate) is 8 mA, and 2µF is the maximum allowable
reservoir capacitance. The minimum power on which
the EF5o wobbulator valve gives reliable results is
about 5 mA at 14o V these figures should be used
as the basis of any modification to the power circuit
to suit a different supply voltage.
For the widest frequency deviation, iron -dust -cored
coils are advised, and Johnson recommends a wave wound type for La but as readers might have
difficulty in duplicating coils to such specifications,
simple single -layer coils on I -in paxolin tubing were
tried and found quite satisfactory. It was considered
that a frequency band in the region of 1 Mc /s would
be suitable for testing broadcast receivers. The
range covered by R5 turned out to be 860 -1040 kc /s ;
a variability of just over 20 per cent. Operation of
Rs has a slight X- shifting effect, but this is unlikely
to be objectionable, because it is normally left set
somewhere near the middle of its range, where it
allows reasonably linear deviation over the maximum
band. Some slight adjustment may be required to
dodge breakthrough from a local transmitter. If
removal of the X -shift effect is considered to be
worth an extra component, it can be obtained by
inserting o.25 LF or more in the " F.M." lead.

Fig. 5. Method
of looping leads

emerging from
screened
the

compartment

over the cover-e
retaining flange,
so as to provide
an overlap of

screening when
the cover is in
position.

;

;

Construction
LI consists of 5o turns of 34 s.w.g. enamel- covered
wire, wound closely in a single layer on I -in diameter
tubing. L2 is a similar layer wound straight on top
of LE, in the same direction. The anode and cathode
connections to the coils are together as shown in
h.t.
Fig. 4. Lt is connected to + h.t. (instead of
as in Fig. 2) to reduce risk of short- circuit to L.
La has too turns of the same wire on the same kird
of tubing, and the best tapping position was found
to be about 40 turns from the g2 end.
To enable the r.f. signal to be controlled down to a
low level for testing fairly sensitive receivers, it is
necessary screen the generator carefully. There are
various ways in which the requirements could be
met the photograph shows one layout that proved
satisfactory. The panel is a sheet of o.o3 -in tin plate
wide to fit
on which was soldered a strip about
the inside of a tin box forming a screening cover. If
the lid of this box had been available it could have
been used instead ; but an inside strip is slightly
neater, being invisible when the cover is on ; and
also it lends itself better to forming grooves, shown
in Fig. 5, for bringing out the leads in a manner that
does not much impair the overlap of screening. An
alternative could be the use of " feed -through "
capacitors, bringing the leads through the front panel.
If the screening is found to be inadequate, a simple
method of locating the r.f. leakage is to connect a

_ VOLUME
CONTROL

A.G.C. LINE

Fig. 6. Detector circuits of typical broadcast receiver,
showing point ( *) at which to connect the Y plate of
the oscilloscope. In this type of circuit the a.g.c. can
be put out of action by a short- circuit as indicated by
the dotted line.

Layout of Wobbulator with screening box removed
Parts can be identified by reference to Fig. 4.
C4 (DACA

Li42

-

C6

Cs

OF

CI

VALVE)

R2 (BEHIND Rs)

Ls

Rio

;
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C2
16 HT

26

RECTIFIER

R6
DEVIATION

Ns

R1

FREQUENCY

AMPLITUDE

foot or two of screened lead to the aerial and earth
terminals of a receiver-aerial to inner conductor and
earth to screening -with about an inch of the inner
wire projecting from the screening. This projection is
used as a probe, care being taken of course not to
short- circuit any power leads. In this way a leakage
via + h.t. was discovered, and stopped by inserting
Rs. The other emerging leads were arranged so as
371

to minimize r.f. pick -up, and no additional filtering
was found necessary. The earth and 6.3 V leads

should consist of twin flex, and the modulating lead
should not be run alongside as it is a high -impedance
circuit and sensitive to stray capacitance and hum.
Note that L1, L_ and L3 are mounted at right angles
to one another, with the valve in between, to minimize
coupling.
There is scope for variation in the r.f. output
circuit to suit requirements and availability of
components. The resistance of the amplitude control,
R1, is not at all critical. R2 was used to reduce the
signal amplitude to about 12 mV maximum (which
was found ample) and also to minimize the effect
on L, of adjusting RI whet, the output is more or
less short-circuited. The output can either he applied
direct to the grid of the frequency- changer, for
example, or through a dummy aerial to the aerial
terminal of the receiver. The latter gives an overall
picture, and avoids possible disturbance of capacitance
at the first i.f. primary.
The Y input to the oscilloscope is connected to
the high -potential end of the detector load resistance
-in most present -day receivers, the " top end " of
the volume control (Fig. 6). The a.g.c. must be put
out of action. In some sets this can be done simply
by short- circuiting the first a.g.c. filter capacitor, but
the circuit diagram of the particular set should be
studied to make sure that doing so does not affect the

Fig. 8. Typical receiver response curve obtained with the
wobbulator.

damping of the i.f. transformer. In most receivers
there is sufficient output to give an adequate picture
without using the deflection amplifier ; this is just
as well, for it is difficult to avoid picking up hum if
the high -impedance detector circuit is connected to
the amplifier input. In the oscilloscope previously
described, about 30 V is optimum for a good picture,
but anything from to to 40 is satisfactory. Fig. 8
shows the type of picture obtained from a well adjusted receiver.
If it is desired to measure the width of the curve is
terms of frequency, in the absence of a multivibrator
or other calibrator it can be done by tuning in two
or more identifiable stations on the receiver and
noting the horizontal shift in the wobbulator signal
corresponding to the frequency difference between
them, say 9 or 18 kc s.

QUALITY AMPLIFIER
High-grade Instrument with Separate Control Unit
THE new "QUAD" equipment introduced by the
Acoustical Manufacturing Company, Huntingdon,
comprises a high grade, low- distortion amplifier similar
to the earlier type QA12, and a separate quality control
unit with a well- thought out system of frequency com-

pensation designed to give the best available performance with all types of input and under varying listening
conditions.
The control unit comprises a master volume control,
bass and treble balance controls giving both rise and fall,
variable -slope low -pass filters for the suppression of high order background and interference frequencies and a
master control selector switch with facilities for quick
reference to "straight- line" amplification without disturbing any other control settings. Alternative " cut-

Acoustical

man u f acturin;
"Quad" z2 -watt

amplifier and
quality
unit.

control

off" frequencies centred on 6,000 and 8.000 c/s are
available and the rate of attenuation above these
frequencies is continuously variable from lodb/ octave to
ioodb/ octave.
From tests we have made it is evident that these

characteristics have been well chosen to cope with all
types and conditions of record and radio programmes.
The best modern recordings can be played " neat "
without correction, when in absolutely new condition,
but after a score or so of playings even " vintage"
records, from the point of view of frequency range and
low intermodulation and tracing distortion, benefit from
a moderate filter slope above 8 kc /s.
With a separate low -pass filter to deal with deficiencies
in the input signal, the conventional bass and treble
control can be applied to the correction of room
acoustics or loudspeaker deficiencies and once set need
no further adjustment. This is a distinct advantage, as
was proved by a comparative test in which a programme
with over-emphasized sibilants was subdued by the two
alternatives available: the variable -slope filter went
straight to the heart of the trouble, whereas the conventional top -cut control alone made appreciable incursions
into middle frequencies before satisfactory suppression
was achieved.
The QUAI) amplifier and control unit can be confidently recommended to those who have discovered the
inadequacy of the simpler tune controls: the wider scope
extends the useful life of records, and the settings of the
various controls can be used as a criterion of the quality
of the input.
Frequency response in the basic amplifier is zo to
2o,000c /s±o.3db, and at 12 watts output the total distortion is not more than o.25 per cent. Response is
independent of volume control within db.
The price of the QUAD equipment- amplifier, control
unit and connecting cable-is L3 ;.
1
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Band -Pass Converters
"Tailor-Made" Units to Provide Neu' Wavebands or

to

Expand Existing Ones

By H. B. DENT

THE unit described here was intended originally
to extend the range of the R.A.F. receiver
121155 to take in the ro -metre amateur band,
but it has since been used in a slightly modified form
to fill in part of the gap in the tuning range of the
set that lies between 1.5 Mc /s and 3.5 Mc /s. The
inability to tune over the top amateur band covering 1.7 to 2 Mc /s has always been a cause of irritation
to the writer and possibly to other users of this
receiver also. No doubt a single unit could be made
to cover both wavebands but switching r.f. circuits
is best avoided whenever possible and although
separate units entail duplication of parts they often
prove better in the end. Moreover, alterations can
be made to one without upsetting the performance
of the other.
As the initial requirement was for a unit to cover
28 to 3o Mc /s only, it was decided to be a little
unorthodox and employ wide -band circuits in the r.f.
and mixer stages and by so doing reduce the controls
to a single small oscillator capacitor. Later on an
r.f. gain control was added to avoid overloading the
early valves when receiving strong local signals. It
takes the usual form of a variable cathode resistor,
but no compensation has been made for the effect it
may have on the input impedance and capacitance
of the valve and this will, of course, lead to a small
change in tuning of the grid circuit, but it has not

been detrimental for ordinary communications work.
Whilst some emphasis has been placed on the use
of the converters with the R1155 receiver, the circuit
arrangement and form of construction are equally
applicable to a converter for any type of receiver
provided a relatively small coverage is acceptable.
They can be employed to fill in missing bands or
even to band -spread a portion of an existing range
for greater ease of tuning. So far the units have been
used with rather high first intermediate frequencies
-none lower than 5 Mc / s-and it is therefore difficult to say how they would behave if one were
limited to, say, an i.f. of 1.5 Mc /s. With the low
i.f. a coverage of 0.5 to 0.75 Mc /s should he attainable, but anything wider might let in a considerable
amount of second channel interference, as the selectivity of wide -band circuits is not usually good on
the immediate boundaries and, moreover, the second
channel region must not fall within the working band.
From the circuit (Fig. 1), it will be seen that the
converter consists of an r.f. stage, a mixer and a
separate oscillator. The first two positions are filled
by Mullard EF5o valves and the last by an EC5z.
Signals enter the converter liy a co -axial socket on
the left rear top of the chassis and reach the grid of
the r.f. valve via the transformer T1. Coils L, and
L, are wound on a I -in diameter bakelized paper
tube about thin long and the grid circuit is tuned

Circuit of the io-m converter, component values are -C2, C3, C4, C18, Civ = o.00rµF; C8, Cii, C12, C13 =
o.orµF ; C7, C17 = 22pF; C14 = 5pF C15 = 3opF (Max).
R2, = r50û, R3 - roKû(Var), R5, R8, R13, R14
= 2.2K1ì, R7 = 68Kû, R10 = 470û, R11, R12 = 33Kû, R8 = 2.2Mí2. All ¡W except R12
Fig. r.

:

;
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by a midget air-spaced trimmer C, (Cyldon 184 / ro)
with a maximum capacitance of ropF and the circuit is damped by a ro-kil resistor R,.
A pair of tuned circuits, C,L, and C6L4, couple
the r.f. stage to the mixer, the capacitors C, and C6
being pre -set air -spaced trimmers similar to C1. The
coils L, and L4 are wound on a common former of
lin diameter and the windings are spaced lin apart
measured from the end turn of one of the first turn
of the other and, unlike most couplings of this kind,
the high potential ends of the coils " look " at each
other. Both circuits are damped by ro -kit resistors,
R, and R6 respectively. Winding details of these
and the other coils in the converter are given in the
coil table, while the dimensions and other constructional details can be found in Fig. 2.
No attempt can be made to design the i.f. output
transformer T, or the oscillator circuit, L,C C16,
until the first intermediate frequency has been
chosen. As previously mentioned, a comparatively
high i.f. is desirable in the interests of second channel
rejection, but it should not be so high that it precludes the use of the higher of the two oscillator
frequencies without recourse to special circuit
arrangements.
The above two requirements are actually closely
related, especially in the present case as the use of
the higher oscillator frequency brings the second
channel zone well into the v.h.f. band. On the other
hand, if the lower setting is used the second channel
region falls in the h.f. band and any part of this
band from about 16 metres upward will be a potential
source of second channel interference.
Using a first i.f. of, say, 5.6 Mc /s, and the upper
of the two oscillator settings, the second channel
region when tuning over 28 to 3o Mc /s falls between
39.2 and 41.2 Mc /s. If the i.f. is exactly 6 Mc /s
there might be some risk of interference from the
A.P. television sound transmitter in the London area,
but 6 Mc /s has been used on the south coast, some
6o miles away, without experiencing trouble of this
kind.
The lower oscillator frequency would place the
second channel at between 16 and 18 Mc /s, from

COIL

TABLE FOR

10m CONVERTER

W.nding Approxllength
mate
Inductance

Wire
s.w.g.

Turns

Former

tin x 1 }in

No. 24EN
No. 24EN

15
5

0 38in
(see text)

1.5 µH

T2

{L4 (see text)

No. 24EN

14

0.35in

1.4 µH

Ts

{Ls (see text) No. 26EN

Sizes of

Coils

L

Tifz

L1

L7

458

tin x lin

No. 24EN

(see
13

text)

0.33in

12.0 µH
1.3 µH

which region the probability of interference will be
far greater. In that band of 2 Mc /s there are no
fewer than 37 broadcast stations using 5o kW or
more. One other likely cause of interference must
be borne in mind when choosing the first i.f. That
is heterodyne between a harmonic of the frequency
changer's oscillator in the receiver and either the
fundamental or a harmonic of the converter's oscillator. This will produce a phantom signal having
all the characteristics of the genuine article. It may
be caused either by direct radiation from the oscillators or by impedance coupling in the h.t. and I.t.
leads. These possibilities are effectively countered

Cie

General view of the 10 -metre converter showing the layout of the top
of the chassis and of the front panel.

VI
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The use of single -ended valves enables all the components to be accommodated below the chassis and,
incidentally, shortens the wiring.
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Fig. 2. Details of the formers used ford

ir.f. and i.f. transformers T1,

by the generous ri. filtering in the converter ; capacitors C4,
and C13 being in the heater line and
C,R3, C R9 and C19R in the h.t. circuit.
As the frequencies concerned are in the 28 -30 Mc /s
region all by -pass capacitors must be non -inductive
at these frequencies. The mica types, silvered and
stacked varieties, generally comply with this requirement and it is also possible to use some of the latest
miniature tubular paper type. All the likely makes
have not been tried but Hunt's new Mouldseal "
midgets have proved quite satisfactory. Like any
other double superheterodyne, good screening of the
oscillators is essential but when reasonable care is
taken very little trouble arises from inter-oscillator
heterodyne.
Taking 6 Mc /s as the i.f. for the converter, winding data can be prepared for T, and the coverage
of the oscillator circuit also determined. Assuming
C19 has a capacitance of 22pF and C9 3opF maximum (Cyldon 184 /30), L, of T, will require an inductance of 12µH. The i.f. output is taken from the
coupling coil L, wound over the " earthy," or h.t.
end, of L5 to a coaxial socket located at the right
rear of the chassis. The sockets shown in the illustration may not be very familiar, but the writer's
station is cabled up with this pattern and the converters have to fit into the general scheme. Without
ties of this kind the latest Belling-Lee sockets could
have been used. As a well- screened lead is necessary
to take the i.f. output to the receiver, a co -axial
cable seems the obvious choice and the receiver
itself must be adequately screened against direct
pick -up of signals otherwise a great deal of interference may be experienced.
The photographs illustrate the form of construction adopted. The chassis, which is made of
aluminium, measures 8Iin x 6in x 2¡in deep with a
front panel measuring 9in x Tin. It raises the chassis
'kin and so brings the oscillator tuning knob (the
oscillator tuning capacitor is below the chassis} to a
convenient height above the table.
An Eddystone butterfly capacitor (Cat. No. 739)
of 8 + 8pF and having an effective maximum capacitance of 4pF, tunes L,. With this type of capacitor the rotor v. anes cover 9o° only and it was found
more convenient to use an epicyclic friction drive
and a small quadrant scale rather than fit an orthodox pattern drive. The oscillator's coverage is 33.5
to 36.3 Mc /s.
A lengthwise partition divides the underside of the

C

`
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T2

and

T3

and the oscillator coil L7.

chassis into two equal compartments, the back
accommodating the r.f. and mixer stages, and the
front the oscillator. There is a small cross- screen
dividing grid and anode circuits of the r.f. stage.
During the construction of the unit it was seen
that a number of improvements could be made without departing from the general design. They were
embodied in another model of which a photograph,
when partially finished, is shown and it will be
seen that the rear compartment can be made much
more accessible for wiring if part of the back of the
chassis is removable. The power input socket has
been transferred also to this side.
Other changes also to be embodied in this unit,
which will cover 1.6 to 2.2 Mc /s, is that T,, T2 and
T, will be wound on Denco fin diameter formers
with variable dust cores and the oscillator tuning
capacitor C14 may have to be replaced by a slightly
larger one and all by -pass capacitors will be o.or NF.
The resistor R1S in Fig. 1 is included because, as
mentioned earlier, the converters were intended for
use with the Rr155 receiver. Power is taken from
the receiver and as the h.t. negative line is about
35 volts below the chassis the two chassis could not
be connected without short -circuiting this supply
which is needed for r.f. gain control and other purposes. As the consumption of the converter is 15
mA at 220 volts a 2.2 -ki2 resistor suffices.
In a subsequent model (1.6- 2Mc /s) the chassis was modified and has a loose back and a i -in turn -over at front
to take the panel. It provides better access for wiring
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Applied Telearchics
AFEW weeks ago the Editor of
our leading motoring journal
came down with a heavy hand on
the frills and furbelows of modern
motoring. In particular he objects
to over -simplification of car controls.
Thank
(The Autocar, 25.8.50.)
heaven both he and I live in a country where we can have our own individual opinions and be free to

A guilty feeling.

voice them without being liquidated.
As a token of my respect for his
views, although they are diametrically opposed to my own, I am thinking of sending him a five -gallon
drum of paraffin for his car lamps
in the hope that he will reciprocate
by letting me have his electric
starter which is, I suppose, one of
the least essential pieces of equipment in a car and coveted only by
sybaritic souls like myself.
His we rds, when I read them,
gave me a guilty feeling as I have
lately put into use a radio- operated
device whereby I can, while still a
mile or so from the goal of home,
open the garage doors, switch on
the radio, the house lights and
heaters, my electric blanket and also
the electric griller over my previously prepared evening kipper. I
can thus return tired and weary to
my residence with all my home comforts ready for me instead of a cold,
dark, cheerless and silent house with
the added insult of having to get
out and open the garage doors

myself.
Of course the opening of garage
doors has been done by many people
previously by simply flashing the
car headlights on to a suitably sited
photocell, but kippers take a little
time to grill and electric fires to
warm up and, of course, the photocell won't work until the car is within a few yards of home. There has,
however, for a long while been no
technical reason why the whole
operation should not be accomplished from a distance by radio but
there have been obvious legal snags.
However, as a result of a visit last

By FREE GRID
August to the Model Engineering
Exhibition I have managed to overcome them.
At that exhibition there were
available several telearchic transmitters for controlling models of all
types. Provided that their power is
limited to five watts and they work
on certain frequencies specified by
the P.M.G. and are only used for
controlling models no transmitting
licence or other red tapery is required.
The range claimed by most
manufacturers is a modest half-mile
or so but, as I was told and have
since proved, this is a very conservative estimate. I find that with the
transmitter with its attached vertical rod aerial stretching -through the
roof of my car I can cause the doors
of a model garage to swing open
when, like the returning prodigal, I
am " yet a great way off." The
fact that when the doors of the
model swing open they interrupt a
photocell belonging to an entirely
separate circuit and so cause my
evening kipper to be cooked and the
house flooded with light, warmth
and music has nothing whatever to
do with the Postmaster General.

Meaningless Mouthings
at the
hands of proud parents who
insist on parading before us a repulsive looking infant who makes a few
offensive gurgling nbises at us which
are promptly interpreted by the
aforementioned P.P. as intelligible
speech.
Much the same sort of thing happens when people switch on their
ancient and decrepit wireless sets to
enable us to listen to the news when
we pay them a visit. The owners
of these toothless old veterans have
no difficulty in understanding what
the announcer is talking about and
readily interpret it just as proud
young mothers do the meaningless
mouthings of their infant prodigies.
MOST of us have suffered

A mellow bellow.

This ability to get used to the distortion and travesty of reproduc-

tion produced by an old set which
is in constant use has some very
strange repercussions. Recently I
had a few friends in on a night when
an important political broadcast was
being given. I switched on my latest
creation which, I flatter myself, is
as free from distortion as it is possible for a set to be in our present
state of knowledge. To my amazement my friends found the words
of the speaker almost unintelligible
and my reputation was in grave
danger until I hastily dragged out
an old set which I built thirty years
ago on the occasion of Melba's
famous broadcast from Chelmsford
in June, 192o; instantly my friends'
faces were wreathed in smiles of
enjoyment as they listened to the
sort of quality to which they were
accustomed.
The set, like myself, was completely unbiased.

Stereovision
IT

is my firm opinion that no matter what we do we should not get
a great deal nearer to the distant
goal of perfection in television while

we stick to the old- fashioned Cyclopian system we now use and refuse

to change over to stereovision.
One of the arguments against
stereovision which obstructionists
will probably put forward is that in
bygone years when stereo film experiments have been made in
cinemas the public objected to wearing the special spectacles with
differently coloured or polarized
lenses with which they were provided. But the far-seeing Mr. Bevan
has abolished all that by making the
wearing of spectacles second nature
to everybody. In any case, however,
as has been recently pointed out in
the learned columns of the Amateur
Photographer, stereoscopic vision
without glasses or other paraphernalia only needs a little perserverance
to acquire. Those lacking the
patience to persevere could still enjoy a cyclopovision programme as
at present by simply switching off
one of the pair of screens which, of
course, would be incorporated in
each receiver.
There remains the problem of
etheric lebensraum. Possibly this
will be solved by using one channel
only for the two transmissions, sending one by vertically and the other
by horizontally polarized waves.
The problem has certainly got to be
solved somehow if television is to
be made as realistic as a stage show
which is, after all, the only goal
worth aiming at.
WIRELESS WORLD, OCTOBER 1950
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LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

The Editor does not necessarily endorse the
opinions expressed by his correspondents.

" Airmet "
YOUR campaign for the restoration of Airmet and its invaluable weather service is the finest
thing you have ever undertaken.
Although the majority of broadcast receivers could get this station
and at least one make of receiver
had it specially marked on the dial,
very few of the general public knew
of its existence. It was never advertised except by word of mouth.
Whenever I have called attention
to it and its very complete and upto- the -minute weather reports I
have always been subsequently
thanked for what was considered
about the most useful broadcast of
all.
When weather conditions have
been in doubt and the activities of
the day have been dependent on an
accurate knowledge of the weather
during the next few hours I have
always turned to Airmet- convenient on a push- button -for last minute guidance.
In areas like Cornwall, where conditions frequently differ from the
main forecast, Airmet would always
reveal whether a dull, rainy -looking
sky was as bad as it looked or
masked a fine day. When rain was
falling, the broadcasts always indicated the likelihood or otherwise of
its early cessation.
If the scope of the new Airmet
service is to be widened, the question arises as to who should undertake its distribution. There is little
doubt in my mind that it should be
regarded as an auxiliary B.B.C.
service.
B. S. T. WALLACE.
London, S.W. 16.

V.H.F. Mobile
Communications
IN the July issue of the American
journal Tele -Tech, Major Edwin
Armstrong, the f.m. pioneer, has
taken space to review the progress of
frequency modulation as he sees it.
On the subject of mobile communication he makes the following
statement " In communications the
mobile services are still expanding
rapidly. Her- the use of f.m. is
universal. No one would even attempt to sell a Chief of Police a.m.
equipment." In making this statement, Major Armstrong is either uri:

aware of or is ignoring the following
facts
I. 86 British police forces use
a.m. Four use f.m.
2. While it is true that One of the
four f.m. users is the London Metro-

:-
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politan Police, it is also true that the
London Fire Service is a Nve1l- satislied a.m. user.
3. British ambulance services,
with only one exception so far, have
adopted a.m.
4. All aeronautical v.h.f. throughout the world is a.m. All attempts
to persuade aeronautical users to
change to f.m. have been unsuccessful.

5. The British Post Office have
recently adopted a.m. as standard
for all maritime applications.
the commercial v.h.f.
6. In
mobile field in Britain, between 8o
per cent and go per cent of all licensees use a.m. In many cases a.m.
has been chosen after competitive
demonstrations with f.m. equipment.
7. My company exports every
month increasing quantities of a.m.
This
radio- telephony equipment.
business is obtained in many cases
after direct competitive trials with
British and American f.m. equipment.
These are but seven examples of
many which could be quoted in evidence of the rapid and successful
expansion of mobile a.m.
Major Armstrong's statement that
the use of f.m. is universal is incorrect, and in police and in all other
mobile applications my company
offers a.m. equipment with complete
confidence and success.
j. R. BRINKLEY.
Pye, Ltd., Cambridge.

Wrotham A.M. /F.M.
Schedules

No other receivet in its price -class can
approach the Armstrong RFIO3 /Type
3 with its to-valve circuit, highly efficient R.F. stage and its two stages of
I.F. amplification with a selectivity
better than 7 Kc/s. Among its many
refinements are the three stages of A.V.C.
negative feed -back, slide rule dial and
flywheel tuning. Wave band coverage
is from 16-50, 195-550 and 800-2,000

metres, and mains voltage is 200 -250
A.C. When the chassis is used as a
gramophone amplifier the large amount
of amplification available enables a
high quality pickup of the miniature type to be
GnS.
used without additional
amplificaplus P. Taut
tion.
OTHER ARMSTRONG CHASSIS

EXP8313. An eight -stage allwave radiogram chassis is designed to
provide quality radio and record reYOUR editorial plea for a regular production for the "not- £15 . 8 . 8
schedule of a.m. /f.m. e.h.f. so- rich."
Plus P. Tax
transmissions from Wrotham will, I
am sure, be endorsed by many de- Model 125/2.
The " Armstrong "
signers and experimenters, both pro- triumph
14 -valve all-wave radiofessional and amateur. The present gram chassis with a S.W. band down
tests, which have been going on to 10.9 metres. The chassis for the
since May, are most unsatisfactory man who wants the
£33 . 12 . 0
in many respects, and the following best.
Plus P. Tax
points are worth mentioning.
r. The transmitters are seldom on
a.m., thereby ARMSTRONG TELEVISION MODEL
the air before
T.V.20.
A wide -range 21 -valve instruwasting half the morning.
2. Modulation is removed for ment incorporating a £52 . IO . O
C.R. Tube.
Plus P. Tax
periods of 3o mins. or I hour in the
already scanty daytime schedule.
3. The unpredictable night -to- Write now for full information
night change from Home to Third
Programme is annoying when demonstrations are planned.
4. The interruption every hour of
THE CHASSIS PEOPLE
music or speech for the " Wrotham
Testing " record is infuriating and Armstrong Wireless & Television
Co.
could best be included at programme Ltd., Warlters Road, Holloway, London,
junctions.
N.7.
Tel. NORth 3213
5. Lastly, and most important,
Model

-a

-

r

ARMSTRONG

3589
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there is no daytime transmission on
Saturdays, and no transmission
whatever on Sundays.
No doubt the station is primarily
for the benefit of the B.B.C. research branch, but e.h.f. tests have
been going on since 1945 and many
enthusiasts have spent time and
money on receiving equipment and
deserve some consideration. These
enthusiasts can do much to secure
the eventual popularity of an e.h.f.
service and in the meantime are
gaining valuable experience in the
stability of receivers and other
problems which you mention. Of
necessity much of their work is carried out on week -ends, and an all day Saturday and Sunday schedule
should be instituted at once.
Is this another example of the
secrecy in which the B.B.C. shroud
many of its engineering activities,
and which Mr. Bishop sought to
deny existed in your columns
earlier in the year? Incidentally,
he then promised an early statement on the Wrotham tests.
In connection with my earlier
correspondence on medium and
long wave beacon interference,
and your plea for a channel for
" Airmet," it is interesting to note
that even after the Copenhagen
Plan the Bovingdon Airport Radio
Range
(BO)
is
operating on
223 kc /s, where it effectively prevents reception of Oslo in London.
" MIKEROBE."

Valve Heaters
MORRIS, in your August

PHILIP
issue, raises the question of the
" evil " of the long warm -up time
a.c.

in

receivers.

The

solution

EDITOR

.

continued

.

which immediately suggests itself is
that the heaters of mains receivers
should be left permanently on. 1
do not know whether there are any
theoretical objections to such a
practice, but the only practical
objection seems to me to be the
wastage of power entailed, amounting to about twenty watts when the
receiver is " off " -that is, with no
h.t. applied to the valves -for an
Since
average " four-plus- one."
this amounts to about a halfpeny a
day at a penny per kWh, many
listeners will not begrudge the
expense.
It seems worth mentioning that
valve heater failure very rarely
occurs at times other than during
the warm -up period, the strains
occurring during heating being sufficient to cause fracture of the heater
of an old but otherwise good valve.
It might be added that the designers of ENIAC, which has

eighteen thoilsand valves, found it
economical to supply something in
the region of 5o kW for the valve
heaters continuously because, after
a while, every time the computor
was switched on about fifteen
heaters failed. After the valves
were replaced and the equipment
was again turned on, fifteen more
" went " !-and so on. After this
had happened a few times, they just
left the heaters permanently on.
Another point is that, if the
mains transformer is left permanently connected to the mains, there
is no possibility óf heavy switch -on
surges due to the instant of switch off occurring when the transformer
iron was at the wrong point on the
B -H loop. I have it on unimpeachable authority that the surge can
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large enough to blow heavy
fuses, although I have never found
the effect so bad as that.
I myself use a receiver rather
larger than the normal four-plusone and, while a mains switch is of
course provided, I normally switch
off by disconnecting the h.t. at the
reservoir capacitor. It is important
that it should be done at that point,
for the regulation of capacitor input
filters is notoriously poor, and if the
reservoir can stand the rise in mean
d.c. level the filter capacitor quite
likely will go down.
A.c. -d.c. sets require even longer
to warm up than a.c. sets, and if
means can be found to switch off
the h.t. supply alone the benefit
would be very real. The heavy
current during warm -up appreciably
reduces the life of series -connected
be

valves, and the thermistors I have
used have shown a distinct tendency
to short life when they are used as
heater current limiters. Where no
dropping resistor is used it is a
simple matter to disconnect the h.t.
line from the rectifier cathode
where dropping resistors are essential it might be worth while providing separate h.t. and heater
droppers.
C. F. K. GAULDER.
Feltham, Middx.
;

Beauty and the Beholder
IREAD " Radiophare's " letter in
your July issue with interest and
with enjoyment, but not, I am
afraid, with any conviction that

town and country planners, borough
surveyors and architects, etc., would
be moved by his argument.
No doubt, once neat and tidy television aerials have been erected, we
will grow accustomed to them and
accept the situation whether it be
a thing of beauty or otherwise.
Unfortunately the aforementioned
dictators of town and country
beauty are not likely to permit that
situation to arise. And, before
they have a change of heart
many things may happen, such as
the considerable extension of relay
ànd re- diffusion services. In fact,
in areas where the T. and C. planning boys are particularly " sticky,"
this may become the sole means of
having television for those who are
not near enough to the transmitter
to be able to use indoor aerials.
It is a bit early to criticize the
B.B.C. television policy, but why
did they not decide on a policy
which would provide a chain of
low -power transmitters sited in such
a manner that television would be
available to any viewer with a moderately good receiver and an indoor
aerial?
I appreciate that the expense
would be greater from the B.B.C.
WIRELESS WORLD, OCTOBER 1950
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point of view, but the prospective
viewer would find it cheaper. And
as it is public money both ways I
do not see any reasonable grounds
for argument against such a,policy.
H. WILLAN CRITCHLEY.
Scalby, Scarborough.

Superhet Radiation
IT

is not only listeners in the
North of England or to the
North -East Regional wavelength
that suffer in the manner H. R.
McDermott complains of in your
August issue. When listening to
the Third Programme on 464 m
(647 kc /s) I frequently hear none too- steady heterodynes which I believe to come from the local oscillators of superhets tuned to the
Light Programme on 200 kc/s. I
wonder if these unfortunate possibilities were considered when the
new wavelengths were agreed.

ONLY BULGIN IS
GOOD ENOUGH
OVER 25

YEARS
THE CHOICE OF CRITICS

FOR

LIST NO. P.215 standard Jack plugs, to
B.S.6668, for use with all jacks to same B.S. With
highly polished moulded bakelite type Cap head, internal terminals M.B.A. binder -head)
and ample space for cord -strain anchorage.
Polished

nickel -plated

electrodes.

711 LIST NO. D.54 etc., Signal Lamp
Indicator -neons,
' 0.5W.
200- 250V.' by Osram, Philips, Sie-

fittings for

E. F. GOOD.

Malvern, Worcs.

MANUFACTURERS'
LITERATURE

" Asbestos Textiles and the Electrical Industry," a well -illustrated
booklet on the various forms and
uses of asbestos, from Turner
Rrothers Asbestos Co. Ltd., Rochdale.
Industrial Battery Chargers described in an illustrated catalogue
from G.E.C., Magnet House, Kings way, London, W.C.2.
Television Pre- amplifier ; a technical specification from Rainbow
Radio Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Mincing Lane and Mill Lane, Blackburn, Lancs.
Communication Receiver Type
CCI5o described in a technical
specification from Hamtune Communication Receivers, To Elm
Street, Wellingborough, Northants.
" The Home Constructor's Handbook," containing eleven circuit
diagrams, price lists and a catalogue, can be obtained from Roding
Laboratories (Electronics), 7o Lord
Avenue, Ilford, Essex, price is 6d.
Williamson Amplifier and other
products described in a brochure
from Radio Trades Manufacturing
Co. (Ealing) Ltd., 141 Little Ealing
Lane, London, W.5.
Capacitor Price List, issued in
May, 195o, by Claude Lyons Ltd.,
180 -182 Tottenham Court Road,
W.r, cancels all previous lists.
" Mermaid " Radiotelephone described briefly in a leaflet from
Philips Electrical Ltd., Century
House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
Receivers ; the complete range
Hollinwood,
by Ferranti Ltd.,
Lancs, covered in a set of technical
specifications.

:

Specify voltage,
mens, Ediswan, etc.
and S.E.S. or S.B.C. (double -contact)
Cap and holder. Fixes by I 1132ín. e
For
hole to panels > 5/16in. thick.
neons : -Red, Orange or Clear trans(Full
recommended.
parent lenses are

colour range available).

LIST NO. K.334 etc. Engraved legended knobs for T V.
like uses.
Highly polished, normally in dark
chocolate brown ; BRIGHTNESS or CONTRAST or
FOCUS or VOLUME or SWITCH. Fix to standard
" tin. e " shifts (0.247in.- 0.249ín. e), fitted with
hardened -steel 4 B.A. grub- screw. Legend fitted gold matt. Also moulded in black.
and

iaLIST NO.

D.9 Signal Lamp Fitting for 10 -12
mm. e M.E.S. -cap bulbs, and fitting to s. kin. panels
by lin. e hole, NOW IMPROVED in design and
fitted two rear 6 B.A. binder -head screw terminals.
Case now ' dead '
Full range of translucent o
in all usual colours. Beze
transparent lenses,
normally black, moulded; also supplied (" D.9/M ")
in polished metal, nickel -plated, or chromium
to order.

LIST NO. P.194 new miniature 6pole plug and socket for mains
Plug (normally
connections, etc.
' dead ') fixes to apparatus, Socket

(normally

'

live,'

fully

insulant-

shrouded) connects to cable and
Normally Black- moulded,
supply.
highly polished. With Ag.- plated
pins and sockets ; for soldered
cable- and wiring- connections. Plug
fixes by tin. e hole, to panels up to

1i-

lin. thick.

*

SEND

FOR

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
PRICE I;- POST FREE

(W.W.

180)

*

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., BYE -PASS RD., BARKING, ESSEX
Telephone
R!Ppleway 3474 (5 lines)
:

ULGIN)
`

sv
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IÌANPOM IÌAIJIATIONS
By " DIALLIST "

A Difficult Question
A

day

FRIEND
:

asked me the other

"Can you tell me why it

is

that ships equipped with radar still
run into one another or on to rocks
when the weather is thick? " As I
told him, this is a question which
puzzles me as well. The answer is
certainly not that marine radar is
unreliable. With 3- centimetre gear
" sea -clutter," caused by reflections from the surface of choppy
water, can be a nuisance at times
but all good equipments have a
device which minimizes its effects
and, in any event, the combination
of fog and a water surface whipped
up by wind is one that must be of
very rare occurrence. Neither sea clutter nor clutter due to other
causes (heavy showers of rain or
snow, for example) was mentioned
in any of the proceedings following
a disaster at sea in which I have
been directly concerned, or those
which I've studied with the utmost
care. In every one of such cases
it appeared that the radar set wa

-

in operation and indicating " targets " correctly on the P.P.I.
screen
Yet collisions or wrecks
occurred. Why?

The Radar Picture

.

Any reader who has had practical
experience of radar in general, and
in particular of the P.P.I. varieties,
knows that quite a bit of cbnstant,
regular use of the apparatus is
needed before one's mind's eye
forms accurate and clear pictures of
what is happening from the information set out on the screen.
What, so far as my experience goes,
appears to happen far too often
with marine radar gear is this :
When visibility is reduced to but a
cable's length, " Sparks " is summoned to switch on the radar and
work it. The radio officer is not
as a rule versed in the niceties of

navigation; the navigating officer,
for lack of practice, may fail entirely to realize the import of the
information which he gleans from
his occasional glances at the screen
or from the reports received from
the radio officer. Hence the " blip "
representing another ship or a rock,
as the case may be, is allowed to
drift into the small blind area at
the middle of the screen, the central
380

point of which represents the
position of the navigator's own
ship. The target is then lost and
radar can do nothing to prevent a
collision between ships, or the
piling up of a ship on a rock. The
only way that I can see of
enabling navigating officers to interpret the radar picture correctly,
and to realize how completely reliable it is, is this : In the clearest
of clear weather the radar screen
should be used as a matter of
routine and its picture compared
with what the eye sees whenever
another vessel or a coastline is
sighted, or when the ship is entering or leaving harbour. Will some
of Wireless World's marine readers
give us their views and their experiences?

Good, Clean

Fun

W LIEN you come to think of it,
most of the things that give you a

really good laugh are funny because
some fellow human being gets hurt
in one way or another. If it isn't
his carcase that takes a physical
knock, there's usually a blow of
some kind to his pride (or, maybe,
his conceit!), to his dignity, to his
self- respect, or to his moral outlook.
Fate, I think, has a peculiarly
human sense of humour; she loves
to see a campaign undertaken
wholeheartedly against some antisocial action-and then to produce
out of the blue convincing proof

that the campaigners are them-

selves guilty, all unbeknownst, of
something just as reprehensible.
She must have had a grand laugh
over the business of man -made in-

terference with television reception.
Champions arose on every side to
battle for the right of the owner
of a television set to receive the
programmes free from interference.

Foreground Noise
Fate must have held her sides
when the discovery was made that
some
television sets can be
generators of the most powerful and
devastating interference with the
reception in nearby homes of the
medium -wave radio programmes. I
have had some. A near neighbour
of mine had a television receiver
installed on trial. I didn't know
that he had done so, but found that

at certain times my radio reception
was just about blotted out by what
was much more like foreground than
background noise. Luckily, he is
a good and co- operative neighbour.
We arranged some tests, in which
the switching -on and switching-off
of the television set were reported
by telephone. Results? As soon as
the television receiver had warmed
up, my radio set was pretty well
swamped ; when it was switched -off
reception was normal. That particular receiver went back ; my
neighbour has now installed one
which does not interfere.

American Television
A

MONTH

OR

TWO

AGO,

when

taken to task by a corespondent
for having written that the quality
of our television was, generally
speaking, better than that of the
services in the U.S.A., I promised
to record the opinions expressed by
friends, then in America, when they
came back to this country. I've
consulted three of them and here
is the gist of what they report.
(None of 'them, by the way, is connected with television manufacture
or with the B.B.C., so there are
no axes to be ground.) First of all,
it has to be remembered that
America has over zoo transmitters.
A few are in the fairly high powered class; but the vast
majority are low-powered -some of
them very low indeed. In television
reception the signal-to -noise ratio is
of vast importance. It will obviously be better if your viewing is
done well within the service area of
a station of respectable output
power than if you have tuned in a
small station some distance away.
Again, some stations are first-rate
engineering productions and beyond
reproach as regards maintenance.
Others are not so good in either
respect. Hence there appears to be
a considerable variation from place
to place in the quality obtained.
Only one of my trio thought that
the quality was as good as ours
;

his viewing was done in New York
only. The other two, who had used
television receivers in a good many
places, felt that, though reception
from the best transmitters by means
of high -quality sets was nearly up
to our own standard, the average
images that they saw there were not
so good as average images in this
country. All were impressed by the
number of alternative programmes
available in some of the big towns
and by the ease with which a
change from one station to another
could he made.
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ELECTRICAL

TESTING

\

\\\\

INSTRUMENTS

This instrument, which is an up-to-date
example of current instrument practice,
has been developed to meet the growing
demand for an instrument of laboratory
sensitivity built in a robust and portable
form, for use in conjunction with elec-

tronic and other apparatus where it is
imperative that the instrument should
present a negligible loading factor upon
the circuit under test.

The instrument consists basically of a
balanced bridge voltmeter. It incor-

porates many unique features and a

wide set of ranges so that in operation
it is as simple to use as a normal multi range testmeter.
instrument gives 56 ranges of
readings as follows :-

The

2.5mV. to 250V.
Resistance 11.0 megohms.)
25mV.
to
10,000V.
Resistance 110.0 megohms.)

VOLTS :

D.C.

(Input
(Input

D.C. CURRENT: 0.25µA. to 1 Amp. (250mV.
drop on all ranges).
A.C. VOLTS : 0.1V. to 2,500V. R.M.S. up to
2 Mc/s. With diode probe external
0.1V.

to

250V.

R.M.S.

Useful

measurements can be made up to

200 Mc/s, the applied voltage being

limited to 100V. above 50 Mc/s.

A.C. OUTPUT POWER: 5mW. to 5 watts in 6
different load resistances from 5 to
5,000 ohms.

DECIBELS: -10db. to
Size

:

x
Weight :
12¢in.

9in.

x

Siin.

The instrument operates on A.C.
mains, 100 - 130V. and 200 - 260V.,
50 - 60 cis.

PRICE

£35

20db.

Zero level

50 mW.
CAPACITANCE : 0001µF. to 50/AF.
RESISTANCE : 0.2 ohms to 10 megohms.
INSULATION 0.1 megohm to 1,000 megohms.

The thermionic circuit gives delicate galvanometer
sensitivity to a robust moving coil movement, which
it is almost impossible to damage by overload.

The instrument is quickly set up for any of the
various

Fully descriptive pamphlet
available on application.

tests to be undertaken, a

single range

selector switch automatically removing from the
circuit any voltages and controls which are not
required for the test in question.

Sole Proprietors one Manufacturers

ghe AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO..LTD.
WINDER HOUSE DOUGLAS STREET LONDON S.W.1

Telephone: VICTORIA 3404/9
E.T.M.3
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LTRA
eccentricities
NUMBER TWO

BREAKDOWNS can occur. Components can fail. No TV set that has ever been made has been completely
immune from trouble. Anything can happen once, but what is of importance is what is liable to
happen most often!

Years ago we foresaw that the part of a television set most prone to trouble would be the "receiver"
proper-i.e., the RF amplifiers, the frequency changer (which provide separate IF frequencies for
sound and vision), the oscillator, the vision and sound IF amplifiers and the vision and sound detectors-

because part of the circuitry was required to work in the VHF
band. So we arranged to have three chassis in even our earliest

post-war T V sets - the "receiver" chassis, the time base
chassis and the power pack chassis. In this way faults
could easily be dealt with by our Dealers' service men.
Careful statistics of faults that we have kept show that
approximately two-thirds of the total faults did, in, fact,

occur in the "receiver" part of the

set.

In our latest models we have combined the time base and

the power pack, but the "receiver" chassis (or IF plate
as we now term it) is still separate. It is in the form of a
plate fitted to the main chassis by only two screws and is
connected into the circuit by three plugs. No soldering iron
is required to remove the IF plate.
Plug and socket connections cost money. They are more expensive

than soldered connections, but we think the extra expense is justed.
We have never attempted to produce the cheapest television set, but rather to
produce good television sets at moderate prices, ones which, in fact, are just about
the best value for the money on the market to -day.

ULTRA

ELECTRIC LIMITED

WESTERN AVENUE

ACTON

W.3.

A GREAT NAME
lives only by service
Public recognition is given only in return
for faithful public service. An acknow-

ledged reputation is therefore a sign of
public confidence - and is something
which the Marconi Company is very

---NM-M11111ffir

proud to have earned. Ever since the
days when Marconi pioneered the paths
of radio -communication, the name of
Marconi has stood for ever-increasing
public service .. on land, sea and in the air.

Marconi
the FIRST and GREATEST name in Wireless
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED

MARCONI HOUSE

CHELMSFORD

ESSEX
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Mullard
REVIEW OF NEW AND CURRENT VALVES

MULLARD DISC -SEAL TRIODES FOR U.H.F.

A iNTLW PHOTOMETRIC CELL

For U.H.F. links, local oscillators and wide band applications such
as multi -channel communication systems, radar altimeters, etc.,
the use of frequencies up to 1,500 Mc/s or even 3,000 Mc/s is often
required. The Mullard Disc -Seal Triodes
have been designed specifically for such purposes.
In the ME1001, adequate cooling and low inductance are combined in the design of the anode and
grid discs to give an anode dissipation of 10 watts

The Mullard Photometric Cell Type

and an upper frequency limit (as an oscillator)
of 3,750-3,500 Mc/s (8-8.5 cm).

57CV has a specially prepared cathode of
caeshun-on-oxidised-silver, and is in-

tended for use in circuits designed for
making accurate photometric measurements in the red and infra -red region of
the spectrum. The sensitivity of the cell,

The ME1003 is basically similar in design to the
ME1001 but the larger electrodes permit an anode

measured with a lamp of colour temperature 2,700°K at 0.1 lumen, and with the

dissipation of 25 watts. However, the larger
clearances necessary to obtain this value, limit
the upper frequency to 2,500 Mc/s.

total area of one side of the cathode
illuminated, is 25 micro-

amperes per lumen. Other
characteristics are:-

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
6.3

MEI003
6.3

0.4
350

400

MEI001
...
Heater Voltage (V)
...
...
Heater Current (A)
...
...
Max. Anode Voltage (V)
Max. Anode Dissipation (W)
...
Max. Anode Current (mA)
Max.Peak Anode Current (mA)
...
Power Output (W) ...

10

25

50

200
600

150

0.5

10-4 pA max.

Anode Supply Voltage

5

3.5

15

6

12

30

30

5/1.4

MULLARD ELECTROMETER VALVES

The Mullard group of Electrometer Valves listed
below is finding an increasing number of industrial,
research and medical applications which involve the
measurement of direct currents of up to the order of
10-16 amperes. The ME1400 is particularly suitable
for users of photocells who wish to take advantage of
a high grid resistance.
Description

ME1400

A 4.5V Electrometer Pentode
on an octal base suitable for use

Va

(V)
45

240

9

80

11'

-

(A)

1.7

A I.25V Sub -miniature Electrometer Tetrode especially suitable for use in nuclear radiation

4.5

10

RECTIFIERS PHOTOCELLS FLASH

TUBES

ACCELEROMETERS

CATHODE RAY TUBES

STABIL-

ISERS AND REFERENCE LEVEL
TUBES COLD CATHODE TUBES
ELECTROMETERS, ETC.

1

If you require full technical data on any of the

valves described in this review, please check

this form, pin to your letter heading and post

12.5

DISC -SEAL TRIODESPHOTOMETRIC CELL
ELECTROMETER VALVES

x10-14

dosemeters.
ME1402

THYRATRONS INDUSTRIAL

10."

valve voltmeters.

A I.25V sub -miniature Electrometer Triode especially suitable
for use in nuclear radiation

INDUSTRIAL POWER VALVES

Igl

gm

(VAN)

in high resistance circuits, e.g.
pH meters, photocell units, and
MEI401

Cathode Current (each side)

(at 430 Mc/s)

(at 500 Mc/s)

Type

1001/

(at 1,500 Mc/s)

(at 3.000 Mc/s)

Mutual Conductance (mA/V)
..
...
Amplification Factor

Dark current at 100V

1.0

to the address below.

182=

itg2 5x10-1,

dosemeters.

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON. W.C.2
MVT88
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UNBREAKABLE

RUBBER MOULDED
PLUG

MOULDED PLASTIC
SOCKET

BERYLLIUM

COPPER CONTACTS

g- COMPANY LTD
KINGSTHORPE

"the pickup
with
three
111101
heads".

.
For

The

finest

r

Pickup

NORTHAMPTON

on

the

market at a competitive price

Alk
Standard

End

Microgroove

Recordings

Green Spot with .001" radius sapphire for microgroove recordings

Prices: With one Head £4 0 0 plus £1 14 8 Purchase

Red Spot with .0025" radius sapphire for modern standard recordings
Yellow Spot with .003" radius sapphire for older standard recordings

Tax.

These pickup heads are fitted with an easily replaceable
armature system complete with a semi -permanent
sapphire. Armature mass 20 milligrams.

Extremely low mass at needle point (4/5 m.g. only),
allowing for reduction in downward pressure to 10/12
grams for standard recordings, and 5/7 grams for
microgroove recordings.

Tax.

Extra Heads each £2 10 0 plus £1

1

8 Purchase

Spare Armature System with Sapphire

14/8

including Tax.

Telephone

Hipperholme 69169

Aronnoisseur
PRODUCT

Manufactured by A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD. WELL GREEN LANE, BRIGHOUSE, YORKS.

WIRELESS WORLD
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Adv
GENERATOR.
Here is a tried and proven general purpose
sub -standard Signal Generator which is essentially simple to

FREQUENCY RANGES

MODEL A

One special feature of the B4 is the accuracy of the
R.F. output over the entire frequency range, achieved by

100 kc/s-70 Mc/s
in six bands

the use of a crystal voltmeter and the subsequent elimination
of all circuits having poor frequency characteristics. E48

30 kc/s-30 Mc/s

use.

MODEL B
in six bands

p

Others of the many advantages of the B4 are described in Folder No. S/11/T,
copy of which will gladly be sent on request.

ADVANCE

Output accuracy of
both models is ±1 db

LTD
COMPONENTS
LARkswood 4366/7/8

BACK R0, SHERNHALL ST, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON. E.17, 'Phone

:

OCTOBER 1950
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MODERN CANUTES can at

regarded as the one infallible solution to problems of
undesirable magnetic interference. Not only has it

least say

No farther please!" to waves of electro-magnetic
induction with every hope of success.

They can keep

them within bounds with MUMETAL, the

a

higher permeability

than any other magnetic

material but also the lowest total electrical loss per lb.
MUMETAL is available in sheet, strip, rod or wire:
(we also produce standard shields for most C.R. tubes
and transformers) it is ductile, can be stamped
cleanly, drawn or rolled ; is non -scaling, does not rust.

high -

permeability low -loss Telcon alloy which is many
times more effective for shields and screening
boxes than a similar thickness of any other material.
In hundreds of laboratories MUMETAL is already

;

TELCON METALS
THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD
Head Offic

22 Old Broad Street, London, E.C.2.

Phone: LONdon Wall 7104.

Enquiries to: Telcon Works, Greenwich, S.E.10.

'4 -

samples

available
on application
Phone: GREenwich 3291

Ott

IWO

W--';

Details and

alipteconedzoe'as/
THE MIGHTY MIDGET, most recent development in the
Radio and Electronic field, embodies more than a complete
break away from traditional ideas of size. Type W99 Midget
Moldseal Metallised Paper Capacitor has the clean, neat finish

of an entirely new type of moulding recently developed by
Hunt's. Providing hermetic sealing, this Moldseal capacitor
is invaluable for use with compact mobile equipment where

risk of encountering more than the usual conditions of
moisture is incurred.
Though tiny, W99 has a high insulation resistance
and self -healing characteristics! If you have Capacitor
problems technical assistance is freely available. Enquiries
are welcomed !

-ea*

Wkg. Voltage

Cap. Range. pF

Size

150 D.C.

0.004 to 0.01
0.02 to 0.04
0.001 to 0.003
0.004 to 0.01
2.5pF to 0.0005
0.001 to 0.002
0.00005 to 0.001

A

0,002

B

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

350 D.C.
600 D.C.
300 A.C.

B

B

B

Size A

x 16."

Size B

"x,-s;"

CAPACITORS
THE

TRADE MARK OF RELIABILITY

A. H. HUNT LTD., LONDON, S.W.I8. Tel.: BATtersea 3131. Est. 1901
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FAMOUS CHARACTERISTICS ... 1

The CHARACTERISTICS of

sr
VALVES
HAVE MADE RADIO HISTORY

PHOTO CELLS

Sae

sr

CATHODE RAY TUBES

VALVES

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.C.2

OCTOBER 1950
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"THE CONCERT
MASTER"

DISTORTION I /20th

TRIODE VALVES

of I % overall including
Tone Control stages and
pre -amplifier.

throughout for stabil-

ity and low distor-

FREQUENCY

RANGE EXTENDED TO 20 to 30,000

tion,

c.p.s.

Finished in Dimenso,
a new rustproof

The 4frofp/i/ier with

finish that will
last a lifetime.

all the plus features

A full two years'
guarantee.

E29.1o.o

3,7, IS ohms output.

Feeder Socket provides L.T. and H.T.

AND
LONG PLAYING RECORDS
FOR

STANDARD

MATCHING SWITCH
for low or high output

MICROPHONE,
Radio, Gram Selector

pick-ups.

SPECIAL LOW
NOISE Volume

WRITE for 20 -page Catalogue of Amplifiers, Tuning
Units and other interesting

Control.

cable and contains no valves

TREBLE CON- BASS CONTROL cut, linear T R 0 L deeperther
or boost posi- & smoother than

-all the valves are on the

tions.

EXCLUSIVE - Detachable Control Head, has 3'

ever before.

items TO -DAY.

Phon

WESterne

3350. AmpLIFIERS
:

chassis.

SALES LTD.

181 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.8

WattrAdreems?

Made in Three Principal Materials
FREQUELEX

An insulating material of Low Di -electric
Loss, for Coil Formers, Aerial Insulators,
Valve Holders, etc.
PERMALEX

A High Permittivity Material. For the
construction of Condensers of the small-

Bullers

est possible dimensions.
TEMPLEX

A Condenser material of medium permittivity. For the construction of Condensers having a constant capacity at all
temperatures.

BULLERS

LTD.,

6,

Telephone: Mansion House 9971 (3 lines)

BULLERS LOW LOSS CERAMICS

LAURENCE

POUNTNEY

Telegrams: "Bullers, Cannon, London"

HILL,

LONDON,

E.C.4

9
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THE RADIO AND
TELEVISION INDUSTRY
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
FOR LIGHT & HEAVY DUTY

Illustrated here are a few examples
range of Selenium
Rectifiers.

of our wide

For further particulars write to -day for
leaflet W.W./SR9403.

Literature is also available for Radio Cores,

Photo -Cells, Quartz Crystal Units, Copper
Oxide Rectifiers, these being just a few
of our products which are
essential to the Radio
Industry.

SALFORD

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

LTD.

PEEL WORKS SILK STREET SALFORD 3 LANCS ENGLAND
A subsidiary of THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND

OCTOBER 1950
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GOO
AXIOM 22
TREND towards the use

of higher flux densities in
"T'
loudspeakers designed for high -

to 17,500
gauss.
is in

This

a gap

1.15 m m.

quality reproduction is well exemplified by the new Axiom 22 made by
Gocdmans Industries, Lancelot Road,
So far as the diaphragm
Wembley.
is concerned, it is the same as the
Axiom 12 and has twin curved -sided

wide, 7.8

cones with a reinforced edge to the

We have had

high -frequency

cone.

The

back

mm. deep,

with a nominaI

pole

The Axiom 22 12"-20 watt twin -cone high fidelity

diameter of

loudspeaker (dustproof).

44 mm.

an opportunity of
hearing the Axiom 22 with an Axiom

P.M.

The increased magnetic damping is

no doubt also responsible for an
rz as reference standard, and there apparent reduction in intermodulacan be no doubt of the improvement tion from self -generated transients,
conferred by the increased flux and a consequent improvement in
The ring type magnet makes use of density.
Sensitivity is, of course, " presence " and the segregation of
centring device consists of a porous
bakelized linen diaphragm
concentric corrugations.
one

of

the new

with

high-performance

higher

but

the

outstanding

im-

alloys, and by careful design of the pression is one of tautness and the
poles the flux density has been raised grip the Axiom 22 has on transients.
GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD

LANCELOT ROAD

WEMBLEY

the instruments of the
The price is X12 135."

orchestra.

From the "Wireless World," June, 1949

MIDDLESEX.

WEMbley 1200

YOU CAN MAGNETICALLY lIECORD
using your Gramophone Motor as a Drive

Necessary parts, also usable later for a more
ambitious job, plans available, 1 Spool Diamond Magnetic
Recording Tape and 1 take-up spool, 2 Corner Brackets, 1 Roller,
1 Record -playback Head Kit, 1 Friction Clutch, 1 Dual-purpose Supersonic Oscillator and Two
stage Preamplifier and your Radio Chassis. Set of parts £7 . 15 . 0, or items supplied separately.
-

Also Constructional Data for Wire and Tape Recorders 5s.

PARK RADIO OF MANOR PARK, 676/8, 783 Romford Road, London, E.12
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FOR ALL TELECOMMUNICATIONS RADAR

& TELEVISION TRANSMITTING & RECEIVING
EQUIPMENT

Taylor Tunnicliff & Co Ltd.

EASTWOOD

London Office 125 HIGH HOLBORN LONDON W.C.I

HANLEY
TELEPHONE

on TRENT 5272

Telephone HOLBORN 1951/2

4
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this

isdicataccuirg racy

"You're

isstruwert

CERTAIN to get

* VALVES : We
valves in

!"

it at ARTHURS

have probably the largest stock o'
Send your enquiries.

the country.

AVO METERS IN STOCK
Avo Model 7
Avo Model 7, high resistance

oduc

1199

Avo Model 40
Valve Tester
Test Bridge
Avo Minor, AC/DC model

ed

rcrris Chart

f17

fl6

I
1

fl I

E8

Electronic Test Meter

I

f35

Signal Generator
f25
Valve Characteristic Meter
E40
TAYLORS METERS. List on request.
Demonstrations of Philips
Projection Television sets
DECCA PICK-UPS
in our showrooms.
43 IS S
DECCA HEAD
42 19 2
ADAPTOR for Garrard
3
8
COSSOR DOUBLE BEAM
ALVE
OSCILLOSCOPE
CM 10 0
LANITEASNTuVALS
" Viewmaster
Television Kits in stock
ea.

DTI

by the

'

fialdfn

lAualitdarad

51! 1

Brimar Teleto4
& Radio Post 4d.each extra

for Birmingham and London areas. Please
state which required.

LONDON'S OLDEST LEADING
RADIO DEALERS

Servograph
SERVOGRAPH OPERATES DIRECTLY
FROM VERY LIGHT CURRENT
SOURCES, consuming but a few Micro -watts
for full scale deflection. Its working principle
is unique and sets up a new high standard
of accu racy and robustness for graphical
recording meters. SERVOGRAPH's accuracy
is to BSS.89 for Grade r Indicating
Instruments-because its servo -driven pen
arm removes all load from the instrument
movement, admits a robust and trouble -free
pen, and maintains this accuracy with full
or empty ink reservoir. Needing no levelling,
it operates correctly in any position and can
be connected directly to tachometers,
thermo-couples, resistance thermometers, CO2
indicators, pH meters and so on, repeating
their accuracy on the chart. Equally useful,
too, as an ammeter, voltmeter, etc., it may
embody a moving iron, moving coil,
dynamometer or electrostatic movement.
Please write for technical leaflets

100 M.

EST.
1919

LTD.

orTecormths C.0

with .oprder

Our Only Address :Gray House,
'Charing Cross Rd.,
London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833 4 and 4765

ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION & RADIO ENGINEERS.

k

ant

CABINET SYSTEM
is

the popular method o.

building substantial cabinets with-

out special tools or skill.

To meet the needs of home constructors

a

special department has now been opened at our
London office which can supply sections machine

cut to the individual lengths required, together
with suitable rust -

Movements available
from 60 micro -amps. or

15 millivolts upwards.

proofed panels and fixing
screws.
Enquiries to

Technical & Sales Agent

London Office .41..

59, BROMPTON RD.,

marked "For the

LONDON, S.W.3

attention of Dept. B."

Telephone : KEN. 4201

FIELDER (ELECTRONICS) LTD.
PASTON ROAD

.

WYTHENSHAWE

:

MANUFACTURERS

MANCHESTER

FIELDEN ELECTRONIC. (AUSTRALIA) PTY. LTD,
409 COLLINS STREET

:

MELBOURNE

.

AUSTRALIA

Specialists in Industrial Electronic Equipment

C. H. DAV I S

HALLAM SLEIGH L CHESTON LTD
MONEY WORKS BIRMINGHAM 4
ESTABLISHED 1119B

Phone. Aston Cron 0919

ye Grams: Superfine

II. many..
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FASTER PROMOTION AND

LONG SERVICE
CAREERS
at the NEW HIGHER PAY RATES
Rank and pay will depend upon experience and individual ability rather
than on mere vacancies.

THE NEW TRADE STRUCTURE
recently announced for the

Royal Air Force ground trades

The regrouping of over 100 different
Trades into 22 Trade Groups will

will greatly widen the opportunities that the Service can

provide

offer to present and future

The benefits may
be summarised as follows :members.

All

opportunities

for

there will be the opportunity of reaching top rates of pay.

qualified airmen will have the

dikA skilled man in any Royal Air Force
Trade will have the added opportunity to

opportunity to sign on for long service
careers up to the age of 55 with pros-

qualify for promotion as a technician

pects of pensions up to £5 a week.

I I'"'

in addition to normal opportunities.

NOW MORE THAN EVER THE R.A.F. IS A
TARGET FOR MEN WITM AN A/M ON LIFE
TO : AIR MINISTRY (W.D.12) VICTORY HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2
NAME
ADDRESS

AGE

me mil

increased

advancement, and in most of them

im am ow INN Ea am nu mg

t
now for further
details
I
Send coupon
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Recognised as the Most Reliable Valveholders

`vt.

69

4,140V AL

010'0

B7

We make all types of Valveholders
THE MeMURDO INSTRUMENT CO., LTD., VICTORIA WORKS, ASHTEAD, SURREY

G

ASHTEAD 3401

VALVES!! VALVES!!
RECEIVING, TRANSMITTING,
MAGNETRONS, KLYSTRONS,
CATHODE-RAY TUBES, PHOTOCELLS,
ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES
& GREAT VARIETIES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES FROM

THE

STOCK

OSMOR
TR.1196, and
modernization

for
of

war -time utility receivers and others.

S

COILPACKS

As specified for con-

version of the Type
of the
25 unit

WRITE OR 'PHONE :-

SUPERHET and
The OSMOR "Q"
does

not

" whistle

T.R.F.
Coilpack
while it

works" but gives you perfect

performance in every way. And
saves time, money and hours of wasted effort puzzling
over complicated wiring circuits. Just 5 connections,
it

5 minutes work and the job is done-and well done!

Send stamp for FREE new circuits, lists of Coils,
Coilpacks, Dials and all Radio Components, etc.
* New wavelength scales for Type A dials 8/- each.
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD., (Dept. W.11)
BRIDGE VIEW WORKS, BOROUGH HILL, CROYDON. SURREY.
Telephone: Croydon 1220.

S

S ZP('
4001rt 0101C

MAN

sFSE)

ea SI4E'

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER & STOCKIST

95 STRODES CRESCENT
STAINES - MIDDLESEX
TELEPHONE :
STAINES 3971
PROBABLY THE LARGEST ACTUAL

STOCKIST IN ENGLAND

WHOLESALE & EXPORT ONLY
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RECORDING ON

DISK

Below are just a few of the many outstanding features which have
made the LED Recording Machine the considered choice of the
discriminating professional sound recordist.
(z) WIDELY SPACED PILLAR SUPPORTS

for cutterhead arm eliminate side play.

(2) VIBRATION -FREE DRIVING MECHANISM reduces background noise to the
(3)

minimum.
LIGHT ALLOY

CAST

TURNTABLE

WITH GUNMETAL RIM assures maximum moment of inertia for minimum

actual weight.
(;) FINE ADJUSTMENT OF CUTTER ANGLE

compensates for smaller length variations
of cutters.

(5) ROBUST LIGHT ALLOY MOUNTING
PLATE with generous turntable bearing
ensures stability.

(6) PRECISION

GROUND

STAINLESS

STEEL LEADSCREW provides really
accurate tracking.
(7) RIGID CAST LIGHT ALLOY CUTTER HEAD ARM supported at both ends to
ensure consistent stability.
ELECTRO - MAGNETIC
(8) PATENTED
CUTTERHEAD with built-in equaliser,
possessing exceptionally stable charac-

teristics.
(9) AUTOMATIC FRICTION BRAKE ensures
accurate turntable speed when reproducing.
(to) SINGLE LEVER CONTROL automatically

engages tracking mechanism as cutter is
lowered.

Full details and technical data on request.

MSS RECORDING COMPANY LTD

POYLE CLOSE COLNBROOK BUCKINGHAMSHIRE TELEPHONE COLNBROOK 87 £ 115

I6
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Quality Reproduction

NEllf .-VEgIO
MANUACTURER5
AMA1EUR5

-

apt, EFFICIENCY &

RELIABILITY
101919T on-

Alt

standard laws,
/capacity ranges,
& voltages up to 15kV.

AIR-SPACED TRIMMERS
MICA DIELECTRIC
COMPRESSION

Monufocturets:

S. BIRD

VARIABLE

Enfield,
Rd.,
Arterial
20712

TRANSMITTING
CAPACITORS

&Sons,Ltd.
Middx.

Cambridge Phone: Enfield

The Revolutionary

GOLDRING
The refinements of
Push - pull and a
twelve - inch loudspeaker, so essen-

tial to achieve
quality

By

Headmaster

eliminating all

HYPERFIDELITY

unnecessarygadgets

p

reproduc-

tion, are ho longer
confined to higher priced instruments

re`

and

circuits, Am-

bassador have produced the Six -Fifty
Console with these
refinements for the

With an interchangeable Pick-

modest price of

up Head for every type of record.

Thirty -Six pounds.
A.C. or AC/DC.

Supplied in attractive Display
Carton complete with Gold -

Obtainable from leading Radio dealers only.

ring Tonaliser and Transformer

Goldring Products

include :

PICK-UPS, PICK-UP HEADS,
SAPPHIRE
JEWEL
POINT
NEEDLES, AND RADIOGRAM
ACCESSORIES.
Write for full Descriptive Lists and Technical Information.

ERWIN SCHARF

PRINCESS WORKS, BRIGHOUSE, Yorks.

49-51a DE BEAUVOIR ROAD, LONDON, N.1

Telephone : BRIGHOUSE 1280 (3 lines)

Telephone: CLISSOLD 3434

OCTOBER 1950
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is the most suitable insulating material for all high frequency
applications. Seventeen years ago we introduced the first British -made
low -loss ceramic, and consultation with us before finalising the design of
new components is a wise precaution.
Frequentite

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
Head Office: Stourport-on-Severn, Worcestershire. Telephone: Stourport III. Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport
5.P.66
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TAPE RECORDER

Brief Specification:

WORKING VOLTAGE - 200250 volts A.C. 50 c,s.
TAPE SPEEDS
7fin. sec. and I2in. sec,
RUNNING TIMES
30 minutes and 20 minutes
REWIND
Provision for fast rewind or forward running of
complete spool in one minute

-

Any recording may

ERASING

be

erased.

Erasure

is

automatic, preventing double exposure
OUTPUT
TERMINATIONS

- 2 watts

DIMENSIONS

- 18 x 134- x
- 38 lb. complete
- Supplied complete with microphone, tape and

- Inputs for microphone and radio and outlet for
external speaker

WEIGHT
ACCESSORIES

spools

Recorder House, 48-50 George Street, Portman Square, London, W.I., England
Telephone

. Welbeck 2371 (4 lines)

Telegrams: Simsale, Wesdo, London

ICS
for Research and Indusfrn

Cables

:

Simsale, London

HOME STUDY
backs radio experience with

sound technical knowledge
The TWENTY MILLION
I FIGOHMMETER

MANY men who wished to link their radio experience with
a sound technological background have received successful
instruction by means of an ICS Course. Its value has been
proved not only to amateurs but to men who already have a

interest in radio and television engineering,
including those taking qualifying examinations. It is invaluable, also, to students who wish to prepare themselves for
a job in this field. Courses of instruction covering radio
and, if necessary, television, include the following :
professional

The modern instrument for the measurement of resistance.
Covers the range from
0.3 to 20,000,000 meg-

ohms in six decades.
Two test voltages, 85v
and 5 oov are provided

and a six-inch mirror
scale

meter

enables

readings to be taken
accurately and quickly.

The instrument is especially useful for testing cables, resistors,
condensers and all
insulating materials.

Complete Radio Engineering Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales Advanced Short -Wave Radio
Elementary Electronics, Radar and Radio
Television Technology
And the following Radio Examinations

British Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F.
Write today for our FREE " Radio " booklet which fully
describes the above ICS Courses and the facilities for the
complete study of Radio and/or Television technology. The
ICS Advisory Department will also give free and impartial
advice on the need of and the means of instruction.

Vfn

wed

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS LTD

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

17, PARADISE ROAD RICHMOND SURREY ENGLAND

Dept. W.L.14, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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CINTEL

WHEN ITS A

QUESTION OF

CAPActir...
or rather, the accurate measurement
of capacity, we think we can help you.

The "CINTEL" WIDE RANGE CAPACITANCE BRIDGE
enables

capacitance in the

range 0.3 picofarads to 100
microfarads to be measured
to an accuracy within -4- 1%.
Capacitance can be measured
in

CINTEL

situ and resistance in the

WIDE RANGE CAPACITANCE

range 1 ohm to 30,000 Meg ohms can also be measured.

BRIDGE

For further technical details
please write for leaflet No.CB111.

CINEMA -TELEVISION LIMITED
A Company within the J. Arthur Rank Organisation

FOREMOST IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
Counters & Chronometers Metal Detectors
Cells

Cathode Ray Tubes

Oscilloscopes Photo -Electric
Electronic Instruments

Geiger -Muller Tubes

WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD LONDON SE26
Telephone: HiTher Green 4600
Northern Agents:
F. C. ROBINSON & PARTNERS LTD.

Scottish Agents:
ATKINS, ROBERTSON & WHITEFORD LTD.

287 Deansgate, Manchester 3

100 Torrisdale Street, Glasgow, S.2

CI NTEL
,REGISTERED TRADE MARX
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SOUND & VISION KIT
Valves.

21

Suitable for 9in., 10in. and I2in. Magnetic Tubes

Less Tube, tube holder and Mask. Chassis all stamped out.
State whether for Sutton Goldfield or Alexandra Park.

Complete with booklet, instructions, etc. £21 12s. 6d.

carr. paid.
Pre -Amplifier for Birmingham. High gain, low noise, with builtin power pack, tunable for peak sound and vision. Completely

screened. £6 19s. 6d.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, FULLY INTERLEAVED,
ALL PRIMARIES ARE
SCREENED AND IMPREGNATED.
200'250 v.

Half Shrouded.

HSM63. (Midget) Output 250/0/250v. 60 m/a. 6.3y. at 3 amps.
5v. at 2 amps.

15/Output 250/0/250v. 60 m/a. 6.3v. at 3 amps. 5v. at 2 amps. 15/6
15/6
Windings as above. 4v. at 4 amps. 4v. at 2 amps

HS63.
HS40.

Output
HS2. 250/0/250v. 80 m/a.

HS75. 275/0/275v. 100 m/a
HS30X. 300/0/300v. 100 m/a.
HS3X. 350/01350v. 100 m/a.

17/6
17/6
17/6
19/6
19/6
19/6
19/6

Output
FSM63. (Midget)
5v. at 2 amps.

15/6

HS30. 300/0/300v. 80 m/a.
HS3. 350/01350v. 80 m/a.

HS2X. 253/0/250v. 100 m/a.

Fully Shrouded

Output 250/0/250v. 60 m/a. 6.3v. at 3 amps

FS2. 250/0/250v. 80 m/a.
FS30. 300/0/300v. 80 m/a.
FS3. 350/0)350v. 80 m/a.

19/6
19/6
19/6

21/6
21/6
21/6
21/6

FS2X. 250/0/250v. 100 m/a.
275/0/275v. 100 m/a
FS30X. 300/0/300v. 100 m/a.
FS3X. 350/0/350v. 100 m/a.
All the above have 6.3-4-0v. at 4 amps., 5-4-0v. at 2 amps.
FS7S.

Output, 425/0/425v. 200 m/a. 6.3v. 4 amps. C.T. 6.3v.

FS43.

4 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps.

Fully shrouded

42/6

Output, 450/0/450v. 250 m/a. 6.3v. 2 amps. C.T., 6.3v.

FSSO.

62/6
4 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
F30X. Output, 300/0/300v. 80 m/a. 6.3v. 7 amps. 5v. 2 amps.
26/6
Framed, Flying leads
F3SX. Output, 350/0/350v. 250 m/a. 6.3v. 6 amps. 4v. 8 amps ,
59/6
4v. 3 amps., 3-2-6.3v. 2 amps. Fully shrouded

FS160X. Output 350/0/350v. 160 m/a., 6.3v. 6 amps, 6.3v

3 amps. 5v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
FS43X. Output, 425/0/425v. 250 m/a. 6.3v. 6 amps. 6.3v. 6 amps
5v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
HS6. Output, 250/0/250v. 100 m/a. 6.3v. 6 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps
For receiver RI355. Half shrouded
HSISO. Output, 350/0/350v. 150 m/a. 6.3v. 3 amps. C.T. 5v
3 amps. Half shrouded
F36. Output, 250/0/250v. 100 m/a. 6.3v. 6 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps
Halt shrouded
FSI20. Output, 350/0/350w. 120 m/a. 6.3v. 2 amps. C.T. 6.3v
2 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amp. Fully shrouded
PRI/I. Output 230v, at 30 m/a., 6.3v. at 1.5/2 amps
The above have inputs of 2301250v

37/6

57/6

-11/I.R. SUPPLIES Ltd Exclusive offers, an new and perfect. Immediate delivery. All prices nett.
FLUXMETERS (model WV0023. No. 1). Calibrated, in three ranges, 5(91/1,00o,
1,000/2,000, 2,000/4,000 Gauss, with range selector plug.

polarity indicator and probe for minimum gap of llin.
case 12 x 9 x bin. 2540/0 (despatch 9/-1.

Complain with metered

Brand new, in portable

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGOLATOR3 (Carbon File). Automatically holds mains
supply at any voltage between 160 and 230 v. A.C. Loading up to 500 watts. Con-

tained in ventilated steel cam 61 x 741n, x 10Iin. high, with terminal panel and
pre-set voltage control knob on top. Easy to instal -diagram sum. lied. Ideal for
television, lab. and dark -room work, where constant voltage is required. Brand new
57/6 (des. 4/6).
VOLTAGE CHANGING TRANSFORMERS (portable) 100/110v..200/240v. (in 10v.
taps) and vice versa, auto -wound, loading 1.25 KVA. In steel cabinet 91 x 7 x Ilin.

with carrying handle. Just right for mobile eine work.
offer, 54/15/0 (den. N.).

Brand new -exceptional

We have a very large stock of brand new S.T.C. Selenium Bridge Rectifiers for High Duty, all at lowest pricm. Examples, 30 v. 20 amps.,
72/6 (des. 1/61; 30 v. 50 amps., £7 (des. 2/6): 240 v. 10 amps., 113 (des. 5//.
SHADED POLE Moroa3 (Hoover). 200/250v. A.C. Suitable for wire and tape
recorders, cooling and extractor fans, eine projectors, etc., 1.200 r.p.m., very silent
running. Torque 400 Orm/cma. Body 31 x 31 in. Shaft each end, 29/S (des.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.

1/-1.

GEARED MAINS MOTORS (Capacitor/!eduction). 220/240v. A.C. Size Tin.
long by 4iu, dia. 1,500 r.p`m. with 5/1 reduction gear box attached, giving final
shaft speed of 300 r.p.m. at great torque. These are substantially built to a precise
standard. Reversible. Supplied with capacitor, brand new g4/10/0 (des. 1/6).
STUART CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS from stock. Self-contained Motorlrump Units
for 220/250v. A.C. operation. No. 10 (120 g.p.h.), 25/15/0. No. 12 (600 g.p.h.),
28/10/0. Des. No. 10 1/6 ; No. 12 3/6.
HIGH DUTY VANE PUMPS. Made to top specification in brorze throughout for
Admiralty. Power required to drive approx. 1 h.p. Will pump up 3.000 g.p.h.
(according to speed -200/1,000 r.p.m.) Head 75 ft. Suction lift 25ft. Industrial
concerns will be supplied with photograph giving dimensions on request. Brand
enwE Rem60/100/0upl (des. 4N

I6ew Cambridge vacuo-junctions,
m/a. (10 m/a. max.)
with 4 -pin valve base, each with test report, 7/6 (de.. 6d.).
LONDE% A.C. RELAYS. 220/250v. A.C. coil. Type LF. With 2 CO. and one
" make '' switches (4 -amp.), 19/6. Also Londex Low Capacity Aerial co. type.
operation 230v. A.C. (tapped at 110v.) with 2 -pole CO. 4 -amp. switching, mounted
on baseboard 64 x 4in., 15/6 (des. either 1/-). We have a large range 01 miniature
Londex and other relays -details on request.
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS. 200/250v. 50 c. Fitted spindles
for hours, mins. and secs. hands, single hole mount, silent running, supplied with
plastic dust cover, 31in. diam. and dew ready for use 27/6 (des. 9d.). Set of three
hands for 5(71n. dial, 2/-.
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. The most useful type. Input 12v. D.C., output
250v. D.C. 125 m/a. Brand new 25/6 (des. 1/-).
STEEL TRIPODS for P.A. Speakers. The most sturdy type under all weather
conditions, extending to lift. and collapsing for transit to 4ft. fin. All steel con-

struction, 56)- (des. England 5/).

Further details of any item sent, if required, on receipt of stamp.
The diligent and enthusiastic service.

M. R. SUPPLIES Ltd., 68, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1
Telephone: MUSeum 2958

24/6
25/9
25/9
27/6
19/6

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
F4. Output, 4v. 2 amps.
F6. Output, 6.3v. 2 amps.
F66. Output, 6.3v. .6 amps.

7/6
7/6

5/3

Output, 6.3v..3 amps.
Output, 12.6v. tapped 6.3v. at 3 amps.
Output, 24v. tapped 12v. at 3 amps.
F12 and F24 framed with Flying Leads.
FU6. Output, 0-2-4-5-6.3v. at 2 amps.
F29. Output, 0-2-4-5-6.3v. at 4 amps.
F6 X.

5/-

F12.
F24.

15/6

ae

21/6

f.4
IS,-

FU6 and F29 clamped with Flying Leads.
Output, 6.3v at 10 amps. or 5v. at 10 amps. or 12.6v. at
5 amps. or 10v at 5 amps.
31/6
F6/4. Output, four at 6.sv. tapped at 5v. at 5 amps. per winding,
giving by suitable series and parallel connections 24v. at 5 amp.,
20v. at 5 amp., I8v at 5 amp., ISv. at S amp., I2.6v. at 10 amp.,
47/6
10v. at 10 amp., 6.3v. at 20 amp., 5v. at 20 amp.
F5 and F6/4 framed with Flying Leads
FS.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Ratios 26, 46, 56, 66, 90, 120-I 50 m/a. max. current.
C.T. for Q.P.P. Class B, etc. Secondary 2/4 ohms. Top panel

MOP(.

to- Wave

ctmon9 our cud-tame/p.-4-

mcvt vff
-6c144zA,_
eitartufacitureir,i
V-rectt

9j devote ate cur

each

5/ -

to- du ritcazujactured

Secondary 2/3 ohms.
each
OP2. Midget Pentode, ratios 45-I, Secondary 213 ohms. 40 m/a.

3/2

titecftsiedt of',Gever

and clamped

OP!.

Midget Power Pentode, ratios 30,

60,

90-I, 40 m/a.,

per doz. 33/OPIO. 10/15 watts output. 20 ratios on Full and Half primary 16/3
OP30. 30 watts output, 20 ratios on Full and Hall primary
23/9

earzacitord 14744 moriern,

Williamson's O.P. Transformer to Author's specification £311216
Chokes for Williamson's Amplifier. 30H at 20 m/a., 15/6 ;
10H at 150 m/a.

Choke C4.
Choke CS.
Choke C6,

60 tri/a., approx. 8 H., 350 ohms

40 m/a., approx. 5 H., 260 ohms
50 m/a., 50 H., 1,500 ohms

29/6
4/3
3/3
18/6

C.W.O. (add 1/- in £ for carriage), all orders over E2 carriage paid.
Trade enquiries invited.

H. ASHWORTH
(Dept. W.W.)
676 GT. HORTON ROAD
BRADFORD, YORKS.

redea/reA,

/troditc&
Stability Radio C'omponents
Act
COMMERCE ESTATE, WOODFORD AYE,LONOON, LIB

TEL: SUCKHURST 6501/2.

vg*g$g$5S0n$g*g$g$-*
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DIMMER
CAPACITORS

THIS modern method of mounting Dubilier
Drilitic Capacitors enables the maximum

for general replacement purposes of the older

advantage to be secured from the improved

Ear Mounting Drilitic Capacitors type C.T.E.
and C.R.E. have hermetically sealed seamless
drawn aluminium containers, have solder tags
and are supplied in the usual capacitances and

electrical characteristics and size reductions, and
is one instance of modern capacitor engineering.

No loose parts, clamps, screws or rivets are
necessary-a slight twist of the mounting ears
and the capacitor is fixed. For chassis capacitor
isolation, bakelite mounting plates are supplied;
metal plates are available with identical centres

type capacitors and for interim tooling period.

voltages.

Comprehensive catalogues giving detailed in-

formation of capacitors and technical service
are available upon request.

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3
Phone: Acorn 2241 (5 lines).

Cables: Hivolccon, London.

Marconi Internacional Code.

Grams : Plivoltcon, Westphone, London
D48A
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SIZE
RANGE

2+"

3+"

5"

25,LLA

10/LA

10/LA

to
50A

to
50A

to
50A

50,LLA

55'-

200p,A

45;'-

61/51/41/-

93/83/-

PRICE

73,' 35 1mA
(Export Prices on application)

All sizes available with
MIRROR SCALE

1st Grade Accuracy

SENSITIVE PANEL MOUNTING METERS
For particulars of these and our full range oi measuring instruments write to :-

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS RADLETT HERTS Telephone : RADlett 5674-5-6

THE

TAYLOR
BUZZER
MODEL WX

AUTOMATIC COIL

WINDING MACHINES

AND HAND WINDING MACHINES
Wave winding machines for single or multiple coils 1,16" to
71" wide for power drive.
SOLE AGENTS ABROAD
K. G. Khosla & Co., 22 School Lane, New Delhi, India.
Etablts Octave Houart, 14, Huai de l'Industrie,Sclessin-lez-Liege.
Heftye & Frogg, Oslo, Norway, Storgaten, IS.
R. H. Cunningham P.T.Y. Ltd., 62 Stanhope Street, Malvern,
Victoria Australia.

ETA TOOL CO
(LEICESTER) LTD.

29a, WELFORD ROAD, LEICESTER
'Phone -5386

This

small buzzer has

a

number of applications, such as continuity
testing, a signal for telephones and communica-

tion circuits, or as a source of interrupted
supply for bridge circuits.

It operates at approximately
500 cycles per second, and the consumption at
3 volts is very approximately 100 mA. Also it
will operate satisfactorily from 4 volts A.C.
50 cycles.

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
419-424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENGLAND
Tavhone SLOUGH 21381 (4 lines)

Grams & Cables TAYLINS, SLOUGH

WIRELESS WORLD
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PROBLEM :

Fasten the plastic emblem of this car heater securely
to the main body in one operation.
SOLUTION:

Spire Tubular Clips Type SCL snapped into mail.
body. Plain plastic studs moulded as an integral part
of the emblem. Studs are pressed into clips as a final
operation. The unique spring action of the fastener
fixes the emblem with a permanent lock.

THAT'S FIXED THAT- FASTER, CHEAPER, BETTER
Just another case where a Spire fastener made the use of bolts, washers, nuts and
the fiddling assembly with screwdriver and spanner quite unnecessary. There are
thousands of similar cases. And the amount of assembly time and cost saved by a

little thought plus a Spire fastener is often staggering. Why don't you see what
Spire, the fastest thing in fastenings, can do for you? Write direct to us!

re SPEED NUTS
Regd.

Enquiries to

Simmonds Aerocessories Limited, Byron House, 7-8-9 St. James's Street, London, S.W.1.
HEAD OFFICE & WORKS : TREFOREST, GLAMORGAN. Also BIRMINGHAM, STOCKHOLM & MELBOURNE
18s
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Department W.W.

18, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.1.

Phone : MU Seum 2453, 4539
SHOP HOURS : Mondays to Fridays 9-5.3o. Saturdays 9-I.
FULL MAIL ORDER FACILITIES

RELAYS
(ex -Ministry)

P.O. 600 and 3,000 types
AS FOLLOWS

D.C.

COIL RESISTANCE

:

10 ohms to 42,000 ohms, also double wound coils. Special coils wound to spec.
in quantities.

CONTACTS: Make (M) Break (B)
Change -over (C) in twin silver, heavy
duty, and twin platinum in any

combination to 8 sets.

ALSO AVAILABLE: SIEMENS HIGH/SPEED AND OTHER TYPES

THE VALRADIO

DAY
MOTOR UNITS

HEAVY DUTY CONVERTER RANGE
(Famous since 1937)

THE RQG

The Drayton R.Q. is a miniature
capacitor induction type motor with a

Will supply A.C. at standard voltages
for numerous applications from D.C.
supply voltage ranging from 6-250

volts with wattage outputs from 30-

current consumption at 230 volts 50 cycles

300 watts.
Frequency stability

of 0.09 amps pf. 0.9. It is available :
R.Q.G. GEARLESS for running at 2700
r.p.m. continuously or intermittently in
either direction or continuously reversed.
R.Q.R. GEARED for continuous running
or reversing at speeds from 27 mins. per
rev. to 600 revs. per min.

at 50, 60 or 75 cycles per second
I of per cent. of dead frequency.
1

Let us br.ng to your notice a few listed
by us in popular demand, others can be

THE RQH

R.Q.H. GEARED for high final shaft

speeds for continuous running, forward
or reverse.
Send for List No. N800-1.
.4041411:;-441tlag

THE RQR
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considered on receipt of specification.
All hereunder incorporate Radio and
Low Frequency suppression from
interference.
Type
D.C.
A.C.
Wattage

Input
Output
230/300-A
200/250 v. 200/250 v.
230/300/110-A 100/120 v. 200/250 v.
230/200-A
200/250 v. 200/250 v.
230/200/110-A 100/120 v 200/250 v.
230/200/ 50- A
50 v.
200/250 v.
230'110-A
180-270 v. 200,250 v.

Price

£16
£16

£14
£14
el 6
£10 1

Also similar types available to operate from D.C. .nput
voltages of 6, 12, 24, 32 and to order.
Al above prices advanced 10 per cent. from clu.y 1st, 1950.
Literature upon request from:

VALRADIO Limited,
57, Fortess Road,

deki.,:se.

Drayton Regulator & Instrument Co. Ltd., West Drayton, Mdx.

Load

200/300
150/300
100/200
100/200
100/200
60/110

LONDON, N.W.5
W. Drayton 261r

'Phone: GULLIVER 5165
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announce ..
THE FIRST
ENTIRELY ELECTRONIC

bri.woo
tEtIviSzt,t4 AL14,1801

i.Atti

54N8PAI6A.

INSTRUMENT FOR

TELEVISION ALIGNMENT
AND LINEARITY CHECKS

The Television Alignment and Pattern Generator
is an inexpensive instrument designed by Cossor to
provide a simple, efficient and much needed aid to television receiver alignment. The tuning sweep of the
alignment oscillator is achieved by frequency modulation

LIST
PRICE

Carrier frequency 7-70
me/s. (on fundamental).
Continuously variable.

of its carrier which can be set to any frequency between

Frequency modulation up to 7 me/s.

7 and 70 me/s. A response curve of 7 me/s. bandwidth
is presented on the tube of any standard oscillograph, the
time base voltage providing the frequency modulation.
The instrument also incorporates a Pattern Generator
which enables frame and line Time Base linearity checks

bandwidth.

to be carried out in the absence of Television trans-

Square Wave Modulation for linearity
check of Time Bases. Frequency 400
c.p.s. (Horizontal); 80 Kc/s. (Vertical).
Maximum output 50 mV. Minimum 25
microvolts.
impedance.

Standard 80 ohm output

mission. Compact, easily portable-weight under 14 lbs.
* Write for fully descriptive leaflet to:A.

C. COSSOR LTD., INSTRUMENT DIVISION, COSSOR HOUSE, HIGHBURY, LONDON, N.5.
70
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TAYLOR `114c.niVaglOn
MODEL 240A

TELEVISION PATTERN
GENERATOR Frequency

coverage from 40 - 70 Mc 's.
Suitable for London & Midlands. A.C. mains operated.

£14 . 0 .

0 List Price

MODEL 170A
ELECTRONIC TEST METER

A 40 range instrument fitted
with 4" Moving Coil Meter.
A.C. mains operated.

£22100 List Price

MODEL 65C

WIDE -RANGE SIGNAL
GENERATOR 7 ranges from

100 Kc/s -160 Mc/s. A.C. mains.

operated £17 - 15 . 0

List Price

ALL WINDSOR & TAYLOR TEST EQUIPMENT'S
AVAILABLE ON H.P. SEND FOR DETAILS AND
CATALOGUES.

`Li'

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
419 - 424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENG.
Telephone Slough: 21381 (4 lines) Grams & Cables: Taylins, Slough

T.V.

1

Other products include: Multi range A.C.D.C.Test Meters
Signal Generators Valve Testers A.C. Bridges

Circuit Analysers
Cathode Ray Oscillographs
High and Low Range Ohmmeters * Output Meters

Insulation Testers *

Moving Coil Instruments

in the FRINGE

AREAS

LONG PLAYING RECORDS AND

THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER
Microgroove recordings require special bass and treble

compensation for faithful and pleasing reproduction.

A Superior

To enable users of the Williamson Amplifier to re-

PRE -AMPLIFIER
By 'RAINBOW'
For use with CO -AX or BALANCED FEEDER

Built-in Power Pack, with Metal

Rectifier, E.F.91 valve, exclusive

Rainbow Coils. Complete with all
Plugs. Crackle Finish. Steel Case

8A" x4 X 2*".
Price £5 17 6
Alexandra Palace or Sutton Coldfield

produce these records at their best, we have produced
a tone compensating unit which provides the necessary
degree of correction.

The main feature of this unit is its compact size which
enables it to be mounted on the motor board. Other

features ;nclude specially tailored networks to suit
most recording characteristics, and the use of the
latest Mullard B8A Valves.

Full details of this and other high fidelity equipment on
application.

Model

GOODSELL LTD.,

Is giving excellent results with Receivers

40, GARDNER STREET, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX

by Bush, Pye, H.M.V.. Marconi. Philips, etc.

It's to your advantage to write for fuller details.
RAINBOW RADIO MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.

Mincing Lane, Blackburn, Lancs., England

Demonstrations at :-

HOLLEY'S RADIO STORES, CAMBERWELL
H.P. Terms Available

OCTOBER 1950
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The 1949-50 edition of the Ediswan Mazda Valve Manual is now ready for
distribution. Containing 340 pages of data, characteristic curves and circuit
diagrams covering a wide range of Ediswan Mazda Valves and Cathode Ray
Tubes this handy pocket -sized booklet is essential to all Radio Engineers and
Designers and should be on the bookshelf of every Radio man. Send for your
copy now. Postal order 2/6d. (which includes postage and packing).
* This booklet is a condensed version of the Ediswan Loose-leaf Valve Manual and supplements the 1948-49
edition. A few copies of the 1948-49 edition are still available. price I/4d., including postage.

MAZDA
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. (Technical Publications Dept.), 155 Charing Cross Road, London,W.C.2.
RV220
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IDEAL BARGAINS FOR CONSTRUCTORS
Table Electric Gramophone or Record Player

CABINETS
polished
Beautifully
Walnut with Rumanian
Birch grille and feet.

Lid interior felted. Top

plate cut out for gramophone unit. Recessed
escutcheon plate fitted
in side for volume
control. Access trapdoor in base. Rubber
non -scratch feet. Sub baffle for 6iin. loudspeaker. External 16 x

14 x t2in. deep. Internal t5 X 13 X 7in.
below top plate, 3in.
above to lid. Solid and

finely built.

£3. 10. 0.
each, incl. Purchase Tax.
Packing and carriage 71 -

Similar quality Walnut

ASTOR BOISSELIER & LAWRENCE LTD.
Sales Dept: NStrand.

TABLE RADIO

a
a

Norfolk

Street,

jj

Works and Laboratories: West Drayton, Middlesex.

CABINETS
1111111110111111

W Cs2.

23 x 9 x 13in. high. Speaker
opening 7fin. square. Dial
opening 8i giin. Four gin.
holes for controls.

£2. 15.
N. MI E RS & CO. LTD.,

Packing and

O. each Carriage5:Telephone

EUSton,

7313.

115, Gower Street, London, W.C.I.
T.A. 3285

CONSTANT VOLTAGE

S. G. BROWN

POWER SUPPLY UNITS

Precision

SAPPHIRE NEEDLES

MODEL 101-C
Output: 250 400v. 0.250mA max.
Stability : Better than 0.I":,.
Output Impedance: Less than I ohm.
Output Ripple: Less than 2mV. R.M.S.
Mains Supply: 200 250v. 45-60c s.

ideal reproducing medium for
gramophone records. They give highfidelity reproduction with the minimum
wear on the record.
There are five types available and they are
The

Steel needle after
one playing.

designed and manufactured to suit all types
of pick-ups.

Regulation down to zero load.

TYPE NO. 5.

The enlarged
photographs were

taken after
laboratory

tests

using a standard
light -weight pickup with a pressure

at needle point of
one and one-third
ounces.

" Miniature Solid Sapphire"

Needle for use with light -weight
pick -a ps.

S. G. Brown needle gives a definite
improvement in fidelity of reproduction due

This

to its homogeneous nature.

PRICES. Nw, 1-4 10/1 ca. No. 5 13/4 ea.

Your lo:al dealer can
In cases ol

supply.

difficulty, apply direct.

** ***

A "TIP.' WORTH TAKING
An interesting and instructive Brochure giving

DETAILS ON REQUEST,

technical details, valuable information and advice
on the choice of an S. G. Brown Sapphire Needle
to suit your pick-up, will be sent on request

Write Dept. " W."

ALL -POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD.
CHERTSEY ROAD, BYFLEET, SURREY
Tel

1 yfleet 3224'5.

Sapphire needle

after two thousand
playings.

Telephoner
Watford 7241

SHAKESPEARE

STREET,

WATFORD,

HERTS
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Where excellent quality reproduction is essential . .
. the Metrorick

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
is the instrument to use
This instrument is designed to give excellent quality reproduction with the added advantages of being a self-contained unit, portable and attractive in appearance. Thus it will
prove ideal for Public Address work, educational authorities and similar organisations.

Supply :

SPECIFICATION.
200/2coV co c/s single-phase; consumption approximately
17o VA for full output.

Input :

Gramophone o2V for full output. Microphone oo2V for
full output. The two circuits can be mixed as required.
Impedance : 7 ohms, 15 ohms and 4c ohms.
zo watts with negligible distortion.
Output :
Tone Control : Continuously variable.
dbfrom Soto I coon c/s at zero position of tone control.
Response :
These are recessed to avoid damage and are illuminated
Controls :
when in operation.
81" X 8.1" X of".
Dimensions :
The instrument is housed in an attractive steel case, stove
Finish :
enamelled in cream or blue as desired. A leather carrying
handle is fitted.

METROPOLITAN -VICKERS ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER 17
R/E903

WIRELESS WORLD
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FOR THE DISCRIMINATING PA MAN
PORTABLE BATTERY; MAINS AMPLIFIER BM40

An attractive appearance and unique construction combined with first-rate performance give
this instrument a hallmark of distinction. Peak
power 4o watts, 3o watts undistorted. Designed
for both A.C. Mains and i2 -volt battery opera-

Provision for independent electronic
mixing of two microphones and one gramophone
channel. Built-in vibrator. Special tone control
circuit, with independent bass boost and
cut, and treble boost and cut.
These and many other features make the BM4o
the most up-to-date amplifier available.
tion.

List price £45

MOBILE CAMPAIGN OUTFIT MAI5

An ideal equipment for mobile applications,
giving crisp, clear messages. The outfit comprises : 15 watt amplifier for either 6 volts or
12 volts operation ;
hand microphone type
M.C.B., and co -axial weatherproof loudspeaker.

A gramophone input and battery -saver switch
are incorporated.
List price £42.

30 WATT PORTABLE AMPLIFIER PA30/B
LILISMMTIESIN!N1

A 3o watt amplifier for public address men.
Inputs for moving coil or ribbon microphones

and gramophone. Tone control. Illuminated
panel and output signal level indicator. Outputs :
7.5, 15 ohms and too volt line. Operates from
zoo/25o volts A.C. mains, or r2 -volt battery
when used with battery adaptor unit type LT3o.
An ideal equipment for P.A. vans, general
installations and outdoor requirements. Supplied
in a handsome portable case.
List price : PA3o/B Amplifier, £35
LT3o Battery Adaptor, in IOS.

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS LIMITED
CLAREM 0 NT WORKS, OLD HILL. STAFFS,

TEL.

CRADLEY HEATH 6212,3

October
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Important trends in
VALVE DESIGN
MULLARD TRIODE -OUTPUT PENTODE TYPE ECL80
The ECL80 comprises

a

triode RATINGS and CHARACTERISTICS In common with the other valves in

and an output pentode in one
envelope, the two sections having a
common cathode.

Vh
lh

It is primarily intended for television applications in which the
pentode section is the frame out-

Capacitances

put valve and the triode section is
the line oscillator. It may, however,

be employed for a wide variety of
other applications, among which
may be mentioned the following: -

1 Triode

as frame blocking
oscillator ; pentode as frame

output valve.

2 Triode as A.F. voltage amplifier ; pentode as sound output

the ECL80 has a heater rated at

6.3 V
0.3 A

0.3A and is, therefore, suitable for

use in equipment employing the

cgt-ap
cat-ap

0.07 1.14F

cgt-g1

0.1

cat-gl

0.1

Triode Section
cgt-k
ca -k

ca-gt

0.85 v.p.F
v.p.F

adequate performance at an H.T.

.2 µµF
0.3
0.8

transformerless technique for D.C.
A.C. operation. For the same reason,
also, the valve is designed for

11.1.1.F

voltage of 170V.

The addition of the triode in the

cin

5

p.:..LF

same envelope as the pentode, and
the low heater voltage rating (6.3V)
facilitates the design of receivers

tout

5

v.v.F

with a heater chain of less than

ca_gi

0.1

F

200V, including a limiting device to

cgt-h

< 0.05 tl.

Pentode Section

cgl-h

[I. 11.

<0.25 v.v.F

Characteristics

protect the heaters from excessive
surge currents.

Triode Section

valve.

Va

3 Triode as power grid detector;
pentode as sound output valve.

4 Triode as either frame or line
oscillator ; pentode as sync.

Vgt
la

gm
ra

1.4

12.5

mA/V

Kit

Pentode Section
V12
Vg3

5 Triode as frame interlace valve;
pentode as sync. separator.

VII

6 Triode as one half of a frame

Ig2
gm
ra

as

100 V

-2.3 V
4 mA
17.5

Va

separator.

multivibrator ; pentode
frame output valve.

the new Mullard television range,

H eater

la

111-g2

170 V
170 V
0

-6.7 V
1.5 mA
2.8 mA
3.4

mA/V

0.15 MO

Reprints of this article together with additional
data may be obtained free of charge from the
address below.
MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD.,
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT,

14

CENTURY HSE., SHAFTESBUR Y AVE., W.C.2

MVM 143
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rase gri/es NAvAe A(41/
MINIATURE AMERICAN TYPES
for AC/DC EQUIPMENT
A complete range of miniature B7G valves is now
available for 110 volt or 240 volt AC/DC equipment.
All these valves bear American type numbers.
TYPE 5005

Y

OUTPUT TETRODE for I IOv. Supply

I

.

SPECIAL HEPTODE
Supply Voltage

50.0 volts 0.15 amp

Heater Rating
Mutual Conductance
Power Output

TYPE 1213E6

110 volts

Heater Rating ...
Anode Impedance
Osc. Mutual Conductance
Conversion Conductance

7.5 mA,V
1.9 watts

250 volts

12.6 volts 0.15 amp.
0.5
7.5
0.43

1.0 meg.
7.5 mA/V
0.48 mA .'V

TYPE 19A615

OUTPUT TETRODE for 240v. Supply

VAR! Mu R.F. PENTODE

19 volts 0.15 amp.

Heater Rating ..

4.1 mAJV

Mutual Conductance
Power Output

Heater Rating
Anode Impedance
Mutual Conductance

4.5 watts

.

TYPE 35W4

1.5 meg.
4.4 mA V

0.25
4.3

TYPE 12AT6

HALF WAVE RECTIFIER
Heater Rating
R.M.S. Input
Rectified Current

12.6 volts 0.15 amp

DOUBLE DIODE TRIODE

35 volts 0.15 amp.
... 240 volts max.
... 100 mA. max.

DIMENSIONS :-Seated Height 21-' max

Diameter r max

Heater Rating
Voltage Gain

I

12.6 volts 0.15 amp.
33

.

42

DIMENSIONS:-Seated Height n- max
Diameter 1' max.

DINAR
WRITE NOW TO DEPT. 4530
for data sheet on the above valves.

TECHNICAL ADVICE SERVICE

STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES. LIMITED, FOOTSCRAY, SIDCUP, KENT.
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53 Ranges with Rotary Switch Selection

The

WESTON
5.75

This uniquely comprehensive Test Set has 53 ranges for
measuring A.C. and D.C. current and voltage, resistance
and insulation. It is completely self-contained, with internal batteries to provide power for the ohms ranges and
self-contained power pack for insulation measurement at

Multi -Range

Selection is carried out by two 20 -position switches.
A fully -protective safety device is fitted and is operative
for forward or reverse overload. The 150 -division 6in.
scale is uniformly divieei and is fitted with an anti -parallax
mirror. The set is enclosed in a handsome bakelite case
and fully complies with B.S.S. No. 89 covering first -grade
instruments. Full details of the ranges covered, and of the
complete specification, will gladly be supplied on request.

Test Set

SANGAMO WESTON LIMITED

5oov.

ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX
TELEPHONE: ENFIELD 8434 (6 LINES) AND 1242 (4 LINE.,)
TELEGRAMS: SANWEST, ENFIELD
BRANCHES
Glasgow, Newcastle -on -Tyne, Leeds, Manchester,
Wolverhampton, Bristol. Southampton & Brighton.

WIRELESS WORLD
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HIGH
TJALI'I'Y

EP ODIJC'1ION
"FIFTY and THIRTY WATT" CINEMA AMPLIFIERS
as illustrated for single or double P.E.C. input with
separate adjustable bias. Full range of tone controls to
suit

all needs with built-in Exciter Supply if required.
PRICES range from

341.?. gns. to 42.2 gns.
TYPE C.P. 20A AMPLIFIER
For AC Mains and 12 volt working giving 15 watts output,
ha,., switch change -over from AC to DC and " Stand-by "
positions. Consumes only 51 amperes from 12 volt battery.
Fitted with mu -metal shielded microphone transformer for
15 ohm microphone, provision for crystal or moving iron

pick-up with tone control for bass and top. Outputs for
7.5 and 15 ohms. Complete in steel case with valves.

PRICE £28 0 . 0.
FOUR-WAY ELECTRONIC MIXER
This unit has 4 built-in balanced and screened microphone
transformers, normally of 50-30 ohms impedance It has
5 valves and selenium rectifier supplied by its own builtin screened power pack consumption 20 watts. Suitable

for recording and dubbing, or large P.A.Installations
since it will drive up to six of our 50 watts amplifiers
whose base dimensions it matches. The standard model has an output impedance of
PRICE £2.4 0 0.
20,000 ohms or less, and any impedance can be supplied to order.

OTHER MODELS IN OUR RANGE OF AMPLIFIERS
PRICE 361 gns.
" SUPER -FIFTY WATT"
302 gns.
"THIRTY WATT"
-

10-15 WATT RECORD REPRODUCER "

These are fitted

in

251 gns.

well ventilated steel cases with
illustrated.

recessed controls, as

Full details upon request.
EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED.

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257.261 THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19
Telephones: LIB 2814 and 6242-3

Telegrams : " Vortexion, Wimble, London."
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Baffle at

to the latest
Concentric Duplex Twin
Corner Reflex Console at

* Details

on

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL
MANSFIELD

£13.5.0

request
RADIO

NEW MULLARD

CO.

LTD.

NOTTS

#igh ic tied

VALVE TESTER

...

REVOLUTIONARY DESIGN
AUTOMATIC
HIGH-SPEED
CATHODE-RAY INDICATOR
DAMAGE PROOF... CAN BE USED
BY NON -TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

...

...

...

In an expanding market, dealers have recognised the need for attaining
the highest standards of efficiency in their service departments. Once

again Mullard are ready to help-this time with a unique instrument
which will test valves more speedily, more accurately and more
economically than any other apparatus in the world. What is more,
the full force of Mullard sales promotion services will be available
to assist dealers to make the most of great new opportunities. Send
off the coupon now to obtain full details of the Tester and to book a
demonstration.

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD., VALVE SALES DEPARTMENT,
CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Please send details and arrange a demonstration of the Mullard High Speed Valve Tester

If you have no direct account with
Mullard, please give name of your
preferred wholesaler-

NAME

ADDRESS
MVM 144A

WIRELESS WORLD
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SELENIUM

genPrCel
RECTIFIERS

RATINGS

Max. Ambient Air Temperature
Max. Output Current
Max. R.M.S. Input Voltage

The range of low priced miniature
SenTerCel selenium rectifiers developed by STANDARD for use in radio

receivers is now extended by the
introduction of a larger rectifier
specifically for use in Television
receivers. This rectifier, Type R1V14,

is made with square high voltage

Max. Peak Inverse Voltage
Max. Instantaneous Peak Current

40'C.
250 mA.
250 volts
700 vo:ts

Unlimited

TYPICAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

60 mfd.
Reservoir Capacitor
Input
250 volts 625 mA. r.m.s.
290 volts 250 mA. mean D.0
Output
DIMENSIONS

Width

Height
Fixing Centres
Overall Length

1.375"
1.687"

4.250"

5.000'

plates and has these ratings.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2

RECTIFIER DIVISION Warwick Road, Boreham Wood, Herts.

Efs-tree 2401
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THE "EASYBUILT" TELEVISOR
Full constructional data in book form now available.
It comprises what is in our opinion the most practical.
economical and reliable method for the construction

PLAN YOUR
CAREER

by the amateur --of a full-size magnetic televisor.
The instructions given are detailed, precise and remarkably easy to follow. Both theoretical and practical (pointto-point) wiring diagrams are given. Our technical
experts have carefully examined the circuit and are most
enthusiastic ; we can find no inherent snags of a practical
nature which are likely to occur.

RADIO- TELEVISION
and other INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC subjects

The " EASYBUILT " is particularly suited for the home

ELEMENTARY &
ADVANCED COURSES

constructor as the designers have taken exceptional care
to specify only those components which are readily available at reasonable prices. IN FACT THE TOTAL COST

(LESS C.R. TUBE) SHOULD BE WELL UNDER £20.
We are making a special point of stocking all the specified
parts for the " EASYBUILT," and will have a demonstra-

tion model on view early in September. As usual, our
prices are extremely competitive.

ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE " EASYBUILT " TELEVISOR MANUAL NOW.
THE PRICE IS ONLY 2/6
POST FREE.

We shall include with each copy a priced parts list. All
components will be separately listed and available individually. Don't forget that those of you who buy the major
portion of your gear from us will be given every assistance
during AND after construction. London and Home Counties viewers will be able to bring the completed televisor
to us for service and alignment should this prove necessary.

DAYTIME
Principles and Practice of Radio - 1 year.
Telecommunication Engineering -2 years.
Electronic
Engineering -- 3 years (including one year's practical training in
E.M.I. Factories)-leading to C & G full Technological Certificate.
Marine and Air Radio Officers' Course (jar P.M.G. Licence).

HOME STUDY

Radio.

Television.

Industrial

Electronics
Maths. Physics. "Courses in Radio and
Television (Theory and Practice) for A.M.Brit.LR.E., and City and
Guilds Examinations." "Training also given in many other branches of
engineering including A.M.I.Mech.E.,A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.P.E., etc."

Write for FREE BOOKLET to Dept:
Associated with

3 NEW RELEASES -3 OUTSTANDING BARGAINS.

Amplifier Unit Type 3562.

Brand-new in cartons. Complete
in case size 12 x 9 x 8in. Valve line-up : one of 5U4, two of 807, one
of EF50 and an EA50 ; many high -voltage condensers and resistors
included. Easily converted to a high -output amplifier or modulator
unit. The useful chassis lends itself to amplifier construction, etc.,
19/6, plus 31- carr. and pkg. Don't miss this superb offer.

E.M.I.INSTITUTES MARCONIPHONE
10 PEMBRIDGE SQUARE, NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.2

Telephone : BAYswater 5131/2.

COLUMBIA
ETC

F. T6'I

Receiver Type R1147B. A 7 -valve UHF receiver, range approx.

200 Mc,s. PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR EASY CONVERSION TO

Valve line-up : two of EF50, 2 of EF36, and one each of
The receiver is beautifully constructed and fitted
with micro -condenser drive. Contained in black metal case size
144 Mc"s.

EBC33, RL7, RLI6.

BRAND-NEW IN USEFUL TRANSIT CASE which might
8 x 7 x 6in.
have been designed as a tool box ' ONLY 30/., carriage paid.
Receiver Unit Type 6A. Housed in case size 10 x 8 x Tins.
Frequency range 3-7 Mts. Valve line-up : 5 of EF50 and one each
EBC33, EF36, and 6K8. The dial is exceptionally well geared and
Slightly soiled condition externally but perfect inside.
calibrated.

oa a
it:Kkla

29;6, plus 2/6 carr. and pkg.

STILL GOING STRONG.
Medium -wave Command Receiver.

Frequency

range

metres. Valve line-up : three of 12SK7, one of 12SR7, one of 12K8
and a I2A6-all miniature types. Will readily convert into a car radio
or domestic receiver of outstanding performance. Unused and in
excellent condition. We provide circuit diagrams. f3:19.6, plus

2/6 carr. and pkg.

It gives radio in any
other room. It saves
moving the main set

Receiver Unit 25/73 (TRI 196).

Valve line-up : two of EF36, two of
Easily and rapidly converted to a
very fine superhet receiver (see " Practical Wireless " August, 1949).
Supplied complete with circuit and conversion data. In very good
condition indeed and offered at 22/6, post free.
Receiver Type 18. Complete with four battery valves. Frequency
range 6-9 Mc/s. Circuit diagram provided. 17/6, plus 1/- post and
EF39, one of EK32 and an EBC33.

about with its attendant risks.

45-Mc,s. " Pye" Strips. New. Less valves, 39/6 ; complete with
Contains 12 EF50, four of SP61 (CVI 18),
two of EB34, three of EASO, 13 pots and one VCR97 tube. This is the
finest Indicator Unit of them all. Unused condition, but chassis
slightly soiled. Offered to callers only. Price 6411916.
Amplifier Unit 18165. A neat and compact equipment incorporating the following valves : two of EF36, one of EBC33, and two EL32 ;
and microphone transformers, inter -valve transformers, numerous
condensers and resistances, etc. Are yea looking for something to
" break down " ? Then here is your chance ! An experimenter's
gold -mine for only 17/6, post paid.
Have you visited our easily accessible London premises ? A treasure
hcuse for the enthusiast. Come along and see ! A very competent
technical staff always at your service. Huge storks of valves, components

and TV/Radio equipment at attractive prices.

Many,

many

bargains for the caller.

Best Buy at Britain's

having to leave the door open. In
case of sickness it relieves boredom and keep
the patient cheerful.
Every Richard Allan speaker is a baffle speaker.

Richard Allan made the first popular modern baffle type
speakers and still leads the way.

Richard Allan gives higher value at lower prices.
There is a Richard Allan speaker to suit every room and

every pocket.

Consider these advantages and buy
a Richard Allan extension speaker.
Baby

c3R.
3

39/6

CHARLES BRITAIN (Radio) Ltd.

Minor 52/6

II,
UPPER
SAINT
LONDON, W.C.2

Bafflette

MARTIN'S
TEM.

LANE
0545

minute from Leicester Square Station (up Cranbourn Street)

Shop Hours : 9.6 p.m.

(9-I

p.m. Thursday).

Open all day Saturday

It enables

you to listen in another room without

pkg.

Indicator Unit Type 62A.

to q.

With of

200-600

all valves 62,6, carriage paid.

oao

Major 65 -

t44 0

De -Luxe

E4 IS 0
Console
E6 IS 0
Prestige

tI2 19

RADIO LTD.,BAFFLETTE HOUSE, BATLEY,YORKSHIRE.
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LONG RANGE TELEVISOR KITS
FOR

THE LONDON OR BIRMINGHAM FREQUENCIES
at

the

same

price

the

as

standard

kit

£17 -17 -0
As is usual in all Premier Kits every single item down to the last Bolt and Nut is supplied.
layout diagrams and theoretical circuits are included.

All chassis are punched and

Five Easy to Assemble Kits are supplied :VISION RECEIVER with valves, carriage 2'6
L3 13 6
L2 14 6
SOUND RECEIVER with valves, carriage 2/6
i2 7 6
TIME BASE with valves, carriage 2/6
L6 3 0
POWER SUPPLY UNIT with valves, carriage 5 i2 18 6
TUBE ASSEMBLY, carriage and packing 2/6
This unit includes the VCR97 Tube, Tube Fittings and Socket and
a 6in. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker with closed field for Television.
The Instruction Book costs 2/6, but is credited if a Kit for the complete
Televisor is purchased.
Any of these Kits may be purchased separately ; in fact, any single
part can be supplied. A complete priced list of all parts will be

found in the Instruction Book.
20 Valves are used, the coils are all wound and every part is tested.

All ,you need to build a complete Television Receiver is a screwdriver, a pair of pliers, a soldering iron and the ability to read a
theoretical diagram.
The following sensitivity figures prove that the Premier Televisor Kit is capable
of reception at greater distances than any other standard commercial kit or
receiver whether T.R.F. or Superhet.
Sensitivity

...

VISION RECEIVER.
25juv for 15y peak to peak measured at the

...
...
Sound Rejection
Adjacent Sound Rejection ...

Anode of the Video Valve.
Better than 40 db.
Midland Model. Better than 50 db.

SOUND RECEIVER.
Sensitivity

...

20pv. Vision Rejection. better than 50 db.

A well -made walnut finish PEDESTAL CABINET is .available from stock

at

15/1011 plus 7/6 carriage and packing.

Working Models can be seen during transmitting hours at our Fleet Street and Edgware Road Branches.

PRE -AMPLIFIER FOR FRINGE RECEPTION AREAS
We can supply the complete kit of parts to make this wide band width Pre Amplifier, using 2 EF54 Pentodes. Powered by the TV Kit, it is completely
screened. With all parts, valves, chassis, diagrams, etc., 27/6. All parts
available separately.

When ordering Televisor kits
PLEASE STATE IF THE LONDON OR BIRMINGHAM MODEL IS REQUIRED

BRANCHES AT

207, EDGWARE RD., W.2

AND

Phone : AMBassador 4033

AT 152.1 5 3 , FLEET STREET, E.C.4 Phone: CENtral 2833
All POST ORDERS to 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, LONDON, E.5
'Phone AMHerst 4723
Terms of Business: Cash with order o C.O.D. over CI. Send 2d. Stamp for list.

EDGWARE ROAD S OPEN UNTIL 6 p.m. ON SATURDAYS

OCTOBER 1950
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WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER KIT. The Premier Kit
includes output transformer and all valves. Nothing
else to buy, B10/10/-.
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

RN

A LARGE NEW PURCHASE ENABLES US TO OFFER
AT A LOWER PRICE THAN EVER R107. ONE OF
THE ARMY'S FINEST COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS.
(See W.W." Au gust, 1945. )

to specification, 63/-.
Mains Transformers,45/..
MULLARD WIE88/8 Sin. MAGNETIC TUBES. We can
offer a limited quantity of these new and unused Tubes
at 6/1/15/-. TO CALLERS ONLY.
V.C.R.97. C.R. Tubes. New and tested to give fullsize picture, 65/- each.
The f °flowing C.R. Tubes for callers only
Diameter Persistence
Type
VCR517E (CV1595)
VCR522 (CV1522)

PREMIER MIDGET RADIO KIT. Due to greatly
increased production we are now able to offer this Kit
at a greatly reduced price. Including an attractive

213/1--

1616
8012
843
1625

51-

10/-

616 CV67 (Klystron)
GU50 (CV1072)
ay- 1626 (CV1756) .
10/- BL63 (CV1102) ..

613/8 Magnetron
(CV186)
861

10/10/10/25/7/6
20/6/6
10!3,6

805
803
868A

wavebands between 200 and 557 metres. Two models
are produced, one for 200-250 volt A.C. mains, and the
other for 200-250 volts A.C. or D.C. mains. Both are

5/-

5/- U19 (0V187) .
8/6 956 (CV649) ...
6/6 NS2 (CV1199) ..

717A (CV10594)

PREMIER MIDGET SUPERRET KIT. This powerful
Midget Superhet Receiver is designed to cover the shortwave bands between 16 and 50 metres and the medium

100TH

5/5/8/6
2/8
8/-

5/.

716

8/8
8/6
6/6
V1906 (CV20) .
6/6
.CV1510
6/6
RA75
12/8
EL266 (CV15) .. 20/MY114B (0V3505)
6/6
STV/280/80 ...
6/6
GTIC
8/8
VU120A
8/6
GUI (081262)

..

35T
WITT (OVID)
GDT40
072A
VU133A
ELECTRON MULTIPLIER PHOTO CELL TUBES.

supplied with the same plastic cabinet as the TRF

The A.C. valve line-up is 6K8, 610, 6Q7,
6V6 and a Selenium Rectifier. The A.C./D.C. line-up is
the same, with the exception of the output valve, which
Receiver.

is a 25A6. The dial is illuminated, making a very attractive receiver.
Complete kit of partswith cabinet and diagrams, 66/19/6
inc. Purchase Tax.
State if A.C. or A.C./D.C. is required.

Type 931A. Brand new. Guaranteed, 30/-.
Base, 2/6.
T.V. WHITE RUBBER MASH.

We can now supply a specially designed White Rubber
Mask for bin. C.R. Tubes at 7/6 each.
gin. White Masks, 9/8. 12in. White Masks, 15/-.

In Brown,

SUPER QUALITY TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENS.

COLLARD. AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS.

Increase picture site

to suit Sin., filn. or Tin. Tubes.

Type RC500 Rim -drive. Plays nine 10in. or .121n.
records. A.C. 100/250 v., with High Fidelity Magnetic

or Crystal Pick-up. 210/151-.
£11/8/4.

60/7/6

API (CV1314)
DQP (0V1141)

24/19/6, inc. Purchase Tax.
State if A.C. or A.C. /D.C. is required.

Long

10/- HY114B (CV3505) 15/RN MR300/E(CV3068) 15/-

V888 (CV1068)
51191 (CV12)
VT30 (CV1030)
C17 (CV1113)
E1232 (CV92)
PT25H (CV1046)

the receiver presents a very attractive appearance.
Coverage is for the medium and long wavebands.
Complete kits of parts with cabinet and diagrams.

Short

51in.
Olin.
1 fin.

10/- RL18 (CV1197)

832

high. The valve line up is 6K7, 6J7. 6V6 and a Selenium
Rectifier in the A.C. model ; and 6K7, 6J7, 25A6 and a
Selenium Rectifier In the A.C.JD.C. model. Both are for
use on 200 to 250 volt mains. The dials illuminated, and

r Ivory, 17/6.

..
..
..

705A

Brown or Ivory Bakelite case, 121n. long xl5in. wider. 6iu.

PLASTIC CABINETS, as illustrated above.

Price

15/20!15/ Short
AU have 4 v. Heaters. Screen colour is green.
TRANSMITTING AND SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES.
ACRE (CV 13E11)

considerably, 25/. each.
PERMANENT MAGNET FOCUS POTS.

With Sapphire Stylus

all Tubes, 15'-. Please state Tube used.

Ava Heide for

9 valves, R.F. amp. me. Frequenc) Changer, 2 1.F,
(465 kc.), 2nd Detector, A.V.C. Af. amp. B.F.O. A.0
mains, 100-250 v. or 12 v. accum. Frequency range,

17.5 to 7 Mc/s, 7.35 Me/s to 2.9 Mc/s, 2.0 to 1.2 Mc/s.
Monitor L.8. built-in. Complete. Write I or full details
Price 512/12/-. plus 21/. carriage and packing.
BATTERY CHARGERS.

Input 100/250 V-. A.C. Output 15 volts at 16 amps.
Continuously variable metered output. Usual price 624
Our price, £10/10/- each, plus 10/- carriage.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS.

All incorporate Metal Rectifiers.

suitable for 200-250 v. A.C. 50 cycles.

Transformers are

Cat. N o.
2002. Charges 6 -volt Accumulator at 1 amp.
Resistance supplied to charge 2 v.

Price

7 x 31 x tin.

3/3

9i x 41 x 21n.

COLLARD GRAMOPHONE UNITS.

THE NEW

High-grade Rim -drive Motors, complete with Pick-up
and Automatic Stop -Start. A.C. 100/250. With Magnetic Pick-up, 65/3/2. With Crystal Pick-up, 65/17/7

PREMIER 1950 CATALOGUE
contains all the newest TV Kits, Components, Aerials, Tubes, etc., in addition to
thousands of Radio Bargains.

COLLARD GRAMOPHONE UNITS AT NEARLY HALF

Motor, Tone arm and Pick-up in one unit.
Auto Stop -Start, variable speed, 191n turntable Induction Motor for 100/250 v., 50 cycles, with Magnetic
Pick-up, 66/6/-. With CrystalPick-up, 57/4/3.
PRICE.

Now ready - 6d.

CONRAD GRAMOPHONE MOTORS.

A reliable Rim -drive Motor f or A.C. 200-250 v. operation

SUPER MOVING COIL MIKE AND STAND. We have
purchased the entire stock of a famous Manufacturer of

52/17/6.

LESS THAN HALF

10/-

13/8

101m 23/6
12in. 36/6

MOVING COIL EARPIECES.

Comprise a Skin. Moving Coll Loudspeaker fitted with
noise -excluding rubber caps.
Make excellent Mikes.
Phones or Speakers, 2/- each.
SPECIAL HEADPHONES OFFER. High-grade Double
Headphones, using balanced armature units, D.C. Res.
60 ohms, 3/6 per pair. Matching transformer if required
2/8 each.
SPECIAL OFFER OF ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
16 + 16 mf. 500 v. working
4/11
4/3
8 + 8 mf. 500 v. working
32 + 32 mf. 350 v. working, all. cans
4/11
32mf. 350 working
2/8
16mf 350 v. working, all. cane
2/6
16mf 450 v. working, cardboard
3/6
8mf 450 v. working, cardboard
2/3
4m1 600 v. working, cardboard
2/8
16 + 8 450 v. working, all. cans
4/11
AU Capacities and Voltages available.

5/.; 3.5 amp., 5,- : Slim 2 amp., 6/6; Electrostatic
51in. 2kV, 25/-.

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER KIT.

All parts to construct an eliminator to give an output
of 120 volts at 20 mA. and 2 volts to charge an accumulator. Uses metal rectifier, 35/,

TELEVISION AERIALS. The K.A. Loft Aerial for those

close to the transmitter, London or Birmingham frequency, 20/-.
WALL FIXING DIPOLE, 32/6.

WALL FIXING DIPOLE, with reflector, fa-.
See our new catalogue for complete range.

10/ -

MAINS NOISE ELIMINATOR KIT.

CO -AXIAL CABLE.

5ht.
bin.

500 microamps, 7:6. Ail 3lin. outside diameter. 1 mA,
15/11 30 mA, 10/6 ; 200 mA, 8/6 ; 500 microamPs,
19/8 ; Thermocouple meters, 211n., 2,5 amp., 5/ ; 3 amp.

101-

6/3
6/10
7/11
8/8

SOM..
THE USUAL PRICE.
LOUDSPEAKERS by famous makers.
21 in.
9/Sin. 12/8

All 21in. outside diameter
1 mA, 7/6 ;_ 5 mA, 5/-; 50 mA, 8/6 ;
6/- ;
20 amp., 7/6 ; 40 amp., 7/6 ; 20 v.. 5/9 ; 40 v., 5/9 ;

5/8

6/11
7/3
7/11

65/5/- Super Moving Coil Mike, with a chromium plated

WE OFFER THE PAIR AT 79/6.

MOVING COIL METERS.

4/6/8

10 x 8 x 21in.
12 x 9 x 21in.
14 X 9 x 21in.
16 X 8 x 21in.
20 x 8 x 21in.
22 X 10 x 2/in.
10 X 9 x 3in
12 x 10 x Sin.
14 x 10 x Sin.
16 x 10 x 3M.
20 x 10 x 3in

Two epecially designed chokes with three smoothing
condensers with circuit diagram. Cuts out all mains
noise. Can be assembled inside existing receiver, 6/ -

PA Equipment at a very low price, and are offering a
folding stand to match. The list price of the stand was

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
All a ref or use on 230 volt 50 cycle Mains.
Price
Type
26'42 500-0-500 v. 170 mA., 4 v. 4 a.
53 250-0-260 v. 60 mA., 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a
15 64 275-0-275 v. 60 mA., 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a.
15 250-0-250
v.
100
mA.,
5
v.
2
a.,
6.3
v.
3-5
a.
55
17, 6

207, EDGWARE ROAD, W.2

complete.

Super quality cable, consisting of a centre copper core,
a polyvinii resintypeinsulator,a ilexiblescreen,a weatherproof P.V.C. outer cover. Just the thing for Television

lead-in, super mike cable, etc., 80 ohms
Cat. No. C.755, St per foot.

impedance.

GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER KIT.

Consists of Complet Kit of Parts for a 25 watt, Mains operated 2 -stage Amplifier for use with any type of
pick-up. Volume and tone controls are incorporated.
Output Impedance le 3 ohms.

Cat. No. AMP147. Price complete, 59/8. For 200.250 v.
mains with valves and, diagrams.
SECTIONAL WHIP AERIAL. Three sections which plug

into each other making an aerial 12ft. long. Thinnest
section tin. diam., thickest section fin. diam. Weather
proof enamel. 3/9 each complete. Carriage II-.
INSULATED BASE for above 2/6 each.

METER KIT.

A FINRANTI 500 MICROAMP M/C MEYER, with
separate High Stability, High Accuracy, Resistors to
measure, 15, 60, 150 and 600 volts D.C. Scale length
diameter 21 in. 101 -the complete kit.
5 KY. ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER. Scale length
31in., flush mounting, 4fin., diameter, 22/10/-.

BRANCHE

Phone : AMBassador 4033
AND
All POST ORDERS to 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, LONDON, E.5.
'Phone : AMHerst 4723.
Terms of Business Cash with order or C.O.D. over £1. Send 2d. stamp for list.
EDGWARE ROAD IS OPEN UNTIL 6 p.m. ON SATURDAYS
:

Price

Accumulator
£1/2/6
2003. Charges 12 -volt Accumulator 1 amp
E.1/7/6
2004. Output 15 v. 4 a. Variable Resistance
and Meter
23/15/2005. Output 15 v. 6 a. Variable Resistance
and Meter
15/-/2007. Output 30 v. 5 a. Variable Resistance
and Meter
561-l2009. Output 24 v. 3 a. Variable Resistance
5415/ and Meter
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 16 S.W.G. Substantially made
of bright aluminium with four sides.

AT -
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MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

Now being Delivered !

PREMIER
TELEVISOR
KITS
FOR LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM
USING 9" OR 12" MAGNETIC C.R. TUBES

including all parts, valves and loudspeaker, but excluding C.R. TUBE

(Carriage and Packing 15

CIRCUIT DETAILS
The Vision Receiver consists of 4

R.F.

stages (EFS4's) which are followed by a Diode

Detector and Noise Limiter (6H6) which is
directly coupled to the Video valve (EF54).
Complete Kit with valves, £3 16'0.
Carriage and packing 2%6.

The Sound Receiver comprises

3

R.F.

stages (6SH7's) followed by a Double Diode
Triode (607), which acts as Detector and

L.F. Amplifier. A Noise Limiter (EA50) is
also incorporated. The output valve (6V6)

drives a 10in. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker with
closed field magnet, which is included in the
Time Base Kit.
Complete Kit with valves, £3'1 0.
Carriage and packing 2 6.

The Time Bases employ blocking

oscil-

lators on both Line (6SH7 and 807), and Frame
(VRI37 and 6V6). E.H.T. (Non -lethal) is

taken from the Line Output Transformer
through a voltage doubler employing two
valves (VUIII). The Sync separators are 6H6
and 6V6.
Permanent Magnet Focusing.

Complete Kit with valves, E8 5/6.
Carriage and packing S'-.

The Power Supply is from a double wound
mains transformer completely isolating the
receiver from the mains. The H.T. Rectifier
is a 5U4G.
Complete Kit with valves £4'166.

" MAGNETIC "

Carriage and packing 5 -.

EACH KIT OR INDIVIDUAL PART AVAILABLE SEPARATELY

CONSTRUCTION

The following sensitivity figures prove that the Premier Televisor Kit is capable

of

reception at greater distances than any other standard commercial kit or receiver whether
T.R.F. ,r Superhet.

VISION RECEIVER

BOOK

Sensitivity : 25 AV for I5V peak to peak measured at the Anode of the Video Valve
Sound Rejection : Better than 40 db.
Adjacent Sound Rejection : Midland Model. Better than 50 db

3/-

SOUND RECEIVER
Sensitivity

:

20µV. Vision Rejection

:

Batter than 50 db.

-152-153, FLEET STREET, E. C.4
Terms of Business

207,

:

Cash with order or C.O.D. over El.

EDGWARE ROAD

IS

OPEN UNTIL

Phone: CENtral 2833

Send 2d. stamp for list.
6

p.m

ON SATURDAYS
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STILL AVAILABLE

T

TELEVISION
SCOOP
T.V. CHASSIS

10,e'
'Wet id Renimmed

e4Fleee Retitdrial

BIRMINGHAM FREQUENCY

BEST VALUE EVER
15 VALVES. LARGE 10" BLACK AND
WHITE PICTURE. BRAND NEW AND
UNUSED.
This is not a kit, but a factory -built job. Fully assembled and tested,
made by a well-known manufacturer.
Sound and vision R.F. unit uses latest type miniature valves, 8 of
6AM6 and 2 of BALA.
Permanent magnet focussing.

Complete with all valves and 10in. cathode ray tube type 108K,
fitted with a special ion trap to prevent screen burn.
High quality sound with Elac Sin. p.m. speaker. Closed field.
Hard valve time bases on frame and line, uses 2 7C5 and 1 62BT.
Line fly back E.H.T. 6.7 Kv., non -lethal using EY51.

LASKY'S
PRICE

£25-0-0

COMPLETE WITH 10" C.R.
TUBE, 15 VALVES AND 8"

SPEAKER NO EXTRAS
REQUIRED.

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE 37/6

Power supplies 200-250 volts, 50 c.p.s. input. Auto wound mains transformer, with two 0 volt and one 5
volt windings for valve heaters. 53KU rectifier.
Dimensions : 15iin. wide, 15kin. deep, 14iin. high including C.R. tube.
Make no mistake, this is no Ex. -Government lash-up, but a new television receiver, complete in every detail,
ready to function. Mount it in a cabinet of your own choosing, in a wall or any location that meets your
requirements. Complete working instructions and circuit diagrams, for future reference, supplied with each
receiver. If you need any further details please write for them, or better still call and view.

SOLD ONLY AT LASKY'S RADIO 370, HARROW ROAD,
Phone: CUNNINGHAM 1979.

PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.9

Send also for a copy of our current Bulletin giving full details of our stocks of new manufacturers surplus components, valves, transformers, etc., also Ex. -Government equipment. Enclose a 2kd. stamp with your name

and address, for a copy by return.

RADIOMENDERS LIMITED
FOR SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS AND REWINDS
e

AMATEURS' WINDINGS, TRANSFORMERS

ALL TYPES, CHOKES, PICK-UP COILS,

INSTRUMENT COILS, Etc.
Highest workmanship

Good Delivery

TREVISION
IN7 ERFERENCE
AVIPARXISOU
No adverse effect.

RADIOMENDERS, LTD.
Television & Radio Apparatus, Transformer & Coilwinders.

123-5-7 Parchrnore Road,
THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
V 2261.

Trade enquiries invited.

Established 16 years.

P444 (plug-in).

In stocks.
P445 (screw -in).

Pie in a second,
A.F. BULGIN acco.LT o

BYE PASS ROAD, BARKING,
ESSEX
RiPpletuayr 3 4 7 4 -9._
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DON'T MISS THESE BARGAINS
RELAYS.

LIQUIDATOR'S STOCK

AM ERICAN
heavy

tacts.

made
duty

with
con-

Polished walnut radio cabinet size zo x 12 x 7iin, complete w:th L., M. and
S. dial, size 7 61in. and backplate with magic eye cutout, also with drilled
chassis and hardboard back. You will find it quite a simple matter to
complete this into a very handsome receiver of the £15 class. Limited
quantity, price 32;6, plus 2/6 carriage for the 5 items.

Sensitive

type which closes
at
approximately

4 m.A., 12/6. Non sensitive

type for

closing on 12-24v.,
4'6.

pXTRA
-1--

extra

light
weight,
for
sensitive

TRANSMITTING VALVES.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.
is the
communications receiver
THIS
type No. R.1155 which is one of the

high speed or radio control

work, weight only If oz.,
closes on 2 m.A., solid,

finest communication sets ever made. Designed by leading engineers and made by one
of our famous Companies, this receiver will

platinum change -over contacts, adjustable pressure.
Price 13/6.

undoubtedly give you years of good listening.
The
receiver covers the broadcast bands, long waves

Most readers will know it fairly well.
is the VT31, a
THE
valve illustrated
transmitting
tetrode with an R.F. output

of 25o watts. The overall size of this valve
is 144in. long by 64in. across the bulb. We
are able to offer this American made valve at
18/6, which is only a fraction of original cost.
So this is your chance to do some experimenting or to make that special piece of
equipment. Its heater is rated at 12/. 8a.
We have many other transmitting valves
in stock at equally interesting prices, we

T OTALLY
enclosed,

in bakelite, this

relay has a 24v.
coil but can of
be

course

a few below and invite your enquiries
for any not listed :803 Tetrode 125 watts, htr. toy. 5a., zo/8o5 Triode 125 watts, htr. boy. 3/a., 1oi813 Tetrode too watts, htr. boy. 5a., 35/DET5 Triode 25 watts, htr. 4v. 2a., 12/6
RK28A. See 8c3 above.
TZ4o Triode 40 watts, htr. 7.5v. 2.5a., 27/6
DET25 Triode 36 watts, htr. 6v. 1.25a., is:TZo5/2o Triode 40 watts, htr. 6v. Eta., 15/807 Tetrode, 3o watts, htr. 6.3v. .9a., 5/6
6L6 Tetrode 12.5 watts, htr. 6.3v. .9a., 8/9
6J6 dbl. Triode 3.5 watts, htr. 6.3v. .45a., to/6
35T Triode so watts, htr. 5v. 41., 25/..
list

re-

wound for mains
operation.

Its

contacts are suitable for breaking
zo amps. Price,

4/6, 481- doz.

POST Office types.

Upright mounting,
prices as follows : sensi-

tive types with coil resistances of 2,000 ohms
and over with

1

PLEASE INQUIRE ABOUT OTHER
TYPES.

pr. of

contacts 7/6, with 2 pr. of
contacts, 8/-, then 6d.

RECTIFYING VALVES (MERCURY).

extra per pair of contacts.

VU29 600 m.A. @ 4,00ov., htr. 41/. 0a., 7/6

866A 240 M.A. @, 10,000V., htl. 2.5w. 5a., 10/6
872 1250 M.A. @ i0,000v., htr. 5v. 7.5a., 17/6
RZ1 iso t 5o m.A.
r,000 v., htr. 4v. 4a., 15 /VU5o8 1,000 m.A.
8,000v., htr. 4v. 3a., 15/-

Medium sensitivity type

i,000 ohms and over
with x pr. of contacts,
4/6 extra contact as above.
Low voltage types coil

htr. 4v. ria.,

GU21 3,500 M.A. @

resistances of too ohms
pr. of
and over with
contacts, 3/6 extra con-

and medium waves, and short waves up to
20 MC/S. It contains so valves and really

brings

the

stations

in.

August

prices :

£6/sos. for a good complete receiver ; i7/ los.
for same grade receiver tested and re -aligned ;

£8/i5s. tor unused receiver, or £9/15s. for
unused receiver tested and re -aligned. All
plus partly returnable packing case deposit
and carriage charge of fol.-.

SERVICE DATA.
service sheets,
covering British
receivers which have been sold in
quantities, and which every service
engineer is ultimately bound to meet. The
following makers are included : Aerodyne,
Alba, Bush, Cossor, Ekco, Ever -Ready,

100

big

Ferguson, Ferranti, G.E.C., H.M.V., Kolster
Brandes, Lissen, McMichael, Marconi, Mullard, Murphy, Philco, Phillips, Pye, Ultra.

Undoubtedly a mine of information invaluable
to all who earn their living from radio servicing. Price
for the complete folder.

OUR folder No. 2 consists of too data
sheets coveting most of the popular
American T.R.F. and superhet receivers
" all dry " etc., which have been imported
Names include Sparton,
Emmerson, Edmiral, Crossley, R.C.A. Victor,
etc. Each sheet gives circuit diagrams and
component values, alignment procedure,
etc., etc. Price for the folder of too sheets
is it. Post free.

into this Country.

PLUG AND SOCKET.

gHER
TYPES WITH OUTPUTS UP TO
1 -.T
5 AMPS.

x

tacts as above.

RECEIVING VALVES.

WE carry a full range of all types ancient
and modern, send for special list, or if
in a hurry ask us to send your valves C.O.D.
We also stock Tungar Rectifiers, Voltage
Regulators, Photo Cells, Magnetrons, Clystrons, Thyratrons, etc., etc. Send us your

CONTACTOR for breaking
v- 25 amps., coil voltage is 24v.
D.C., but with a re -wind or a
small rectifier these will close off
A.C. mains. Very heavy duty
solid silver contacts. Price 216,

enquiries.

15/- doz.

known as Selector
It consists of a solenoid,

sometimes

A Switch toB.
the armature of which is connected to a

ratchet wheel so that each time the solenoid

is energised the ratchet wheel moves round one
notch. Secondary switches are built-in

which permit continuous running, inching,
following a four position switch and undoubtedly a host of other operations. Articles have

appeared in journals showing how these may be

operated by radio impulses and thus control
models. Price 3/9 each, 36/- per dozen.

R

tremely robust and ideal for P.A. or
Ideal also foi taking power to
units as it insulates the ends of the wires.
Contacts are quite sui table for carrying up to
to amps. so this can be used for lighting or
outside work.
power.

Price 2/6 per pair.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

IMPULSE OPERATED RELAYS.

THIS is

THIS brass cased plug and socket is ex -

Lowest priced TV. parcel yet offered ! This comprises an ex -Govt. unit
which among a host of other parts contains II 6.3v. valves and an excellent
wide bandpass LF. strip. With this we give without extra charge all the
data showing how a really good TV. receiver can be made using this unit.
Extra parts are needed of course but with the main unit at this low price
the total cost should not exceed Po. Price for the unit complete with the
at valves and the data is only 22/6, plus 2/6. Send today or you may miss
this bargain.

Orders under £2 add x/6, under £i add I/-.
all items at time of going to press List 6d.

Good stock of
Postable items can be sent C.O.D. additional charge approx. xi-.
Telephone : Ruislip 578o

EfillffiAlfiT (2) ELECTRON HOUSE, Windmill Hill, RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDX,

OCTOBER 1950
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D. COHEN
RADIO

Purchased from the Liquidator of Miniradio :-

MAINS
TRANSFORMERS
Primary 200-250 v.
each 1/6 extra.

TELEVISION COMPONENTS

&

ENERGISED
SPEAKERS

MIDGET BAKELITE CABINET 7fin. x SI in. x Sin. c/w. 5 -valve S/H chassis
med./long wave scale and back (Takes std. twin gang condenser and 31 in.

speaker), 15/,
EXTENSION SPEAKER 4in. wide x 4f in. high x Sin. deep at base tapering
to 2+ in. c/w. 3f n. speaker. 15,-.
Colours of both the above: Cream, walnut, black and maroon. State second
choice when ordering.

P. & P. on

i

Drop thro' 350-0-350 v. 70 mA,
6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 1316.

LINE AND FRAME COIL ASSEMBLY. Frame coils wound but not fitted
(full instructions supplied). High impedance frame; low impedance line,

Semi -shrouded, drop-thro' 280-C280 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp. 15'-.
Semi -shrouded, drop-thro' or
upright mounting 280 - 0 -230
BO mA, 4 v. 6 amp., 4 v. 2 amp

matching 5-1. 7'6.

PERMANENT MAGNET FOCUS ASSEMBLY with variable adjustment,

Bin. 2,000 ohm field with 0.P
trans. 5,000 ohm imp.

15,6

1,000 ohm field with O.P.
trans. 5,000 ohm imp. 12;6.
10in.
1,000 ohm
field with
Sin.

5,000 ohm impedance O.P. trans.,

or push-pull trans. 6 v. 6 match
ing.

17/6.

P. & P.

- each extra.

12/6.

6fin. SPEAKER (P.M.) specially made for Television with closed field,

Auto -wound HT. 280 volts at

complete with O.P. transformer.

amp., rectifier winding (upright
or drop-thro') 1016.
Heater Transformers Pri. 200250 v. 6 v. If amp. 6/-; 2, 4 or

Comprising 5 -valve superhet chassis with transformer cut-out, size 13f in. x
6in. x 2in., with L.M. & S. scale, size 7in. x Sin. Back plate two supporting
brackets, drive drum, pointer, two -speed spindle, twin gang condenser. Mains
transformer 250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 6 v. 4 amp Pri. 2001250 6fin. ROLA energised
Plus Z. post and packing.
speaker and 6 x 5 Rect.

TUNING CONDENSERS

6 -STATION SWITCHED SUPERHET COIL UNIT, by famous manu-

Post on the above items,

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL

360 mA, 4 v. 3 amp. 2 v. 3 amp.,
or 6 v. 3 amp. Separate 4 v. 3

6 v. 2 amp., 7/6.

28/

P. & P., each 9d.

facturer. Ideal for Car Radio or radio set. Range coverage Pos. I, 200-30C m. ;
2, 250-360 m.; 3, 250-360 m.; 4, 320-460 m.; 5, 400-550 m.; 6, 1100-1850 m.;
no oscillator required for lining up, complete with Circuit and medium and long
wave frame aerial. 21/-, post and packing, 1/-.

ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS

PRE -ALIGNED MIDGET 465 Kc. Q.I20, made for the above Coil Unit, 8/6

50 mfd. 50 work. 1.9.
16-24 mfd. 350 work. 2/11.
100 mfd. 12 v. work. 1/3.
16-16 mfd. 450 work. 3;6.
50 mfd. 12 v. work. 1/-.
25 mfd. 25 v. work. 1/...
8 x 32 mfd. 450 work. 4/-.
16 x 8 mfd. 450 work. 3/9.
8 mfd. 450 v. work. 1/11.
250 mfd. 12 v. work. 1/3.
16 x 32 mfd. 450 v. work. 4/6.

per pair, post 6d.

CHASSIS TO FIT COIL UNITS AND IFs, size I !fin. x Stin. x I
MAINS TRANS. TO FIT ABOVE CHASSIS. Pri. 200R50 volt.

MINIATURE 465 KC I.F.s (slightly larger than the above item), Q.I20.
Per pair 10/-.

3fin.

with

less

trans.

trans.
8/6

Sin.

126

6fin.

12/6
14/3
17/6

8in.
10in.

International octal.
EF50 ceramic 7d. each.

Paxolin

4d

each.

Moulded

Moulded B7G slightly
International octal, 6d. each.
soiled id. each.
LINE CORD. 3 -way 0.3 amp. 180 ohm per yard. 10d. per yard.
CERAMIC PFS. 3 each of the following: 330, 220, 180 & 82, 2/6.
VOLUME CONTROLS, by famous Manufacturer. Long spindle and

8/9

switch, f, f, I and 2 meg., 3/3 each. 20, 25 and 50 k., 3/- each.
VOLUME CONTROLS, by famous Manufacturer. Long spindle less switch,

11/9
14/6

Post and packing on above items
I/ -each extra.

5 k., 50 k.,500 k., meg., 1,6 each.
I

MAINS DROPPERS
ohms.

t

VALVE HOLDERS.

6d

extra.

Sec.

P. & P.
and layer type H.T. and L.T. Battery, 90
STANDARD 465 KC. 1.F.s. Iron cored Q.I 20, 7/- per pair.
MINIATURE 465 KC. I.F.s. Type M400B. 12/6, plus 6d. post and packing.

P.M. SPEAKERS

trimmers and drum, 4,7.

.2 amp. 1,000 ohms tapped 900

with trimmers; pair of IRE coils; 4 international Octal valve holders; wave
change switch and Erie 20k pot with switch, 176 plus 1/6 post and packing.
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising Midget twin gang with slowmotion drive; Pair Midget 465 Kc. IFs.; frame aerial; medium wave osc. coil

8 x 8 mfd. 450 work. 3/3.
30 x 30 mfd. 350 work. 3/9.

.0005 twin gang with feet, 4/..
.0005 twin gang, fitted feet,

2/6.

250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 6 v. 4 amp., 134, post and packing, 1/..
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising chassis I Okin. x 51 in. x 2in. with
speaker and valve holder cut-outs; ROLA Sin. P.M. with O.P. trans.; twin gang

8 mfd. 500 v.
2/6.
16 mfd. 500 v. 3/6.

Size

I

1116.

1/9.

.2 amp. 717 ohms tapped 100
ohms.

1/6.

.3 amp. 520 ohms tapped. 2/6 ea.

WAVE CHANGE
SWITCHES
3 pole 2 -way
4 pole 4 -way
I pole 12 -way
2 pole 12 way
P. & P. 3d. each.

1/2
1/9

2/6
3/6

TELEVISION MASKS
White Rubber. 9in. with glass
I2in. with glass. 15/-.
10,6.

POST ORDERS ONLY

67 RALEIGH AVENUE, HAYES, MIDDLESEX

9;

NosEDS Qualify
PLOPKIT for

AMHOME CONSTRUCTORS
A complete -e of components to construct a

watt amplifier including Woden potted

TO -DAY!
10

mains

transformer. 5 valves, 10 in. speaker with transformer. Components of the highest quality. No
Govt. surplus. Three switched inputs, negative

'eed back, push-pull output,
tone control, steel chassis.
Suitable home or small hall.

CASH WITH ORJE1

Price Complete
to the last screw

800
(Subject)

EETHOVEN
LTD
BELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
Chape. Lane, Sands, High Wycombe

YEARS OLD

Tel. 1152/3

SEND FOR OUR

25th BIRTHDAY

RADIO AND TELEVISION COMPONENT
6d. post

paid
CATALOGUE
Contains details of thousands of quality

new components with full data. The

most comprehensive catalogue available.

SEND NOW TO THE FIRM
YOU CAN RELY UPON.

COVENTRY RADIO,

Dept. " W," 189, Dunstable Rd., Luton.

ENGINEERS !

Whatever your age or experience, you must read
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES ". Full detail- of
the easiest way to pass A.M.I.Mecb.E., A.M.I.C.E.,
MATRIC., eto., on
CITY & GUILDS (Electrical,

176 PAGES

F eet

"NO PASS -NO FEE"

terms and details of

Courses in all branches

of Engineering Mechanical. Electrical,
Civil, Auto., Aero.,

Radio, etc., Building,
etc. If you're earning

Insathan£10sweek,tell
us what interests you
and write for yourcopy
of
"ENGINEERING

OPPORTUNITIES"
today -FREE I

B.I.E.T.
387 Shakespeare Hew,

10-19 Stratford Place,

London, W.I.

JPIDNIARIAIrl.54.00.04g.041M 1011.140PWr
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NOON CENTRA
RADIO STORIES

Government Surplus - Immediate Delivery from Stock
1/30th H.P. MOTORS. Con- BRAND NEW ACCUMULAstant speed. Double -ended TORS. Complete in strong
spindles. 220-250v. These case, as illustrated. British
Size
6v. 85 a.
motors are new, not surplus made.
Weight, 451b.
conversions and are suitable 12 x 9 X 7in.

EX-R.A.F. RECEIVER TYPE 81B

MAGNETA 6 -VALVE A.C. RECEIVER

for 16 mm. projectors and Carriage and VQ.10.0
many other purposes. Q7
AC/DC,
VISION

without feet /
UNIT,

Type

in packing 5/,

182.

dew

NEW OLDHAM'S

GLASS

CELL ACCUMULATORS.

2-

Complete with 6in. 517 C.R. volt, 4i x liin. square.
Tube, 2in. 139 C.R. Tube, one Weight, 14 oz., each 2/3
807, three VR65, one 6J5 In lots of six 12/-.
valves.
0.5 milliammeter, MAP READING TORCH.
condensers, etc. Suit- M6
Powerful magnifying lens,
able for Television
3in. diam. In bakelite case.
*.

Fitted with dimmer switch 3 wavebands, L., M. and S. Push-pull
Takes 2 U2 cells. With
amplifier output 15 watts, using two 6V8
bulb, less batteries
SMALL FRACTIONAL H.P. valves. Connections for Gramophone and
24v. A.C./D.0
MOTORS.
New. N.B.-We cannot enter Double ended spindle. 7/6 microphone. In black metal cabinet, crackle
finish. Size 21 x 12 x 10in. Built-in speaker.
into correspondence 1 ft/,. Size 2in. square
regarding these cells
MOVING COIL HAND MIC- Suitable for concert halls, works, etc. Thor30 ohm C /6 oughly overhauled by our experienced staff.
10 -VALVE COMMUNICAROPHONE.
voice coil. Complete ',0/
TIONS RECEIVERS,
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS,
Type CV143.
Small infrared image, glass converter
tube, 50-100v. Suitable for
all purposes.
Guaranteed

/6

Type

£15.0.0

with 10 valves
A channel checking receiver of 49 to 100 Complete
magic eye. Enmetres range. 8 valves: four EF50, one including
closed
in
metal
case. Every
EF39, one EBC33, one 81(8, one Diode EF50.
No Service manual or other information avail- receiver is aerial tested. Complete
with
Power
Pack and
able.
Loudspeaker
for
A.C.
Price with metal cover
mains
220/250v
NEW EXIDE

Cathode. Made by Cintel. MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
Minimum sensitivity 100µA/ - by Film Industries Ltd., with metal flare.

Guaranteed equal to PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS, Carr. pd.
Freq. range 7.5 me/s. Type GSM These cells are the
75 kc/s. in five wavebands. gas -filled type with caesium

1165.

new.

47/6

£16.10 .0

ACCUMULATORS

lumen, working volts 100 D.C.
or peak A.C. Projected cathode area 16 sq. cm. Suitable

Unit 41in. dia. Weight 71 lb.

£5.10.0

for 16 mm. Home Cinema WALKIE-TALKIE Transmitter and Receiver)
Safety

equipment,

Talkie

CHASSIS, type 38 Mk. II

Devices, Colour and Photo
PHILIPS 6 -VALVE
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

in black
bakelite case, 15-20
amps. Size 6in. x
square.
.11
in.
Weight 26 ozs.
2 -volt

/

Brand new G/6

Carr. paid.

or in lots of
six

30/..
16-50, 200-550 and 800-2,500 metres. R/F, F/C, 2 I.F.s D.D.T. Pentode
Output. Spin -wheel tuning. In black metal case with built-in speaker.

Complete with power pack, AC 200-250v. Can also be supplied with
12v. D.C. power pack if required. BRAND NEW

£16 10 0

EX -GOVT

4 -VALVE USED SUPERHET
UTILITY RECEIVER

Equal Matching, Burglar Alarms,
to new. (Carr. and £10 Automatic Counting, Door
Opening, etc. Brand new.
pkg. 10/6).
(See July issue for illustration.) In original cartons.
RECEIVER ONLY.

FREE

42/6

with each receiver!

Complete circuit, description 2 -VOLT VIBRATORS, Type

and modifications for (civil R76C. 7 -pin self -rectifying.
use, reprinted from "'WM." Output 200v. at 60 m/A.

Made by Electronic
Laboratories Inc.
factured by Standard Elec- Mallory Type 650, 6v.
July, 1946.

BALL MICROPHONE. Manu-

tric. All in perfect condition.
Suitable for broadcasting
and recording.
Moving
Coil (Dynamic).
Omnidirectional.
No energising
necessary.
High Fidelity.

4 -pin

In perfect working order. Complete
with four ARP12, one ATP4 valves,
one pair throat mikes, pair headphones and
aerial. In metal case. Free wiring diagram.
Less batteries. Carr. and pkg. £3.8.6
2/6.
R.A.F

6 -VALVE SUPERHET RECEIVING
UNIT NO. 25

7/6

American base

FIVE -WAY RUBBER C VERED CABLE. Suitable for

lighting and other pur- ft /.

poses. Per doz. yds. go/
CO -AXIAL CABLE for TV.,

Coil Impedance 15 ohm and 75 ohms, 12 yard
will work very well in con- lengths

8/ -

American
junction with an ordinary HEADPHONES.
speaker transformer.
200 ohms.
Is lightweight.
of the type used by many Suitable for Deaf Aid,
leading bodies, such as the Pair.

7/6

B.B.C. and Q.P.O. for high UNI-SELECTOR SWITCHES.

fidelity
reproduction
Four valves, P.M. Speaker, complete in pine- (See illustration, July issue.)

£4. 17 6

Every one guaranteed to be in working order.
Medium Waveband only.

wood cabinet size 13} x 12 x 6f in
mains
dition.
kg.

200 / 250

volts.

Plus 5/- can. and

In

23 19

6

3 -bank,

22/6.

PLEASE NOTE

AC

good con-

With complete wipers, 4 bank, 37/6 ; 6 -bank, 37/6 ;

I

We do not issue lists or catalogues.
Carriage charges relate to British Isles

only.

Easily adapted for short wave reception for
home use. Contains two EF36, two EF39,
one EK32, one EBC33 valves, condensers,
resistances, etc. Free circuit diagram, gin. x
19in., showing all components, supplied with
each set. In new condition. All
22/6
valves guaranteed.

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23 LISLE ST. (GERrard 2969) LONDON, W.C.2
Closed Thursday

1

p.m.

Open all

day Saturday and weekdays 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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"ADCOLA" SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

VENTEX CABINETS
have become the accepted standard for first
quality 12 in. 'oudspeakers.
Type 1275 ... 12 gns. Type 1255 .. 14 gns.

Reg. Design 1,60302

Designed lor Wireles

Assembly and Maintenance.
Fit our FULLY COMPENSATED VOLUME
CONTROL. Essential for h'gh quality reproduction at low volume levels

SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 6.7y. TO 230150v

The three Adcola Models cover the requirements or the
Television, Telecommunication and Radar Engineers
and assure thorough ointing.
in. dia. Bit. Standard Model - 22/6
dia. Bit. Standard Model - 25/ -

,'fir).

kin. dia. Detachable Bit- - - 30f.

A range of HIGH QUALITY TUNERS and

0

Patented .n England and Abroad
Sale Manufavurers

AMPLIFIERS with an advanced specification
will shortly be available. S.A.E. for details.

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED
WESTMINSTER

C. T. CHAPMAN (Reproducers) Ltd.

ALLIANCE HOUSE, CAXTON STREET,
LONDON, S W.I.

FL3A2fran

RILEY WORKS, RILEY STREET, CHELSEA, S.W.10

Tele MACoulay 4272.

Daily demonstrations a Webb's Radio

11111111111110MIMMINIMMIMIMI
GOVT. SURPLUS, UNUSED

A REMARKABLE

CONDENSERS
of all types

R.3515 TELEVISION UNITS.

ACHIEVEMENT IN

. .

FILTER DESIGN

We can offer, FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY from very generous
stocks, a wide range of ultra -high
quality fixed paper Condensers,

14 Mc. I.F. STRIP.
conversion.00cases,
by

wooden

Applied
For

R.1355 RECEIVERS.
Brand New and unused as
specified for inexpensive television, £31510.
T.R.1196 ti -valve Superbet Receivers. Perfect and

guaranteed. With circuit 22/6, plus 1/4.

ceivers,

:fin. for use on wood, metal, plastic, etc.,5/6.

INFINITELY

VARIABLE

FILTER

fins at any selected frequency between 4,000
Average steepness of cut 39 db. per octave.
i onnects between seco dory of output trans-

former and s. esker )15 onms. rated impedance).

Specially valuable for

use

with new micro

groove records.
Greatly reduces needle -hiss on ordinary records

with mi- imam high note loss, aid suppresses
high I itched interferences on radio.

No

Please request our 4 page bulletin CONSEVEN 01114

distortion, and no aprreciable

loss

of

volume.

Leaflet available from the manufacturers.

Sore/ a

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
18C Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1
and 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool 3, Lancs.

IIIIIIMMINIEMMN111011011111111111

HAND,,,,GEkNE2R0A-TORS, 6 volts at 5 amps.

with

i. it. patents peadial.

at -RI ma. 10'-.

RADIO COMPASS INDICATORS with internal Selwyn

motor. 3in. dial, 13/6 ; Din. dial 15/6.

RESISTANCES, 100 assorted capacities.

sues from 1 to 3 watts,Bi- per 100.

E.M.G. HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES, LTD.
Newman St., Oxford St., W.I.

6,

ALL GOODS PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED STILL
AVAILABLE
Full list of RADIO PUBLICATIONS. 2(0.

Please Note New Address:

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.
II Little Newport St., London, W.C.2
GERrard 6653

Telephone : Museum 9971-2-3.

MORSE CODE
'1'11AINING

Leadinz
Electrical

the

Industry.
Repair by skilled craitemen o ili makes eni type. ni
Voltmeters, Ammeters, MicroarnMeters. flultirsugs Test
meters Electrical Thermometers, .tecordin: Instruments.
Quick deliveries -for sossdY
Synchronous Clocks, de.
estimate +end defective instrument by rezistered post to:

t:

Electrical Instrument Repairers
341 CITY ROAD, E.C.I
Tel. Terminus 2489

All useful

All useful sires up to
2 inicrofarad. Tubular and mica. 15/- per 100.
CONDENSERS, 100 assorted.

£4 - 10 - 0
Trade En.wiries invited.

YOUR METER DAMAGED ?

Instrumunt
Repairers

Complete

Lucas GENERATORS, 12 volts input, 480 volts output,

and 8,000 is.u.s.

Most condensers are now available for immediate delivery.

el_

B.C.

CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES by Smith or Venner.
10 -hour movement with thermostatic control, 2 imsecond. Complete in sound -proof case, 10/-.

STEEP -CUTTING

Enquiries are invited for manufacturers' requirements, wholesale
and
export only for bulk
quantities, and for scheduled deliveries over a period as required.

L.

13 6.

CONTROL CABLES, 14f t., with adaptors for

Complete, brand
new with motors, gyro gears, blowers, etc., etc. Ideal
for model makers,ete. The best component value ever
offered, 55/-, each plus 5/,
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable from fin. to

E.M.G.

Prices are exceedingly

moderate.

Cr

B.C. 454 (49-100

metres), B.C. 455 (39-49 metres). Complete with
6 valves Perfect condition, 35i -each, plus 1;4.
CONTROL BOXES for B.C. 453 4/5 Command Re453/4/5, 9 each.
R.A.F. BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS.

of small, genuine MICA Condensers from .00001 (10 pf) to .01 'IF

to

21 valves with 6 -stage

Recommended for Ideal TV
alile1xper.ts. BRAND NEW in original

BENDIX COMMAND RECEIVERS.

Pat.

from .001 pf to 8µF. Also STOCKS

(10,000 pf).

SOUTHERN RADIO'S
WIRELESS BARGAINS

itadiospares
ports

There are Candler
Morse Code
for

trallitg

Courses

BEGINNERS AND
OPERATORS

Send for this Free

" BOOK OF FACTS"

THE

SERVICE ENGINEER'S
FIRST CHOICE

It gives lul details concerning all Courses.

THE

CANDLER SYSTEM

Room 55Wi

Candler

System

CO.

121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2
Co.,

Denver, Colorado,

U.S.A.
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Wireless World Classified Advertisements
Rate 6 - for 2 tines or teas and 3:- for every additional
hue or part thereof. average lines 6 words. Box Numbers
2 words puts 1 -.:Address replies : Box 0000 c o " Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.1.1 Trade
discount details available on application. No responsibility
accepted for errors.

WARNING

Readers are warned that Government surplus

components which may be offered for sale
through our columns carry no manufacturers'

Partribgeillews

guarantee: Many of these components will hay
been designed for special purposes making then
unsuitable fo civilian use, or may have de
teriorated ass a result of the conditions und,

they have been stored

ahead of
technicallyte
other reproducer
sion of the " Williamson Amplifier," now acsnowledged the world over as being the finest
amplifier ever produced. Many repeat orders
from the trade and large industrial firms adequately prove our claims and the world-wide
appeal of this super product. One satisfied
customer writes: " In the whole course of my
radio career I have seen nothing to compare
with this superb reproducer. The quality of
Parts used and the workmanship leave nothing
to be desired and I am more than satisfied."
If you wish to be the proud owner of a quality
reproducer giving superb quality reproduction
then write for our brochure (3d stamp). Your
final choice after hearing all others will be a
" Williamson," the snore so if you appreciate
the finest in radio. 7 -valve model, E23/10;
9 -valve model
with built-in pre -amplifier.
£28/10 (covers extra): tuners from E12/10.
Special requirements catered for by quotation.Write to R.T.M.C. (Ealing), Ltd., Laurel House,
141, Little Ealing Lane. W.5. Tel. Ealing 6962.
S TILLany

any such components purchased.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, 36.
Marylebone High St.. London. W.1. WelUTNIYERSAL
beck 4058,

SPECIALISTS in the design and manufacture
of high fidelity reproducing equipment from
5-100 watts for domestic or industrial purposes.
Our new twin channel amplifier (type U.E.571.
with independent bass and treble outputs. provides the most satisfying standard of reproduction we have yet experienced. It is now being
demonstrated in our showrooms daily (we close
Thursday 1 p.m., Saturday 4.30 p.m.). and we
invite those who seek perfect.on from recorded
music to hear this superb instrument. We also
offer tuning units or complete chassis designed

and constructed to individual requirements.

[0126

ALLICRAFTERS dual diversity receivers.
speakers; few only available.
McELROY ADAMS MFG. GROUP. Ltd. (Hallicrafters). 46, Greyhound Rd.. London, W.6.

11 complete with power units and loud-

10139

10 -watt high quality amplifiers, bass and
treble boost; £12/10: lists.-Broadcast
& Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd., Tomb:and,

- for the

Norwich.

dio.
B ERNARDS, makers of television, radio.
amplifier equipment, available for early
delivery; television time -base chassis and E.H.T.
supply combined, 5 valves, completely wired,
tested, only new components used; £711218.
BERNARDS, 12, Chelverton Rd., Putney, London. S.W.15. Put. 7538.
10097
.

CHARLES AMPLIFIERS, Ltd., are now able
to produce amplifiers. radio units and
electronic equipment to specification; enquiries
invited for development work and for short production runs.-Charles Amplifiers, Ltd., 40, Ken F0173
sal Rd., W.10.
THE Spencer -West type AC/4 convertor unit
permits reception of the Birmingham transmitter when employing a London -type recelver,
specification includes 5 valves, self-contained
power unit and " low noise " pre -amplifier; full
particulars on ruest.
SPENCER-WEVeq Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.
.

above, or to your requirements; R1155 circuit
and values 2/- post free.-R.T.S., Ltd.. 5, Gladstone Rd., Wimbledon. S.W.19. Ter. Lib. 3303.

We cann
idertake to deal with any complaints regardi,

chic 3

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
CONNOISSEUR'S receiver, acclaimed by
its
users as the finest receiver for the enthusiast and the only one with the following facilities: 9 -1,500 -metre, world-wide results on highly
sensitive 10 -valve receiver, comparable with any
good communication set, or by change of switch
maximum fidelity reception of local stations on
non-superhet receiver with high quelity 2-PX4
Push-pull amplifier incorporating all refinements,
bass and treble tone control (boost to cut),
whistle filter and gram input, etc., basis rebuilt
81155; write for details or call for demonstration.
FEEDER units as above, or use with external
high -quality amplifiers; R1155 specialists, receivers repaired and re -aligned, also modified as

[5914

BROUGHTON quality amplifiers, 10-12watts,
for 3, 9, 15ohm speagers, p.p. output.
couples to pre -amp by extension cable for a full

range of bass ant treble control, complete with
top cover; £26/10; packing crate £1/5 returnable, carriage paid.-C. Steward, The Glen,
[5799
Broughton Rd., Hadleigh, Essex.
.0 EW amplifier by Midland Radio Coil Pro ducts: The Symphonic Seven High Fidelity
portable, seven watts of high fidelity reproduction in highly portable form full bass and treble
tone controls, 2 -stage N.F.B., high gain; price
£10/1516.-Fcr full details of this and other
amplifiers and radio feeders address a post card

[5618
to 19, Newcomen Rd., Wellingborough.
OUR model SL.35 radiogram chassis is now
availaole; a 5 -valve all -wave superhet,
complete with valves and' p.m. speaker, large
fully illuminated glass dial in attractive colours:
aerial tested ready for installation; really remarsable value at E12 with Sin speaker, or
£12/10 with 10In speaker: 21.41 stamp for illustrated leaflets; trade enquiries invited.-Bayly
Bros.. 46. Pavilion Drive, Leigh -on -Sea, Essex.
[5925

.J,R. ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC DEYELOPMENT.. Ltd.. Hubert St., Birro'ngham. 6 (Aston Cross 2440). the Midlands
specialist manufacturers of high fidelity sound
reproduction equipment, for the world-famous
Williamson amplifier and associated accessories
including tone control stages, loudspeaker
crossover units. distortionless contrast expanders and radio feeders; send for details and
prices.
[0105
TELRAD ELECTRONICS. 70, Church Rd..
Upper Norwood, London, S.E.19.-De-

signers and manufacturers of Telrad quality

amplifiers; established as the most outstanding
value in high -quality amplifiers, thanks to
faithful reproduction at unrivalled price,

these unique amplifiers are the first choice
of the enthusiast; built to satisfy the discriminating ear; bass and treble independent

controls, providing widest possible variation to
it ail rewordings and varying acoustic properties of One room with another; £18 complete;
itto uetaiis on request.-Write, call or 'phone
Livingstone 4879.
[0019

%WILLIAMSON

AMPLIFIER

THE widest possible audio range

-the lowest possible distortion
and an output of 20 watts . . .
these critical demands of the

designer of this now famous

Amplifier implied the forest that
technical skill and craftsmanship

could provide for every component. From the inception of
the Williamson Amplifier in 1947
Partridge have specialised in the

transformers and chokes. The
all-important output transformer
was the special care of Partridge,
and this Williamson specification" component is now available for a varied range of impedance. Secondary windings are
brought out as eight separate sections of equal impedance. Stock
types comprise 0.95 ohm, 1.7 ohm,

3.6 ohm and 7.5 ohm sections.
Partridge " Williamson"
Output Transformer is acknowThe

ledged the most efficient of its type
FULL

DATA ON REQUEST

RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS-SURPLUS
AND SECONDHAND
81155 receivers, brand new, tested, guaranteed, in transit cases. £8/5, carr. paid;
Tay.or wide -range a.c. signal generator, 65B,
new, one only, £10.-Weston's Radio, Harman's
Cross, Corfe Castle, Dorset.
[5933
-PO 116 2655 with power pack, perfect: E10.- [591Box

11

1.

0

.015.-R103 Canadian staff car receiver, 1 to 16
As' me/s, spares, extras.-Box 6258.
(5895
SOUND SALES D.X.+7, cabinet, Axiom Marconi £6 p.u.: £20. perfect.-Box 6502. [5965
15-wathamaflueares,t9eitn
set; bargains.
Rd.,
gston Hill,
15958

KCO table television 7in tube, with preamplifier,E beautiful model, as new; 28gns.
-4, Spencer Ct., S.W.20. Wim. 1923 after 6
UNIQUE

opportunity! -23 -valve

[5886

Scott full

range high fidelity all -wave superhet receiver, newly overhauled; £150 or offer.-Box
6260

Hmr, Senior Rx's, complete, less coils and
1../ P.P., from £12/10 plus carr.; other
Rx's available.-R. T. and I. Service, 254, Grove
Green Rd., London, E.11. Ley. 4986.
[0053
COLLINS 75 Al. X'tal controlled double con-,
version receiver, an exceptional opportunity
to obtain one of these unique equipments, little
used and in makers' packings.-Box 6500. [5962
T;IOR sale, ex-R.A.F. wireless receiver, in good
1' condition. with headphones, £8 (further details on application): also 1 battery eliminator.
good condition. Z1/10.-11, Heaton, Hillview.
High Littleton, Nr, Bristol.
15897

NEW DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.

TANETTE d.c. to a.c. rotary converters, 200,
250 volts d.c. input. 200/250 volts. 50 cycles.
1 -phase, a.c. output at 300 watts. new, £20;
500 watts. £23; complete with smoothing for
television and radio.-Johnson. 319, Kennington Rd., London. S.E.11. Reliance 1412-3.
ALL types of rotating electrical machinery up
to 20kva available, including rotary converterS, rotary transformers, motors, petrol and
liesel-engined generating plants, alternators
and d.c. generators. We are also in a position
to quote for power transformers; as actual
manufacturers we will be glad to quote for any
e.)

Efolerchttoismegeonretegoinrts .

3kva, 230v
with push-button remote control. starting equipment, ready for use; £195.
ROTARY transformers, input 20v d.c., outputs
6.5v d.c. and 300v d.c., permanent magnet field,
20/-; ditto, input 28v d.c. and 1.200v. 70ma
d.c. output, energised field, 35/-; ditto, input
12v d.c., output 500v, 90ma d.c.. energised
fields, 35/-,
PETROL electric generator plants, comprising a
J.A.P. No. 2a single cyl, engine coupled by vee
rope drive to an alternator. giving an output
of 230v. 50 cycles, 400 v.a., with screened ignition and filtering on generator, eminently suitable for operating television and radio on farms,
qdlanEStEtity

AR

ID

TRANSFORMERS LTD
ROEBUCX ROAD, KINGSTON BY-PASS
SURREY
TOLWORTH
ELMbridge 6737-8
Telephone :

etc., price £40; such plants can be supplied
with various outputs, a.c. or d.c.. for other
applications.

CHAS. F. WARD. Lordscroft Worts Haverhill,
Suffolk. Tel 253
[0039
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NEW DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.

TEST EQUIPMENT -SURPLUS AND

B ATTERY chargers, 4 models 2-6-12v, 1-2-4
amp D O.; any mains voltage; also larger
types special transformers, chokes, test gear. interior car heaters. etc. -The Banner Electric
Co., Ltd.. Hoddesdon, Herts.
10122

inIVERSHED bridge merger tester, series 2, 41:4 dial reading, in ease; £12.
HYAMS BROTHERS. 4, Conduit Court. Long

SECONDHAND

N*7

ETC. -SURPLUS
MOTORS,
AND SECONDHAND

DYNAMOS,

TAYLOR all -wave signal generator 65B, good
condition; £10/10. -Riches Radio, 56,
[5929
Handcroft Road, Croydon. Cro. 1097.

COMPLETE L.P.

ROTARY converter, Chas. F. Ward 230v d.c./

230v a.c., nearly new.. -40, The Green. Falconwood, Welling, Kent.
15685

LIGHTING plants, new and used, a.c. and
d.c., rope or self start, run on petrol,
12v, 24v and 220v d.c.; why pay 3'-, gallon
for petrol? Some work on paragtin ,gallon,
also 1. 2 (not surplus) and 3.?.hp engines;
see July's W.W., page 74; alternators, 230/1/
50, 400va self energised, 2,500 rpm (not surplus), for lighting or television; dynamos, 1432v, 290watt, with or without control box;
large 3 -circuit charging boards for Villiers or
Norman plants. 35v, 36amp, self starting;
Onan plants, 12 and 24v, still available; note

Acre. London, W.C.2. Temple Bar 0233-4. [5932

RECORD SERVICE

Our 18 months' experience of solving the problems associated with L.P. records here and in the Hou. 3014.
15862
U.S.A. is now crystallised into a comprehensive TTNUSED Hickok 288X XTL S. gen. var.,
service for you.
,1-) FM/AM 15kc/110MC AF 0/15kc OP meter.
[5907
We are now stocking the complete range of L.P. cost £70; £38.-15, Frederick St., W,C.1.
ALFORD Sig. Gan. 517 F, £40; Cossor D.B.
records of se. ious music, and the associated playScope, £30; Marconi TF 144G Sig. Gen., £80;
ing desks. Over and above that is the quite un- 1.7
Scope, Type 168, £20; Avo valve tester,
equalled range of Hartley -Turner high-fidelity Dumont
Marconi valve voltmeter, £37/10; all as
equipment for reproducing these epoch-making £12;
new; carr. extra; many other items in stock. -

is fully tested for start, stop,
electrical output and engine rpm, impossible to discs with a degree of realism which is quite
supply faulty one; 6v H.D. batteries. 72, 85, startling.
110-125, also 200amp H., may have some 12v,
new, unused, unfilled, reduction for four or You are invited to come and hear what can be
got from these discs when they are reproduced
more.
HEAVY duty selenium chargers and rectifying with real fidelity ; and we shall be happy to supply
units, 24v, charging 26amp, very H.D., 50 your needs from a single record to a complete
cells at 2amp, 36v 56amp, 1 or 3 phase input, installation.
with or without. 3 -circuit board, very H.D.,
90v 9amp 100-120v 3amp, 160-200v '(.,amp; We are preparing " The reproduction of L.P.
sorry no lists; state exactly your requirements; records " and this, together with a year's supply
please see displayed advert, page 86, for S.T.C. of critical reviews of records, will be sent to you
rectifiers, terms c.w.o., pro forma invoice, or for a subscription of 5/-. This is included as a free
c.o.d. (post goods only).
[0014 supplement to our " Selected Record Catalogue,"
PEARCE, 66, Gt. Percy St., W.C.1.

every plant

OOSSOR 339A double -beam oreillograph, working order; £16 or best ofier.-E. B. Jones,
[5890
44, Orchard Road, Birmingham. 24.
TIG C221 frequency meter. complete and unused;
15gns; Furzehill, crystal calibrator, 5gns.
-Simpson, 15, Osterley Ave., Isleworth, Middx.

Please state requirements to: R.T. and I. Ser-

vice, 254, Grove Green Rd., London, E.11. Ley.
[0056

4986.

NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND
EQUIPMENT

MAGNETIC tape. Emitape type 65 on 1.200ft
spool, 25/-; paper tape, 25/-; blank recording discs, 12in d/sided, 4/6; all from stock; full

trade terms, available.
SOUND DISCS (SUPPLIES), Ltd.. 178, Bispham
Rd., Southport. Lanes. Tel. 8153.
[5335
INFINITE baffle corner deflectors, scientifically
1 designed acoustic chambers for 8 to 15in
speakers; lists. -Broadcast & Acoustic Equipprice 25/-, and existing subscribers to the catalogue ment Co., Ltd., Tombland, Norwich.
[0064
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
)ASS Reflex cabinets, beautiful walnut finish, will get their copy in due course.
control and loud
tone for
for all good speakers; stamp leaflets.- This complete service is extended to all our over- TRANSFORMERS,
speaker filter chokes
all " W.W." cirCabinetware, la. Heyes St., Blackburn. 10090 seas friends. L.P. records can safely be sent by cuits; special designs promptly made. -R.
30, Langland Crescent, S. Stanmore,
LOUDSPEAKERS -SURPLUS AND
post, and we guarantee complete satisfaction in Clarke,
[5976
Middx. Wor. 5321.
SECONDHAND
the farthest corner of the Empire.
ATICROGROOVE
recordings, convert your preVOIGT standard twin cone unit, £12. -Hare Send today for free catalogues and literature, and
sent radiogram unit to play 33 1/2rd and 78
[5940
Westholt, Henlow.
forget " New Notes in Radio," price 2/6, records, motor unit 41/-, pick-up unit 33/-, plus
VOIGT (h.c.) corner horn with bass chamber. don't
P.T.; trade enquiries invited. -Details from
a pocket guide to high-fidelity.

155. Arlington Drive, Carshalton, Surrey.

Volmar. 141, High Street, Brentford.

[5944

energ. spkr..
HARTLEY-TURNER
pre-war bass
Sin, with 3 -stage amplifier,
boost 807

output, Gardner trans.. motor and p.u.; £40.-

Ring Worthing 4450.

F5941

MAGNAVOX 66 speaker. £4110: B.T.H. 12in
as new £5110; W.13, 10in, as new. £3/10;
Celestion extension in case, £2/10; small 24 volt camera motors, 7/6 each; as new G45 tine
camera, £3; carriage extra. -Capper. 20. Mac[5906
clesfield Road, Buxton.
Duplex Reproducer 12in
E X-MORDAUNT
speaker unit, special magnet system
(15,000 lines); little used, perfect condition. £7;
quality tuner; band-pass permeability tuned
T.R.F., to pre-war Cocking design; built-in
power supply; overhauled, £5.-314, Park
15912
Avenue, Southall. Middx.

H. A. HARTLEY CO. LTD.
152 HAMMERSMITH ROAD

LONDON, W.6.

RiVerside 7387

LONG PLAYING RECORDS AND

TR9 transmitter -receivers; these were for-

RECORD PLAYERS by Decca now available
from stock. Send 21d. for list of first release
records and Record Players (33 1/3 r.p.m.)
with pickup. Price 613/18/-. Records available
from us by post. G.P. 20 Pickups, 71'5.

THE STAMFORD RADIO Co.. 199. Stamford
[0200
St., Ashton -under -Lyme, Lanes.

flexible on

TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT

merly sold at £6 each, the remaining
few to be cleared at 25/-, carriage paid.

HALLICRAFTER transmitters, Type HT4E
(BC610). complete to makers' latest specification, covering all frequencies from lmc to
30mcs. complete with speech amplifier. connecting cables, etc.: limited Quantities only now

available.
PANORAMIC adaptor, Type MCA44, British made, suitable fitment to any good -class

communication receiver, in addition to all Hallicrafter models, immediate delivery.
HALLICRAFTER official sole agents in U.K. including service and spares.
McELROY ADAMS MFG. GROUP. Ltd.. 46,
Tel. Pulliam
Greyhound Rd.. London, W.6.
[0195
1802. Cables, Hallicraft, London.
de luxe Q.R.O. transmitting station for
sale in its entirety; Collins' r.c.a. and firstSUPER
rate B.C.610, with V.F.O. covering 1 m/c to 30
m/es, complete with speech amplifiers, etc.;
Variacs to work from 100v to 230v; Senior H.R.O.
receivers with noise limiters; A.R.88 receiver;
frequency meters. oscilloscopes; modern test
equipment; will arrange to install anywhere in
Europe by arrangement. -Box 6251.
15865
NEW TEST EQUIPMENT
for

early delivery,

two -beam

switch unit, 6 valves, self-contained power
AVAILABLE
pack, variable switching frequency, provisional
price, £10/14/6. enables two separate traces to be
displayed on standard oscilloscope.
BERNARDS. 12. Chelverton Rd., Putney, London, S.W.15.

Put. 7538.

10098

Wobbulator complete.
OSCILLOSCOPE
£20: T.B. c/s 10and
to 350,000 c/s X and Y plate
amplifiers. easy to handle, has outstanding performance. fully guaranteed, immediate delivery
with set of leads and booklet, " Oscilloscope
Technique "; further details from the manufacturers. -Erskine Laboratories, Ltd., Scalby.

Scarborough.

(0180

SENSATIONAL NEW AMPLIFIER by
N.R.S. The Symphony No.
is the most

[5864

EXPORT only. BSR 2 -speed gram motors,
331/3 and .78rpm for microgroove or standard
records, simp_e speed change, 10in turntable.

100-120/200-250v 50c/s, tax free price £3/10 in- c_uding packing and postage to any part of the
world.
FRITH RADIOCRAFT, Ltd., Churchgate.
Leicester.

[0024

LINE -A -TONE tape recording panels; a precision panel comprising 2 motors, high
fidelity sound and erase heads, high-speed capstan suspended on ball races, giving tape speeds
of 71/2in, 15in and 30in per sec.; freedom from
wow, no unlacing necessary for rewind; finished
in black crackel, size 14in by 12in. £20.
LINE -A -TONE tape recording units. This unit
comprises the Line -A -Tone tape panel, 4 -stage.
41, watt amplifier, with built-in oscillator, hand

microphone and speaker; in handsome walnut
cabinet 18in by 14in by 111/.,in high; the complete
unit with one reel of tape, £60.
SOUND and erase heads. high fidelity type, £3

control of bass, middle and top, also scratch
cut for records. Gram. and Tuner inputs,
5 watts undistorted output matched to 3 or

each. standard type £1/10; oscillator coils, input
transformers, etc.; send for price list; trade
enquiries invited.
Seal,and
MORECAMBE SOUND SERVICE,
[0078
Works. Cross Cop. Morecambe.
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
-SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND

SYMPHONY NO.

33

I

the market to -day !
Three
separate channels giving entirely independent

15 ohms.

Price E8/I9/6.

2.

Same theme as

No. 1, but having 10 watts push-pull output,
superb quality. 3, 7.5 and 15 ohms. Inputs
for magnetic, crystal and hi-fi pickups, full
provision for Tuner, built on handsome black crackle chassis, Woden mains and output
transformers. Price 13 gns.

NO.

1

HIGH QUALITY TUNER,

specially recommended for above amplifiers
and Leak, Williamson, Charles, Rogers and
other quality amplifiers. L. & M. wave T.R.F.
with infinite impedance detector, illuminated
" Airplane " dial with escutcheon and glass,
virtually distortionless. Price of complete
Kit, 64'10/, or ready built ES/I0/-.
NO. 2 QUALITY SUPERHET TUNER
'

L.M. & S. WAVE, large full -vision dial
assembly, spin -wheel tuning. As Kit, L7/10:-.
Built, E13/10/-.

COLLARO
STANDARD
MICROGRAMS, new in original cartons, E13/10/-.
Case with motor -board only, 47/6.
BASS REFLEX CABINET, 2ft. 6in. high x
Ift. Sin. wide x 1ft. deep for 8in. speaker,
superb acoustic results. Complete kit of
timber, etc., with instructions, 80/-, ready
built, 90/-, carriage 5/-.

FULL BARGAIN CATALOGUE 20.
DEMONSTRATIONS
c.w.o. or c.o.d.

DAILY.

Terms

TEST EQUIPMENT -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES,

"WHAT offers for frequency meter BC221T,
receiver B.C. 312N, W.W. 12w amplifier
and coupling
test set typie 74, 1355
units24.
with R.F. units
24.25. 27. -Box 6494.
15934

16 Kings College Road, London, N.W.3
Phone : PR1mrose 8314

offer nearest

tulTo.tale2,5.as 1.5e9;"

B RIERLEY ribbon pick-up, latest model with
transformer, £7; Wilkins -Wright coil pickup. £4; both perfect. -Box 6256.
f5888
WILKINS & WRIGHT type N pick-up, transformer and 20 needles, unused; £615. Fletcher, la, Queensberry Place, S.W.7. [5492
FOR sale, tape recorder and amplifier, built-in
speaker, 4 spools, E.M.I. tape; £30.-45.
Churston Ave., E.13. Grangewood 4274 [5954
DIAMOND Stylus Lowther pick-up, new condition, little used, cost £25; good reason
for selling; £15.-158. Manor Green Rd., Epsom.
Tel. 9226.

1-5921

TAPE recorder for sale, as new, complete with
crystal microphone and 12 watt amplifier,

three reels of tape; £48/10. -Yates, 15, West
Bank, Dorking.

M

souSSrnecd order, GP20 playback P.U.

F5896

Simon

amplifier, Wharfedale fain, in
acoustic cabinet, complete outfit with mike; £75.
-Cadel, 50, Hoop Lane, N.W.11. Spe. 7019.
15943

MAGNETIC sound recording wire, stainless
steel, temporary wooden spools, approx. 11/,
hours' running time at 2ft per sec.; 14/- per

spool. -A. Smart, 40, Grange Rd., Halesowen.
A S new, ex-U.S.A. Webster Chicago automatic
record changer, 2 -speed, 78 r.p.m. and 335/s
r.p.m., complete with crystal pick-uo employing
double -headed stylus, extra long life needles,
spare 110v A.C., 50 cycles input, complete drawings, spares list, etc,; £15; autotransformer for
230v A.C. extra. -Box 6253.
15877
NEW COMPONENTS

RADIO -AID bug keys, brand new, complete
with circuit diagram and instructions; only
40/- post free.
RADIO -AID Ltd., 29. Market St., Watford.
Herts.

10036
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M.R.F. coilpack kits, 2 -stage 3 -station (1LW,
J. 214W) preset, amazing performance, only
wiring tO complete. size 31/21nX2in, full instructions, circuit diagrams, etc., 12/6, post 6d;
midget relays, size 114in XlinXt/Ain, weight loz.
coil 5K ohms, contacts SPDT, operates on 3ma.
12/6; all c.w.o.-A. P. Cretton (W), 349, Copnor
Rd.. Portsmouth.
15908
A

Vmle SURE to get rt at

W.F. RADIO PRODUCTS for rapid de-

liveries of Tungsram valves, T.C.C. capaci. tors, Erie resistors, suppressors and volume controls, components for the View Master & E.E.
televisors, A.W.F. transformers for all radio
needs and hundreds of other service lines; send
ld stamp for our new monthly bulletin to, 11,
Park View Rd., Bradford. Tel. 41854.
15900
AIRS trans., 200-250v, 50c, 600-500-300-0-

411.300-500-600, 250 m/a, 52/6; filament and
bias trans., 200-250v, 50c, 6.3v ct., 6amp, 5v
4amp, 5v 2amp ct, 35v 20m/a, 32/6; choke, 20h,
250m/a, 25/-; output trans, 6,660 and 7,320ohms.
80 to 120 watts, 15ohm sec., 27/6; all plus carriage and suit pair 807. -Broadcast & Acoustic
Equipment Co., Ltd., Tombland, Norwich. [0066
BEL-COILS, for the " Williamson " tuner, 7/6

set of 2, a very successful coil capable of
MW S'het performance with careful reaction
arrangement. EE, View/M, Pract. W'less tele.
coil sets all Midlands and all inc. Video choke.
one price, 18/6. Made to measure service. 8mm
inductances iron cored, any value, 2µ1-1 to 750oH,
latter Q.260 unscreened, 5/- ea. Mfgrs.'.
Factors' and retailers inquiries invited.
BBL SOUND PRODUCTS Co., Marlborough
Yard, London. Archway 5078.

[0164

54/9 only for the famous Model 30 tuning
unit, consisting of 3 -waveband Model
30 superhet coil pack, pair I.F. transformers. 2 -gang condenser and attractive dial
(8in x 6in); each component individually selected
pre -aligned, sealed and the whole matched together as a unit; the superhet you build with
this unit needs no further adjustment! Or
supplied instead with the superb J.B. horizontal
5pm wheel tuner and dial asLembly at 75/6.
Full details of these and our other high quality
products (coils, IFT5, mains transformers. etc.),
together with many circuits and constructional
tips, contained in the latest edition of the
Home Constructor's Handbook," price 1/6.
Mail order office.
SUPACOILS, 98, Greenway Ave.. London, E.17.

[0133

ALLEN & GOULD, 5. Obelisk Parade, Lewisham, 8.E.13. offer the following goods,

new and unused otherwise stated: Neons, 85v
striking, 70v running, with holder, 2/- each;
Muirhead S.M. drives (as on R.1224), 6/-;
2v accumulators,
10ah, new and boxed.
4/6; magnetic throat mikes, 1/9 pair; dimmer
switches, 6 for 4/6; toggle switches, laminated
bakelite, stripped from unused equipment, DP
on -off, 3 for 3/9; toggle switches, new black
bakelite, SPCO, 3 for 3/6; DP on -off, 3 for 4/6;
DPDT, 3 for 7/6; rotary transformers, 24v in.
300v 150ma and 150v 20ma out. 12/6: Selenium
rectifiers, 50v 16a, 45/-; potted mains trans turners, ex equipment, tested, Pri. 230v, sec
0-325v 60ma and 0-6.3v .5a. 10/-; Pri. 230v. sec
0-6.3v 3a and 0-6.3v 15, 10/-; new mains transformers, with electrostatic screen and tag connections: Pri. 0-200-220-240v, sec 350-0-350v
80ma, 0-4-6.3v 4a, 0-4-5v 2a, 16/6 each; ditto,
but with HT. secondary, 270-0-270v 80ma
16/6: I.F. transformers, commercial make,
465kc, standard size, capacity tuned, 12/6 per
pair; Ferranti push-pull input transformers,
11/6 each; push-pull Input transformers for

PX4s, 7/6; Partridge PP02, etc., 52/6; Wharfedale Golden, the 10in speaker with the 12in
performance, 80/-; Viewmaster television, instruction booklet with circuits, wiring diagrams,
etc.. 5/- (specify London or Sutton Coldfield);
E.E. televisor, London Handbook, 2/6. wiring de. gram, 2/6; Sutton Coldfleld Handbook and
wiring diagram, 4/6. All components for these
televisors supplied, either individually or in kit
forms. Terms: c.w.o. or c.o.d. Please allow for
post and packing. Hours 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. incl.
Saturday; Thursday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
ALLEN & GOULD, 5, Obelisk Parade, Lewisham, S.E.13 (opposite Gaumont Cinema). Tel.
[0191

Lee Green 4038.

TELEVISION-BEL SOUND PRODUCTS for
the " Wireless World " Long Range Super het. Constructors in N. and S. Wales, Devon.
The first-class
Sheffield, Leeds. Hull. York.
components below solve all chassis and coil

problems, assembly only necessary, quantities
produced assure value for money. All parts
closely to specn. Booklets. fully descriptive,
clear photographs. 5/-. Tuning coils, 52/6 per
set of 20, all stations. Deflector coils. ex. to

specn., 35/- the set of 4. mounted and fully
assembled.

Focus coils, potted. 1K. 37/6. 141b

Mains trans., 77/6. Line transformers wave would otherwise to spec., approx, 4:1. 42/-; this
can be suppled overwound for 6Kv plus EHT.
Blocking transformers 1:1, 15/, Mains choke.
40/-. CHASSIS -WORK, set of 2 RF strips in 20
SWG copper. valveholders and screening cans
mounted, 52/6: or silver plated 62/6. Complete
metalwork 98/-, inc. power chassis. NE TB and
PP steel chassis, suitable. 20/- pair. Condenser
series, latest subminiature Hunts types. Westhe t
6KV trebles, 48/-. EF.50,EC52 valves. This
set can be built for £33. Trade supplied.
BEL. Marlborough
N 19. Arc. 5078.

Yard.

London

Archway.

10183

Resistances. A parcel containing 100 popular assorted
for watt type, 61-, or k watt.111/9.
Moving Coil Speakers. Well-known manufacturer's surplus
all 2/8 ohms and P.M.: 101n. 23/8, Bfn. 17/- (15 ohms 18/9),
1816, 5in. 10/-s Silo. 15/-, Rola 3in. 18/6.
Potentiometers. New Centralab: 2K, 55, 10K, 255, 60K,
100K, 5, 8, 1 and 2 meg., less switch, 3/9, with switch 6/-.
Midget Type 2/6. Midget with switch, 1, 0 and 1 meg.,6/..
Coils. Denco Maxi " Q," High " Q " with miniature sin Lite
wound on Polystyrene Formers with adjustable Iron Dust
Cores. Aerial, H.F., or Oscillator for 465 k/c or 1.6 ro/c.
Range covers all wavebandsf rom 3.6 to 2,000 metres. Wiring
diagram. Prices : Choice Mounting, 8/9 (with React. 4/9)

rESTABLISHED 25 YEARS

Octal flab, g pin base. 4/- (with React.,6/-).
Penes T.R.F. Matched pair Medium and Long Waves, 6/6 pair. Weymouth T.R.F. Matched pair M. and L. Wives,
9/6 Pair. Superhet Matched pair S. M. and L. Waves, 8/9 or 11/6 pair. All types Wearite " P " Coils, 3/ -each In
stock. Weymouth Midget 11In. x f dia., Iron Core, Aerial H.F. or Ore., 3/6 each.
Electrolytic Condensers. B.E.C. Midget Can Tubular, 8 mid. 430 v.
x
x tin. dia.), 2/6 ; 8.8 mid. 460 T.
lin. dia.), 4/- ; 16-8 mid. 450 v. (1m. x lin. dia.), 4/6 ; 32 mfd. 450 v., 6/- ; 16-16 mfd. 420 v. (11In. x
die.),
4/6 ; Dubllier " Drilitie " Card Tubular, 4 mid. 500 v., 3/6 : 8 mid. 500 v..
; 16 mfd. 500 v. 4/6 ; B.I.Can,
etandard aim, 8 mid. 500 v., 3/9; 8.8 mid. 500 v.,5/-; 16 rofd.5041v.,4/3 ; 16-16 mfd.500v.,5/3 ; 32 mfd.500 v.,
5/-. All New Stock.
Denco I.F. Liner for accurately lining -up 465 k/c. or 1.6 'me I.F. channels. Pre -tuned circuits, battery operated and
completely self-contained. Price 42/- (incl. P.T.).
Osmor Midget Coil Pack. Size 3/in. x 21in. x 11in. covering S. M. and L. Waves. Coils wooed on Polystyrene Formers
with adjustable Iron Cores, ensures efficient performance. Factory wired and aligned. Price, including fulleircults
for Superhet 465 k/c. Unit, 33/-. Also available for T.R.F. circuit covering M. and, L. Waves. 20/-. '
Output Transformer -Stern's. Midget 11In. x fin. x lin., ratio 60-1, 316 (or ratio 90-1, 3/6). Stern's Multi -ratio
(over 12 ratios, some C.T.), 5/6 watts, 7/6. Stern's Heavy Duty Multi -ratio. ail CITapred, handles 13 watts and
suits P.X.48, 61.4s, etc.. 25/6. Rola 31111U -ratio, 5/0 watts, 10/6.
L.F. Chokes. Midget 10 henry 250 ohm 40 mA.. 3/6 ; 20 bay. 250 ohm 60 mA., 5/6 ; 20 tiny. 360 ohm 100 mA., 10/E;
5 hay. 50 ohm 250 mA., 18/6 ; 20 boy. 250 ohm 120 IDA., 18/6 ; 9 boy. 250 ohm 120 mA., 8/0.
Aluminium Chassis. Substantially made of gauge 16 S.W.O. with four sides, 7in. x 4in. X 21m, 3/3 ; 9in. x 51n. x 21in.
4/-; 10in. x 6in. x 21in., 4/11 I OM- x
.211m. 5/6; 12in. x 9in. x 20in., 6/8; 14in. x 9in. x 21in.. 6/11;
16in. x Sul. x 211n., 7/3 ; 161n. x 3in. x 31 in., 8/6.
r.F. Transformer. 465 k/c. New well-knoa-n manufactu ear's surplus fin. x lin. x 111n. Iron Core, 91- each. Denco
Iron Core, 463 k/c. or 1.6
11in. x 111n. x 31in., 16/6 pair. Wearite Stand Cap. Tuned, 465
my- Pr.
Meter Reetifiers. Westinghouse 250 micro/amp., 11/8, 1 niA., 10/8, 5 mA., 4/9.
Selenium Rectifiers. H.T.L. Wave, 250 v. 50 mA., 5/. ; 200 v. 100 mA., 8/9 ; 250 v. 100 mA., 7/6. Bridge Rectifier
12 v.
12/6 ; 12 v. 3 amp., 19/6 ; 12 v. 5 amp., 25/- ; 24 v. 3 amp., 23/6 ; v.
6 and
Sia
m pl 7
Charger Transformers. Each has input of 230 volts. Outputs (a) 24 voltstapped 15 v., 9 v.
4 v.
3 / 86m.ps.,21/6 I
(b) 30 volts tapped 15 v. and 9 v. at 3 mile., 22/- ; (ci 15 volts tapped 9 v. at 3 amps.. 14/3; (d) 12 volts, 11 amps.,
11/3 ; (e) 15 volts tapped 9 v. at 6 amps., 19/9 ; 15 volts tapped 9 v. at 11 amp., 11/9.
Valve Heater Auto Transformer. Step-up or down, 2 v., 4 v., 5 v., 6.3 v. at 3 amp., 9/6.
Filament Transformer. Inputs 230 volts, outputs 6.3 v. 11 amp., 7/6 ; 4 v. 11 amp., 7/6 ; Input 200/250 v., output
4 v. (C.T.)11 amp., 4 v. 2 amp., 6.3 v. 2 amp., 19/6.
Danes (lush Cutter. Adjustable between fin. and Olin. dia., used with Hand Brace, 7/6.
"MAINS or BATTERY PERSONAL KIT"
A complete KIT OF PARTS to build our new MIDGET 4 -VALVE SUPERHET PERSONAL SET, covering
MEDIUM and LONG WAVES and designed for MAINS or BATTERY operation is now available.

This 2 Waveband Superhet Receiver is designed to operate on A.C. mains 200/240 volts, or by an " All -Dry"
Battery, either method being selected by means of a Rotary Switch. It la so designed that the Maths Section
(size 4f in. x
x 31in.) is supplied as a separate Kit, which may be added at any time. The kit therefore
can be suppiiedeither as an "All Dry "Battery Personal Set, or as a Midget Receiver for Combined Battery/
Mains operation.
The circuitincorporatea Delayed A.V.C. and Preselective Audio Feedback. A Rola 41n. P.M. Speaker withgenerous
size Output Transformer emir., excellent quality reproduction. Ready Wound Frame Aerial, Fully aligned

I.F. Transformers, and a Drilled Midget Chassis are included. Valve line up :-I.R.5 (KC.), I.T.4 U.F.
Amp.), I.S.s (Diode Det and Audio Amp) and 3.8.4 (Output Tet).
The Set is quite easily built from the very detailed assembly instructions supplied, which includes a practical
component layout, with point to point wiring, and a circuit diagram for both the Set and the Mains Unit
Price of COMPLETE KIT (leas Mains Unit), 26/13/9.
Price of COMPLETE MAINS UNIT KIT, £1/17/6
EVER READY Type BI14 BATTERY, 9/7.
An attractive Walnut Finished Cabinet, size 9in. x 51in. x ails., of the hinged lid type and suitable to house
the combined set is available far 19/9.
THE COMPLETE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS mentioned above can be' supplied separately for 1/9.
mos T.R.F. Battery Portable "Personal " Kit. A complete Kit of Parts to build a Midget 4 -valve All -dry Battery
Personal Set. Consists of Regenerative T.R.F. Circuit employing Flat Tuned Frame Aerial, with Denco Iron Dust
Cored Coil, thereby ensuring maximum gain for Single -Tuned Stage covering medium Waveband.
Valve Line-up IT4 (R.F. Ampl.),IT4 (Detector), 185 (let A.F.), and 384 (output). Includes latest Rola 3th. Moving
Coil Speaker,and a Chassis already drilled and shaped. A consumption of only 7 mA. ensures long battery life. The
Kit is designed for a cabinet, minimum size 6110. x 411n. x lin. Detailed Building Instructions, with PracticalLayout
and Circuit included with Kit make assembly easy.
Price for Complete Kit, £3/18/9 (plus 16/7 P.T.).
Suitable unpolished Cabinet 61in. x 41In. x 3in., 12/0.
Eve,
Ready BI14 Battery, 9/7. Building Instructions. Circuit, etc., supplied separately. 11-.
A Complete Hit of Parts to build a Midget "All Dry " Battery Eliminator, giving approx. 69 volts, H.T. and 1.4 volts
L.T. This Eliminator is imitable for any Persona I Set requiring H.T. and L.T. voltages indicated above. The Kit Is
quite easily and quickly assembled and is housed In a Light Aluminium Case, size 41in. x Illim x Ilia. ; it can
therefore he accommodated inside most makee of Personal Sets. Price of Complete Kit, 21/17/6.
"Wireless World" Midget A.C. Mains 2 -Valve Receiver. We can supply all the components, including valves and
M/Coil Speaker to build this set specified in the March issue at a total cost of £3. Reprint of detailed assembly
instructions and circuit supplied separately for 9d.
"Wireless World " Midget A.C. Mains 2 -Valve Receiver, covering Long and Medium Waveband, We can supply all
the Components, including Drilled Chassis, Valves, Moving Coll Speaker,etc., to build this Set, as specified in the Feb.
issue, at a total cost of 84/6,- including a reprint of the complete Assembly Instructions and Circuit (this is available
separately for 9d.).

An attractive Walnut Finished Cabinet is now available for this W/World 3 -Valve Bet at 21/, or it can be supplied
with a complete Dial and Drive Assembly which includes the latest Station Name Dial and Dia. Escutcheon, and a
Combined Switch/Volume Control to effect very alight modification Inclusive price. 115/- (Dialand Drive Assembly
with Switch/V. Control supplied separately for 14/-.)
We can supply all the Components, including Valves, M/Coil Speaker, etc., to build a Midget A.C./D.C. Mains T.R.P
3 -Valve (plus Metal Rectifier) Receiver as designed and specified by a popular Technical Magazine, at a total cost of
24117/6. A reprint of the assembly Instructions, and layout available for 9d.
An Entirely Complete 3 -Valve Amplifier Kit of Parts. Operating on A.C. or D.C. Mains '200-250 volts. Has an output
of max. 4 watts, with valve fine -up 25A6, 627 and U31. A 611n. Moving Coil Speaker is supplied. Price, including
Wiring Diagrams, 75/- (or less M/Coil speaker, 64/.0.
" ELECTRONIC " VALVE VOLTMETER, We can supply the COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS, including the Valve,
Diode and Meter, etc., to build this instrument, as published in the January Issue of "Electronic Engineering,..
complete with a reprint of the wiring diagram and assembly instructions (supplied separately for ed.) at a totalcost
of 23/15/-.
TELEVISION 11 The " Viewmaster " Televisor assembly instructions showing Wiring Diagram and Practical Com.
ponent layout now available for 5/. We have the specified Components, including the T.C.C.-Bulgth-Morgaulto
-W.B.-Westinghouse-Plessey-dolvern, etc., outfits in stock. Separate Compensate also available.
Elteiconic " Televisor. Complete range of specified Components In Stock. Instruction and explanator bOokiet
tvaila h le for 2/6.

*Send 3d. stamp for our Comprehemsive Stock List.

When ordering please corer packing ar.d postage.

STERN RADIO LTD., 109 and 115 FLEET STREET, E.C.4
Telephone

"coins 01114 and 2250
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VHT Transformers. many transformers,
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WALTON'S OF WOLVERHAMPTON.

&terry esr:914,48 cisrsZerrriierr desi:nede4 individual

VERY special offer: Imfd 500 volt tubular condensers, 2/6 per dozen. 15/- per 100.
IOMFD 1.000 volt working lylainsbridge type, all
brand new, list price 49/6, our price 6/6 sample.
or in lots of one dozen 5/- each.
GLASS enclosed spark gap No. 4, make ideal
lightning arrestors. packed in sealed cartons.
1/6 each. 10/- per dozen, 90/- per gross.
JUST a few items picked from our latest clearance list; send s a.e. to -day for your copy.

sped caion; singles or in quantity,

WILLES EN TRANSFORMER COMPANY, Ltd..
781. Harrow Rd., N.W.10. Ladbroke 2846. [0075

YOU are bound to try an Osmor " Q " Coil pack eventually and be delighted with the
why not save time and money now?
Send a stamp for free circuits and latest lists
results;

of coils, coilpacks. dials, etc.. etc.
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS. Ltd. (Dept.
W.C.A.). Borough Hill. Croydon, Surrey. (Tel.
Croydon 1220.)
10046
ELECTRONICS. -Write to the firm which
specialises in electronic equipment for your
requirements in relays, valves, thyratrons, photocells electron multipuers, special C.R.T. image
converters, selsyns, velodynes, etc. as well as all
components. -J. McMillan, 5, Oakfield Rd., Bristol,

8.

WALTONS WIRELEsill STORES, 203. StaveleY
(0061
Rd., Wolverhampton.
MANUFACTURERS' electrical surplus stocks.
TRANSFORMER winding materials, bobbins.
wire, laminations, electric motors, rectifiers.

15972

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND

SECONDHAND

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 27, Tottenham
CourtRd., London, W.1.
50w MODULATORS, complete with power suppiies, 0 -110v -200/250v, 50c/s, 8 valves, 6C5 into
6C5's push-pull, into push-pull 807's, 3 recti-

fiers, paper smooth.ng conaensers throughout,
jacks for key, mike and line, the power unit
gives 500v 200ma (d.c. smoothed) and 6.3v 5a
in addition to supplying the modulator, complete
outfit, with circuit diagram, in metal case (21in
race mounting panel), contained in solid oak
case, with carrying handles, no mod. transformer; E12/10 carr. paid.
MIDGET I. T's, 465.i.c/s, iron cored, size 13/161n
dia. 1-13/16in height. 10/- pair; 2 gang
assemblies, comprising midget 2 gang. MW osc.
coil; 1 meg midget V.C., drum drives for both,
wired complete with M.W. gadder, res and conds
for osc. circuit, the heart of a personal receiver,
size overall 41/2inX14X2in, 8/11; mains transformers, Primary 0-110-210-240v 50c/s, sec.
300-0-300v 80ma, 4v 2a. 6.3v 2.5a, 15/6 post paid.
PERSONAL receivers, 3 -valve T.R.F. receivers,
using I.T.4s, contained in handsome bakelite
case, with lift -up lid, size 7 X61/2X5in, with lid
closed, plastic carrying handle, frame aerial in
lid; these receivers cover the medium waveband
and operate from self-contained dry batts.;
standard types. W1435 and U2. output to a pair
of lightweight high res. phones, controls S.M.
tun ng and reaction; open:ng lid switches on;
supplied brand new, with valves, batteries.
phones, an ideal set fcr many purposes, invalids,
hosp. patients, etc.; these receivers are not Govt.
surplds and are offered ready to play, E3/19/6,
carr. paid; chassis (steel),
drilled
4 -button base holes, 1/9; 5X9x1t2(n, drilled

7 -button base holes, 2/3; Ali., 17X91/.2X2iYin,
drilled 7 int. oct. and square, open ends, 3/3;
E.H.T. trans. 4kv, lma. 2v 2a, secs, Prl. 230v.
50c/s. gives approx. 5.500v with usual smmthing. 29/6; smoothing chokes. 5H 200ma 10001
4/11. 611 200ma 1000 5/6; electrolytics, 8mf
250v 2/3. 16+8 350v Can 3/-, 32 mf 350v Card
2/-. 32 450v Card 3/-. 60+100 mf 350v Can 3/-,
16+8 dcuble-ended Can 450v 3/-. 25/25v 1/3,
25/50v 1/3. 50/25v 1/6. 100mf 12v 1/-, 50/12v 9d;
outputs trans. 2.000/20. 2 500/20, 2350/20.
3.000/211 6.000/20 7.000/411. all at 3/-, heavy
duty 7.000/251. 3/6; 3 ratios, 7 000-3.500-1.710'40
4/-; switches, standard size, 2P 4W. 3B 2/6 I.P.
10W2B 2/6. 2P 4W2B 2/6. 2P4W1B, plus additional wafer with shorting plate, 2/3, all have
3in sp'ndles; air -spaced variables. ceramic bases.
lain sp'ndles. lin long, straight. 25PF 9d.. preset
50PF 6d; meters. metal cased. 2in c.rcuiar, 0/500
micros 7/6. 0/15-600v red. ext. res., 6/6; 0/20a
or 0/40a with shunt. 5/-; bakelite cased. 2in
square. 0/lma 7/6. 0/5ma 6/-. 0/50ma 7/-;
0/300v series res. supplied. 7/-, 0/20v 5/-; bakelite cased. 21/2in circular, 0/30ma 7/-. 0/100ma,.
0/200ma 8/6: all meters flush mounting; visual

indicators, type 1. crossover needle 2-60 microa,
with common magnet. 3/-; S.M. dials, as on
R.F.26. less cursor. 3/11; rotary power units
type 104. 12v D.C. input. output 250v 60ma,
6.5v 2.5a P.M. rctary mounted on chassis with
supp.. 6/11; type 87. 24v input, output as 104
5/11: 2 -gang condensers. 00p6 cer. ins., lin
spindle. 4/6; superhet coils ,X154in formers.
MM.. H.F., A.E. or Osc.. L.W.. H.F.. A.E. or
Osc., 1/f, per coil; I.F. trans. 465kc/s. iron -cored,
1/9; set of 6 coils and rap. 9/6; 10 -pin plugs
and sockets, with keyway. 1/6 pr.; 8 -way plugs
and sockets, with cover. 1/6 pr.; bakelite cases.
with lid. inside meas. 6X61,.X314in without lid.

lid lin deep with former for frame aerial

lid

requires fixing. ideal for personal sets. meters.
etc.. 8/6. p-st paid; aircraft radio rec.. type
CRV 46151 6 -valve receivers. covering 195kc/s9.050kc/s. in 4 bands, 195-560 560-1.600kc/s.
1.6-4.5mc/s. 4.5-9 05mc/s. switched R.F.. mixer.
3-1 F.s, det. output. using 4-12SF7s. 1-12SA7
1-12A6. S.M. dial calibrated in kc/s. sae R1/2X7X
16in. provision for aerial or loop, powered from
28v. self-contained dynamotor. supplied with
valves and dynamotor. used £5/19/6, carr, paid;
mains trans., PRI 230/250v. 50c/s. secs 460v.
200ma 210v 15ma 6 3v
14/-.
SMOOTHING chokes 20H ma. 350ohm. size
-21liinX2162inX3i/iiin. 6111: RH. 250 ma, 50 ohm size 41nYSinX5in. 10/6: post paid.
RADIO CLEARANCE. Ltd 27. T-ttenham Court
Rd.. London.. W 1. Tel. Museum 9188.
10015
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY. Ltd. 11. Litt'e

Newport Street. London. W.C.2.

See our
displayed advertisement page 93.
f0016
VIBRATORS. 6-12 volt. 3/6 each; static suppressors. 3/6; 0 -Sarno meters 3/6. 0-3amp
3/6; control units contain 3 ET50, 1 EA50 2
triodes, resistors, condensers, switches, knobs.
etc.. new, boxed, 22/6_:, 1355s in original. cases.
brand new. 43/7/6.--Idarnsons, 14, St. Mary's,
Redford

[0012

SOLON electric soldering irons have proved
I heir capacity for continuous service under
the most exacting conditions. 5 models;

zoo watt oval tapered bit; r25 watt oval
tapered and round pencil bits and 65 watt
oval tapered and round pencil bits. Each
model complete with 6 feet of Henley 3-cor2
flexible. Now available irons stock. Writ
i or folder Y. ro.

ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRONS
W.T.HENLEY'S TELZORAPH WORKS CO. LTD
61-53 Hatton Garden, LOndOn., E.C.1

WE DON'T -

supply anything Ex -Government
ALL

BRAND NEW GOODS

-fully guaranteedAUTOCHANGERS IN STOCK
GARRARD. RC65A. A.C./D.C. Mixed
Records. Standard lightweight magnetic head,
120/15/..

GARRARD RC65A. A.C. Mixed Records.
Standard lightweight head, L15/1316.
GARRARD RC70A. A.C. Non -mixed.
£1019/I.

INTERCHANGEABLE GARRARD plugin heads for the above. Lightweight, £26 8.
High fidelity, 63/5/-. Adaptor for RC65 and

70, 64.

E.M.I. MARCONI. A.C. Auto -changer,
Non -mixed, Hi-Fi head. Complete with
trzns ormer, E10/10/8.
COLLARO RC500. A.G. Auto -changer.
Non -mixed. Crystal or Hi-Fi head, £10/15/-.
CABINETS. Unpolished for all the above
changer:. Motor boards ready cut to fit, E3.10 33+ and 78 r.p.m. GRAM. MOTORS are
now becoming available, and we are booking
orders in STRICT ROTATION.
TAYLOR TEST GEAR
The entire range by this famous maker 's
now available on hire purchase. S.A.E. for
catalogue and terms.

ALL AVO TEST GEAR NOW IN STOCK.
Leather cases for AVO 7, F.2/2/6, post free

We are the largest actual stockists of AVO
METERS in England. S.A.E. for catalogue and
price list.

All items can be supplied C.O.D. up to 15lb.
in weight. Otherwise cash with order, please.
Special attention to overseas orders, which
are free of purchase tax.

MODERN ELECTRICS LTD.
164. Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
Telephone : TEMple Bar 7587.

switches etc., etc.; lists avallable.-Sound Ren15868
tals. Ltd. Canterbury Grove, S.E.27.
erie r4r.00g0-cvoonl-t
ta1
4 iin transformer,rh m rectifieru
and reservoir
denser, little used; £3/10. -Box 6262. [5911
LITTLE WOODS, North London's best selection
of radio and television components; pay us
a visit or post or phone your enquIries; no lists.
LITTLEWOOD & GRUNER. Ltd.. 27, Ballards
Lane. F.nchley, N.3. Fin. 3060.
(0055
MAGSLIP transmitters, Sin Mk. 2 and Mk. 4.
21/6; Mags.ip Hunters, 2in Mk. 1. 9/6:
s.a.e.. detaiis.-K. Logan, Westalley, Hitohin.
Herts.

(5889
SURPLUS, unused. .1 350v 2/6 doz, .01 1,000v

3/- doz, .05 500v 3/- dog, .1 500v 3/- doz,
.01 mica 3/- doz, 4pf, 20pf 2/- doz, 2mfd 500v
9d each; TRF coils 4/9 pair, etc. -Bargain list
from: T. G. Howell & Co.. 29. McWilliam Rd..
Brightcn, 7.
[5619
INDraIerhAoTdeORrayuntiltsyp:ype184k.,cfriio 3alakro6k

517B, and 1.7 vaives, viz., 6 R.92. 5 V.R.91, 3
V.R.54, 3 V.R.65, metal rectifiers, chokes, transformers, potentiometers, resistances, condensers,
etc.. £3/10 each, carriage 10/-.
SIEMENS high-speed re.ays, 75ohm double coil,
4/6 each, 45/- per doz; tunnel jockey pulleys, bin
diem. spinche, 2/ diam., fitted ba.1 race for
each, 20/- per doz.
PERFORMANCE meters type No. 2, fitted standard mains 230 V.A.C., 50 cycle power pack,
2 V.R.91, 1 V.11.137. 1 5Z40, 1 C.V.51, 1 V.R.92,
3and other useful components, £2/5 each: carriage
/6.
EXTRACTOR motors, complete with fan 12v.
3t/tamps D.C./16 volts A.C., new in original packing, price 17/6, postage 1/6.
NEW Klaxon, 200/250 volt. 50 cycle A.C. motors,

capacitator inductance start, 2,700rpm. 1/40hia.
fitted in cradle, condenser supplied, price £2/7/6
each.
NEW neon fuse and line testers, fitted in instrument case, carrying hand:e, size 7inx3ihinX4112.
price 12/- each, post paid.
SYNCHRONOUS c.ock units, self-starting, 200250v A.C., 50 cycle, fitted Sangamo motors, consumption 21/2 watts, size 25/,iin diam, 2in deep,
geared 1 rev 60 mins friction reset.
IDEAL movements for making electric clocks,
time switches, etc., comp.ete with 12 to 1 dial
train and Sin hands, price 22/6. post paid.
SANGAMO as above, final speed one rev. per

min., less dial train, ideal for dark room process time, etc., price 20/- each, post paid.

SOLENOIDS, fitted cantilever action, operating
voltage 10/12 volts D.C., these are new dimensions, 3in long, lin diem.. price 5/6 each, post
Paid. Ditto, 3%1n diem.. 3/- each, 30,- per doe,
B.T.H. compressors, fitted cut-out at 300:b. Vihn
motor wou:d drive same, C.F.M. .368, ideal for
garage and workshop. condition as new, price
30/- each, postage paid.
NEW Rolls-Royce " Coolant "Dumps with tower,
inlet 21/4in diam. twin outlets. 114in diem approx.
aluminium casing, brass impeller, pumps approx.
500 g.p.h., price 30/- each, carriage paid.
A large assortment of various ex-W.D. radar and
radio equipment, relays, power packs, oscillograph units, gears, photographic apparatus,

available: s.a.e. for lists.

H. FRANKS. 58. New Oxford St., London, W.C.1.
Tel. Museum 9594.
r0057

TAG strips with components, 3d, 2/6 doz; 5v

1/,,a mains trans.. 2/6. 24/- doz; Morse keys.
9d, 8/- doz; .01 5kv, 9d, 7/6 doz; .01 250v, tubulars. 3d.. 2/6 doz; post extra; orders under £1;
money back guarantee; no c.o.d.; s.a.e. lists.Annakin. 25, Ashfie:d P:ace. Otley, Yorks. F5918
60,1 watt auto transformers, new but soiled,
V 45/- plus 3/- carr.. wt. 16 lb. 230/110v;
Lustraphone m/c mikes, new 52/6. post 1/-; Rola

8in p.m speakers, less trans.. new 13/6. post
1/3; crystal diodes. capsuled, new 3/6; 2v 0.4a
trickle rectifiers 3/6: trans.. 6/6. 6.3v 1 amp
heater trans.. 7/-. post 8d.

CHAMPION PRODUCTS. 43. Uplands Way. London. N.21. Lab. 4457.
1'0100
MICROPHONE handsets: Carbon 4/6, moving
coil 3/6, power (Tannoy) 4/6. Headsets
and microphones: Moving coil 8/6. Earpieces
single: Moving coil 2/-. electro-magnetic 810

ohms 9d. 4 ohms 6d. electro-magnetic microphones 2/6. electrostatic meters 0/2.000 17/6.

PASSINGHAM. North St.. Keighley.
[0002
OSCILLOSCOPE cabinets. 11 X 9 X 614. comp.ete
with chassis containing support and holder
for VCR 139 tube. 2 potentiometers, various resistors. etc.; the cabinet has hinged viewing hood
with plate glass window; supplied with full conversion data, 10/- each plus 1/4 postage; 2in
moving coil microphone inserts. 45 ohm. suitable
for miCacrOh.pplushones4d drpostage.
miniature extension speakers,
3/- e
TELEKIT SUPPLY COMPANY. 51. Addington
Rd.. West Wickham Kent.
F558694
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WIRELESS WORLD

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
VOU'LL probably get It at Smith's, Edgware
.I. Rd.!
Everything for the construc-

Surplus Bargains!

tor, from a I/10watt resistor to a radiogram

cabinet,

lowest

prices,

biggest

51

variety. -Near

Metropolitan Music Hall. Pad. 5891.

[0114

RECEIVER 18. Covering
6.9 m/cs., and complete

H'" quality complete Lowther equipment,

comprising comoined straight and superhet
tuner, independent base and treble corrector.

with 4 battery valves

A15/ F.15 watt amplifier and whistle litter, all

circuit, connecting data,
and
batteries
25/-.

recently checked by manufacturer, and in perfect
order. £45 or near offer; would consider sale of
tuner and amplifier separately. -Box 6263. 15966

ADVERTISERS have for sale in situ (Chat
ham, Kent) the following unused stock, in
coi.s up to 500 yds each: approxanately 10.200
Yds. 18 s.w.g. cadmium copper, insu.ated atre:
approximate.; 5,600 yds 16 s.w.g. CatanlUM copper insu.ated wire; approximate.y 22,500 yds 16

s.w.g. hard drawn copper, !notated wire: Price

Post 2'6.

f

MIDGET ACCUMULATORS. Made by famous manncurers. OAR capacity. ONLY 2/8 each or £1
dozen

by a:+angement; Inspection invited.-App.y:-

MERCURY BATTERIES, as reviewed in " Wireless
World May 1948 94v. ILT., 1.3v. L.T.. 5/6 each
94v. -63v. R.T.s. 5.2v. L.T., 7/0 each. Post 1 -.

RADIO UNLIMITED, Elm Rd., Walthamstow,
E.17, for guaranteed spot.ess components:
3in 1/weight speakers, 10/-; mains trans., 330350. 6v, 5v, tapped at 4v km/a, 15/6; min.ature 465 L.P. trans., 15/- pair; metal rectifiers,
2.60v 80m/a. 5/6; brand new bat/arm phones,
4/6. with throat macs 5/6, earpiece on.y

MIDGET MOTORS, 9Iin. long, Ilin. dia.. 1/135 R.P.

NORTH KENT DISTAIBIYTORS, Ltd., 39o. High
St.. Coatham, Kent.
15867

twin coil buzzer, 3/6; fresh stock of as types
condensers; comprehensive catalogue now ready;
write, call or tel. for copy.
10062
receivers
in
stock,
Hammuriung Super Pro, H.R.O. Seniors

COMMUNICATION

Hallicrafter S.52, Eddystone 640, C.R.100, etc.,
all in perfect order; R.1155 receivers in new
condition, compiete in or.ginal transit cases;
your enquiries are invited for rotary (louver tore and electric motors, most sizes and types
availaole from stock; motor alternators, 11es
d.c., input 230v a.c., 50 cycles, 250 watt output, £8; special clearance of F.H.P. electric
motors, 35/-, 110v -250v a.c.
A.C. recording motors, capacitator start, 200/
250. 55,-; Universal a.c./ a.c. motors, SUltaiMe
-or sewing machines, 40/- each; 12v -15v a.c./
d.c. motors with extended sp.ndle, suitable for
models, etc., 9/3; 20watt P.A. rack mounting
amp.ifler, new and complete, with heavy duty
a.c. power pack, 200/250v. PX25 P.P. output,
£4/10, less valves; new moving coil micropaones,
hand type, heavy duty and complete with 12yd

on 27v., these will operate from 12v. D.C., f rom 110v.

A.C., or from the mains with a suitable dropper, 2/6.
TRANSFORMERS.

Modulation transformers which

may be used as mains auto -transformer: (230-115v.)

handling some 70 watts, 3/,

Input transformers,

with 3 very heavy windings (one -apped low resistance)

which may be used as small mains transformers or
heavy duty output transformers, 3/9. Post 1/3.
FIELD TELEPHONES.
Of American manufacture,
with bell, ringing generator, and standard type handset, In first-class condition. Webbing cases, 37a
Solid leather cases 45/-.

VIBRATOR
21.

transformer and vibrator, etc., 7/6.
Poet 1,4.

screened cable, £3/15; 2 only as new B.T.H.

Jenson cinema- speakers, energised, and twin
unit multi -cellular horn unit; 20ft telescopic
tubular T/V mast, 15/6 each; large select on
of test equipment; multi -range meters, valve
testers. signal generators, oscilloscopes, br.dge
meggers and meggers. etc., all at reasonable

price;; hand bearing prismatic compasses with
provis:on for battery in handle, perfect. 40/ each; very large stocks of transmitting valves,
Keystones, of all types, send us your requ.rement3; special offer of new, not ex-W.D.,
main; trainformer, semi -shrouded, 200/250v
tapped primary. 250-0-250, 100ma 5v 3amp.
6v 4amp. 20/- each; large stocks of L.T.
transformers, special sizes and ratings wound
gram
a.c. and a.c./d.c.
to specification;
motors and auto -record changers in stock from
£10/15; switchboard mounting voltmeters, amp meters, various ranges a.c. and d.c. available
at cheap prices to clear; prices do not include
postage.
SERVICE RADIO SPARES. 4. Lisle St., W.C.2.
Gerrard 1734.

10188

QUPREME RADIO, 746B, Romford Rd., Manor
E.12. Tel. Ilf. 1260. Est. 16 yrs.
Park, Lond
w resistors: 10(1. 2211. 2711. 47Q. 8211. non.
18011. 3300. 39011 820(1 1K(2. 3.9K(1 111(11.
470K11.1.5MG and 10MQ. 1/9 doz: 18/6 gross

resistors: 250(1. 2.2K11. 6.8K41.
16K0. 181((1. 1001(11, 1501(Q. 2201(11, 2/- doz.
21/- gross or ass. 1w resistors; 270Q, 4700. 11(11.
681(11. !meg
3.31(I1. 8.21(11, 181(11. 331(11.
or ass.

UNIT

Store soiled,

but containing electrolytics, resistors
condensers, chokes,
metal
rectifiers

RECEIVER 21. Covering 4.2-7.0 and 18.31 m/cs,
and complete with 9 battery valves, circuit, connect-

ing data and super capacity all -dry battery., am

AMPLIFIER TYPE 1135A. a small unit, measuring
9 x 21 x Bin., and containing 3 (6.3v.) valves (EBC33,
EK32 and EL32), which requires very little conversion

for PA. ONLY 18/6. Circuit 1/3.

PANELS, containing two .17, 450v., one .01 350v.,
one .1 600v., one 8 micro f. 150v. condensers, one
L.F. choke, one valveholder, etc.: these are new and
individually boxed. ONLY 1/9.
CONDENSERS (new -not stripped).

Tubular: 75
micro/f. -12v., 1.2/2 doz.; .05 750v., 1/9 doz.; .25

330v., 1/9 40..; Mica .00003 3,000v., 2/- doz. ; .001
2,000v..2/- doz.; .00022,250v., 2/6 doz. Electrolytic:
25 micro/f. 25v.,12,/6 doz.
BRAND NEW 1355's. The Ideal Television conversion unit, with 11 valves. These are in original maker's

crates, but may have discoloured metalwork due to
long storage. OUR PRICE, 55/-, plus 7/6 Cart

I:IA

4mfd 450v cond..
6d ea.; 4mfd screw base metal cond., 550v. 1/ ea.; 8mfd tub. cardboard. wire end, 500v cond..
1/6 ea.; 84-16mfd, 450v, can. cond., 2/3 ea.; 8+
8mfd, 450v, can. cond.. 2/- ea.' 16+16mfd. 450v.
cardboard tub. cond. 2/9 ea.; 1.6mfd. 350v, dry-

and 2meg. 4/- doz or ass.

CASED SPEAKERS. In attractive
9in. dia. metal cases, with trans-

former for 3.5 or 15 ohm input.
ONLY 1916. Poet 1/8.

lytic cond., metal, 1/9 ea.: cardboard. 50mfd.
50v, or 25mfd. 25v, conds.. 1/- ea.: also 50mfd.
12v, or lOmfd. 25v, metal cond., 1/- ea.; ass.
11/- doz; 12mfd, 50v, screw base. metal cond.
6d ea.; 3meg carbon vol. controls, 71101 ea.,
100K0 vol. controls, long spindle with s/I

RECEIVER TYPE 25.

6d ea., 5/- doz; fly -back type line trans..with
provision for EY51 valve. 22/6 ea. Mains ans.:
350-0-350v. 80 m/a. 4v 4 amp and 4v 2 amp.
tapped primary. f/s, 14/11 ea.; E.E. mains trans.:
350-0-350v. 250m/a. with all I.t. windings and
screen. 63/10: 5hy 250m/a choke, 13/9 ea.; 10hy
80m/a chose. 6/6 ea.; EF50 valve holders.
ceramic, 6d ea.; retaining rings for same, 8d

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.,

switch. 2/6 ea.; long spindle, 0.25meg vol. cont.,
less switch. 2/- ea.._ noise suppressor units consisting of iron cored cholce and 2 0.1mfd cond.

Mica cond.: 400f. 50of. 60 65. 307. 500. 570
700. 1,800 and .980pf, all at 2/- doz or ass. doz.
0.01mfd. 2.2k/v and 0.005mfd m.ca tag end
ea.

cond.. 2/6 doz. Midget mica cond.: 0 001mfd.
0.0003. 0.0005mfd. all at 6d ea, or 5/6 doz. or
ass. Tub. piper cond.: wire end. 0.lmfd., 350v,
or 500v. 0.05mfd 500v. and 0.02mfd 750v, all at
6d ea.. or 5/6 dos or ass. Component parts
for constructor television and radio circuits our
speciality; terms: c.w.o.. no c.o.d.; send 6d
extra for postage orders :order £5: 214d s.a.e.
ICO21
all enquiries and list.

One of the best known sets
for converting Into a domestic receiver. With six
valves (6.3v.), pair 460 k/m. I.F.T.a and a host of
resistors, condensers, etc.
Complete with circuit
ONLY 22/6.

9, Cauldwell Street,
BEDFORD.

Phono 5563.

All goods sold as used unless otherwise stated.

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
TELEVISION, 61n tube, converted ASV. comPict, with speaker. demonstration Basle mere, £12 WWTV with MW22-7 tube less Dower
Pack. requires adjustment,. £8; 12in Grampian
speaker on heavy baffle, 64. -Box 6491. f5917
RODING have the following stock for disposal.
Buy now at unrepeatable prices! Mail only.
Loudspeakers: P.M., 51n. 10/-; 61 in w/t..
15/- 8.n: 16/6; 10in, 22/-; mains energised 81n.
1,250 ohms or 400 ohms field 15/-; 10in wit.
1,250 ohm fled, 22/-: please add 1/- post per
speaker. Condensers: (Special bulk prices for
manufacturers). .005 1.000v. .002 1.000v, 2/9
doz; .002 miniature 3/6 dos; 100 pf S.M. 4/6
doz (post extra)
Resistors: 1/iiv 2/- doz. 10/100 (2.7k. 270k. 1.2 meg). (Post extra), Chassis: Po...shed aluminium 12 X9 X2%in, 16 s.w.g.,
folded 4 aides, 8/6 (post 9d); VR91 holders. 6d
ea.; Selenium rectifiers. 230v, 30 ma. 4/3 ea.:
Neons (no resistance), 2/- ea. (post extra). Our
standard lines are, of course. available as usual
from stock. Model 30, famous 3 waveband super het coil packs, aligned and sea:ed, 29/9 inc.:
Model 40 coil packs -similar, with R.F. stage.
aligned and sea:ed, 57/6 inc.: I.F. transformers.
i/c, high stability, aligned and sea:ed to 465
kc/s, 13/6 pr.; Model 30 tuning unit, consisting
of 30 coil pack, pair of " M.M." I.F. transformers, matched 2 -gang and attractive dia.; components aligned together as a unit and sealed.
54/9 inc.; Model 40 tuning unit, similar. with
R.F. stage, 86/3 inc.: either unit ava.lable with
JB spin -wheel tuner for 20/9 extra. For further
information, host of circuits, etc. let the " Home
Constructor's Handbook " be your guide to radio
1/6. - Roding
Price
realism -at -low-cost I
15904
Laboratories, 70. Lord Ave.. I/ford.
150 ATHONIC DISTRIBUTORS. 63. Oldhlll St..
JAL London. N.16. -Centimetre oscillator (new)
No. 044 model, less valves, suitable for adapting for control of- model planes, etc., complete
with circuit diagram and chart. 30/-: receivers.
AP 57931 units, comprising 2 strips, suitable for
television, most of components. including 11
VR91 valves, brand new in original packing case.
79/6, carriage 5/-' electric motors, new. 200250v a.c. or a.c./d.c.. 14(hp. approx. 2,00Orpm
size 111,4inX51/in. can be used for a multitude
of purposes, only 19/6; Walkie-Talkie sets, comprising 4 ARPI2 valves and other useful components in case. 9/6; chokes. new. 3.6-4.2h
250ma, 20h at no d.c. weight 71b, 6/-: precision made sliding resistance, with variable
worm drive, size 13in X 5in X Sin, lamps 150
ohms, new, in box. 22/6: microampmeters. new.
in box, tin round dal with 2/in square escutcheon, front p.ate fixing, bakelite, 6/6; Mansbrdge condensers. 64 2.000v 3/-, 84 800v
2/9. 4uf 1,000v 1/6. 4uf 350v 9d 2cf 250v 6d;
Rife nickel alkaline accumulators. 2.5 volts 15
amp hours. unspillable, will last a lifetime. 6/-.
don't miss these, the bargains of a lifetime;

mixer units, comprising host of components.
trannie 300-0-300, 5v and 6.3. smoothing choke
5h. electrolytics. me trannie valve holders, resistors, toggle switches 15/, carriage 4/-: relays. 6v. suitable for model trains. etc.. 1;6:
cut-outs, 12 and 24v, suitable for charging
boards, motor vehicles. etc., 2,'-: naval waterproof gangway lamps, 41n conical shade and
SBC holder with 6ft screened cable. suitable

for caravans, motor vans, workshops. external
illuminations, 4/-. or two for 6/5; volume controls. new. In meg. less switch, 2/-; 50k, with
switch 2/3, 100k, ditto 2/-,1/.2 meg ditto 2/6, 1
meg ditto 2/9, 2 meg ditto 2/9: electrolytics.
164 350v, 1/9: 16X16 350. 2/3; 32 ditto, 2/3:
8af 500. 2/3; 16 ditto 2/6; 8X24 450v. block can.
2/6: 25X50v. 9d: 32:1 350. cardboard. 1/9: 0.01
1,000v 3/6 doz. 0.1 500v 4/6 dos: mica and silver
mica at very reasonable prices: resistors, most
value lip watt 1/6 doz. I/v watt 1/9 doz. 1 watt
3/9 dos; metal rectifiers, 280v 80ma. 3/-; 0.3
800ohms. 2/6 (droppers): 0.2 1.000chms ditto.
2/6. toggle switches. 250v 5amp 1/3: 8in
sneakers with trannie. 14/6: carded Sarno fuse
wire. 3d; retail line. 3/- per gross cards: V.I.R.
connecting wire. 1mm 4/- 100yds. 2mm ditto
5/-; cotton covered flexes, 14/36. various colours.
20/30yd lengths, 16/- 100yds: co -axial Plugs.
6d; enamelled copper and cotton covered fine
wires: 2.4 and 6B.A. nuts and bolts. washers.
soldering tags. etc.; countless other bargains:
your enquiries invited; send 2i40 s.a.e.: postages
9d £1, 1/- £2; order over £2 free unless otherwise stated; c.w.o.; c.o.d. by arrangement.
15957

NOTICES

BRITISH SOUND RECORDING ASSOCIATION:THE lecture season opens on September 29th
at the Royal Society of Arts. Membersh'p of
the Association is essential to everyone actively
engaged or interested in high quality reproduction. Papers and lectures on all aspects of
electro. acoustics are given at the meetings and
later published in the Journal. The current
issue may be obtained by non-members, price
2/9 p.f.; Manual of Equipment and Accessories,
1/2 p.f.-Write for brochure and membership
application form to the Membership Secretary:
Harrie J. King. 48. Mount View Rd., 14' rth
(0119
Chingford. London E.4
WANTED. EXCHANGE, ETC.
kl7RPLUS selenium rectifiers' state type, con -

[5884
7 dition quantity, price. Box 6254.
URGENTLY risioll:ec.casveity-resonator parts off
sets . -Park 6760.
(5915
WANTED, Magnetophon Tons 6 with spares
(amplifier not required). -Box 2665. [0198
WANTED, dynamometer a.c. test set. aiso
oscilloscope type 339A. also L050A oscillator.
LESLIE DIXON & Co., 214. Queenstown Rd.
1017i
Battersea. S.W.8, Macaulay 2159.
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ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
RECEIVERS 1132 A and 1526. V.H.F., II valves,

superhet receivers 2 models, identical, 100/126
Mc/s. or 65/85 Mc/s., grey cabinet (19"x I I" x 10').
Price with valves, 65,-. Carriage and packing
7/6 extra.

PRECISION Temperature Control Ovens for

quartz crystals, etc., 230v. 50 cycles will give a
stability with suitable crystals of better than two
parts in a million. Fitted precision thermostat
and
thermometer. Temp. adjustable 40/60
degrees.

16411716.

RESISTANCES, wire wound, 152 ohms 2 amps.
double tube, new geared movement, 30/- ;
4.6 ohms 16 amps, twin slider with geared movement, 35/- ; 20 ohms 2.5 amps., single slider,
15'-; 300 ohms amp., I5/-; 5 ohms 10 amps., 2I/-.

MICROPHONES, Tannoy Multi -carbon hand
mike in metal case, with switch in handle, 5/,
post 1/- ; special transformer, 10/6 extra.

G.P.O.

hand mike in bakelite case, 3/6 ; transformer,
2/6, post 6d.

WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.
BX.28's. 5.27's, any
Cambridge
Radio,
[0080
Grove, London, W.6. Tel. Riv, 3279.
WANTED, quantities of new, surplus valves,
types EF39, EF36. EL32, 6SN7GT.-N.R.S.,
16, Kings College ,Rd.. London, N.W.3.
[5755
DOUGLAS wave -winders (motor -driven).Full details and price to Osmor Radio Products, Ltd., Borough Hill, Croydon. (Cro. 1220.)
WANTED, all types of radio equiPment,r5trt
instruments, radio receivers, personal
sets, television, components, etc., etc.; call,
write, send or 'phone.
Newport Court,
MILLER'S RADIO, 38a,
15221
Charing Cross Rd.. London.
WANTED, surplus relays, impulse switches,
sparking plugs, 5 -way, push-button units;
any condition; large or small quantities; highest
prices paid. -Box 4660.
15579
WANTED. -Junction boxes, JB 70A and T50
microphones for Hallicrafters, BC 610
transmitters.-P.C.A. Radio, Cambridge Grove,
[0081
London, W.6. Tel. Riv. 3279.
WANTED, laboratory test equipment includWANTED.-A.R.88's.

quantity.-P.C.A.

POTENTIOMETERS

ing standard signal generator, watt meter,

bridges, recorders; send price and
HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS, new oscilloscope,
details to:

condition, ex-G.P.O.

4 Horseshoe magnet type,

wound armature driven by gearing in handle,
output approx. 75v. 25 m/a. A.C., in hardwood

box withex ternal terminals, 10/6. Postage
2J- extra.
G.P.O. magneto bell in polished wood box with
switch hook and contacts, condenser, transformer
and connection strip, 5/-. Post 1/-.
TRANSFORMERS. Foster double wound

HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS, 175, Uxbridge Rd.,
Hanwell, W.7. Tel. Ealing 0779.
R180803s7
WANTED, HRO coils, Rx's, etc.,
BC348's, etc. -Details please to: R. T. and
Service, 254, Grove Green Rd.. London, E.11.
Ley. 4986.
TX7ANTED. new surplus valves of all des1c0r1ip6-3

V, Lions, large or small, quantities; tubes, type
725A, 723A/B, 829B, 1B24 or 1822; all types
of test instruments; Selsyns. Magslips receivers
and
transmitters; best prices; immediate settle230/50v. 2 amps. 100 watts, 15/-. Post 2/-.
-Write G. Lawrence & Co., 61, Byrom
CONSTANT PRESSURE TRANSFORMERS ment.
St.,
Liverpool, 3.
[5892
input 190-260v., output 230v., plus and minus
1%, 150 watts,66/101-. 60 watts, 1641101-. Carriage

extra.

PARCELS. -I0 lb. useful oddments for the junk
box. All clean, dismantled from Government
and other surplus apparatus, 7/6 post free.
(For home buyers only.)

MERCURY SOLENOID SWITCHES, new
and boxed, 15 amp. size, 5/-, post If-.

GALVOS, 500 ohm,

by

leading

instrument

makers, mirror reflecting, 7 mm. micro -amps,
with lamp and scale fitted in polished wood
box. For A.C., 230v. mains. 18/I0/-.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214 Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
Telephone: MACaulay 2159

LOWTHER
PRODUCTS
for

UNFAILING
DEPENDABILITY!
The choice of both
Professional & Amateur

for audio or electronic
equipment
Full details:

THE LOWTHER
MANUFACTURING CO.
(The

Laboratory

Production Unit)

Lowther House, St. Mark's Rd.,
BROMLEY, KENT. Ray. 5225.

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
MAINS transformers rewound, new transformers to any specification.
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; firstclass workmanship, fully guaranteed.
F.M. ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Potters Bides.,
Warser Gate, Nottingham. Est. 1917. Tel. 3855.
10113
LOUDSPEAKERS rewound and cones fitted,
any make, prompt service. -Model Loudspeaker Service, 34a, Bullingdon Rd., Oxford.
MAINS transformer rewinas, conversions, etc.;
quick service. -Dept. w/w, Eric Giles. 43.
Montgomery Rd.. Longsight, Manchester. 13.

MAIN and output transformers

moving

coil speakers,

15

o:efittedfefrwoundor

altered;
speaker transformers, clock coils rewound; guaranteed satisfaction, prompt service.
L.S. REPAIR SERVICE, 49. Trinity Rd., Upper
Tooting, London, S.W.17. Balham 2359. [0110
AREWIND service which dupacates or modifies as required; transformers, loudspeakers.
etc., prompt returns.-Raidel Services, 49, Lr.
Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. Cro. 6537
REPAIRS.-E.H.T., mains and O.P. transformers, field coils and chokes; also armatures and motors; new transformers designed to
any specification; all work fully guaranteed.
WILLESDEN TRANSFORMER Co., Ltd.. 781,
Harrow Rd., N.W.10. Tel, No. Ladbroke 2846.
RADIO MAINTENANCE SERVICE for guaranteed rewinds and repairs; armatures, F.H.P.
motors, vac. units, portable tools, etc.; good deliveries. -139, Goldhurst Terrace, N.4I.6. Mai.
6133.
SERVICEtypes voirritft smile."-Repairers
"
and mericanreceit
coil rewinds; American valves, spares, line cord.
all9e9r2s5

-F.R.I., Ltd., 22, Howland St.. W.1.
5675.

rewinds,
re-inSTUCINes"andni

Museumo11

transformers,
orwmoerrpc:

smailirrst-

prompt deliveries and satisfaction guaranteed.

-Sturdy Electric

Co., Ltd., Sturdy Works,
Burnopfield. Newcastle -on -Tyne.
SECOND -to -none rewind service, reliable.
i2e

A

.

neat, return of post service; your television
requirements promptly executed, EHT, LHT and
heater transformers; stamp for quotations.R. E. F.. 137a, Ashton Rd., Oldham.
[3519
REWINDS and conversions to mains and output trans. pick-ups, fields, clock coils. car
vibrator units, etc., from 4/6, P.P.: equipment
a speciality; all work guaranteed. -N. L. Rewinds, 4, Brecknock Rd., N.7. Tel. Words worth
7791.
ALL makes transformers rewound or replacesupplied; E.H.T. R.F. coils, wave winding, quotations for special designs by return; highest quality workmanship; fully
guaranteed.- Forrest, Shirley, B'ham. Est. 28
years.
ALIGNMENT and repairs of communication
r5 1
receivers and all other short wave equipment; receivers and amplifiers built to specification; experimental and design work executed.
P.C.A. RADIO, Cambridge Grove, London, W.6.

mentsl57

Tel. R.iv. 3279.

Wire wound and Composition types,
Single, Ganged, Tandem Units.
Characteristics : linear, log, semi -log,
non -inductive, etc.
Full details from

RELIANCE
Manufacturing

Co.
(Southwark)
Ltd.
Sutherland Rd., Higham Hill, Walthamstow E.I 7
Telephone : LARkswood 3245

rewounrc1597to7

pattern or specification, return post service.
-H. Pughe, Radio Rewind Service, Brithdir, Nr.
Do:gelly, N. Wales.
[3243
MAINS transformers rewound or constructed
to any specification; prompt delivery. Bede Transformer Co., Ltd., Bedesway, Bede
[3198
Trading Estate, Jarrow.
TELEVISION, radio and amplifier repairs or
modifications; home -built receivers aligned
and tested: quotations by return; any type
transformer or coil supplied.
BERNARDS. 12. Chelverton Rd., Putney, London. S.W.15. Put. 7538.
ELECTRICAL measuring instruments of every
riXi9 9
make repairea anti standardised. -The Electrical Instrument Repair Service, 329, Kilburn
Lane. London, W.9. Tel. Lad. 4168.

REPAIRS to

RELIANCE

10093

NEW S.T.C. SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.
Largest L.T. range in Great Britain. Current

NOT surplus. E.H.T. H4/200,
W.W. Televisor, 29/6, H4/100 VR97, 19/6,
products.

post free.

HALF -WAVE RECTIFIERS.
16v., fa., 7/- ; Ia.. 8/6 ; 2a., 9/10 ; 3a., 17/-;
all post 6d. 4a., 18/. ; 6a., 22/6, post 10d,
30v. I a., 12/6 ; 2a., 14/8 ; 4a., 26/- ; 6a., 38/6 ;
48v. la., 16/6 ; 2a., 21/- ; 4a., 37/6 ; 6a., 54/. ;
100v. 2a., 36/6 ; 4a., 69/- ; 6a., 100/-, all p.

HALF -WAVE HEAVY DUTY,

SQUARE COOLING FINS.

fin.

16v. 5a., 22/6 ; 10a., 24/6 ; 30v. 5a., 37/- ; 8a.,
40/6 ; 48v. 2,5a., 27/6 ; 5a., 50/6 ; 8a., 57/-,

all post 1/-.

BRIDGE CONNECTED FULL WAVE.

Special price,230v. la., D.C., 90/, 2.5-3a., D.C.,
105/-. 17v. 1.25a., 12/9; 2a., 16/4; 2.5a., 21/3;
3a., 23/-; 4a., 26/-; 5a., 27/6; all post free. 33v.
la., 19/6 ; la., 22/6 ; I .5a., 29/6 ; 2a., 32/6 ; 3a.,
37/6 ; 4a., 45/6 ; Sa., 46/6 ; all post 10d. 54v.
1.5a., 41/. ; 2a., 50/- ; 3a., 57/- ; 5a., 70/- ; 72v.
I .5a., 53/- ; 2a., 641- ; 100v. I .5a., 76/-; all p.I/-,

BRIDGE CONNECTED HEAVY DUTY

fin. SQUARE COOLING FINS.

I7v. 6a., 36/2 ; 10a., 44/- ; 12a., 76/- ; 20a.,
84/-; 33v. 6a., 68/-, 10a., 75/-; 12a., 132/-; 20a.,

148/-; 54v. 6a., 95/-;

10a.,

I06/-; 72v. 6a.,

122/-; 10a., 138/-; 100v. 10a., 200/-, all p. 1/4.

BRIDGE

COOL.
130/- ;

84/- ;
97/- ;

INDUSTRIAL

FUNNEL

17v. 12a., 80/- ; 20a., 92/. ; 30a.,
50a., 198/- ; 33v. 6a., 73/- ;
10a.
12a., I32/- ; 20a., 152/. ; 54v. 6a.,
10a.,

114/- ;

144/- ; 100v.
post 1/6.

6a.,

72v. 6a., .120/- ;

168/- ;

10a.,

10a.,

202/6, all

VALVE CHARGER REPLACEMENTS.
No wiring alterations. Philips & Tungar.

2-12v. 4-5a. Charger Kit, 230 A.C. Vent. Case,
Ammeter wt. 221b. 45/10! , del.
Wholesale & Retail

T. W. FsEARCE (Est. 18

yrs.)
66 GREAT PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.C.1
Off Pentonville Rd.

Between King's Cross and Angel
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GALPINS

2 4-vmosernirevrIce rewind,rnonthsi guans otanptuetes, ea.%

i.f.s., etc.; all types of new transf., etc., supplied to specification; business heading or service Card for trade prices. -Majestic Winding
Co., 180, Windham Rd., Bournemouth.

EWINDS.-In addition to the usual range of
rewinds as described in this column May
and June we are pleased to announce that
facilities for wave winding are now available;
this enables us to offer a really complete service
capable of dealing with any type of winding.
WE thank our many customers for their repeat
orders for both rewinds, and specially constructed
types, to their specification; we specialize in
E.H.T. of all types including T/V and X-ray
equipment; trade and amateur enquiries invited.
For prompt attention and delivery, post your
enquiries to Aish & Co., Ltd.. Vanguard Works.
.1.1,

Poole. Dorset.
[5970
METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE for re-
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ELECTRICAL STORES

408 HIGH ST., LEWISHAM, LONDON, 8.E.13

MISCELLANEOUS
TRANSFORMER laminations No. 4 at 1/10
lb. delivery ex stock. -Charles F. Ward.
Lordscroft Works, Haverhill. Suffolk. Tel.
Haverhill 253.
[5814

SITUATIONS VACANT
GOVERNMENT OF IRAQ.
CHIEF radio engineer required for Basrah Port
for one tour of three years in first
EXTENSION P.M. SPEAKERS, 34in. by Directorate
Salary 1.0.80 rising to I.D.110 a
Johnson & Phillips, will handle If watts. New instance.
month. Cost of living allowance between
boxed, 7/6 each. Post 9d.
1.0.10 and I.D.14 a month. (Iraq Dinar equals
EX R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS. These £1.) Provident fund, Free passages. Candicontain a 24in. scale 0 to 450 Microamp meter dates must possess P.M.G. 1st ()Ass Certiricate
miamp. calibrated 0 to 10 volts in Wire.ess Telegraphy and be A.M.Brit.I.R.E..
shunted to
mA. rectifier, or hold City and Guilds Final Certificate in
moving coil, complete with
Radio Communication; or be A.M.I.E.E, with
" Mike transformer," etc., all contained in polish- specialist
knowledge of telecommunication work.
ed wood box, as new, 17/6 each.
They must have had practical experience of
volts
commercial wireless transmitters and receivers
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/250
and
electrical
-equipment, Experience at a large
input in steps of 10 volts, output 350/0/350 volts
Near Letniehan. Hospital.
Tel.: Lee Green 0309
TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
THURSDAY EARLY CLOSING

1

I

winds, mains and E.H.T. transformers,
chokes and field coils; delivery 3-5 days; new 180 rn/amps., 4 volts 4 amp., 5 volts 3 amps., 6.3 civil airport an advantage. -Apply at once by
transformers designed and manufactured singly
stating age, full names in block letters
or in quantities. -Metropolitan Radio Service volts 4 amp., 37/6 each, ditto 500/0/500 volts 150 letter,
and full particulars of qualifications and experiCompany. 1021. Finchley Rd., London, N.W.11. miamps. 4 volts 4 amp., 5 volts 3 amp., 6.3 volts ence, and mentioning this paper, to the Crown
Tel. Speedwell 3000.
[0130 4 amp., 42/6 each ; ditto 425,0'425 volts 180 Agents, 4, Millbank, London, S.W.1, quoting
WORK WANTED
m/amps. 6.3 volts 3 amps. twice, 5 volts 3 amps. M/N/24877(3B) on both letter and envelope.
'PRODUCTION capacity available for assembly (Williamson Amplifier), 39/6 each ; ditto, 350/01350 The Crown Agents cannot undertake to acknowtviring any class of electronic equipment; volts 180 m/amps. 6.3 volts 8 amps. 5 volts tapped ledge all applications and will communicate only
with applicants selected for further consideralarge or small contract considered. -Enquiries,
Box 6493.
[5923
EXPERIMENTAL and development work, con-

4 volts 3 amps., 39'6 each.

& Co., 14, Lonsdale Rd., London, N.W.6. 15873

50 cycs. input 174 volts 50 amps. output, 52/6 each,

EX R.A.F. D.C. TO D.C. MOTOR GENERA-

struction of prototypes. etc., expertly car- TORS, 7.4/28 volts input 1,200 volts 72 mfamps.
ried out on electronics, electro-mechanical or output, as new, 7/6 each, post I /6.
light electrical devices; write. -P. A. Marriott MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 230 volts A.C.

TIRAUGHTING, tracing and photopninting
Al services; estimates free; contractors to the
Ministry of Supply and the Admiralty for drawing and tracing work to their requirements and
specifications. sub -contracting work of this
nature undertaken.
DRAWING & TRACING Ltd., 456a, Ewell Rd..
Tolworth, Surbiton. Tel. Elmbridge 7406. 15975
T. MORT, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.. offers to the

carriage 5/-, another auto wound, output 14 and
17 volts output at 30 amps., 35/- each, carriage
3/6 ; another with 2 x 4 volt 20 amp. windings,
25/- each, P/f.

PRE -PAYMENT

1/-

SLOT

LIGHT CHECK METERS,

all

guaranteed, 200 550 volts 50 cycs.

ELECTRIC
e.ectrically
ph., A.C.
I

input, 24 amp. load, 27 6 each ; 5 amp. load, 35/ -

trade and amateur a service of technical
; 10 amp. load, 42/6 each ; 20 amp. load,
advice, des!gn and construction of special test each
each, carriage 2/- extra ; in quantities of one
gear, receivers and other apparatus, including 50/
dozen
or more a special discount of 10';,,,
correction of faults in home -built apparatus. AUTO
e.1

Write to BCM/HIFIDEL,

W.C.1.
MISCELLANEOUS

W.W.,"
'47;

[5752

Oct.. '43, to Dec.. '48. less Apr..

offers. -Box 6257.

15891

Co., 163, Holland Pk. Ave., W.11.

[5936

PROC. I.R.E. 1947-1949 for disposal -A. E.
WWALNUT radiogram cabinets; stamp leaflets.

-Cabinetware. la, Heyes St.. Blackburn.

1/6 per thousand words
(carbon copies 3d per thousand each copy).
T YPEWRITING,
[5961
-Box 6499.

FOR sale, Douglas No. 6 automatic coilwinder,
comp. bench and 230v S. Ph. mtr.; £70.Cobby, 4, Christchurch Rd., Reading.
[5939
WALNUT radiogram and television cabinets,
sample designs, few only, stamp details. Shaw, 69, Fairlop Road, Leytonstone, E.11,
[922
BRAND -NEW boxed suction roof -top car
aerials, 4/- each; approx. 200; 600 T.C.C.
16X8mfd, 350 -volt condensers, 9d each; new. Lionel Inglis,
Edmunds.

185, Westgate Road, Bury St.

[5945

ENGRAVING, amateurs and trade could to
the opportunity of engraving problems in the
future by getting in touch with A.G. Engraving,
19a Windmill Rd., London, S.W.18. Brass,
bronze erinoid, perspex dials; one knob or
[0034
repetition equally entertained.
A LLSCREWS, Ltd., for B.A. screws, nuts,
washers studding, grub -screws, bolts,
soldering tags. woodacrews, etc., plain or nickel
or cadmium plated, one -gross packets or large
St.,
quantities; stamp for lists. -270a, King [5426
Hammersmith, W.6. Riv. 7762.
110X -GOVERNMENT steel instrument cases,
copper -plated and finished battleship grey,
size 23in long, 10in high, and 8in deep, excellent
condition 12/6 with carrying handles, 10/- less
carrying handles, plus 2/6 packing and carriage
England and Wales.-Weatherhead's, Bletchley.
Bucks.

[5793

TRANSFORMER
POWER
WOUND voltage changer tapped 0, 110, 150,
190 and 230 volts at 1,600 watts, 6.6/5/- each,
carriage 3/6 ; ditto, 2,000 watts, L6/5/- each,
carriage 3/6 ; another tapped 0, 110, 200, 230 volts
at 350 watts, at 47/6 each, carriage 2/-.
LIGHT CHECK METERS,
ELECTRIC

quarterly type, for sub -letting garages, apartments, etc., all fully guaranteed electrically for

200/250 volts A.C. mains 50 cycs. I phase, 5 amp.
load, 17/6 each ; 10 amp. load, 20/- ; 20 amp. load,
25/- each ; 50 amp. load, 37/6 each ; 100 amp. load,

45/- each carriage 2/- extra on each ; special
discount of 10% on quantities of one dozen or
more.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS input 200/250 volts,
000/I in steps of 10 volts, output tapped 0, 6, 12 a

24 volts at 10/17 amps., 47,- each ; ditto as above
but at 25/30 amps. output, 68/6 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200250 volts
Output 500/0/500
50/1 ph., in steps of 10 volts.
volts 300 m/amps., e.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 4 a.,
5 v, 4 a., 4 v. 4 a., at 67/6 each ; another same input.
outputs, 450/0/450 volts 300 mumps., c.3 v. 8 a.
6.3 v. 8 a., 4 v. 5 a., 5 v, 4 a., at 62 6 each.
CELL TESTING VOLT -METERS, moving

coil, reading 3/0/3 volts by well-known makers,
complete with test leads, 7/6 each.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/250

volts,

input in steps of 10 volts, output 350/0/350 volts
300 m1amps. 4 volts 4 amp., 5 volts 4 amp., 6.3
volts 8' amp., 6.3 volts 8 amp., 62/6 each. Smoothing chokes 10 Henry 100 m amps. 200 ohms D.C.
resistance, 5/- each.

MAINS VARIABLE SLIDER RESISTANCES,

protected type, by well-known makers, 450
ohms, .9 amps., 22/6 each ; ditto, 1,500 ohms to
carry .45 amp s.,22/6 each, not protected, 0.4 ohms,
to carry 25 amps., 10/. each ; 14 ohms to carry

AT last! You can easily motorise your sewing
machine at low cost. Send for our small
mains motor fitted with pulley wheel and flex 1,4 amps., 12/6 each.
to run off 220-240v a.c.. price 24/- carriage EX GOVERNMENT AUTO WOUND
paid; list available. -Malden Transformer Sup- TRANSFORMERS (as new), 1,000 watts output
plies, Opposite G.P.O., George St., Richmond,
[0038
Surrey.
ANEW whistle filter design that really worxs!
of
heterodyne
elimination
Complete
whistles is secured with a band width of only
500 c.p.s.; quality is therefore unaffected; adjustable 8.5 to 10kc, 93/10. -Full particulars from
James Goodenough & Co., 314, Park Avenue,
[5909
Southall, Middx.
ALUMINIUM chassis, plain or punched,
8X4X2, four sided, 2/9 post paid; 9X7X
four sided, 3/9 post paid; 12 X91/4X2iii,
four sided, 5/6 post paid; 12 X6X23/a. open
ends, 3/9 post paid; for punching tariff see last
month's issue, valve holes A.E. & E. slots,

etc., 3d; s.a.e. please with enquiry or cash with
order.
TAYLOR AND TOY, Dog & Duck Ferry,
5928
Worcester.
COPPER wires enamelled, tinned, Litz, cotton,
silk covered, all gauges; BA screws, nuts,
washers, soldering tags, eyelets; ebonite and
laminated bakelite panels, tubes, coil formers;
Tufnol rod: headphones, flexes, etc.: latest radio
publicationa, full range available; list, s.a.e.;
trade supplied. -Post Radio Supplies 33 Bourne
10138
Gardens. London, E 4.

tion.
HIS Majesty's Colonial Service.

[5956

VACANCIES exist in the Department of Telecommunications, Federation of Malaya and
Singapore, for (a) Assistant Controllers (Engineering) (Reference No. 27323/8A) and (b)
2.A7s3s2is3t/a8n)t.
Controllers (Radio) (Reference No.
CANDIDATES for (a) must possess Associate
Membership of the Institution of Electrical Engineers or Degrees or Diplomas recognized by
that Institution as granting exemption from
Parts A and B of its examination. In addition
they should have not less than two years' practical experience with the General Post Office or
with a firm manufacturing telephone and telegraph apparatus. They will be required to take
executive control of a district within a telecommunications Region and will be responsible
for maintenance and construction of all Manual
and Automatic Telephone Exchanges, Multi Channel Carrier Equipment, Teleprinters and
V.F. Telegraph Apparatus, Overhead and Underground Line Plant, and general maintenance
duties for radio equipment.
CANDIDATES for (b) must possess Associate
Membership of the Institution of Electrical Engineers or Degrees of Diplomas recognized by
that Institution as granting exemption from
Parts A and B of the examination
should
have at least two years' experience of the installation and operation of radio equipment. They
should have a good knowledge of M.F., H.F. and
V.H.F. Radio Installations including Police
V.H.F. Mobile Communication Systems.
CANDIDATES must be British subjects, physically fit and between the ages of 23 and 35 years.
Appointments will be on probation for three
Years for permanent and pensionable employment
within the incremental salary scale $520 to
$1065 Malayan Dollars per month (equivalent
to £728 to £1,491 per annum) including expatriation pay. The point of entry will depend on
age, experience and approved War service. In
addition a cost -of -living allowance of $150 to
$375 per month (equivalent to £210 to £504 per
annum) is payable. Government quarters are
provided, if available, at a nominal rent. Free
first-class passages for the officer, and if married,
for his wife and children under ten years of age
are provided on appointment and once each way
during each tour of service. Home leave on
full pay at the end of each tour of 3-4 years at
the rate of 4 days for each month of residential
service.
INTENDING candidates should write at once to
the Director of Recruitment (Colonial Lervice),
Sanctuary Buildings, Great Smith St., London,
S.W.1, stating age, professional qualifications,
brief details of their experience and the reference number of the appointment for which they
are applying.
THE UNITED LEEDS HOSPITALS.

[5893

JUNIOR electrical engineer required to help in
servicing X-ray equipment at the Genera; Infirmary at Leeds: candidates should have comtheir compulsory military service and have
115/230 volts or vice versa, 64/10/. each, carriage pleted
electrical knowledge; salary will be on the
5/- : another 1,000 watts from S to 230 volts with good
same scale as for medical laboratory technicians,
etc.,
various tappirgs inclusive of 110, 150, 60, 90,
9195 at age 20. rising to £299 pia.; applications.
etc., all tapping at 1,000 watts, E.5110/- each, car- stating age, qualifications, experience, and with
the names of two referees, to be sent to the unriage paid.
as soon as possib7e.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 200,250 dersigned
S. CLAYTON FRYERS. Secretary to the Board
volts 'n steps of 10 volts output 350101350 volts.
300 m/amps. 4 volt 8 amp., 4 volt 4 amp., 6.3 volts

6 amp. 3.6 volts 2 amp., tapped at 2 volts (elec-

tronic) at 57/6 each ; another same input as above,
output 5001350/0/350/500 volts 250 m/amps. 5

of Governors.

[5871

RADIO and television service engineer required; permanent position for right man

but only experienced engineers need apply.-

15971
Henderson, 351, Fulham Rd., S.W.10.
JUNIOR required to assist engineer in expanding firm of audio amplifier manufacturers,
EX NAVAL CATHODE RAY INDICATOR permanent post, excellent prospects. -Write.
UNITS, as new, containing loads os very useful N. R. S., 16, King's College Rd., London. N.W.3.

volts tapped at 4 volts 4 amps. twice, 6.3 volts
tapped at 2 volts 2 amps., 67/6 each.
components,

condensers,

resistances,

trans-

formers, chokes, etc., etc., weight 90ib. last iew
to clear, 25/- each, carriage paid.

ALL GOODS SENT ON 7 DAYS' APPROVAL
AGAINST CASH, all letters answered. We regret we have no lists available at present. We
would be pleased to quote.

EXPERIENCED radio and T.V. engineer required, able to drive: permanent position

with. good wages: North London district. -Box
6498

[5960

ADIO service engineer/driver regd., N. Len H.M.V./Murphy dealer; write stating
[5966
exp. and wages reqd.-Box 6503.
AA, don

C
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MAGNETIC TAPE
Recording Equipments and
Components
OSCILLATOR UNIT.
small

chassis

suitable

Constructed on
for sub -assembly,

provides r.f. for erase and bias at 45 kc/s.
Requires 250v. h.c. and 6.3v. for operation.
Complete with 6V6 valve, OH,
OSCILLATOR COIL ASSEMBLY. Comprises high " Q " coil and condenser tuned
to 45 kc/s. Specially designed to provide
highly symmetrical sine wave output for low
tape noise.

10/6.

RECORD/REPRODUCE HEAD.

or low impedance.
Totally enclosed.

High

High quality response.
Gap length I mil. 62/2/.

REPRODUCE HEAD. As above but gap
length 0.5 mil. (suitable for 2 -head systems).
E2/2/-.

ERASE HEAD. Capable of erasing new
high coercive force tape when used with
oscillator unit above.

42 2 -.

TAPE. New high coercive force tape suit-

able for high fidelity recording at slow speeds.
7in. (I,20)ft.) reels. El 10 -.

Ilin. (1,000 metre) reels also available.
RECORDING and reproducing amplifiers,
desks,

complete

and

available

machines

shortly.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

CABOT RADIO
COMPANY LIMITED
Electronic

Equipment

Manufacturers,

28 BEDMINSTER PARADE, BRISTOL 3.
Telephone 64314.

THE UNITED CARDIFF HOSPITALS.
AN electrical engineer Is required to provide (or
arrange for) maintenance and servicing of all
electro-medical installations and equipment; he
will be responea.e for the period.c inspection
and testing of such equipment with a view to
ensuring that it coMplies with safety requirements and for keeping records of such tests; previous experience and an interest in this type
of work desirable; the successful candidate will
be required to become a member of the National
Health Service Superannuation Scheme, and the

appointment is subject to a medical examination; the salary will be E450X£15 to E530 per
annum; applications, stating age. qualifications
and experience, should be sent to the undersigned not later than October 31st, 1950. Arnold Tunstall. Secretary and Principal Administrative Officer. United Cardiff Hospitals,
Cardiff Royal Infirmary. Newport Rd.. Cardiff.

15887

BELLING & LEE Ltd., Cambridge Arterial

Rd., Enfield, Middlesex, have the following
vacancies: 1. ASSISTANT for research and development
work in connection with fuses and thermostats.
2. ASSISTANT for research and development in
connection with radio aerials, components and
interference suppressors.
APPLICANTS must be at least 21 years Of age
and be graduate members of the I.E.E. or hold
equivalent qualifications: some previous laboratory or measurements experience is essential. Applications to give details of education and
experience, and state salary required.
[5874

V. K. COLE, LTD. (Malmesbury Division),

ILA invite applications from electronic engineers
for permanent posts in development laboratories
engaged on long-term projects involving the
following techniques: 1. PULSE generation and transmission.
2. SERVO Mechanisms.
3. CENTIMETRIC and v.h.f. systems.
4. VIDEO and feedback amplifiers.
5. V.H.F. transmission and reception.
THERE are vacancies in the senior engineer,
engineer and junior grades; candidates should
have had at least 3 years' industrial experience
in the above types of work, together with educational qualifications equivalent to A.M.I.E.E.
examination standard; commencing salary and
status will be commensurate with qualifications
and experience; excellent opportunities for
advancement are offered with entry into pension
scheme after a period of service. -Forms of
application may be obtained from Personnel
Manager, Ekco Works, Malmesbury, Wilts. [5974

Improved 'High Fidelity'
Results.

Obtainable at

HOLLEY'S RADIO STORES
285, CAMBERWELL ROAD,
Phone RODNEY 4988

S.E.S
By

the

new MICROGROOVE

EQUIPMENT
DECCA L.P. UNITS & PICK-UPS

ACOUSTICAL new

" QUAD "

special AMPLIFIER

LEAK AMPLIFIER PICK-UP and
TUNER
VORTEXION " STEREO-

PHONIC " & ACOS " GP20 "
PICK-UP
AMPLIFIERS &
TUNERS
by GOODSELL

WILLIAMSON

SOUND SALES " TONEMASTER AMPLIFIER" & DX TUNERS
CORNER SPEAKERS by

WHARFEDALE, TANNOY and
DECCA

GOODMANS " AXIOM," W. B.
" STENTORIAN " and BARKER
SPEAKER UNITS
ARMSTRONG R.F. 103 3 and
EXP 83 3 CHASSIS
TWO -SPEED ELECTRIC
MOTORS, also
BRIGGS new Edition of " SOUND

REPRODUCTION "
Demonstrations every evening

until 6 p.m. except Thursday.

E XPERIENCED television aerial riggers required for London, Midland and Northern
areas; current driving licence essential. -Write.

SUCCESSFUL
SALES!

SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS!

pEnninE
RADIO

ACCLAIMED THE COUNTRY OVER. THE INTIMATE
RECEIVER WHICH COMBINES APPEARHOUSED IN
ANCE AND PERFORMANCE.
A BEAUTIFUL WALNUT CABINET. EACH
SET FULLY GUARANTEED.
THE ALL SEASON SENSATION.

HEIGHT 10", WIDTH 12r, DEPTH 51"
4 Valve SU PERHET

UNBEATABLE

THE SET

VALUE

THAT SELLS
ITSELF,

Ell 9 7

INC. TAX

stating age and wages required, Antiference Installations, Ltd., Watford Way, N.W.7.
[5953
E LECTRICIAL engineers or physicists required
with experience in the theory and practice of servo mechanisms and analogue COMInitors for interesting new development work near
L0625n2d.on.-Apply, mentioning ref. DEF, to Box

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS,
CHARGER KITS, CHARGERS

ELEVISION/RADIO service engineer, 1fully66
T1 experienced, able to drive: permanent DOSS-

S.T.C. SELENIUM L.T. RECTIFIERS, up to 300 watts,

tion with excellent opportunities; full particulars, references and salary required to W. J.

HerElliott.ts. Ltd.. Howardsgate, Welwyn Garden City.
15863

RADIO and television service engineers required; suitable applicants will be given
training; previous experience of this type of
work essential. -Write or call, E.M.I. Sales &
Service.

Ltd.,

Middlesex.

Sheraton

Works,

Greenford.i5955

ACHEMICAL engineer and a metallurgist are
required by leading manufacturers of R.F.
heating equipments; previous experience in this
field is desirable; good conditions offered to
suitable applicants who send full particulars

quoting Ref. BHG to -Box 6504.
[5967
D RAUGHTSMEN, senior, required in S.W.
London district, experienced in electronic
engineering, light mechanical design and know-

of workshop practice an advantage. Write, giving full details, past experience, age
ledge

and salary required to Box 5247.
15696
K. COLE, Ltd., have vacancies for testers
at their Electronics Division' experience in
the testing of radar, communications or electronic equipments, to Ministry specifications.
essential. -Full details in writing to the Personnel Manager, Malmesbury. Wilts
15805
SENIOR television and radio service engineer
required by London dealer to take charge of
small service dept.; applicants must have passed
City & Guilds final, have considerable practical
E.

"THE ROVER"

SUPPLIED ONLY THROUGH SELECTED
WHOLESALERS. ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS
AND ATTRACTIVE DISPLAY CARDS.

PENNINE AMPLIFIERS
ELLAND

YORKS
TEL. ELLAND 2107

ENGLAND

New Goods with Full Guarantee
bridge, b.w. or c. tap, 200 rota to 10 amt.., with or
without transformer. A few of our large stock 2 v./6 v. I amp., 4/10 ; 2 v. 0.5 amp. with tram f rirmer. 12/6; 6 v. 1 amp.. 7/2 ; 6 v. 2 amp., 9/-;
6 v. 4 amp..18/6 ; 6 v. 10 amp.,22/6 ; 12 v. I amp.,
gig; 12 v. 2 amp., 12/6; 12 v. 4 amp., 19/6 ;
12 v. 5 amp., 25/-. 12 v. 10 a inp.,42/6. Higher volt-

ages in stock. Add postage ad. up to 12/8. 1/- above,
FOOLPROOF CHARGERS
IlkAND KITS. New Minor
Charger as illustrated, 6 v.
to 12 v. 1 amp., large
selenium rectifier, stabilis18
ing baretter,
months' guarantee, or in kit

at,

form 42/- post 1/8.

Kit

lass case 32/6. New 2 amp.
kit for 2 v.' 6 v., 12 v.

transformer, ballast bulb,

4in. diem. rectifier, 38/6, or

with case as illus., 52/-.

"Automat" 2 amp. 6 v.,

12 v. charger ready for use, 65/-, with 18 months'
guarantee. " Automat " 2 v.,6 v., 12 v. 4 amp. slider
charger, weight 22 lb., Nava plus 12/6 crate and care.
HEAVY DUTY KITS. S.T.C. 12/15 v. 4 amp. rectifier,

70 watt transformer, baretter for 2 v., 6 v., 12 v.

charger, foolproof operation, full instructions, 52/8 ;
ditto but for 2 v., 6 v. 4 amps., 48/6. post 1/4. Slider

Kit, 100 watt trans., 4 amp. rectifier, slider resistance,
high grade ammeterf or 6 v., 12 v. charger. 83/15/0 ;

ditto but 120 watt trans. and giant finned 6 amp.

rectifier, slider res., ammeter, 25, weight 18 lb. For
small radio store 1 to 20 cell 1.5 amp. kit,tramformer

experience and be able to command a good

160 watts, 2 amp. rectifier, baretter bulb, for con-

number of vacancies will occur during the next
few months in the new laboratory.
APPLICATIONS are invited from development
engineers with experience of microwave radio or
radar techniques who are capable of developing
equipment and components to service specifications.
WRITE, quoting Ref. 0110.(3). to Personnel
Officer, General Electric Co., Ltd., Radio & Television Works. Spon St.. Coventry
/5879

250 v.60 mia h.w.fora.c./d.c.sets,7/. ; 110 v.60 m/a.
81-; 250 v. 100 rola bridge, 1318 : 350 , :0-350 v.
80 m/a at., 13/6, post gd. extra.
NEWBAT. Accumulator cell desulphater and con.
ditioner, 1/6, post 4d.

tinuous running, 84/16/0, poet 1,8.
salary; no others need apply. -Box 6259.
[5902
ELIMINATOR KIT for 120 v. 21830 rms, eliminator,
RADIO engineers required; the General
Elec20 watt trans., 120 v. 30 m/a h.t. rect., 2 v. 0.5 amp.
tric Co.. Ltd.. are expanding their radio
trickle rect., 2 x 8 mfds. condensers, case, etc., 42/
development laboratory at Coventry, and a numor without case 35/-, post 1/2.
ber of vacancies for senior and Junior engineers
SELENIUM SMALL SPACE H.T. RECTIFIERS;
exist at present and a further considerable

CHAMPION PRODUCTS
43 Uplands Way, London, N.21. Pho:e LAB 4457
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-THE MODERN BOOK CO.I"
Testing Radio Sets.
22s. 6d.

By

H. Reyner

J.

Postage 9d.

The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1950
Edition. By A. R. R. L. 20s. Postage
9d.

Sound Reproduction. By G. A. Briggs.
10s. 6d.

Postage 6d.

Reproduction
Brierley.

of Records.

3s. 6d.

By

H.

J.

Postage 2d.

Television Servicing. By Heller & Shulman.

Postage 9d.

47s.

Recent Advances in Radio Receivers.
By L. A. Moxon.

Postage 6d.

18s.

The Theory and Design of Inductance
Coils.

9d.

By V. G. Welsby.

Postage

18s.

Radio Valve Data -compiled by " Wire-

less World." 3s. 6d. Postage 3d.
Radio Servicing Equipment. By E. J. G.
Lewis.

Postage 9d.

25s.

Radio Engineering Handbook.
Henney.

Ed. Keith

Postage 9d.

85s.

The Amplification and Distribution of
Sound. By A. E. Greenlees.

I6s.

age 6d.

Television Explained.
Ss.

Post-

By W. E. Miller.

Postage 4d.

Basic Mathematics for Radio Students.

By F. M. Colebrook. 10s. 6d. Postage 4d.
Amateur Radio Receivers. By S. K.
Lewer. 3s. 6d. Postage 2d.
Radio
Handbook, 12th Edition. By
Editors and Engineers. 25s. Postage 9d.

We have the finest selection of British and
American

radio books in
Complete list on application.

the

Country.

19-23 PRAED STREET
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SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIQ and television testers and trouble
shooters required by large manufacturer in
Bast London area; applicants should have previous experience with a manufacturer and

adequate technical knowledge. -Please state age
and full details of experience to Box 6497. [5948

ATTRACTIVE opportunities are available at
the Research Laboratories of the General
Electric Co., North Wembley, Middx., for
physicist's and engineers aged 25-30, with at
east two and preferably five years' experience in
research or development work in one of the
following fields: (A) Microwave aerial and feeder systems,
(8) Microwave transmitters or receivers.

or computers.
THESE positions are especially suitable for men
with good academic qualifications, experimental

ability and a flair for original work. -Applications should be sent to the Personnel Officer
(Ref. GBLC/KTH). All will be acknowledged.

A NUMBER
of senior and junior vacanciers5912o7
r
radio, radar, electronic. television, etc.,
service engineers,

draughtsmen,

wiremen, testers, inspectors. etc., urgently required 30 television service engineers. -Write in
confidence, Technical Employment Agency, 179,
Clapham Rd., S.W.9. (Brixton 3487).
[0103
(junior) required for
TECHNICAL
writer
Publications
Section. Service Department,
Standard C. & G. Radio Comm. Grade III, practical experience radio, television, ability to write
good English essential. -Write Personnel Department, Murphy Radio. Ltd., Welwyn Garden
City. stating age, experience. etc.
engineer for development rw5o9r3k8

ELECTRONIC
required by expanding industrial electronic

team in well-known manufacturing firm previous
experience of servo -mechanisms and industrial
process control together with a degree (preferable), or H.N.C.-Send full details and present
salary, quoting ref. GBH to Box 6505.
[5968
APPRENTICE
laboratory technician, male
(age 19-22), required in the electronics
laboratory at the National Institute for Medical
Research, The. Ridgeway, Mill Hill, N.W.7;
matriculation standard with some knowledge of
electronics necessary. -Apply in writing to
Administrative Officer at above address. [5898

ADEVELOPMENT engineer required in the

(Dept. W.9)

laboratory of manufacturers of motorised
electrical appliances; age limits 28-40: minimum
qualification H.N.C.: previous experience desirable: pease forward full details of past experience. etc., for the attention of Chief Engineer.

LONDON W.2
PADdington, 4185

to: Box No. 371, c/o Longley's, 44, Old Bond St..
London, W.1.
[5878

TIECCA RADAR, Ltd., have vacancies for

intermediate and senior design araughts-

men; applicants should possess O.N.C. as a
minimum qualification, and be capable of

DUKE & CO.
RESISTORS, NEW.

Assorted sizes and

wattage, 25 31- ; 50 5/6 ; 100 10/..
180v. tapped
H.T. BATTERIES.

21v. bias, 11 L.T.
5/6, plus If- post.

90v.,

New, sealed case, tested.

WALNUT CABINET

EXTENSION

SPEAKER, for 10in, speaker, metal grill,
volume control position, 25/... Short Wave
IS Set, superhet, with free headset, 17/6
(for medium wave change to P. coils.)

FURTHER SUPPLIES OF DUNLO-

PILLO SEATS, moquette covered, plywood backed, 12/6, plus 2/- post. DUN-

LOPILLO CUSHIONS, 34 x 15 x Sin.

tapering to 2in. also 32x 18 x 2in. flat, both
types, 12/6, each post free.

GOOD SUPPLIES OF PLYWOOD,
2ft. x aft. x 3/I6in., 3/6 ; 3ft. x I7in., 2/6
WALKIE TALKIES. A few left at only
17;6.

Only one valve (ATP4) and switch

(send -receive) short, set of drawings supplied with each one.
SPEAKERS. 21 in. 10/- (special super midget
transformer, 6/6) ; Sin. speaker 101- ; Sin.
with trans., 12/6 ; 6in. 12,6 ; 6in. with trans.,
15,6 ; 8in. 15/6 ;
19/6 ; I2in., 35/6.

with trans., 18/. ;

DOMESTIC RADIO KIT.

In

10in.,

bakelite

cabinet, 4 valve T.R.F., universal or A.C.

only, for E4/15/6 ; or in Ivory cabinet, 6/ extra. Assembled, 30/- extra.
CONDENSERS (electrolitic). 32+32, 450
v. 3/6 ; 16+16, 350v. 3/6 ; 8+8, 450v. 3/6 ;
8+8, 350 v. 2/6 ; single 8, 450v. 3/6 ; 8, 350v.
2/6 ; 16, 450v. 3/6.

SPEAKER. New

in

extension

cabinet,

only 1416.

Cash with order, please, and allow sufficient
to cover postage. Stamps ONLY for lists.

219 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD,
ESSEX.

Ilford 0295

original design work. -Write, giving full details
of experience and qualifications, to Welfare
Officer. Decca Navigator Co., Ltd., Shannon

Corner. New Malden, Surrey.
TUMOR engineer to commence on routine15959
ei1 electrical design work, some experience in

light electrical apparatus an advantage, minimum qualification Ordinary National Certificate (Electrical Engineering). -Apply stating
full particulars of experience. etc., to Personnel Dept.,Telephone Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.,
Martell d., West Dulwich. S.E.21. Tel. Gipsy
Hill 2211.
RADIO
ADIO valve engineers. -The M.O. Valve
r5 6
have vacancies for qualified engineers in connection with the development,
manufacture and application of radio valves;
previous experience not essential. -Please apply
by letter, stating particulars and salary required, to Personnel Department. The M.O.
Valve Co., Osram Works, Brook Green, Hammersmith.

Tel.: GERrard 8845

HOME BUILT TELEVISION AID AMPLIFIER
SPECIALISTS
Fall Mail Order Facilities (Add Postage>
Mon./Fri. 9-5.30 p.m. Sat.,9-1 p.m.

A QUALITY TEF RADIO FEEDER UNIT.

(C) Generation and handling of special waveforms as used for television, pulse multiplex

development.

NUSOUND PRODUCTS
136 WARDOUR ST., LONDON, W.1

5946

The

feeder unit is a 3 -stage wide band TRY preset to the

three main stations with single switch control and
including a gram position. Using two B7G miniature

valves and a diode outputstage this makes a compact
unit, size 710.-6in.-211n. Cost, 28 108. 8e. ine.
Constructional booklet available. Price is. 83, post
free. Cost to build, approximately £3 10. Oa

This is
A PRESET 8/BET RADIO FEEDER UNIT.
also a very compact unit designed for those who are
beyond the range of the TRF. Choice of three programmes on the M.W. or L.W. bands. Single switch
control and inc. gram position. Size 7in.-6in.-21111.
Price se 10s. Sd. inc.

6 valves inc.
A ill -WATT QUALITY AMPLIFIER.
matched eve output -3 stages treble boost and bast
boost -2 -stage treble cut-20db neg. feedback provision for radio feeder unit. A real Hi Fi amplifier
at the reasonable price of 14 gas. complete.
A 41 -WATT QUALITY AMPLIFIER. Despite its low
cost this is a real quality instrument. Includes 3-sta ge
neg. feedback, separate bass and treble boost controls,

treble cut, pre -amp stage, provision radio feeder.
Price, 10 gm. compete. Constructional booklet for
A.C. or A.C./D.C. model, le. gd. post free. Complete
kit , £8.

(Please send stomp for leaflet on all
our products.)
Connoisseur pickups:

GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT.

Standard, 13/191-; Trans., 13/-; L/weight, one
head, £5/14/8 ; Trans., 15/- ; fibre pickup, S4/3/-;
special tram., 26/-; Acos GP20, 71/3; Goldring
lightweight,61.4. Garrard Plug-in Heads: Standard,
28/8 ; Miniature, 48/- ; Hi Fi 72/4 ; Adapter, 4/11
We stock all the well-known makes of Speakers and
quality components.

(Tapped pri. unless

NUSOUND TRANSFORMERS.

otherwisestated.)
A few selectionsfrom our wide range, and we can wind
to your own spec. delivery 4 days. Estimates free.
350-0-350 v., 150 m/a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., ss.
S35r0.1-.36 801v/13/.1360 m/a, 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a., or 4 v.

350-0-350 v. 75 m/a. 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v 3 a., or 4 v.
version, 11/L9.
3,e0r0s-10;3

810v/.06/36 m/a., 6.3 v. 3 a.

5 v. 2 a., or 4 v.

5 v. 2 a., or 4 v.

250-0-250 v. 60 raja. 6.3 v. 3
version, 18/9.

700 v. 10 na/a., 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 4 v. 1 a. , 1818.

250.0-50010 m/a.,6,3 v. 9 a., 4 v. 1 a. up°
8.3 v. 11 a. Heatertraus. 230 pri. only, 6/9.
4 v. 2 a. Heatertrans. 230 pri. only, 8/9.
6 v. 6 a. O.T. Heater trans. 230 pri. only,
8.3 V. 3 a. 0.T. Heatertrans. 230 pri. only,
15/6 12/6
12 v. 1 a. C.T. Heatertrans. 930 pri. only, 8/8.

RUMMEL) CHORES.
CH4, 10 H., 150 ohms, 75 m/a..4/6.
CH5, 10 H., 300 ohms, 60 m/a., 4/6.
CH10, 15 H., 250 ohms, 80 m/a., shrouded, 10/9
110 R..:

300 ohms,oltm

200

10

m/a

nii0a.,:hhrroouuddeedd, 9/6,

150

CH2, 5 H., 80 ohms, 250 m/a., shrouded, 19/8.
Our comprehens've list o f TV -Radio and Gramophone
equipment, ete., is now available. Price qd. post free.

pYE. Ltd., have vacancies for electronic test
equipment engineers; qualifications, education to C. & G. Telecom. III or equivalent, and
at least two years' experience on radio test equipment; permanent positions with good pros-

pects, pleasant conditions; pay according to age,
qualifications and experience. -Apply
Pye,
Ltd., Employment Dept., St. Andrews Rd.,
Cambridge.

[5951

CALIBRATORS (testers of electronic apparatus) required; senior men able if necessary.
to perform all tests and calibration of electronic
measuring equipment; first-class working conditions and excellent prospects of long-term and
progressive employment for competent men; the
work is non -seasonal. -Apply. giving full details.
to Marconi Instruments, Ltd., Longacres, Hatfield Rd., St. Albans.
experienced valve design or production

engineer required by the English Electric
ionAN

Valve Co., Ltd., at Chelmsford, aged 25-35. with
previcus experience on the manufacture of large
receiving valves and small transmitting valves.
-Please send full particulars and present

salary, quoting reference 497. to Central Personnel Services, English Electric CO.. Ltd..
24-30, Gillingham St.. London, S.W.1.
[5958
ASSISTANT mechanical engineer required to
carry out mechanical design of various types
of industrial electronic equipment; previous experience on the design of light mechanical or
electro-mechanical equipment necessary; H.N.C.
(MeCh.); this is progressive appointment in
expanding department of well-known firm with
pension scheme, etc. -Send full details including
present salary, quoting ret. DIE, to Box 6512.

[5973

CRYSTALS'
of OUTSTANDING
QUALITY

TYPE "S"
Frequency range : 100 KO
to 15 Mc/s. Black bakelite

case, IV high, IA" wide,
thick, with two
diameter pins spaced r apart.

BROOKES CRYSTALS
10, Stockwell St., Greenwich. London. 8.E.10
Phone: GREenwich 1828. Cables : Xtals London.
Grams : Xtals Green London.
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SITUATIONS VACANT

SITUATIONS VACANT

SITUATIONS VACANT

NELSON

RESEARCH

LABORATORIES,

SENIOR electronic engineer required on coil
ENGLISH ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.. Stafford.
and filter design for high priority government require
draughtsman for development work on
Qualifications: A good general training in elec- contracts by large well-known company in Lon- vacuum devices, including industrial type elecdon
area;
candidates
must
be
British
subjects
tronics with wide practical experience of electronic valves; must have flair for design of Jigs
and
should
have
a
good
degree
in
physics
or
elecand fixtures for assembly and processing of comtronic equipment. Marked critical faculty and
ability to write clear English.-Applicants trical engineering and some years' experience in ponents and be familiar with modern shoo
and transformers; the post techniques in this field; salary according to
should write, giving full details and quoting the design of filters
progressive
and
pensionable.is
permanent,
qualifications and experience.-Apply, mentionED/19, to Personnel Department, E.M.I., Ltd.,
ing reference 143A, to Central Personnel Services,
Blyth Rd.. Hayes. Middx.
(5963 Apply in confidence stating full particulars, to
[5969 24-30. Gillingham St., London, S.W.1.
[5881
Box 6506.
ADMIRALTY.-Draughtsmen experienced in
SITUATIONS WANTED
SENIOR mechanical designers required by very
electrical and/or mechanical engineering
in
the
engineering
company
large
light
EXPERIENCED sound engineer desires posiare required for service at various experimental
suburbs of London. applicants must have
tion; Lancs/Ches; cinema or P.A.; own oar
establishments in the South of England. A Eastern
experience in design, too,ing and manufac- and equipment; would consider " free-lance."knowledge of electronic engineering will be an wide
[5964
advantage.
Appointments will in the first ture of small and intricate parts for use in Pre- Box 6501.
cision
light
engineering;
some
experience
of
the
instance be in an unestablished capacity, but
MANAGER/buyer tel7ision radio, electrical;
al ;
there will be an early opportunity to compete radio industry desirable; the salary will be from
£700 per annum upwards according to experi- vice, staff control, costing, accounts, etc., seeks
for established appointments.
COMMENCING salary will be assessed accord- ence.-Kindly state full details Of experience
[5919 post of responsibility with wholesalers or manuing to age, experience and location of employ- with age to Box 6492.
facturer; good technical knowledge.-Box 6547.
ment within the range of 8283-8525.
[5976
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH Co.,
CANDIDATES must be British subjects under
TECHNICAL TRAINING
staff for their modern developage 40 on 1/8/50 and have served an engineer- mentLtd.,require
etc.),
on
"No
laboratories
at
Chelmsford,
Essex.
to
unCITY
&
Guilds
(Electrical,
ing apprenticeship or had equivalent workshop dertake important deve.opment work on InterestPass-No Fee " terms. Over 95% sucexperience of at least 3 years. They should
radar projects; qualified electrical engineers cesses. For full details of modern courses in all
possess the Ordinary National Certificate, and if ing
of Electrical Technology send for our
over 23 years of age should normally possess and physicists, with experience of radar, are re- branches
-page handbook, free and post free.-B.I.E.T.
the Higher National Certificate (or equivalent). quired at various levels; there is also scope for 176
W.1.
HOSTEL accommodation is available at some young men without experience, including those (Dept. 388A), 17, Stratford Place, London, [0117
who possess the highest academic attainments;
establishments.
TUITION
APPLICATIONS, stating age and details of where necessary a period of training will be given TELEVISION.
send full details,
technical qualifications and apprenticeship (or at the Marconi Col.ege.-Please
equivalents) and workshop and drawing office indicating present salary level, quoting Ref.
to Central Personnel Services, English Elec- THE only school in Great Britain devoted solely
experience, should be sent to Admiralty (C.E.I1. 474.
Co.. Ltd., 24-30, Gillingham St., London. to training in television. Postal course prospecRoom 88). Empire Hotel, Bath. Original testi- tric
tus.-Principal, Gothic Television School, 13.
monials should not be forwarded with applica- S.W.I.
North Ave., London, W.13.
[0051
tion. Candidates required for interview (at
APPLICATIONS
are invited for the positions
London or Bath whichever is nearest) will be
RADIO training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E.
electrician (telephones) and electrician s
advised within two weeks of receipt of applica- mateof
Diploma;
prospectus
free.-Technical
Col(telephones) in the Communications Section.
[5952
[0111
tion from persons who have had experience in lege, Hull.
FREE
to
engineers-brochures
giving
details
the
installation
and/or
adjustment,
and
mainMECHANICAL, designer required by Marconi tenance of automatic telephone equipment and/
of training for A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E..
Instruments Ltd., St. Albans; applicants
supervisory remote control equipment; menu - City and Guilds, draughtsmanship, etc.
must be experienced in layout of electronic or
works experience will be an added re- E.M.I. INSTITUTES (associated with H.M.V.).
equipment, and communication experience is lecturer's
commendation;
wages
and
working
conditions
Dept
W.W.I, 10, Pembridge Sq., London, W.2.
desirable; interviews can be arranged on Satur- are in accordance with N.J.I.C. Agreement for Bay. 5131.
[0001
day mornings for suitable applicants.-Apply. the Electrical Supply Industry; the present rate
giving full details, quoting Ref. 464, to Central for e.ectricians (telephones) is 39d per hour, and
WIRELESS operating; attendance and postal
Personnel Services. English Electric Co.. Ltd., for mates 33.5(1 per hour. for a 44 -hour 5 -day
courses; stamp for reply to Manager. The
24-30. Gillingham St., Westminster S.W.1.
week.-Applications, stating age, qualifications, Wireless School, Manor Gdns.. London. N.7.
F5875
[5901
experience, etc., should be addressed to the DiviSecretary, British Eiectricity Authority,
NOTHING succeeds like success! What we
AN electronic engineer is required for labora- sional
Division, Ergon House. Horseferry Rd.,
have done a thousand times we can do
tory development work on measuring and London
[5947 again, for you.-See the B.N.R.S. Advt. on
control equipment for works use; candidates Westru.nster, S.W.1.
[0172
should preferably have a degree in Physics or leTARINE radar engineer required by major page 88.
WIRFLEGS, land, sea and air; students, both
Electrical Engineering and some post -graduate
111 British oil company for service at a Middle
sexes,
age
14
upwards,
trained
for
interestexperience; salary according to age and ex- East
port; applicants must not be over 35 years ing appointments in all branches of radio; low
perience.-Applications should be made to the of age,
must be Associate Members of the fees, boarders accepted; 2c1 stamp for pros.Director of Research, G.K.N. Research Labora- Institute and
of Electrical Engineers, or po.ssess comtories, Manor Works, Ettingshall, Wolver- parable academic qualifications, coupied
Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.
[0018
hampton.
[5949 wide knowledge and experience of post-war
A.M.I.Mech.E.. A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and
Mercantile
Marine
radar
equipment
maintenGuilds,
etc.,
on
"
no
pass-no
fee
"
terms;
TELEVISION development engineer. with at ance; general knowledge and some experience of over 95% successes. For details of exams. and
least four years' laboratory experience in
radio communication systems would be courses in all branches of engineering, buildthe development of vision and sound receivers. marine
an advantage; the successful applicant will be ing. etc., write for 176 -page handbook-free.required to fill a vacancy in a new section; appli- required to institute a small maintenance depot B.I.E.T.
cants should have commercial experience in the capable of offering emergency service to ships don, W.1.(Dept. 387B), 17. Stratford Place, Lon[0118
design of such equipment for production.-Apply fitted with a variety of radar equipments; he
TELEVISION postal course for radio trades
in writing, giving age, qualifications, details of would also be required, as a secondary commitExamination Board's diploma, also postal
experience, salary required, etc., to the Person- ment, to service marine radio communication
nel Dept., Cinema -Television, Ltd., Worsley systems, including VH/F radio telephone equip- courses for P.M.G. 2nd and 1st class Certificates and Amateur Radio Transmitting licence.
[5930 ment; the post carries an attractive salary comBridge ltd., Lower Sydenham, S.E.26
with the above, plus a generous -Apply British School of Telegraphy. Ltd.,
excellent opportunity exists for a design - mensurate
AN draughtsman
allowance in the local currency; there is a pen- 179, Clapham Rd., London. S.W.9. (40 years'
with experience of the en- sion scheme, and terms and conditions of service experience In coaching students in wireless
gineering design of lightweight airborne radio are good.-Write, giving personal particulars telegraphy and allied subjects.)
[0124
equipment; must have good cffialifications and and details of qualifications and experience,
THE Institute of Practical Radio Engineers
first-class practical experience for an appoint- quoting Department F.205. to Box 2908 at 191,
have available home study courses in every
ment in which initiative is essential-Apply in Gresham House. E.C.2.
[5883 phase of radio and television engineering,
writing to the Personnel Officer (Ref. GBLC/
specialising in the practical training of apprenKTH), Research Laboratories of the General
M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, Ltd., tices in the retail trade; enrolments limited, fees
Electric Co., Ltd.. North Wembley. Middlesex, 1'.4 offer outstanding opartunities for experi- moderate-The Syllabus of Instructional Text
stating age, qualifications and record.
[5869 ence in interesting development in many may be obtained post free from the Secretary,
branches of electronic engineering including I.P.R.E., Fairfield House, 20, Fairfield Rd.
ATTRACTIVE staff vacancies for draughtsmen radar, radio communication, television receivers. Crouch End. London, N.8.
woad
exist at Chelmsford and In London with audio -frequency engineering and magnetic reMarconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.; con- cording; applications will be welcomed from men BUSINESSES FOR SALE AND WANTED
tinued expansion of the company s work calls with engineering or physics degrees or the
WIRELESS telegraphy school and marine
for increased D.O. output and electrical or equivalent, with design experience; salaries
repair business for sale, good turnmechanical draughtsmen are invited to apply according to age and experience-Applicants over;radio
owner leaving district.-Write Box 6255.
for these permanent staff positions on the de- should write giving full details to Personnel
[5884
sign and development of radio and radar equip- Department, ED/21, E.M.I. Engineering DeFOR domestic reasons, working director
ment-Write, giving full details, quoting refer- velopment, Ltd., Blyth Road, Hayes, Middx.
wishes dispose 51 per cent holding in
ence 142A, to Central Personnel Services, English
[5863 limited company of flourishing North London
Electric Co.. Ltd., 24-30, Gillingham St.. Lon[5769 MHE following staff are required for interest- radio retailers, fully furnished flat in modern
don. S.W.1.
nearby if needed; £1,385 for quick sale.high grade design and development block
GRADUATE engineers and physicists are re- working,'
radio, television and domestic elec- Page. Moore & Page. 30. Ely Place, E.C.I.[5746
quired by the Research Laboratories of the trical for
appliances, expenses will be paid for
BOOKS INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
General Electric Co., Ltd.. East Lane, North selected applicants to attend interview but only
Wembley, Middx., for work in the fields of (a) first-class men will be considered, Erlth, Kent
BERNARDS Radio Publication. Send Id
High Frequency Heating; (b) Illumination; (c) district, 5 -day week: One senior.' designer
stamp for list now,
Radio Valves (d) Communications; and (e) draughtsman for radio and television; one MASON & SON, Ltd., Wivenhoe, nr. Colchester.
Waveguides; vacancies exist for junior and senior senior designer draughtsman for domestic Essex.
f0094
graduates and some will be especially suitable for appliances; one senior jig and tool draughtsman;
WEBB'S 1948 radio map of world, new multiyounger ex -servicemen, whose experience is one estimator, preferably with tooling expericolour printing, with up-to-date call signs
limited to Service work.-Applicants should write ence.-Please write in confidence stating quali- and fresh
information on heavy art paper, 4/6.
to the Personnel Officer (Ref. GBLC), quoting fications, experience, age and salary required to
TCHNICAL writers required to prepare and
edit reports and handbooks for publication.

details of age, experience and qualifications.

[5903

Box 6496.

[5937

post 6d; on linen, on rollers. 11/6, post 9d.-

Webb's Radio, 1-4, Soho St., W.1. Gerrard 2089.

[0115

LABORATORY assistants with Ordinary or
Higher National Certificate, or City and

RADIO Servicing " by Abraham Marcus; a

of 21 and 40 are invited to apply for appointment as radio mechanics In the Ministry of Civil
Aviation for service at civil aviation radio
stations; candidates should possess knowledge of
the fundamental principles of electricity and
radio and have had practical experience in the
maintenance of radio or radar equipment-Full
particulars and application forms can be ob- search Laboratories of The General Electric Co.,
tained from the Ministry of Civil Aviation, Ltd., East Lane, North Wembley Middx.,. which
Estla/E5/24/01. 19-29. Woburn Place. London7. give full details of age, academic qualifications
[5913
W C.I.
[580 and experience.

publication of the Institute, sample copy 2/- post
free; membership and examination data. 1/ post free.-Secretary, I.P.R.E.. 20, Fairfield
Rd.. London, N.8.
[0089

MINISTRY OF CIVIL AVIATION.-Vacancies

for radio mechanics; men between the ages

complete handbook which covers theory
Guilds Full Technological Certificate are required "
at Stanmore, Middx., for work with research en- and practice and shows how to deal with all
gineers engaged on new developments; experi- radio faults; write for free descriptive leaflet to
ence in a radio or television laboratory and -Allen & Unwin, 40 Museum St., London.
[5786A
ability to construct wire and test communications W.C.1.
equipment and to use machine tools are essential; T.P.R.E. Technical Publications; 5,000 alignreplies will be sent to all applications sent toment peaks for superheterodynes. 4/9 post
The Personnel Officer (Ref, OBLC/KTH), Re- free; The Practical Radio Engineer. qtlarterlY
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Condenser leadersh4
15-soin the ieside./

I. All -aluminium non -corrosive internal construction

2. Pure aluminium foil & paper winding
3. Viscous electrolyte giving long life over
wide temperature range

4. Full hermetic rubber sealing to
tube and rivet

:Mr. Quest
IjI

S. Hot tinned tags for safe
and easy soldering

6. Separate negative tag:
no "open -circuits " due
to chafed

foil

in

case

Mr. Test

spinning.
The T.C.C. " Micropack " ranges of dry electrolytic
condensers are fully tropical and compact. The exceptionally
wide temperature performance permits of use at extremely
low temperatures. Plastic protective sleeving can be fitted
to insulate condensers from surrounding metal parts.
Range: 6 to 500v, D.C. working.

Capacity:

1

to 100 ,J.F.

"MICROPACK" ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD RADIO DIVISION LONDON W.3

Tel

ACORN 0061 (9 lines

\

Wireless World

iv

®
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those who were unable to meet us at our stand at the Birmingham National
in
Radio & Television Exhibition we show below an extract from our advertisement

For

the Exhibition Catalogue.

( 0 ItE V)

hie
01,40 V1RS /AID

but actually

Solder is used ill the
Multicore
Ersin
of Television,
leading manufacturers apparatus. It
active,
Radio and Electronic

the/420111
oxide from
flux en The three cores of and flux
soldering

cleans all traces of

the metal.
sure speedyprecision
extra flux is required.
all
continuity-no is most
o efficient for
Multicore
in the home.
Ersin
purPoses
radio soldering

three cores of extra

contains
Ersin Flux, which not
non -corrosive
during soldering
only prevents oxidation

. Made as standard
Bulk
Nominal 7 lb. and t lb. reels.
to special order.
Other specifications
and 9 gauges.

FOR FACTORIES.

in 6 alloys
prices on application.

PULL AS:Aroaxezz

FOR SERVICE

Size

p

tenance
supplied

in 4

and main

ENGINEERS

cartons are

I

specifications

as shown

below.

FOR THE HANDYMAN

The size 2 carton

provides approxia)
mately 3 feet
Multicore
Ersin
Solder.

Price 6d. per carton

CONTAINS 3 CORES
NON -CORROSIVE

FLUX

SOLDER KIT
Solder and
MULTICORE
NEW
Ersin
Multicore
HE
specifications of
solder for all

Contains two Solder, providing the right and electrical
radio, televisionas for ordinary
wo of Arax-Multicore
work, as well
Below)

chassis
Wonderful value for 2 - each

metals, soldering

coristruction, etc.

SOLDER

for
ARAX MULTICORE
cored solder is intended
fluxes and
acid -free flux

fluid or paste

non -resin,undertaken with
practically any
(Above) This new,
will solder
jobs previously
all soldering wire solder. ARAX Multicore
spring steel and most stainless
stick, ingot or
including blued
removed with water.
metal instantaneously,is easily
Flax
residue
steels.

SIZE 1 CARTON-S/- RETAIL
Approx.

C16014

14

26 feet

C16018

60/40

18

60 feet

C14013

40/60

13

22 feet

C14016

40/60

16

42 feet

Ref. No.

will be pleased to send to manufacturers, without charge, new technical
literature, samples and bulk prices. Service engineers and radio enthusiasts can
cbtain our Size 1 Cartons"price on right) from most radio and electrical shops.
e

Length

Alloy
Tin/Lead
60/40

Catalogue

S.W.G. oer Carton

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, W.1

REGent 1411

